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Editor’s Column 

The explosion of knowledge at the global hut due to technological dynamics has 

certainly redefined the very concept of education. The prevailing scenario of education--

especially higher education--has become a matter of study and analysis for the scholars and 

practitioners who have a craving desire to face changes and challenges. It is because we, the 

human beings, are endowed with the faculty of choice and a free will.  

Unlike other species, we are not programmed. We can make choices and use our free 

will to act and achieve our objectives. Despite the dramatic progress in ICT in education 

achieved so far at the school and college levels, much remains to be done: each country, to 

varying degrees, continues to struggle with issues of children out of school and illiterate 

youths and adults. Inequities in educational opportunities, quality of educational services and 

level of learning achievement persist by gender, rural/urban locality, ethnic background, and 

socioeconomic status.  

The quality of learning and the capacity to define and monitor this quality is lacking 

in most developing countries. The means and scope of education continue to be narrow and 

confined to historical models of delivery, and the use of other channels continues to be ad hoc 

and marginal. The increase in quantitative and qualitative demand for education is not 

matched by an increase in resources. 

At this juncture, it is safe to state that the polarity of views on the possibility of 

change is amazing. We, the publishers of Journal of research, are very much excited to view 

some aspects of these changes through scholarly articles contributed by august scholars and 

colleagues. The present issue contains papers with critical insight and analysis as well as 

systematic discussion and deliberation on various themes of language, literature, information 

technology, commerce and so on. We hope this will certainly be useful for the people who 

aspire change. 

         Chief Editor  

                                 Dr. Dinesh R. Chavda 
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A Study on Customer Perception of Central Bank Digital 
Currency 

1Shri. Vinitkumar J. Varma and 2Dr. Bhavsinh M. Dodia, 
1Research Scholar and 2Associate Professor and Head, 

Department of Commerce and Management, Bhakta Kavi Narsinh Mehta University, 
Junagadh, Gujarat - 362 263. 

Abstract 

A Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) is a digital type of currency issued by the central 

bank of a nation. Digital types of currency are currently widespread. When you use your 

debit or credit card instead of cash, or are paid by direct deposit, the financial institution must 

digitally record the transaction and adjust your account balance. A CBDC would support 

systems previously created by private financial organisations by producing a central bank-

backed digital fiat currency. Physical bank notes are the sole form of central bank money 

available to the public in the majority of nations. The popularity of CBDCs has exploded in 

recent years. The pilot project of India's very own digital currency, "Digital Rupee," began 

for wholesale transactions on November 1, 2022. At least five banks, including State Bank of 

India, ICICI Bank, IDFC First Bank, and HDFC Bank, have been recruited by the Reserve 

Bank of India (RBI) to work on the retail pilot project of the Central Bank Digital Currency 

(CBDC). Researcher in this paper has tried to analyse through collected data the challenges 

for implementation of CBDC from the user’s perspective to get the idea for digitalisation, 

easytizing and popularisation of digital currency in today’s Atmanirbhar Bharat.  

Key Words: Cryptocurrency, Digital transaction, Virtual Currency, Central Bank, Money 

Introduction  

The Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) is a sort of digital currency that resembles a 

nation's fiat currency. Instead of producing currency, the Reserve Bank of India issues 

electronic coins backed by the full confidence and credit of the Indian government. 

Cryptocurrencies are the umbrella term for the tens of thousands of distinct digital currencies 

that exist today. Bitcoin is the most well-known example of a fully decentralised 

cryptocurrency. Stablecoin is a different sort of cryptocurrency. The value of stablecoins is 

pegged to a certain asset or a fiat currency, such as the dollar. The technology that enables 

cryptocurrencies is known as distributed ledger, which means that rather than relying on a 

single central hub, a global network of devices constantly verifies the legitimacy of each 

transaction. However, this is distinct from a national bank launching its own digital currency. 

01 
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There are numerous compelling arguments in favour of investigating digital currencies, and 

the decision of many nations to establish CBDCs depends on the state of their particular 

economies. Before a country may begin adopting a CBDC, it must first address the multiple 

problems that must be resolved. People who invest in CBDCs run the risk of simultaneously 

making big bank withdrawals, which might provoke a bank run, restrict banks' ability to lend, 

and increase interest rates. This dilemma is especially difficult for nations with weak 

financial systems. CBDCs also create operational difficulties because they are susceptible to 

cyberattacks and must be secured against these threats in order to operate effectively. Before 

implementing this technology, CBDCs require a complex regulatory structure that must first 

be strengthened. Standards on privacy, consumer protection, and anti-money laundering must 

be incorporated into this framework. Following are the reason for developing CBDC. 

§ It is more efficient in preventing crime, money laundering, and terrorism financing. 

Unlike the existing system of mobile wallets offered by private companies, 

Blockchain-based CBDC would be able to track all transactions. 

§ CBDC will minimise the cost of importing note paper, producing currency, and 

circulating currency throughout the nation. 

§ CBDCs are a sort of smart contracts and may be programmed to collect taxes 

automatically. 

§ CBDCs are accessible to those without smartphone access and are more financially 

inclusive. 

§ It can reduce the price of international transactions. 

India is now implementing the CBDC in accordance with the announcement made in the 

Finance Budget 2022. In this regard, researcher anticipates the following difficulties during 

the drafting of the regulation. This type of endeavour necessitates deliberations on a large-

scale including professionals from many areas of people, process, and technology. To create a 

well-designed CBDC, however, the RBI may need to address a number of difficulties. While 

the RBI has addressed the most of these issues in its concept note, it remains to be seen how 

the central bank would approach them in the future. Researcher has attempted to anticipate 

some of the potential obstacles that may arise. 

People’s Perception to use CBDC: Bringing people's attention to CBDC could be a 

formidable issue. The government had already released e-rupee tokens for retail through 
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NPCI. It is still changing; the central bank must plan ahead for a frictionless nationwide 

conversion of CBDC to cash.  

v Taking this point into consideration, researcher in this paper has tried to analyse this 

factor with three different variable – Technology, Satisfactions and Fear 

Ø Technology: While Jio and Airtel have launched 5G in several cities, a significant portion 

of rural India still experiences connectivity concerns, which could pose problems for 

CBDC. Moreover, interoperability with existing systems is another obstacle that the RBI 

will need to overcome. 

Ø Satisfaction: The people of India are only going to use this CBDC if they find it to be 

convenient, simple, risk-free, and quick to use. If operation would be easy and safe people 

would start using it and it will lead to satisfaction. 

Ø Fear: this will comprise of security related aspect and privacy concerns of public. 

o Security: Regardless of whether CBDC is a centralised or decentralised ledger, 

counterfeiting and cybersecurity will remain the primary challenges to overcome. 

o Privacy concern: There have been numerous discussions over the effects that 

CBDC would have on privacy. For wallets with lower transaction limitations, 

increase the maximum level of privacy, i.e., do not require as many personal 

details. However, for wallets with extensive features, it is likely that all personal 

information will be necessary however CBDC will provide greater privacy. 

Review of Literature 

1. (Rejeb, A., Rejeb, K., & Keogh, J. G., 2021) For the purpose of their research, they 

compiled a literature review on the function of cryptocurrencies in modern business and 

financial systems as well as the problems associated with their use. Traditional financial 

ecosystems are frequently unable to respond to the demands and concerns of citizens. 

This is demonstrated by the rising popularity of cryptocurrencies and their acceptance by 

the general public. 

2. (Nolting, 2020) This report analyses how CBDC is likely to alter the financial landscape 

through potential schemes that could be implemented in the coming years. At this point, 

two fundamental observations are observable. First, CBDC has not yet undergone a 

thorough empirical real-time test. Second, it is challenging to forecast how CBDC will be 

implemented and what they will mean. 
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3. (Cunliffe, 2020) Researchers have found that our understanding of CBDCs has greatly 

improved in recent years. The advantages and difficulties of any issuance have been 

largely established through published research, policy work, and proofs-of-concept from 

central banks. 

4. (Todd & Mike Rogers, 2020) They have looked into those. The emergence of electronic 

money (e-money) and other contemporary digital financial innovations have highlighted 

flaws in the current monetary and payment systems. 

5. (Garg, 2019) has argued for various CBDC aspects in his report using various points of 

view recommended by the committee he chairs, including Distributed Ledger Technology 

(DLT), the popularity of virtual currencies, the use of DLT for other financial services, 

etc. 

Objective of Study 

The technology revolution is driving us toward a digital depiction of several everyday 

objects. Perhaps banknotes are next in line? However, numerous questions remain on that 

front. The primary purpose of this article will be to investigate the potential applications of 

CBDC from the standpoint of Indian users. 

• To explore the potential usage of CBDC from Indian users perspective.  

• To study how different variable like satisfaction in digital transaction, fear and 

technology would affect the usage of CBDC in future. 

• To analyse factors like satisfaction in digital transaction, fear and technology would 

affect users’ perception to use CBDC in future. 

Research Methodology 

Looking into requirements of the objectives of the study the research design employed for the 

study is of exploratory in nature. The research paper is an attempt of exploratory research, 

based on the primary, collected through close ended questionnaire on the basis of non-

probability convenience sampling.  

Sample Size and Design 

Non-probability sampling would be used based on a convincing sampling method for 

purposefully pulling data from a close ended questionnaire allowing researchers to acquire 

data. Total Sample size is 298*. Based on the Normality test performed through SPSS it is 

found that data is not normally distributed hence Non parametric tests have applied. 
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Sample Size =  

=0.8(1-0.8)(1.96)2/(0.05)2 = 245.86 (Sample Size should be more than 246 and researcher has 

collected 298 sample through Google form which is more than the limit) 

Where, z is the z score = 1.96 at 95% confidence level. ε is the margin of error 5% ie 0.05. ��  

is the population proportion 80% ie 0.80 (According to the World Bank’s Global Financial 

Inclusion Database or Global Findex Report 2017, 80% of Indian adults have a bank account 

or financial inclusive that means this population can do digital transaction). 

Null Hypothesis 

1. There is no association between Education and future use of CBDC. 

2. There is no association between Computer Skill and Future use of CBDC. 

3. There is no association between Occupation and Future use of CBDC. 

4. There is no statistically significant difference in satisfaction and frequency of digital 

transaction. 

5. There is no statistically significant difference in Fear and frequency of digital 

transaction. 

6. There is no statistically significant difference in Technology and frequency of digital 

transaction. 

7. There is no statistically significant difference in satisfaction and perception of public 

to do more digital transaction in future. 

8. There is no statistically significant difference in Fear and perception of public to do 

more digital transaction in future. 

9. There is no statistically significant difference in Technology and perception of public 

to do more digital transaction in future. 

10. There is no statistically significant difference in satisfaction and perception of public 

to use CBDC in future. 

11. There is no statistically significant difference in Fear and perception of public to use 

CBDC in future. 

12. There is no statistically significant difference in Technology and perception of public 

to use CBDC in future.  

Data Analysis  

The collected data has processed and analysed considering the objective of the study using 

non parametric tests based on non-normal distribution of data. SPSS and SPSS AMOS have 
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been used to analyse the data. Analysis is based one factor analysis & AMOS, Chi-Square 

test and Kruskal-Wallis. Before performing analysis, researcher has checked normality and 

reliability of the data, results of which are as follow. 

Test of Reliability and Normality 

Variable 
Reliability of Data Normality of Data 

Cronbach's Alpha 
Shapiro-
Wilk (Sig.) 

Z Value of 
Skewness 

Z Value of 
Kurtosis 

Technology 0.824 .000 -8.081 9.324 
Satisfaction 0.893 .000 -11.662 6.284 
Fear 0.807 .000 -12.068 10.365 
As per the above table, it is found that data are reliable, Cronbach's alpha compares the 

amount of shared variance to determine reliability and all the value are greater than 0.8 so 

internal consistency is good. Normality of data can be checked by P value (Sig.) The data is 

normal if the Shapiro-Wilk Test Sig. value is greater than 0.05. but here data is less that 0.05 

and acceptable range of Z value of Skewness and Kurtosis is +/- 1.96 but data is out of range 

so we can conclude that data is reliable and not normally distributed. Hence non parametric 

tests would be applicable. 

Statistical Frequencies Table  
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N Valid 298 298 298 298 298 298 298 298 298 298 298 298 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 1.90 1.42 2.18 1.98 2.96 1.75 1.06 1.45 2.07 1.01 2.50 2.93 
Median 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 
Mode 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 
SD 0.95 0.49 0.98 0.54 1.58 0.90 0.24 0.50 0.94 0.10 0.70 0.31 
Variance 0.91 0.24 0.95 0.29 2.49 0.81 0.06 0.25 0.88 0.01 0.49 0.09 
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Skewness 0.71 0.34 0.67 -0.02 0.22 1.02 3.64 0.21 -0.14 10.35 -1.05 -4.79 
Kurtosis -

0.60 
-
1.89 

-
0.49 

0.48 
-
0.88 

0.11 11.27 -1.96 -1.85 105.29 -0.23 23.68 

The Frequency column indicates how many observations fell into the given category, various 

values of mean, median, mode, standard distribution related with the questions asked is given 

in above table. 

Charts presentation 

Researcher has tried to sum up visual understanding via pie charts for various demographic 

question asked in the questionnaire.  

Pie chart for Age Group and Male Female Ratio 

 

In the above pie chart, major age group is upto 25 years which contribute 43.7% followed by 

26-35 age group with 29.9% contribution where as there were total 41.7 % female and 58.3% 

male in the response. 

Pie chart of Education Qualifications and Computer Skill  
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According to above chart it is clear that most of the population has done post graduation and 

most of the people is having good computer skills. 

Pie chart of annual income and occupation 

It is clear that most of the sample population is having annual income upto 250000 i.e. 50.3% 

and most of them are private sector employee ie. 33.9% and second student stands at 29.7%. 

Awareness about digital transaction and frequency of doing digital transaction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above chart is clear that all every respondent is aware about digital transaction and 

mostly of them are doing it on a regular basis that indicate there is good knowledge about 

digital transaction among respondents.  
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Awareness about cryptocurrency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is visible that more than 90% of the respondent have heard about digital cryptocurrency 

that means this term is not new to them and not only this more 50% of the respondents are 

aware that RBI is planning to launch its own cryptocurrency called CBDC. 

Perception of CBDC and digital transaction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When respondents been asked whether they would use CBDC then most of them are 

confused and replied in ‘may be’ but most of them were agreeing to use CBDC. Respondents 

have also agreed that in future people would more engage in digital transaction.  

Data Analysis 
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There were three variables identified namely Satisfaction, Technology and Fear to construct 

the perception about the usage of CBDC by the retail users. These three variable have been 

derived from belove sub questions with weightage given to them. 

Satisfaction (SAT) SA A N D SD 

SAT1 It is easy to track expenses and it is convenient  5 4 3 2 1 
SAT2 It provides privacy from carrying cash, also offers 
and Promotions 

5 4 3 2 1 

SAT3 It is more hygienic, contactless payment  5 4 3 2 1 
SAT4 No need of frequent ATM withdrawal, round the 
clock transaction, Save time and energy, 

5 4 3 2 1 

 

Technology (TEC) SA A N D SD 
TEC1 Digital transaction uses robust network connection. 
It enables quicker digital transaction, banking in our 
pockets 

5 4 3 2 1 

TEC2 The cost of digital transactions is low. Digital 
banking is being updated more often.  

5 4 3 2 1 

TEC3 There are less connectivity or server-related issues. 5 4 3 2 1 
 

Fear (FEAR) SA A N D SD 
FEAR1 Sometime delay in payment causes trouble. 
Chances of wrong or duplicate transactions 

5 4 3 2 1 

FEAR2 There are possibility of Hacking or Password 
cracking, cyber attack 

5 4 3 2 1 

FEAR3 Require good internet, chances of theft of data or 
information, losing mobile phone 

5 4 3 2 1 

Exploratory Factor Analysis  

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is used to identify a measure's factor structure and assess 

its internal reliability among Satisfaction, Technology and Fear. 

KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .781 
Bartlett's Test of 
Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 4462.774 
df 45 
Sig. .000 

Exploratory Factor Analysis is appropriate if Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 

Adequacy is 0.60 or above and it is 0.781 and Exploratory Factor Analysis should be done if 

Bartlett's sphericity test is significant (p < 0.05). 

Rotated Component Matrixa 
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Component 

1 2 3 
SAT1 .842   
SAT2 .830   
SAT3 .829   
SAT4 .783   
FEAR1  .913  
FEAR2  .888  
FEAR3  .651  
TEC1   .812 
TEC2   .812 
TEC3   .779 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  
 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser 
Normalization. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table and chart shows factor weights and Screen plot A scree plot visualizes the 

Eigenvalues (quality scores). Eigenvalues decline substantially after component 4. 

Components 1-4 decline sharply between components 5-10, suggesting 3 causes underpin our 

questions. 

Path diagram of the structural equation 
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The above figure shows the factor loadings of each variable. In the above diagram, the value 

of the factors considered for deriving the value of Satisfaction, Fear and Technology are 

considered. For all the factors which affect Satisfaction i.e. SAT1(1.00), SAT2(1.12), SAT3 

(1.16) and SAT4 (1.09) are greater than the absolute value of 0.7; thus all the factors are 

relevant in studying their contribution in the determination of perception of future usage of 

CBDC. Furthermore, the factor loading of Fear factors i.e. FEAR1(1.00), FEAR2(2.04) and 

FEAR3(1.92) and the factor loading of Technology factors i.e. TECH1(1.00), TECH2(0.92) 

and TECH3(0.94) are also greater than the absolute value of 0.7. Thus, all the factors 

included in the model for determining the value of latent variables are relevant. 
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Final value of moderation indices of a structural equation modelling 

Measure Estimate Threshold Interpretation 

CMIN 100.132 -- -- 

DF 32 -- -- 

CMIN/DF 3.129 Between 1 and 3 Acceptable 

CFI 0.985 >0.95 Excellent 

SRMR 0.038 <0.08 Excellent 

RMSEA 0.044 <0.06 Excellent 

PClose 0.832 >0.05 Excellent 

 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P 
CMIN/
DF 

GF
I 

AG
FI 

RMSE
A 

Default model 23 100.132 32 0 3.129 1 0.97 0.044 

Saturated model 55 0 0     1     
Independence 
model 

10 4479.79 45 0 99.551 0.5 0.37 0.3 

The above table shows the model’s fitness. In the case of absolute fitness, the value of 

relative/normed Chi-Square (CHIN/Df), the goodness of fit (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit 

(AGFI) and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) is satisfying the required 

criteria. CHIN/Df value is 3.129 is less than 5, GFI is 0.983 which is greater than 0.9, AGFI 

is 0.970 is greater than 0.9, and RMSEA is 0.044 which is less than 0.10. Thus, the model for 

studying the impact of Satisfaction, Fear and Technology on each other is an adequately fit.  

Hypothesis Testing (Chi-Square) 

1. H0- There is no association between Education and future use of CBDC. 

Chi-Square Tests  

 Value df 

Asymp. 
Sig.  
(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 19.768a 6 .003 
Likelihood Ratio 19.160 6 .004 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

.215 1 .643 

N of Valid Cases 298   
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 
5. The minimum expected count is 13.06. 
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The chi square statistic appears in the Value column immediately to the right of Pearson Chi-

Square. The value of the chi square statistic is 19.768. The p-value (.003) appears in the same 

row in the Asymptotic Significance (2-sided) column. The result is significant if this value is 

equal to or less than the designated alpha level (normally .05). In this case, the p-value is 

smaller than the standard alpha value, so researcher rejects the null hypothesis that asserts 

there is no association between Education and future use of CBDC. To put it simply, the 

result is significant the data suggests that the variables education and usage of CBDC in 

future are associated with each other. The chi square statistic only tells you whether variables 

are associated and to find out how they are associated then it needed to Bar chart. 

2. H0- There is no association between Computer Skill and Future use of CBDC. 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymp. 
Sig.  
(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.273a 4 .082 
Likelihood Ratio 8.211 4 .084 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

3.370 1 .066 

N of Valid Cases 1098   
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 

5. The minimum expected count is 17.25. 
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The value of the chi square statistic is 8.273. The p-value (.082) appears in the same row in 

the Asymptotic Significance (2-sided) column. The result is not significant because p-value is 

more than designated alpha level so researcher does not reject the null hypothesis that asserts 

There is no association between Computer Skill and Future use of CBDC. 

3. H0- There is no association between Occupation and Future use of CBDC. 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymp. 
Sig.  
(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 30.676a 12 .002 
Likelihood Ratio 33.466 12 .001 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

4.964 1 .026 

N of Valid Cases 1098   
a. 2 cells (9.5%) have expected count less than 

5. The minimum expected count is 1.87. 
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The value of the chi square statistic is 30.676. The p-value (.002) appears in the same row in 

the Asymptotic Significance (2-sided) column. The result is significant because p-value is 

less than designated alpha level so researcher rejects the null hypothesis that asserts There is 

no association between Computer Skill and Future use of CBDC. 

Hypothesis Testing (Kruskal-Wallis Test) 

Ranks  

How often do you do digital transactions? 
Mean 
Rank  

Satisfaction I don't do 127.18  
Rarely and Occasionally 116.19  
Frequently 167.10  
Total   

Fear I don't do 151.16  
Rarely and Occasionally 135.40  
Frequently 154.46  
Total   

Technology I don't do 146.57  
Rarely and Occasionally 129.15  
Frequently 157.96  
Total   
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Test Statisticsa,b 

 Satisfaction Fear Technology 

Chi-Square 84.304 10.256 23.400 

df 2 2 2 

Asymp. 

Sig. 
.000 .006 .000 

a. Kruskal Wallis Test 

b. Grouping Variable: How often do you do 

digital transactions? 

4. H0- There is no statistically significant difference in satisfaction and frequency of digital 

transaction. 

Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in 

Satisfaction and frequency of digital transaction, χ2(2) = 84.304, p = 0.000, with a mean rank 

highest for frequently users of digital transaction 167.10. Differences are statistically 

significant. The more frequently if one does digital transaction the more satisfied that person 

would be. H0 will be rejected. 

5. H0- There is no statistically significant difference in Fear and frequency of digital 

transaction. 

Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in Fear and 

frequency of digital transaction, χ2(2) = 10.256, p = 0.006, with a mean rank highest for 

frequently users of digital transaction 154.46. Differences are statistically significant. H0 will 

be rejected.  

6. H0- There is no statistically significant difference in Technology and frequency of digital 

transaction. 

Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in 

Technology and frequency of digital transaction, χ2(2) = 23.400, p = 0.000, with a mean rank 
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highest for frequently users of digital transaction 157.96. Differences are statistically 

significant. H0 will be rejected.  

Ranks 
Do you agree that people will engage 
more in digital transactions in the future? 

Mean 
Rank 

Satisfaction Disagree 94.58 
Neutral 80.58 
Agree 152.88 
Total   

Fear Disagree 211.59 
Neutral 140.86 
Agree 148.52 
Total   

Technology Disagree 127.80 
Neutral 104.22 
Agree 151.37 
Total   

Test Statisticsa,b 

 Satisfaction Fear Technology 
Chi-Square 38.309 9.188 14.148 
df 2 2 2 
Asymp. 
Sig. 

.000 .010 .001 

a. Kruskal Wallis Test 

b. Grouping Variable: Do you agree that people 

will engage more in digital transactions in the 

future? 

7. H0- There is no statistically significant difference in Satisfaction and perception of public 

to do more digital transaction in future. 

Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in 

Satisfaction and perception of public to do more digital transaction in future, χ2(2) = 38.309, 

p = 0.000, with a mean rank highest for Agree users of digital transaction 152.88. Differences 

are statistically significant. H0 will be rejected. 

8. H0- There is no statistically significant difference in Fear and perception of public to do 

more digital transaction in future. 
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Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in Fear and 

perception of public to do more digital transaction in future, χ2(2) = 9.188, p = 0.010, with a 

mean rank highest for Disagree users of digital transaction 211.59. Differences are 

statistically significant. H0 will be rejected. 

9. H0- There is no statistically significant difference in Technology and perception of public 

to do more digital transaction in future. 

Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in 

Technology and perception of public to do more digital transaction in future, χ2(2) = 14.148, 

p = 0.001, with a mean rank highest for frequently users of digital transaction 151.37. 

Differences are statistically significant. H0 will be rejected. 

Ranks 
If RBI Launches Its own digital 
cryptocurrency (CBDC), Will you use it? 

Mean 
Rank 

Satisfaction Yes 162.58 
No 134.56 
May Be 141.25 
Total   

Fear Yes 149.46 
No 144.84 
May Be 149.91 
Total   

Technology Yes 156.27 
No 152.13 
May Be 142.33 
Total   

 
Test Statisticsa,b 

 
Satisfactio
n Fear 

Technolog
y 

Chi-Square 20.001 .380 6.727 
df 2 2 2 
Asymp. 
Sig. 

.000 .827 .035 

a. Kruskal Wallis Test 
b. Grouping Variable: If RBI Launches Its own 
digital cryptocurrency (CBDC), Will you use it? 
 

10. H0- There is no statistically significant difference in Satisfaction and perception of public 

to use CBDC in future. 
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Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in 

Satisfaction and perception of public to use CBDC in future, χ2(2) = 20.001, p = 0.000, with 

a mean rank highest for users who replied Yes is 162.58. Differences are statistically 

significant. H0 will be rejected. 

11. H0- There is no statistically significant difference in Fear and perception of public to use 

CBDC in future. 

Kruskal-Wallis H test did not show that there was a statistically significant difference in Fear 

and perception of public to use CBDC in future, χ2(2) = 0.380, p = 0.827, with a mean rank 

highest for users who replied May be is 149.91. Differences are not statistically significant. 

H0 will not be rejected. 

12. H0-There is no statistically significant difference in Technology and perception of public 

to use CBDC in future. 

Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically significant difference in 

Technology and perception of public to use CBDC in future, χ2(2) = 6.727, p = 0.035, with a 

mean rank highest for users who replied Yes is 156.27. Differences are statistically 

significant. H0 will be rejected. 

Conclusion 

There is no doubt that in the not-too-distant future, the number of digital transactions 

conducted will expand. People's adoption of digital currency will also be facilitated by the 

development of technology that is both user-friendly and secure. More participation in digital 

transactions would lead to an increase in convenience and, consequently satisfaction. 

Respondents have also indicated interest in CBDC in this research, and if they were provided 

with appropriate technology that was reliable and easy to use, they may use it. In this way, 

the government may be able to address obstacles associated with CBDC from the perspective 

of its users. 
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Emergence of Student Politics in India 

Arvind Kumar, 
Research Scholar, Department of History, 

Panjab University, Chandigarh. 
“The student of politics therefore as well as the psychologist must study the nature of 

the soul.” - Aristotle 

Can we imagine freedom struggle minus students?  Can we imagine Anna Hazare Movement 

without the support of youth? Was it possible for Nirbhaya movement to reach such heights 

that it forced the law makers to change the basic structure of the definition of Rape, without 

the enragement as was displayed by the Youth not just in India but round the globe?  I think 

we all stands at page where the answers of the above are in ‘NO’. No we cannot imagine a 

change in society or politics without the active involvement of youth or the students.  And 

these are just few of the questions, there could be innumerous question which would have 

affirmative answers to all the whys where when what pertaining to the phenomenon of 

students in politics. The objective and aim of this paper to find out the role of students played 

in the Protest movement across the nation post independence. The paper is mainly a 

descriptive one. It tries to explore the active involvement of Student in various political and 

social protest which made considerable impact on the government to rethink their decision.  

Bhagat Singh took to the side of students in politics whereas his political guru and revered 

figure Lala Lajpat Rai was against the notion of students being into politics and was one of 

the bone of ideological contention between them (Kumar, 2022). Gandhi Supported it, 

Ambedkar, Patel , Subhash, Lohia and JP, other nationalist leaders, the leaders of present 

time politics have positive  affirmative notion towards the notion of students in politics. From 

Ambedkar to Kanshiram and from Mayawati to Chandrashekar Ravan all are on amicable 

‘Yes” for students in the political framework of India reflecting as not just contesting but the 

writing a bright future of the nation. 

The effigy burning of Lord Curzon, then Viceroy of India in 1905 in the wake of Bengal 

Partition was the first documented record of Student’s protest in official records. However, 

before this there exists several student movements but none of them could find their place in 

official records (HT, 2019).  

One of the most important concomitants of the Indian National Movement was the active 

participation of the students, be it Protest against Bengal Partition, Non Co-operation 

02 
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Movement, Civil Disobedience Movement, Revolutionary movement inspired the Bhagat 

Singh, Chandrasekhar Azad or the final stroke against the imperial powers in India in the 

form of Quit India Movement.  

Anti-Hindi agitations of Tamil Nadu, 1965 

The Anti-Hindi agitations of Tamil Nadu were a series of agitations that happened in the 

Indian state of Tamil Nadu during both pre- and post-Independence periods. The agitations 

involved several mass protests, riots, student and political movements in Tamil Nadu. Despite 

protests by the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) in Parliament, the law was passed. 

However, the then Prime Minister of India, Jawaharlal Nehru assured that English will 

continue to be official language. After Nehru’s death in 1964, the Congress government in 

the state introduced a three-language formula in the state assembly, leading to students taking 

to the streets. In two weeks of riots, about 70 people were killed, according to government 

estimates. To calm the situation, Indian Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri gave assurances 

that English would continue to be used as the official language as long as the non-Hindi 

speaking states wanted. The riots subsided after Shastri's assurance, as did the student 

agitation. (HT, 2019). The Anti-Hindu protest in which participation of students was huge, 

numerous students were jailed. This agitation changed the politics of Tamil Nadu forever. 

The ruling Congress party was ousted from power in next election by DMK and since then 

the political results have pendulumed between the Dravidian parties. The student had played 

a crucial role in this movement and many students leaders emerged as future leaders of the 

state (Chandrababu, 2022).   

Gujrat Movement (Nav-Nirman Andolan) 

The student politics find its emergence in independent India in the form of Gujrat movement. 

This movement was against the 20% fee hike in the L.D. Engineering College in Gujrat. A 

similar sort of protest movement was organized in the Gujrat University. After the scuffle 

with police the protest gained its momentum and due publicity of its account. The student’s 

main demand was related to the food and education.  That time the Chief Minister of Gujrat 

was Chiman Bhai Patel he was leading the Congress notorious government who was famous 

for its rampant corruption according to Ramchandra Guha, Chiman was also called Chiman 

Chor as its govt. earned a bad name due to all pervading corruption. This movement was a 

successful movement as it culminated into resignation of CM Chiman Bhai Patel and 
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subsequent collapse of the government of Gujarat. (Guha, 2007, p. 477), (FPJ Webdesk, 

2019) 

Bihar Movement and Students 

Taking inspiration from the success of Gujarat Movement Students in Bihar launched another 

similar kind of movement against the misgovernance in the state.  In the words of 

Ramchandra Guha, the noted historian ‘There was deep discontent in the countryside, where 

land was very unequally held; and in the cities, where there had been a steep rise in the prices 

of essential commodities.’ The lead was given by Chhatra Sangharsh Samiti. It was a student 

group which mostly consist of ABVP students and Non-communist students.  During a 

protest march on March 18, 1974 there was a scuffle between police and students which 

subsequently turned the protest movement to its violent form taking its toll of several govt; 

building including Food Corporation of India office, two newspaper offices etc.  Now the 

police vis-à-vis got its excuse of violence and in order to maintain peace and order police 

used heavy hands-on students taking toll of three student’s life and several counted as injured 

(Guha, 2007, pp. 477-8).  At this juncture Jai Prakash Narayan, a veteran Gandhian leader of 

71, (also called JP) who already had taken SANYAS from active politics. However, after a 

request from students JP was convinced, Lalu Prasad Yadav (Then president of Patna 

University Student’s Union) who was mere 26, famous for his organizational and political 

skills was a strong factor of easy convincement of Jay Prakash to take up the lead. However, 

at the same time he put his two demands before taking up the charge of Bihar Movement. 

First one was that the movement will be a Gandhian way of protest and second that it would 

not restrict to Bihar and would have national approach. Soon Bihar Movement culminated 

into Jaypee Movement (Guha, 2007, pp. 478-9). A huge gathering of 10000 students on the 

call of JP took up protest against the corruption, demanding the resignation of Chief Minister. 

This was rhetoric in context to the Gujrat Movement. This time Indira Gandhi alleged JP of 

seeking favors from “moneyed people”. This statement by Mrs. Gandhi enraged the students.  

The clarion call of JP demanded students to give one year of their studies and to take active 

part in movement. He said “Give me one year to build a new country”. This movement was 

inscribed in the contemporary history of India as “Bihar Movement”, “Total Revolution” or 

“JP Movement” (Guha, 2007, pp. 478-80). It was the first and the only post-independence 

movement when India saw youth leaving their Colleges, Universities and Jobs for an active 

participation. 
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Assam Movement  

This movement had a direct implication on the current CAA and NRC and subsequent protest 

across the length and breadth of the nation. The political turmoil began in the fall of 1979 

when the All Assam Students Union (AASU) and the Assam Gana Sangram Parishad 

(AGSP), an ad hoc coalition of a few regional political and cultural organizations, sponsored 

a campaign drawing attention to the problem of illegal immigration into the state, mostly 

from Bangladesh. Relying on census data and electoral rolls that showed significantly higher 

rates of growth of population and of voters in Assam compared to that in the rest of the 

country, the movement leaders demanded that the central government take steps to identify, 

disenfranchise, and deport illegal aliens. Several rounds of negotiations between the 

government of India and the movement leaders failed to reach agreement on modes of 

determining the legality of alleged illegal aliens and on retroactively legalizing the status of 

some of the aliens. The years since 1979 saw governmental instability, sustained civil 

disobedience campaigns, and some of the worst ethnic violence in the history of post-

independence India, including the killing of 3,000 people during the February 1983 elections. 

The factor underlying the political turmoil is the demographic transformation of the frontier 

region, which includes the present state of Assam as well as other smaller states in 

northeastern India, through large-scale immigration from many parts of the subcontinent, but 

mostly from the land- scarce neighboring areas of East Bengal, over the past one hundred 

years. The table below compares population growth rates of then present territory of Assam 

and the rest of the country. 

Population Growth Rate in Assam and India (percentage) 

Years Assam India 
1901-11 16.8 5.7 
1911-21 20.2 -0.3 
1921-31 20.1 11 
1931-41 20.5 14.2 
1941-51 20.1 13.3 
1951-61 35 21.6 
1961-71 35.2 24.8 

1971-81(estimated) 36.3 24.7 
Source: Myron Weiner, "The Political Demography of Assam's Anti-Immigrant Movement," 

in Population and Development Review, 9:2 (June 1983), p. 283 
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The movement was seen started with some soft programme by AASU and the AAGSP in its 

first stage. The AAGSP called for a state-wide demonstration and sit-ins in front of the 

government offices and the offices of Deputy Commissioners and the Sub-Divisional 

Officers on September 6 and 7, 1979. Though the demonstrations were peaceful but some 

people were arrested. A mass Satyagraha programme was started on September 10 and there 

was mass picketing in the government offices from 12 to 14 September, 1979, in the 

Brahmaputra valley. The movement gained momentum with the organization of All Assam 

mass rally on 6th October, 1979 in the Judges Field of Guwahati by the AASU, AAGSP, PLP, 

Assam Sahitya Sabha, Assam Jatiyatabadi Dal and Assam College Teachers Association. The 

message of the rally was that if the people of Assam want to live with honour without losing 

their own identity, they must win this battle. Otherwise, the Assamese as a sub-nationality 

might be dead forever. A week-long Gana Satyagraha Programme which continued from 12 

to 27 November was carried on the Gandhian principle of non-violence. Responding to the 

clarion call from all concerns of people such as the Marwari businessmen, Bengali 

shopkeepers and government employees, the AASU assembled nearly 1,00,000 Satyagrahis 

on the final day. A 36-hour “Assam Bandh” was also called and was staged on December 3 

and 4, 1979 to protest against the government decision to hold the mid-term election and to 

protest against it, which paralyzed the normal life in the whole state. “A Gherao Programme” 

(house arrest) was also observed by the members of the AASU and AAGSP to stop the 

members of the political parties in filling up their nomination papers on December 3 to 10. 

The programme was successful although with loss of one life, injuries to many and mass 

arrests. No nomination papers were filed except in the Bengali speaking district of Cachar. 

Election was held only for two constituencies of Cachar. 

The tragic incident took place in the history of Assam movement on the day when the 

picketers tried to stop Begum Abeda Ahmed, wife of Late F. A. Ahmed on her way to 

Borpeta to fill up her nomination paper. She was escorted by a company of CRPF on her 80-

miles journey to Borpeta on December 9, picketers resisted their movement and many of 

them were seriously injured including two ex-Principals of the Cotton College. In the small 

hours of December 10, picketers stopped the police convoy at Bhabanipur. Mrs. Ahmed 

disguised herself in a police uniform but Khargeswar Talukdar, a student of B.H.B. College 

of Sarupeta, identified her. The police immediately lathi-charged. In the incident a student 

named Khargeswar Talukdar was killed brutally and many others were injured. Police not 

only killed him but threw his dead body in a road-side ditch which was found later. It is very 
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unfortunate that the government declared the death of Khargeswar occurred due to drowning 

to cover up the police brutality. Khargeswar Talukdar was declared the first martyr of the 

world-famous student movement of Assam. An Assam Bandh call was given by AASU on 

December 10 and a week-long mourning followed. It is also to be noted that though Mrs. 

Ahmed filled up her nomination paper despite killing of one innocent student but her 

nomination was found improper and finally cancelled by the Returning Officer. This 

evidently followed the peoples vow for life-long struggle until all the foreigners were 

removed. Some others lost their lives in the year 1979 while agitation was going on in full 

swing. Thaneswar Bora, Promod Kalita and Mukunda Bodo who lost their lives in the hands 

of Bengali immigrants in 1979. A ten-year old school boy also lost his life when a Bengali 

restaurant owner mercilessly beat him to death for the pitiful sum of 80 paise.  

While the year ended with the observation of a state-wide non-cooperation week, the New 

Year (January 1, 1980) commenced with fifty-eight hours of Assam Bandh and two days 

later, on January 3, the movement claimed its second martyr Dilip Hujuri, a tribal student 

who became victim of a mob violence. It is to be noted along with parts of Assam, violence 

also broke out at Barikadanga village (about 10 miles from Nalbari) on January 3, 1980. A 

small group of students of Baganpara High School went to Barikadanga that day. According 

to one version, the students went there to collect money for the movement. The village of 

Barikadanga has mixed Hindu and Muslim Bengali population, most of whom were non-

Indians. They attacked the student Dilip Hujuri, a 16-year-old student who was an executive 

member of the Dhamdhama Regional Students Union was speared to death and some of his 

friend suffered injuries. Atrocities on students by CRPF personnel was continued along with 

other ethnic conflicts occurring in different parts of Assam. It is worth mentioning that to 

pressurize the Union Government of India, and to draw the attention of the press towards the 

movement, the leaders of the movement realized that oil blockade programme would be very 

powerful. Therefore, they had started the oil blockade programme on December 27, 1979. 

Though they allowed the functioning of Digboi and Guwahati Refineries but they stopped 

totally the oil flow to Bongaigaon and Bihar Refineries. CRPF personnel had killed picketers 

like Nagen Deka, Kumud Gogoi and Nripen Bora while they were picketing at an oil 

installation centre at Duliajan on January 18, 1980. Raid of Cotton College hostels by CRPF 

could be considered as one of the black chapters of the foreigners movement of Assam. The 

CRPF personals on November 28 at 4-15 AM surrounded the Cotton College campus and 

raided seven hostels of the college without prior permission and prior acknowledge of either 
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the Principal or any of the wardens of the college hostels and beaten up brutally the students 

of the college. The students, cooks and a warden and his family, numbering 500 were loaded 

into six buses like Sardines and were taken to central police station. About 400 students were 

released at 4 PM, about 50 were at 6-30 PM and 10 students were released the next day. It 

was disheartening that 5 students were hospitalized for serious injuries. Charges were made 

against 64 students, and the doctors of Red Cross Society and GMC were barred to provide 

treatment to the students by the CRPF. It is to be noted that the ‘Cotton College Students 

Association’ has sent a nine-page summary letter about the incident to the President of India 

on November 30, 1980.  Allegedly, Akhendra Talukdar, a college student was brutally killed 

by CRPF on December 18, 1980. It was observed that though the Assam movement was 

based on Gandhian principle on non-violence and Satyagraha, due to the provocation or 

instigation made by some miscreants among the people of different ethnic community 

misleading or mis-guiding them regarding the aims and objectives of the movement, it 

resulted in serious clashes between the Assamese and the other ethnic groups in Assam. On 

the other hand, the government of Assam had started atrocities on the agitators to bring the 

situation under control without considering the demands of the people of Assam. Therefore, 

the clashes took place between the CRPF personals and the Police and in sometimes with 

other ethnic communities. The outbreak of violence on November 8 and 9, 1979 at 

Naharkatiya, Dumduma and Nagaon can be cited as the best examples in this regard. The 

non-violent nature of the movement was appreciated by some all-India figures. About the 

character of the movement said Illustrated Weekly of India in a radio interview: “I am one of 

those who believe things can be done constitutionally. But if things had to be done, I would 

rather say that they were done as here (in Assam) now. I see no violence, no buses been 

burnt. What strikes one most about Assamese people is a certain element of softness and 

certain element of gentleness... if Gandhiji could not keep his people under control, student 

leaders are trying to keep everybody under control.” K.N. Malik also read in Times of India 

on the non-violent character of the movement conducted by AASU as follows:  

“A remarkable feature of the movement launched by the Students‟ Union and supported by 

all sections of society is the spontaneity and discipline displayed by the people. Only such 

sections of people observed a bandh or participate in the non-cooperation movement as are 

asked to them by the AASU.” 

The situation of Assam worsened with the declaration of the election by the GOI. Though, 

the movement continued for three years and the GOI reiterated its commitment to deport the 
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foreigners from Assam considering 1971 as the cut-off year, it also announced that the 

election would be held in February 1983 on the same voter list prepared in 1979. Its 

correction and exclusion of the names illegally include in the list the people had been fighting 

since long. Therefore, due to peoples‟ strong protest against the declaration of election GOI 

termed it as unconstitutional and it made the situation grim. 

Feeling tremendous pressure from all concerned, the Government of India finally decided to 

solve the problem of Assam with a positive attitude. Between April 8 to August 15, a total 

five rounds of talks and nearly four months of sustained efforts to break the stalemate and 

reach a final settlement with the signing of the famous Assam Accord on 15 August, 1985. 

From the signing of Assam Accord to the election on December 16, 1985, the movement 

scored a significant victory over the established political power in the state for the first time 

in India a government by the regional political party - The Asom Gana Parishad. The 

December 1985 election which marked a sharp contest with the February 1983 election, 

brought the student government in power with Hiteshwar Saikia (a student leader) for the first 

time in India as the Chief Minister of a state. This also marked a decisive step towards the 

political solution of the problem. It is also note-worthy that out of the 21 Cabinet rank 

Ministers, 10 were student leaders. 

Both the centre as well as the state government had not given any importance to the 

movement in its first stage. But finally, the student power had compelled the Government of 

India to bow its head before the justiciable demands of the masses of Assam and the result 

was that central government had come forward to solve the problem by signing a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) popularly known as Assam Accord with the AASU 

leaders on 15th of August, 1985. (Baruah, 2019) 

After the successful completion of the movement, a regional political party - “Asom Gana 

Parishad” was formed as the representative of all sections of people of the society. It also 

captured political power throwing out the oldest political party, the Cong (I), in the Assembly 

election held in December 16, 1985. Mr Prafulla Kr. Mahanta, the former President of AASU 

sworn as the Chief Minister of the state. So, Mr. Mahanta is the first ever Chief Minister of 

state in the history of India, who captured political powers as a student leader. 

Mandal Commission protests, 1990 
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Mandal Commission was set up in 1979 January by Morarji Desai government to identify the 

socially or educationally backward classes to consider the question of seat reservations and 

quotas for people to redress caste discrimination, and used eleven social, economic, and 

educational indicators to determine backwardness. It was chaired by B. P. Mandal. The 

commission submitted the report to the president on December 30, 1980. It recommended 

27% reservation quota for OBC resulting in total 49.5% quota in government jobs and public 

universities. V.P. Singh, the Prime Minister at the time, tried to implement its 

recommendations in August 1990 which led to protests. These protests were against giving 

government jobs to certain castes on basis of birth rather than merit of the candidate. Due to 

these protests many roads, highways, transportation services, government services, schools 

were shut. Students in several places boycotted exams. The worst part of it was the act of 

self-immolation by Rajiv Goswami, a student of Deshbandhu College of Delhi University. 

The agitation ended when Singh resigned on November 7, 1990, after the Bharatiya Janata 

Party (BJP) withdrew support to his Janata Dal government. (FPJ Webdesk, 2019) 

Chadrashekhar aka Chandu 

The survival rate of the revolutionary youth in politics is abysmally low, infact negligible. 

Chandu was one of the promising and rationalist, left movement inspired young not an 

exception to the last sentence. The 31st Day of March 1997 brought with it the news of 

murder of Former JNUSU president Chandrashekhar (who was famously called Chandu). He 

was killed in the broad daylight in Siwan, Bihar. At that time Lalu Prasad Yadav was the CM 

of Bihar. The main accused was MP Mohd. Shahabuddin.  Another RJD leader Sadhu Yadav 

ordered the police to open fire on the students who were protesting outside the Bihar Bhawan 

in Delhi in the backdrop of Chandu’s murder (Kant K. , 2017), (Bhattacheryya, 2016).  

History has its own way of repeating itself, sometimes exactly the same way sometimes it 

changes its character. Chandrashekhar was killed during the tenure of Lalu Prasad Yadav, 

who was one of the seed germinated out of Jai Prakash movement, but this time it was 

students who were on the opposite end. Lalu Yadav was under fire. Students of JNU 

demanded a meeting with Lalu Yadav. Another RJD leader Sadhu Yadav allegedly ordered 

police to open fire on them. The students demanded hanging of MP Mohammed Shahabuddin 

and arrest of Laloo’s brother-in-law Sadhu Yadav for allegedly ordering opening fire on 

protesting students. State offered a monetary compensation to Chandrashekhar’s mother 

Kaushalya Devi which she denied to accept. In the words of JNU Professor Ashwin K. Ray, 
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“Bihar has become a metaphor for criminalized politics” The murder of Chandrashekhar 

influences the famous Director Mahesh Bhatt to cast a movie depicting the life and struggle 

of Chandrashekhar. However, due to stiff resistance from various stakeholders the project 

was stalled. The protest by the JNU students was strong that then Prime Minister had to offer 

a cheque of Rs. 1 Lakh which mother of Chandrashekhar denied as a mark of insult to his 

son’s death. (Kant K. , 2017)   

2006 Indian anti-reservation protests 

The 2006 Indian anti-reservation protests were a series of protests that took place to oppose 

decision of Congress-led United Progressive Alliance government to implement reservations 

for the Other Backward Classes (OBCs) in central and private institutes of higher education.  

The government proposed to reserve 27% of seats in the premier educational institutions of 

India like All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), Indian Institutes of Technology 

(IITs), National Institutes of Technology (NITs), Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs), 

Indian Institute of Science (IISc) and other central institutions of higher education for the 

OBCs in order to help them gain higher levels of representation in these institutions. This 

move led to massive protests, particularly from students and doctors belonging to the forward 

castes, who claimed that the government's proposal was discriminatory, discarded 

meritocracy and was driven by vote-bank politics. 

FTII Protests, 2015 

On 12th June, 2015, Gajendra Chauhan was appointed the Chairman of the Film and 

Television Institute of India (FTII). In July 2015, the students of Film and Television Institute 

of India, Pune, launched a stir against the nomination of actor Gajendra Chauhan as the 

chairman of the prestigious institute. Students of the FTII went on an indefinite strike 

protesting against the appointment, with protests in places like Delhi erupting into a clash of 

the students with the police. In July, well-known filmmaker Jahnu Barua, cinematographer 

Santosh Sivan and actor Pallavi Joshi quit the 12-member governing council of the FTII, 

expressing unhappiness over the government's handling of the crisis. A number of 

filmmakers and artists had come out openly in support of the students, accusing the 

government of "saffronising" FTII. The students also demanded that the FTII society be 

dissolved and search committees be set up with a transparent process in place to look into the 

appointments of the chairperson and members. They also demanded that FTII be given the 
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status of a premium national institute like the IIT and the IIM and that no bureaucrat should 

be appointed as FTII director. And moreover it was not just about appointment of the 

Director but also of the governing council of which four out of eight members were directly 

related with right wing organization of BJP, which was ruling centre. There was allegation of 

saffronizing the institution. The protest lasted for 140 days and gained solidarity throughout 

the nation and world over. (India Today Web Desk, 2015) (Banerjee, 2015) 

Rohith Vemula 

Some leaders die but some becomes leader with their ashes. The later was the case for Rohith 

Vemula.  Rohith Vemula, a doctoral research scholar of University of Hyderabad, chose 

death, as ultimate solution to the alleged pressure created by the Authorities. His death can be 

most referenced to the death of Julius Ceaser as it was said “Caesar was most powerful when 

he was dead, then alive.” News channels were eager to cover his stories, the University 

authorities was trying to defend themselves and the govt officials and Ministers were busy, 

identifying the caste of Rohith Vemula. The entire movement after the death was developed 

by the student groups across the length and breadth of nation. Government was on a complete 

backfoot defending each stroke fired on them by opposition, be it left, centre-left or the 

centre. (Shatha, 2019) 

Kanhaiya & JNU Anti-National Protest  

Fall winter of 2016 (Feb 2016) saw a sensation across almost all the media channels of the so 

called ‘Anti-national slogans’ in JNU premises. At the outset let me explain that a JNUSU 

President had all his popularity within the JNU campus as any other university’ President has. 

Might a dash of it higher than the others.  Kanhaiya Kumar was not an exclusion to it. 

However, situation changed and after a melo-drama and pseudo courts (News channels) 

started to term their sentences to latest entrants to the Indian Politics. Kanhaiya was declared 

Anti-National.  Pseudo-Court in their sentence mentioned new words like Tukde Tukde Gang, 

urban naxals etc to which, even Ministry of Home Affairs did not have any proper clue. 

Social media this time balanced the unequal equation and allowed Kanhaiya Kumar and 

others to put their part in front of the public. This went on the positive note and Kanhaiya 

became the brightest name in the student politics of India. The so called, anti-national made 

youth of the nation dance to the tune of Hum le ke rahenge azaadi, which worked sort of 

national anthem in all the protest in JNU organized by the left leaning student groups. CPI 

took hold of the position and convinced Kanhaiya Kumar to contest Lok Sabha election from 
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Begusarai seat. Although he lost the seat but his election was watched carefully by the whole 

nation.  

JNU Fee hike, Anti-CAA & NRC and Jamia Protest 

The most recent JNU Fee hike protest, Anti CAA protest across the nation gave their own 

sets of youth leaders to the nation in the form of Amir Aquib, Shashibhushan, Safoora zargar 

and many more to the list. The list is ending and would get additional inches of their share in 

the times to come. It started with a hike in hostel fee of JNU. It was rocketed up from Rs. 10 

for double occupancy to Rs. 300 and Rs. 600 for from Rs. 20 for single occupancy with 

several other charges adding upto it. The fee of Ph. D; M. Tech and m. Phil were raised by 

161% and the fees of Ma, M. Sc, MCA courses was increased up-to 171% (Das, 2020). One 

of the most aware and active arena of student politics (i.e., JNU) could not afford to ignore 

this and the issue was taken with stiff hands. Students demanded roll back of the increased 

fee structure in totality. But administration gave deaf ears to their problems. Students 

boycotted the classes and JNU was apparently shut down with innovative slogans pasted all 

over the walls of JNU. At the same time there was scuffle going on among students (being 

right and the left) for attending examination and boycotting them. The right wing was 

desperate to held the examination which later culminated into hard violence allegedly from 

both ends.  While all this was going The Parliament passed the controversial Citizenship 

Amendment Act 2019 on December 12, 2019 and provisions for NRC. The evergreen protest 

season of JNU took a harsh ride of Anti-CAA Protest and Anti- NRC Protest. This was 

answered by police brutality in the form of lathi charge. Many students including some 

visually impaired students faced the other end of police batons.  In the line of JNU and other 

universities, Jamia Students also took part in Anti-CAA protest. To which police answered 

with heavy hands. Across India, thousands of students have been at the forefront of this 

movement against the CAA and NRC, particularly after brutal police attacks on students of 

Aligarh Muslim University and Jamia Milia Islamia in mid-December of 2019  (Johari, 

2020). According to the police version, the police used force to maintain the Peace and order 

and justified its action as retaliation to the damage done by the students to the public 

property. The action of police was condemned across the world. The overwhelming response 

of the students and their active participation led the Union government on the trampled 

ground several times where there was no correlation between the statements of Prime Minster 

and Home Minister over the NRC provision and detention centers.  Due to the Covid-19 and 
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subsequent lockdown, although the anti-CAA, Anti-NRC protest came to a halt, however role 

of students could not be undermined and would always be seen as a symbol of change. 

Conclusion: 

Students are core to the University and education system. Education paves the way for a 

civilized society. The history of protest in India in official records is from the British period 

in India. And students are still in the core of all the major protest. This is expected from 

students to keep away from the protest by the parents in good faith. However, looking at the 

protest mentioned above which were nothing less than wheel of change, it seems the student 

activism is imperative for change. However, at the same time the students and the youth in 

general should also ensure that knowingly or unknowingly they are become object of any 

political agenda.  
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Abstract: 

Panchatantra, having touchy and practical morals to mitigate conflicts from the different 

walks of life is known as one of the ancient collections of the stories not only in Indian but 

also in the world literature. It includes five fundamental principles or strategies in the form of 

didacticism to inculcate values to the modern society. It was composed in Sanskrit language 

during 3rd-4th centuries and had been translated in to around 50 different languages with 

almost 200 different versions. It has also total 84 interwoven stories and sub stories that focus 

on practical wisdom or the power of common sense. As the practical wisdom is the key to 

resolve day to day conflicts of human life in the modern era, my aim of presenting this paper 

is to justify the selected stories from Panchtantra and how the morals are helpful to mitigate 

day to day conflicts consisting of inter - personal , intra personal disciplinary which may be 

supporting to answer my research questions shown here: 

1. How do morals from ancient tales help to tackle current interdisciplinary conflicts in 

the modern life style of the people? 

2. Is learning from animal characters possible today? 

3. Can moral values bring about radical change in day to day human life? 

KEYWORDS: Panchatantra, conflicts, didacticism, wisdom, interdisciplinary, 

Anthropomorphism 

Introduction: 

The original Panchtantra was created either in Kashmir or Magadh in around 1st 

century A.D., in Sanskrit . It was translated in to Pahlavi or Persian language around 

6thcentury A.D by Borzuya (Borjo),a physician who was the doctor of the Persian king named 

Nashirvan in around 300 AD. The Persian version was translated in to the Syrian language in 

570 A.D. and then in to Arabic in 750 A.D. The Arabic version was later translated in to 

Hebrew ,Latin ,German , Italian , French and Greek language around 11th century A.D. In 

India , some of the stories of Panchatantra appeared in ‘Katha Manjari’ and ‘Katha 

SaritSagar’ and in Jain version of ‘Panchakhyana’ and ‘Hitopadesha’ written by Narayan 

Pandit . Thus, the presently available Sanskrit version of Panchatantra was authored by a 

03 
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South Indian teacher , savant and saintly scholar Vishnu Sharma, at the age of 80. The best 

known English translations were made by the American Orientalist Franklin Edgerton in 

1924 and Arthur W Ryder in 1925. 

The excerpted sources from the book entitled as ‘Panchatantra’ authored by Arthur W 

Ryder have been justified to make this research very valid and interesting in such a way 

which have been useful for the readers to understand the research topic meaningfully.The 

word Panchatantra means the “Five Books”, Each of the five books is independent, consisting 

of a framing story with numerous inserted stories, told ,as fit circumstances arise ,by one or 

another of the characters in the main narrative. Thus, the first book relates the broken 

friendship of the lion Rusty and the bull Lively , with some thirty inserted stories,told for the 

most part by the two jackals , victor and Cheek.The second book has its framing story the tale 

of the friendship of the crow ,the mouse,the turtle, and the deer, whose names are Swift , 

Gold, Slow and Spot.The third book has as framing story of the war between crows and owls. 

These three books are most considerable to justify the best examples of the practical wisdom 

through various animal characters  in different situations of their lives. A somewhat different 

impression is left by book 4 and book 5 in character from the others. The framing story of 

book 4 , the tale of the monkey and the crocodile , has less interest than the inserted stories, 

while book 5 can hardly be said to have a framing story , and it ends with a couple of 

grotesque (distorted, deformed) tales, somewhat different in character from the others.The 

stories ,indeed , are charming when regarded as pure narrative; but it is the beauty, wisdom , 

and wit of the verses which lift the Panchatantra far above the level of the best story 

books[Quoted from A W Ryder ‘s Panchtantra book ;introduction page ] 

The purpose was to teach statecraft in an attractive and delightful manner having 

focus on ‘Niti’(wise conduct) through anthropomorphism (non- human character). The inter 

woven stories of the Panchatantra have been devided in to five ‘Tantras’ or five principles 

(Sutras)in which the author Vishnu Sharma attempted to teach ‘Rajniti’ to the princes of the 

king of ‘Mahilaropya Kingdom’ named Amarashakti (used to be Maghdh ).The interwoven 

stories deal with several social, economical and political contexts that glorify the cleverness 

of animals which survived by outwitting their covert enemies. The practical wisdom has been 

reflected through such non- human characters through their smartness or presence of mind in 

different critical situations. The genre of composition is in the form of illustrative stories 

which may be satirical, didactic and pictorial which exhibits human foibles (minor weakness) 

and follies as well as virtues and villainies. Thus,the humanization of animals through social 
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relationship is shown as more dominant impulse in the frame stories ending with the touchy 

morals for today’s modern society. Each Tantra or the principle contains interwoven stories 

reflecting practical wisdom through animal characters is par excellent to justify today’s 

modern era in different socio-economic and political contexts. The relevant detailsof this 

research paper has been depicted by references available from various sources as the review 

of literature and try my level best to justify the sources as the secondary data analysis 

methodology. 

Vishnu Sharma and Legend: 

Vishnu Sharma was the author of the anthropomorphic political treatise called ‘Panchatantra’ 

who lived in Varanasi (a city in the present day state of Uttar Pradesh) in the 3rd century BC. 

He was a Sanskrit scholar and the official Guru of the then princes of Kashi. He wrote the 

‘Panchatantra’ to teach political science to his royal young disciples. Panchatantra is one of 

the oldest collections of Indian fables surviving today as the role model in perspective of 

social, economical and political contexts. These five parts or treaties or the principles have 

been narrated with keen interest interwoven stories of animal characters as symbolic to 

educate the dimwit princes of MagadhkingAmarshakti who were the disciples of Savant and 

ScholarVishnuSharma 

1. Mitrabhedam : Estrangement Between Friends or The Separation of Friends 

The first principle deals with the jackal Damanaka gaining favour with the lion and climbing 

the ranks rapidly, and the subsequent plot by the jackal to bring down the bull who also grew 

very close to the king out of pure jealousy. The plot succeeds and the bull is murdered by the 

lion unjustly. The basic moral of this story is that one must not accuse others falsely, and 

should strive to preserve friendships.The selected stories of this part provide deep 

understanding of how a good friendship can turn in to enmity. These stories mention how 

opponents or enemies can create rift between friends. Any riftbetween friends help the enemy 

to become stronger and helps them in achieving their goal. First Sutra ‘Mitrabhedam’ says, A 

king wishing long life should never keep foolish servants” There is a list of such selected 

stories1 which convey the strong message based on the first principle  

 
11.The Monkey And The Wedge2.The Jackal And The Drum 3.The Fall And Rise Of A Merchant 4. The Foolish Sage And The Jackal 

5.Crafty Crane And The Craftier Crab 6.The Cunning Hare and The Witless Lion 7.The Bug and The Poor Flea 8.The story of The Blue 
Jackal 9. The Camel , The Jackal And The Crow 10.The Bird Pair and The Sea 11.Tale of The Three Fish 12.The Elephant and The Sparrow 
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2.Mitrasampraptikam: The Gaining of Friends 

The second principle tells about such stories which give insight into how can be gained back 

and how to make new friends. They also teach how people or friends with mutual interest can 

join together to achieve a common goal and .come out of difficult situations. The list of such 

stories2 has been mentioned here for the reference of this study 

3.Kakolookiyam :Of Crows and Owls (re: War and Peace) 

The third principle deals with deceit and glorifies it to a certain extend as it deals with the 

crow who pretends to be an outcaste from his own group to gain entry into the rival owl 

group.  And by doing so, he gains access to their secrets and learns of their vulnerabilities. He 

later summons his group of crows to set fire on all entrances to the cave where the owls live 

and suffocate them to death. This story reveals the importance of mental strength and deceit 

which are stronger than brute force. Here the fight is between Crows and Owls and how the 

crows finally destroyed the oppressing owls with their wit. This principle is on how create 

misunderstanding in the enemy camp, weaken their unity and to win a war using deceit and 

duplicity.The list 3of such stories is shown here as the reference 

4. Labdhpranasam: Loss Of Possession 

This principle gives an insight into how gains made earlier can be lost if proper care is not 

taken or the consequences not analysed.Thus, the fourth principle deals with the artificially 

constructed symbiotic relationship between the monkey and the crocodile.Crocodile risked 

the relationship by conspiring to acquire the heart of the monkey to heal his wife, the monkey 

finds out about this and avoids this grim fate.  This tale informs that one mustnever betray 

friends, and should stay vigilant at all times. Here is the list of such stories which convey the 

messages regarding the fourth principle of the Panchatantra.There are some interwoven 

stories4 reflecting thewonderful message for an easy and simple life by using wit and wisdom 

 
13.The Lion and The Jackal 14.Suchimukha and The Monkey 15.How a Sparrow Came to Grief 16.The Foolish Crane and The Mongoose 
17.The King and The Foolish Monkey 
 
21.The Crow – Rat Discourse 2.Meeting a New Friend 3.The Hermit and The Mouse 4.Shandili and Sesame Seeds 5.Story of The 

Merchant’s Son 6.The Unlucky Weaver 7.The Rescue of A Deer 
31. Elephants and Hares 2. The Cunning Mediator 3.The Brahmin and The Crooks 4. The Brahmin and The Cobra 5. The Old Man, His 

Young Wife and The Thief 6.The Tale of Two Snake 7. The Wedding of The Mouse 8. The Tale of The Golden Droppings 9. Frogs That 
Rode a Snake 

 
41.The Crocodile and The Monkey 2.The Greedy Cobra and The King of Frogs 3.The Lion and The Foolish Donkey 4.The Story of The 

Potter5.A Three – in – One Story  6.The Carpenter’s Wife 7.The Price of Indiscretion 8.The Jackal’s Strategy. 
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in any sort of situation in human life. These stories are useful to those who can implement the 

didacticism to mitigate day to day issues in personal , inter personal as well as intra -personal  

situations in the practical life context. These stories have been practical support for those who 

have faced some confused or puzzled state in various socio-economic and political context 

and they have been worth to all of those who have learnt the strategies through 

anthropomorphism. This research aims to fulfill the objectives stated as the research 

questions by the application of the standard examples in various situations that may lead 

towards the happy endings.  Shirin Kulkarni has quoted  the stanza which has been mentioned 

by Vishnu Sharma to justify the fourth Tantra and begins like.. 

  “He overcomes all problems 
    Who does not lose his cool 

         Even in the face of adversity 
    Like the monkey in the water” 

 5.Apareeekshitakarakam:  Consequences of Rash Action 

The fifth principle talks about consequences of taking action in haste without knowing the 

details or the truthwhich reflects in one of the stories like a Brahmin who leaves his child 

with a weasel friend of his and upon returning and finding blood on the weasel's mouth, he 

kills it. He later finds out that the weasel actually defended hisson, and killed a snake that 

attempted to kill the boy. This story indicatesthe fact that one must never rush in making 

judgements. There are such stories convey the practical wisdom by animal characters here 

which can be the best examples for sorting out the puzzled or confused situations of human 

life. These stories are the relevant sources to understand the critical as well as the touchy 

moments of the life and showing the way to overcome such situations by outwitting the 

enemies surrounding us in different forms. There are such moral stories5 which convey the 

practical wisdom through anthropomorphism. 

In addition to the five tantras, the Panchatantra contains an introductory section called 

the Katha –Mukh ,which is common to all the five sections of the book and it throws light on 

the background of the work known as the piece of story-telling art. The Panchatantra is a 

work that instructs ‘niti’, the art of running kingdom in general, of success in life. The term 

 
 

51.Imprudence 2.The Brahmin and The Mongoose 3.The Lion That Sprang to Life 4.The Tale of Two Fish and a Frog 5.The Story of 

The Weaver 6.The Miserly Father  7.Tale of the Bird With Two Heads  
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‘Neeti’, ‘Tantra’,and ‘Yukti’ are used in India with a wide spectrum of connotationin India. 

Many examples of the practical wisdom have been derived from the various stories of the 

Panchatantra .The tales of Panchatantra are ethical in essence, that promote a worldly, 

pragmatic and rational attitude based on the experience of life. It is believed that birds and 

animals have some basic instincts, qualities and they behaved accordingly. On the contrary, 

humanbeings are more complex and it is difficult to understand their motives and thoughts as 

they are conditioned byeducation, culture,environment and other socio-economic and 

political factors.The key objective of the Panchatantra  justifies human qualities through 

certain animal characters such as; the lion is strong but lacks wit; the jackals are crafty but 

not brave, the cat a hypocrite , the heron is stupid yet honest while fox stands for 

cunningness, hare for timidity,dog for fidelity ,tiger for ferocity, lion for kingship and donkey 

for stupidity.The view of life presented in this book is the life with astuteness , a sense of 

judgment that distinguishes between what is right and wrong. It also aims at exposing the 

falsehood,hypocricy, and egoism besides in the process of producing wit ,humour and 

amusement. There are some examples in accordance with the political allegories as the old 

lion tired of hunting demands from each animal a victim for his daily nourishment that shows 

current status of the supreme position in today’s political existence. Similarly, the lion is not 

always wise as he is outwitted even by a hare in the well-known story ‘The Clever Rabbit’. 

Besides, the crocodile in the Panchtantra is first shown to be clever enough to deceive the 

monkey but gives himself away by talking boastfully. The monkey invents a characteristic of 

its species –it leaves heart on the top of the tree and the foolish crocodile takes him back to 

the bank of the river and lets him jump up to his tree. Thus, a human drama of bourgeois 

existence has been justified here. Moreover, a well- meaning friend may not be able to help a 

person because of the person’s own stupidity in the story of friendship between a talkative 

tortoise and two cranes. This story explains that even friends cannot help a fool and justifies 

an irony that the good intention of the birds have come to naught as they contravened the 

nature of the tortoise. There are some tales of the Panchatantra glorify the ‘clever’ animal 

which survives by outwitting the covert enemies. This secular moral- “Be wise and live”, 

“outwit your enemies”- can not be described  as an ethical imperative. In fact, ethics is a 

system of imperatives. The imperativesof ‘Tantra’ presupposes a world full of competition 

and the survival of the fittest. It is believed that the world is full of crooks, cranks and foolish 

therefore; the good man is asked to be clever as he may be excused if he is not good, but 

suffers immediately if he is not clever. The justification of this message is shown in the one 

of the stories entitled as ‘The sweet song of the donkey’ in which the jackal warns the donkey 
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not to bray while enjoying the cucumbers in the field and is beaten mercilessly by the farm 

guard and in the end the donkey realized his mistake and felt sorry for not listening to the 

good advice of the jackal. There is one more moral; ‘Be content with what you have’ has 

been explained in the story ‘The Magic Pond’. It narrates that there was a pond in the forest 

which had strange magical power to turn any animal in to a human being but if the same 

animal fell twice in to the pond then it would get back to its original form. One hot summer 

the two monkeys were playing on the tree, which was above the magical pond. They both 

slipped into the magical pond and when they came out as a beautiful girl and an ordinary 

looking man;the latter was not satisfied as an ordinary look of man he decided to take another 

dip in the magical pond,hoping to become more handsome;therefore he jumped in to the pond 

and instantly turned in to the monkey again and was taken to the circus to perform the tricks 

and the beautiful girl married a handsome prince and led a life of ease and luxury. Such is the 

moral ‘When greed begins, friendship ends’ has been explained in the story ‘The monkey and 

the crocodile’. Similarly, the proverb has been known as ‘As you sow so shall you reap’ in 

the story of the rich merchant called Naduk who submitted his heavy iron beam to his trusted 

friend Lakshman and went to the city to earn so he could regain his lost possessions but when 

he returned and asked his friend Lakshaman for his iron beam, his friend replied that his iron 

beam was eaten by the mice. Then Naduk asked Lakshman to send his son Ramu at his home 

to receive the gift he had brought for him and Nanduk locked up Ramu and when Ramu 

didn’t return back at night, Lakshman inquired of this and Naduk replied that on his way to 

his house ,a hawk swooped down and carried Ramu. Thus matter was presented before the 

magistrate of the court and Naduk was asked to reason , he replied that if a huge iron beam 

can be eaten by mice, then a boy could be definitely be carried off by a hawk. Thus, the 

magistrate ordered Lakshaman to return the iron beam to Naduk and Naduk to return Ramu 

to his friend. 

It must be noted that the Panchatantra shows importance to the knowledge of the 

‘arthasastras’ as is traditionally taught and the power of commonsense,thought and analysis 

as Viveka. As far the practical wisdom is concern , the views of Panchatantra explain that  

Good conduct (Vivek ) is more important but that the knowledge of the traditional arthshastra 

(polity) is not less important too.Thus, Vishnusharama, the author of Panchatantra whose 

eyes on the Dharmashastraand is careful to see that his work doesn’t have asthetic tendency 

and go against the principles of the Dharmashahstra.There seems to be another view of 

Natural Law in which self-protection is the highest duty and all other moral and religious 
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duties are nothing when they go against the self protection.Therefore, throughout the book 

conflict between worldly wisdom and higher moral ethics is nicely depicted.Moreover, the 

moral of the story is always told in the form of proverb and is very easy to remember. The 

devices used in their expressions support their memorable quality. Each tale of the 

Panchatantra ends having either a moral or a saying in such a way that reflects practical way 

out or the solution from any circumstances in the socio-economic and political contexts.There 

are several well known sayings include the form of wisdom or the right way to survive in 

human nature too. In the stories of The Panchatantra ,Vishnusharma had used such characters 

from the royal class like a king , princes , Brahmin and minister as instruction to the princes. 

The characters are mainly animals of the forest and the birds of the air and sometimes human 

beings and supernatural beings. They all speak, act and reason as if they were human beings. 

Each of them displays some elements of human character such as common sense, wisdom , 

courage , enterprise , feelings: stupidity , greed, guile and craft. The lion is majestic, the horse 

as proud, the fox as cunning , the hare as timid , the monkey as imitative and the ass as 

patient and hard working . These characters are simply variants of the ordinary human being 

,woven in to a meaningful tales where animals are actuated by human motivation. Stories 

about animals are only useful lessons for human beings if human beings have traits in 

common with other animals. For the analogy between human beings and other animals to 

hold up, human beings must be understood as being a kind of animals themselves .The stories 

comprise of an introduction to the animals and rising action emerge from the introduction of 

the motives and comparability of each character in the active practice of worldly wisdom; 

concerns the wiser, the stronger, and the more diplomatic. Thus, it reflects the moral lesson 

about virtue and vice in the ending of the each story of the Panchatantra. And the readers 

always identify with the characters and enjoy or suffer with them. Similarly, the same stories 

stand to instruct children in the practical wisdom and to entertain them with its fantacy world 

of talking animals too. 

Migration and Translation: 

This masterpiece entitled as Panchatantra, was migrated to Iran in the 600 BC to be translated 

for the first time in any foreign language (Pehlavi) with a little KalilahwaDimnah (De Blois 

1990) Bud then translated into Old Syrian language in 570CE (Yuka 1999). This Syrian 

version went in to Germany and get dressed in German in 1876 CE by Bickell and then again 

by Schulthess in 1911CE. The third important translation of Panchatantra in Europe have 

their roots in this Arabic translation (Irwin 2006) . The journey of the Panchatantra 
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throughout Asia and Europe has been extended in form of  didacticliterarure that has been 

world - wide accepted epitome to justify the practical wisdom through anthropomorphism. 

The stories have been translated in to nearly every languages in the world that has a script. 

The story form appeals to not only children but also all age group which represents the 

earliest folk tales form in the world of literature. There are several versions of Panchatantra 

tales in circulation in the worls but the one that is popular in India is the Sanskrit original of 

Vishnu Sharam. 

“ No other work has played so important a part in the literature of the world as the 

Panchatantra..(translated in to) Greek, Latin, Spanish, Italian , German ,English, old Slavonic 

, Czech(and fifty other languages) .Its range has extended from Java to Iceland. Indeed , the 

statement has been made that no book except the Bible has enjoyed such as extensive 

circulation in the world as a whole… Yet, perhaps it is easier to underestimate than to 

overestimate the spread of the Panchatantra.”  [Franklin Edgerton] 

Conclusion: 

In a nutshell, Panchatantra , the oldest collection of stories known as an anthology of animal 

stories in the field of literature which introduced animal characters with human conducts to 

illustrate their situation for the political allegory and the purpose of giving moral instruction 

at the end of each story contains wisdom of Ages for people of all classes, Moreover , it has 

purpose to teach state craft and rules of politics in an attractive and delightful 

mannerSometimes, stories glorify the clever animals which survive by outwitting their 

enemies Who have most of human qualities and they have been justified through such animal 

characters as fox represents cunningness , hare stands for timidity , dog for fidelity , donkey 

for foolishness , tiger for ferocity and lion for kingship.There are some quotations and 

sayings in form of proverbs from various stories which may deal with good conducts and 

practical wisdom here: 

1. “Those who have no education , no patience , no charity , no wisdom , no conduct , no 

virtue , no religion , are nothing but the burden on the earth , they are animals in form 

of human beings” (A Sanskrit saying) 

2. “Where there is no give and take;Where there is no exchange ofsecrets;And of 

hospitality either;There is no true friendship”( from: Monkey and crocodile story p-8 

from a research paper by Shirinkulkarni) 
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3. “Enemity with evil intention trying to be friend and a friend in his frankness looking 

like an enemy” 

4. “The trustful strong are caught by weaker foes with ease: The wary weak are safe 

from strongest enemies” 

5. “ Human survival is the main source of stories in the Panchatantra. It has dominant 

motif of survival rather than virtues. It is said that it is a cruel competitive world in 

which creature live by their cleverness and take the advantage of the foolishness of 

others” (P-66: C I Pawate) 

6. First Sutra Mitrabhedam says “ A king wishing long life should never keep foolish 

servants” [Olivele(1997)] 

7. If beasts enjoy so great a prize; Of friendship, why should wonder rise in men , who 

are so very wise?; 

If birth and death did not exist; Nor age nor fear of loved ones missed, 

If all were not so quick to perish; Whose life were not a thing to cherish?  

(Introduction to Panchatantra: A.W. Ryder: Falk Tales and Fables from Ancient India: 

Translation) 

Moreover, these moral based stories have been included such proverbs and sayings that can 

be the source of examples to convey the message of the practical wisdom in socio-economic 

as well as political context. There are such proverbs or the sayings6having moral notes to 

convey an easy, simple and conflict free environment that can be gainful to the modern 

generation to lead their lives at the height of success. 

So, it is said that Panchatantra is the most creative and interesting way of preventing, 

avoiding, eliminating, reducing and resolving conflicts and ensuring governance of human 

relations through examples and illustrations of stories which contain lessons, morals and 

ideas full of practical wisdom. This is how, it has become an excellent resource for learning 

from the Indian scriptures. 

 
61.Harm seek, harm find 2.Like will draw like 3.More haste , less speed 4.Like father like son    

5.Two is company, three is none 6. Sour grapes 7. Abstain and enjoy8.Stoop to conquer 

9. Might is right 10. A stitch in time saves nine 
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Thus, this research paper has included such relevant sources and reviews of literature that can 

be the best justification to prove the research title and any human can find the way out in any 

interdisciplinary conflicts which may lead towards happy ending life to create a very positive 

and constructive environment in socio-economic and political contexts. 
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ABSTRACT 

Generally, it has been seen that the students, especially of government and State Board 

schools, who join any professional course after completing their 12th from these boards, are 

very weak in reading English in comparison to the students of CBSE board and English 

medium schools even after having studied for more than six years. The presented paper will 

disclose the reasons of weakness of students in reading skill in English language and also 

suggest the remedial measures to enhance reading skills of students in the form of use of new 

technology i.e. Interactive Whiteboard Technology (IWB).  

Key Word: Reading Skill, ESL, Interactive Whiteboard Technology (IWB) 

INTRODUCTION 

Although English is not an indigenous or native language, it remains as an ‘Associate 

Language’ in India, along with Hindi, the ‘Official Language of the Union of India’ and 

twenty two 'National Languages'. According to Wikipedia the Government of India has given 

22 "languages of the 8th Schedule" the status of official language. 

Teaching English language in such a multilingual country is certainly a challenging task. The 

ultimatum of English is increasing day by day as it has been titled as ‘International language’; 

other than this it has a unique place in India. Within the 22 regional languages and thousands 

of dialect and idiom it is enjoying the status of most popular, widespread, general, common 

and elite class language. English has not only continued to embellishment in the educational 

and official network of India but has also become one of the official languages of the nation 

and thus continues to enjoy the support of the Indian elite. 

Teaching of English is based on four major skills. That is listening, speaking, reading, and 

writing along with the communication skill. By listening and speaking English can be learnt 

easily, but one have to sit tight it by reading and writing. There are two traditions or ways of 

learning any language one is oral which comprise listening and speaking while second is 

written which contain reading and writing. There is a lot of alteration between both the ways. 

Occasionally grammatical and structural rubrics are avoided while talking but in writing we 

respect grammar. In the present paper stress will be given on written arrangement of language 

04 
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learning. Reading is one of the input methods skills. Learning to read is essential as well as 

important to success in school and outside the school too. Reading is significant and important 

to understand a language in a much better way. It’s true ‘We write as we read’. 

REASONS FOR POOR READING SKILLS  

Subsequently cross-examining many students who came from different state board under the 

same roof of an institute researcher found numerous reasons why the students of these boards 

are weak in English reading. These reasons are, sometime, related to environment, sometime 

related to the teachers who were teaching them English, and sometime the problems are 

related to students’ attitude. Following are some most said reasons by the students- 

Ø Lack of trained English teachers who are not fair in English.  

Ø English is not practiced at home or in environment.  

Ø English reading is done only in school in the English period and that to seldom because 

teacher pays more attention to other exercises.  

Ø Mostly teachers and Students remain busy in doing other different exercises like question & 

answer, word & meaning, writing comprehension etc. rather than giving stress on reading and 

then understanding.  

Ø English has become a subject rather than taken as language learning program.  

Ø The reading is not done on the regular bases.  

Ø The lacks of practice make the students poor in reading English.  

Ø Lack of interest of teachers in reading as they think it unnecessary for a subjective course  

Ø Reading has not been given a proper place in government and state board course curriculum.  

Ø There are very few exercises based on reading practice in the text books.  

Ø Hesitation of weak students makes them weaker in reading.  

Ø There is no proper guidance for reading practice  

Several methods have been espoused to improve the reading skill in English but the result is 

not satisfactory. Technology has also been integrated in the schools to improve the reading 

skill of the students. But the main problem is related to their right guidance from teacher side. 

If teacher can make reading interesting then only students can take interest in reading. IWB is 

such a tool which makes learning interesting and innovative, in this respect it can enhance the 

reading skill of students. 

INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD  

IWB is not very new to the world but to India it is in infant stage and penetrating education 

sectors very fast especially in the private educational institutes and schools. This technology, 

in language learning, is in experimental phase in India. This technology works on touch screen 
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technology. A big whiteboard is connected to a computer and a projector either via wires 

(USB) or wirelessly (blue tooth). This giant white screen becomes live when projector 

projected the desktop of computer on it. Now board is ready to take command. One can 

control the computer through touch sensitive board. Commands can be given either by finger 

or a special pen called stylus. This board in called interactive as it is attached with audio-video 

equipment as well as multi user sensitivity technique in it. It is really nice to work on IWB 

with your students as it facilitates both the teacher and student to find new ways of learning. It 

has been designed for business purpose (Griffon, 2002) but later is has been recommended by 

the educationist in the education field. Later various subjects have been benefited by this 

technology and language teaching is not an exception. It is found that it is useful in English 

language teaching as it has some salient features which make it  

Ø Interactive  

Ø Flexible to topic presentation and versatile  

Ø Revolutionary  

Ø Fascinated and efficient  

Ø Multitasking and multi-sensory presenter  

Ø Motivator  

Ø Time saver and so on.  

Due to above mention and many more other qualities of IWB has set its position in language 

classrooms. Teachers and students both appreciated, respected it for its versatile nature and 

flexibility in presenting data, text, pictures, PPTs, in addition to audio assistance. It gives 

novelty to classroom and creates longer effect on students due to video impact in the mind of 

the receiver. IWB is helpful in practicing all the skills (reading, writing, listening, and 

speaking) in learning a language. 

IWB IN READING  

Improvement and increase in reading can be brought by motivating students to read 

extensively and for that we need to make them interesting in reading. IWB can do a favour for 

English teacher and students. They can bring attention of reader in the class to the content on 

the white giant board. Once the reader is in the class attracted by the colourful screen he starts 

taking throbbing of reading in the class. 

IWB can support the reading skill in many ways  

Ø Can present the text in no time.  
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Ø Reduce the tension to bring text to class.  

Ø Can annotate the difficult word for the whole class  

Ø Can highlight the difficult words  

Ø The difficult words highlighted throughout the exercise remain long in the mind of the 

student.  

Ø Reading text can be easily relate to any picture to make reading a fun  

Ø Group exercise can give them confidence  

Ø Peer discussion before reading will give them support to read in the class  

Ø Motivation from their group members will improve their morale  

Ø Teacher can pay more attention to weak group  

Ø Audio player helps them to pronounce the word correctly and confidently  

Ø Certain grammar point can also be highlighted.  

Ø In later stage mike can also be supplied  

AIM OF RESEARCH 

Teachers of English language are facing trouble, struggle and difficulty in almost every 

country to make their student learn how to read a language effectively to give better result. 

Teaching English language in a multilingual country like India is a very big challenging task. 

Much has been done by the educationist to improve and increase the reading of the students in 

the schools but the result is not satisfactory. Most of the students who passed their senior 

secondary are not able to read out simple instructions which are generally written on the forms 

which they need to fill to register in any entrance exam or college. Recently, much has been 

said and promised about the potentiality of IWB in language teaching in different countries. 

Teaching reading English language is the demand of the hour and the aim of this research is, 

too, study the impact of interactive technology in enhancing reading skill in English language 

learning and to help teachers to find a solution to enhance reading English when they leave 

school. This research investigated the way in which IWB attracts students to read more. 

PLACE OF RESEARC 

This research has been carried out in a reputed Jay JalaramTalimiSnatakMahavidhyalaya, 

Thava, Ta.-Netrang, dist.-Bharuch in Gujarat, India. The college has set up smart class to give 

student the experience of future generation teaching learning environment. Firstly teachers 

were introduced for a short training period and then class were open to every methods trainee 

in small group. This College was targeted because the trainee teacher are a good mix to serve 

the society and ready to be a good as well as effective teacher and want to contribute to the 
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nation building and going to teach in government as well as private schools. Most of they have 

one common thing in them i.e. difficulty in reading English.  

METHODOLOGY  

The reading practice has been done in Jay JalaramTalimiSnatakMahavidhyalaya, Thava, Ta.-

Netrang, dist.-Bharuch where interactive white board technology has been already set up in 

language classroom. The students were from different states qualified their graduation and 

post-graduation form the different university of Gujarat and India. They have completed their 

schooling from the state board. 76 students were targeted to fill questionnaire after giving 

them reading practice in IWB classrooms. A direct question has also been given to them. 

“How did you find IWB the most helpful/the most unhelpful in enhancing reading in language 

class?” After written data an open discussion has been done in the class to discuss the points 

that why did they felt so. 

PROCEDURE OF DATA PRESENTATION, AND RESULT 

The collected data has been segregated according to the comments written by the students. 

Somewhat similar answers were put in categories. The whole data has been put in to seven 

categories then presented in the form of table as given below (table-1) 

Table-1- data presentation of helpful or unhelpful features of IWB 

S. No. 
Helpful or unhelpful features (while doing reading with 

IWB) 
Total answers 

in favour 
Result in 

percentage 

1 I love listening to a difficult word and practice with it. 26 28.88889 

2 Reading in group is good and helps in removing hesitation 18 20 

3 
I love how reading is associated with pictures and cartoons. It 

makes reading fun. 
14 15.55556 

4 
I love when teacher annotate any word or highlight a word and 

we use it in many sentences. 
12 13.33333 

5 It reduces the tension of forgetting the text. 10 11.11111 

6 
It allows peer discussion which is the best thing to support 

reading. 
06 6.666667 

7 It is new to me and I fell nervous 04 4.444444 

 

DISCUSSION:  

The summary of the collected data is presented in table-1 by putting a glimpse on the table 

we come to know that majority of the students favour this technology while we also got some 

remarks which are not strictly against but also not in favour. The percentage of those 
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comments is very low but we are not ignoring them so we’ll discuss those comments too and 

given a place in the table for the same purpose.  

Ø Students enjoyed the combination of various features of IWB as a result of combination of 

various audio-visual equipment’s to make IWB a unique tool to enhance interest of students so 

reading. About 28% students love the combo of display and the listening of difficult word 

through audio player.  

Ø 20% students appreciated the group activity which makes them really confident and helpful in 

removing hesitation to which they were a victim since childhood (as they told in an open 

discussion.) they love to be reviewed by their peers rather than their teachers.  

Ø Near about 15% students love the picturesque use of IWB in reading comprehension. Students 

felt that it is easy to relate story with the given picture. Picture grabbed their attention to read 

more lines to find out what will happen next.  

Ø Approximate 13% Students very much appreciated the feature of highlighting and annotating 

the difficult words and repeating the same to make other sentences in discussion time.  

Ø 11% students were very happy as they were tension free to bring the targeted text for the 

reading class. Before that either this or that student was out of text and felt himself in 

embarrassing situation in front of teacher. IWB solved this problem the text presented on the 

board is universal for class students. 

Ø Near about 6% students love to share that they love review from peers than teacher. They love 

to learn more from their friends in the group and IWB is helpful as teacher in IWB class love 

to see their students talking and sharing so teacher prefer group activity even in reading too.  

Ø Nearly 4% students wrote that they were afraid of the new technology. They hesitate to 

discuss even within group because they think that if their friend come to know that they don’t 

know about the latest they will laugh on them. 

CONCLUSION  

Written feedback to question and statements of students after in group discussion showed their 

fascination towards new technology. They haven’t seen such type of language classroom before 

this college and novelty in education is a rare thing. They appreciated the combination of audio- 

visual presentation with text which helps them to restore the word in their memory for a longer 

time. As it is a well-known fact that Motivation, attention, and behavior represent an overall 

student attitude in the classroom, and IWB motivates students, catch their attention through audio-
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visual aids and bring a change in their behavior not to see the reading as a boring exercise but do it 

passionately to enhance their language competence.  
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ABSTRACT: - 

                   Information technology an important and indispensable to the life of human 

beings. Transmission, recording or memory and processing of information are three essential 

processes of information. Computers are a major segment of the new information 

technologies. With the help of satellite communication, the transmission of data has become 

very fast. The data can be telexed, the voice over a telephone can be transmitted on local, 

national and international network. The computer is a boon or a bane depends on its use. If 

used for the benefits of the mankind it is a boon, if used for the evil purpose it is a bane. This 

study aims to the technological transformation of crime the streets to the networked super 

highways of cyberspace. Cyber crime to day has the potential to affect the lives of each and 

every one of us. The laws relating to cyber crime are quite complex. Under the frame work, 

simple things we unwittingly do online may be punishable and severe offenses may go 

unnoticed. Hence the need to know more about the how cyber crime is policed in the Indian 

context and what laws govern Indian cybercrime.  

Keywords: Cyber Crime, Cyber Security Incident, Illegal down loading, Cyber Hacking, 

Cyber Security Breaches, Cyber Crime Acts. 

INTRODUCTION: 

 Charles Babbage developed the first analytical engine in 1812. This machine had the 

concepts of modern computers namely memory, arithmetic unit and capacity to handle stored 

programme. But this machine could not be put into practical applications due to technological 

limitations at that time. In 1854, George Boole, invented the logic system which is the basis 

for today’s digital computers. In 1937, the first electro machine calculator was developed by 

Howard and Aitten. In 1946, the first computer came into existence. It was named as ENIAC 

(Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator). It was developed by Dr John Nouchly and 

J.P. Eckert of the University of Pennsylvania, USA. In 1951, Remington Rand corporation of 

USA brought out a commercial computer named UNIVAC (Universal Automatic Computer). 

These computers had the short coming of value technology. They were slow in operations 

and un reliable. These computers were named the first-generation equipment. Transistor 
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technology gave advent of second generation of computers. These were smaller in size, but 

more reliable and had higher speed of operation. Third generation computer consisted of 

IBN-370 type. The fourth-generation computer, presently manufactured by USA, Japan and 

other European and Asian Countries are based on large scale integration. Better Computers 

are under trail in USA and Japan. These are based on artificial intelligence. They will think 

like the human brain, collect most information from their reservoir of memory, make expert 

judgement and decisions. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:  

 The word computer comes from the word ‘Compute’ that means to calculate. So a 

computer was normally considered to be a calculating device that can perform arithmetic 

calculations at an enormous speed and with perfect accuracy. But now-a-days more than 80% 

of the work done by computers is of non-mathematical or non numerical nature. Today the 

computer has become cornerstone of our industrial and scientific development. The 

computers have shrank the world into a room. In all walks of life from manufacturing of a 

small item, to exploration of ocean and space, computers are being used extensively. The 

computers on the one side helped the mankind to solve many crucial problems, on the other 

side it has put the world at the verge of destruction. In spite of that it is not at all the fault of 

the computers it self. It is a machine which obeys the orders of the user, therefore, fault lies 

with the user not with the computers.  

 Upto 1990’s the Internet was largely used by Academic, Government and Industrial 

researchers. But with the invention of new application the www (world wide web) millions of 

new non-academic users were added to the Internet. Internet is a web which has a very large 

numbers of computers connected to each other. These computers are connected with one and 

another either through wire, satellite, microwaves. Internet is essentially a big network that 

links smaller net works and individual computers all over the world using modems, phone 

lines and satellite links. With the easy availability of Internet access, the internet is being 

misused not only by the youth and but also by the matured people. The government has to 

tackle this situation in order to keep the youth away from such sites enacted the Act called the 

Information Technology Bill having been passed by both the Houses of Parliament, received 

the assent of the President on 9th June, 2000. It came on the statute book as the Information 

Technology Act 2000. The Information Technology Act 2000 came into force on 17th 

October 2000. As per the Information Technology Act 4 [(nb) cyber ‘security’ means 
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protecting information, equipment, devices computer, resource, communication device and 

information stored therein from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification 

or destruction;]. 4 [(ze) ‘Secure System’ means computer hardware, software and procedure 

that: 

Ø are reasonably secure from unauthorized access and misuse; 

Ø Provide a reasonable level of reliability and correct operation. 

Ø Are reasonably suited to performing the intended functions.  

Ø Adhere to generally accepted security procedures. 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:  

Ø To discuss what is cyber crime?  

Ø To discuss various types of cyber crime.  

Ø To discuss the existing Indian laws pertaining to cyber crime and how various crimes 
are treated.  

Ø To discuss punishment for computer related offences as per the existing IT Act 2000 
and IT amended Act 2008.  

Ø To discuss the cyber security by Government of India.  

Ø To suggest some safety tips to users for check cyber crimes. 

STUDY METHODOLOGY :  

(a) Sources of Data -  

 (i) Books, Journals and Magazines.  
 (ii) News Papers  
 (iii) Law Magazines and Law Books  

(iv) Internet  
SCOPE OF STUDY :  

 The scope of study is limited to theoretical and conceptual analysis. The accuracy of 

the study is limited to the accuracy of these sources. 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS : 

What is Cyber Crime ?  

 Cyber Crime means any illegal activity committed using a computer and / or the 

internet can be called a cyber crime. Cyber crime is basically an extension of existing 

criminal activity. Studies show that on an average more than one cyber crime occurs every 10 
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seconds. There have been recorded losses of over $500 million in one year solely due to 

cyber crime. The crime is basically an attack on information about people or groups, and 

though the attack is not physical (it’s virtual), it is equally harmful. The most common targets 

of cyber criminal activity are found to be government offices and financial institutions. The 

majority of teenage hackers are doing it for the motive of recreation rather than for profit or 

causing harm. 

WHY CYBER LAWS ENACTED ?  

 As a result of the technological advancement in the IT industry, computers and 

internet became accessible to the common man in our country quite rapidly. Like any 

technology, IT too met with two kinds of people – the users and the abusers. While cases of 

hacking cam to light and identity, privacy and information security was found to be 

increasingly compromised by the new IT revolution, the need was felt for law and order 

mechanism in the electronic world too. 

CYBER LAWS :  

 Cyber law or Internet law is a term that encapsulates the legal issues related to use of 

the Internet. This law same as any other branch of law, help what is legal and illegal and 

stipulate mechanism to detect, convict and punish offenders and protect electronic property 

and its rightful use. Cyber laws pertain to diverse aspects of the electronic world such as :  

Ø Software licences, copyright and fair use.  
Ø Unauthorized access, data privacy and spamming. 
Ø Export of hardware and software.  
Ø Censorship.  
Ø Computerized voting. 

IT ACT 2000 AND IT (AMENDMENT ACT, 2008) : 

 The Information Technology (IT) Act 2000 was passed by the Indian Parliament in 

May 2000 and came into force on 17.10.2006 of the same year. Its Prime Purpose is to 

provide the legal infrastructure for e-commerce in India. It was the first legal instrument to 

provide legal sanctity to electronic records and contracts expressed through electronic means 

of communication. The act was later amended in December 2008 through the IT amended 

Act, 2008 and came into force 27.10.2009. The two IT Acts together define below.  
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Ø Digital Signatures :     Electronic records may be authenticated by a subscriber by 

affixing digital signature; further, the signature may be verified using the public key 

provided by the subscriber.  

Ø Certifying Authorities :   Domestic and foreign certifying authorities (which 

provide digital signature certificates) are recognized by the law :  a “controller of 

certifying authorities” shall supervise them. 

Ø Electronic Governance :      Documents required as per Law by any arm of the 

government may be supplied in electronic form, and such documents are to be treated 

the same as hand written, type written or printed documents.  

Ø Offences and Penalties :   An adjudicating officer shall judge whether a person has 

committed an offence in contravention of any provision of the IT Act, 2006; the 

maximum penalty for any damage to computers or computer systems is a fine upto 

Rs.1 crore.  

Ø Appellate Tribunals :  A cyber Regulation Appellate Tribunal shall be formed which 

shall hear appeals against orders passed by the Adjudicating Officers.  

Ø Investigation  :   Offences shall only be investigated by a police officer of the rank of 

the Deputy Superintendent of Police or above (amended to the rank “Inspector” or 

above by the IT amendment act 2008). 

Ø Amendment to other Laws: Other Acts such as the Indian Penal code 1860, the 

Indian Evidence Act 1872, the Bankers Book Evidence Act 1891, the Reserve Bank 

of India Act 1934 were to be amended to align them with the IT Act. 

Ø Network Service Providers :   Intermediaries in the  data transmission process, such as 

Internet service providers, are not liable in certain cases, so long as the intermediary 

expeditiously acts to prevent the cyber crime on getting such instruction from the 

Government or its agency.  

PUNISHMENT FOR COMPUTER RELATED OFFENCES AS PER IT ACT 2000 AND IT 

(AMENDED ACT) 2008 : 

Ø Under Section 65 :-    Tampering with computer source documents such as alter any 

computer source code, computer programme, computer system, computer network, 

shall be punishable with imprisonment upto three years or with fine which may 

extend up to two lakh rupees or with both.  

Ø Under Section 66 :-     Where a body corporate possessing or handling any sensitive 

data or information in a computer resource dishonestly or fraudulently, he shall be 
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punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years or with fine 

which may extend to five lakh rupees or with both.  

Ø Under Section 66 (A) :  Any information that is grossly offensive, false, danger, ill 

will, criminal intimidation use any electronic mail message shall be punishable with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and with fine up to two lakh 

rupees or with both.  

Ø Under Section 66 (B) :  Punishment for dishonestly stolen computer resources or 

communication device shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a 

term which may extend to three years or with fine which may extend to rupees one 

lakh or with both.  

Ø Under Section 66 (C) :   Punishment for identify theft such as electronic signature, 

password any other identification feature of any other person shall be punished 

imprisonment of three years and shall also be liable to fine with may extend to rupees 

one lakh.  

Ø Under Section 66 (D)  :     Punishment for cheating by personating by using computer 

resource shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three 

years and shall also be liable to fine which may be extend to rupees one lakh.  

Ø Under Section 66 (E)  :     Punishment for violation of privacy whoever, intentionally 

or knowingly captures, publishes the image of a private area of any person without his 

or her unsent shall be punished with imprisonment which may extend to three years or 

with fine not exceeding two lakh rupees, or with both. 

Ø Under Section 66 (F) :    Punishment for cyber terrorism :  (i)  who ever with intent to 

threaten the unity, integrity, security or sovereignty of India to commit cyber 

terrorism shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to imprisonment 

for life.  

Ø Under Section 67 :    Punishment for publishing or transmitting obscene material in 

electronic form shall be punished for a term which may extend to three years and with 

fine which may extend five lakh rupees and in the event of second or subsequent 

conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to 

five years and also with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees.  

Ø Under Section 67 (A) :  Punishment for publishing or transmitting of material 

containing sexually explict etc in electronic form, who ever conduct this shall be 

punished first conviction for a term which may extend to five years and with fine 

which may extend to ten lakh rupees in the event of second conviction with 
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imprisonment of a term which may extend to seven years and also with fine which 

may extend to ten lakh rupees.  

Ø Under Section 67 (B) :   Punishment for publishing or transmitting of material 

depicting children in sexually explicit act in electronic form – whoever conduct or 

explicit this act shall be punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either 

description for a term which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend 

to ten lakh rupees and in the event of second or subsequent conviction with 

imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to seven years and 

also with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees.  

Ø Under Section 67 (C) :   Any intermediary knowingly contravenes the provisions of 

sub section (I) shall be punished with an imprisonment for a term which may extend 

to three years and also be liable to fine. 

WHAT OFFENCES ARE COVERED UNDER THESE LAWS ? 

Ø Hacking :   It is not defined in either IT Act, which in itself may have considerably 

weakened the cyber crime legislation in India.  

Ø Data theft :  This offence is defined as copying or extracting information from a 

computer system without the owners, including computer theft and theft of digital 

signals during transmission.  

Ø Identify theft (including password theft) :   As per the IT Act 2008, this offence is 

defined as fraudulently or dishonestly making use of the electronic signature, 

password or any other unique identification feature of a person.  

Ø Email spoofing :   This is commonly used by hackers to hide the actual email address 

from which phishing and spam message are sent, it may also be used in conjunction 

with other fraudulent methods to trick users into providing personal confidential 

information.  

Ø Sending Offensive Messages :   The IT Act defines this offence as sending offensive 

or false information for the purpose of causing hatred, ill will etc.  

Ø Voyeurism :   This is defined as publishing / transmitting of “Compromising” images 

/ videos of a person without his / her consent.  

Ø Child Pornography :  This covers offences against all individuals who have not 

completed 18 years of age. Despite being one of the most serious offences, it does not 

attract any severe punishment.  

Ø Cyber Terrorism:   The addition of this offence was a major difference between the 

two IT Acts. Cyber terrorism is described in fair detail as denying access to a 
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computer, attempting to access a computer resource without authorization, or 

contaminating a computer system.  

TYPES OF CYBER CRIME :  

Ø Hacking with Computer System:- 

Whoever with the internet to cause or knowing that he is likely to cause wrongful loss 

or damage to the public or any person destroys or deletes or alters an information 

residing in a computer resource or diminishes its value of utility or affects it 

injuriously by any means, commits hacking. Various techniques used by hackers 

which are below. 

(i) SQL Injections :  An SQL injection is a technique that allows hackers to ply upon the 

security vulnerabilities of the software that runs a web site. It can be used to attack 

any type of unprotected or improperly protected SQL data base. This process involves 

entering portions of SQL code into a web from entry field most commonly username 

and password. It can also be used to retrieve information such as credit card numbers 

or passwords from unprotected sites.  

(ii) Theft of FTP Passwords :  This is another very common way to tamper with websites. 

The thief search the victim’s system for FTP login details and then relays them to his 

own remote computer. He then logs into the website via the remote computer and 

notified the web pages as he or she pleases.  

(iii) Cross Site Scripting :  This is also known as XSS, It is very easy way of 

circumventing a security system. In a typical xss attack, the hacker infects a webpage 

with a malicious client side script or program.  

Ø Virus dissemination : 

 Viruses are computer programs that attach themselves to infect a system or files and 

have a tendency to circulate to other computer on a network. They disrupt the computer 

operation and affect the data stored either be modifying or by deleting it altogether. Computer 

viruses usually spread through internet or removable media.  

Ø Logic Bombs :  

 A logic bomb also known as slag code, is a malicious pice of code which is 

intentionally inserted into software to execute a malicious task when triggered by a specific 

event. It is not a virus, although it usually behaves in a similar manner. Logic bombs are 

usually employed by disgruntled employees working in the IT sector.  

Ø Denial – of – service attach :  
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  Using this technique, the attacker can render a website inoperable by sending massive 

amounts of traffic to the targeted site. A site may temporarily malfunction or crash 

completely, in any case resulting in inability of the system to communicate adequately. A 

denial of service attacks violates the acceptable use policies of virtually all internet service 

providers.  

Ø Phishing  :  

  This is a technique of extracting confidential information such as credit card numbers 

and username password.  

Ø Email bombing and spamming  :  

  This type of attack is more difficult to control due to multiple source addresses and 

the bots which are programmed to send different messages to defeat spam fitters.  

Ø Web Jacking :  

  Web jacking devices its name from vijacking. The hacker taks control of a web site 

fraudulently. He may change the content of the original site. The owner of the website has no 

more control and the altacker may use the website for his own interests. 

Ø Cyber Staking :  

  Cyber stalking is a new form of internet crime in our society. A cyber stalker does not 

physically follow his victim. The cyber stalker virtually following online activity to harvest 

the information of stake. Most victim of this crime are women who are stalked by men and 

children. 

Ø Data diddling :  

  This is one of the simplest methods of committing a computer related crime because 

even a computer armature can do it. 

Ø Software Piracy:  

  Software piracy is the unauthorized use and distribution of Computer Software.  

CYBER SECURITY:  

 Cyber security is a complex issue that cuts across multiple domains and therefore 

needs a set of multi dimensional and multi layered structures. It also requires the government 

to think and act as a single entity even though several ministries are impacted differently. 

Ø Mindful of the great vulnerability that India faces due to cyber threats at one level and 

the tremendous opportunity that it has to shape global dialogue.  

Ø Cyber threats take various forms including cyber warfare, cyber crime, cyber 

terrorism and cyber espionage. All these require a comprehensive cyber security 

policy that is well coordinated through a nodal authority within the country and 
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international cooperation, preferably through conventions on cyber space out side the 

country.  

Ø The two best known international sources of cooperation are the united nations 

convention against transnational organized crime and the council of Europe’s council 

on cyber crime. India also has several bilateral agreements with countries like the 

United States and Korea. 

Ø Recent data shows that the number of cyber security incidents, including website 

intrusion malware, spam, virus, network scanning and probing and phishing have 

gone up from less than 400 in 2005 to over 13,000 by 2011. 

INDO-US CYBER SECURITY CO-OPERATION :  

 India and the US have signed an accord that will enable them to jointly secure their 

cyber spaces amid increasing attacks on sensitive records from histile elements, including 

terrorists. The accord on cyber security co-operation was signed between the Computer 

Emergency Response Teams (CERT-IN and US-CERT) the lead agencies in the respective 

countries to respond to virtual attacks. The CERT-IN functions under the ministry of 

communication and iT and its primary role is to raise security awareness among India’s cyber 

community and to provide technical assistance and advise them to recover from computer 

security incidents. The US-CERT is the operational arm of the National Cyber security 

Division in the Department of Home Land Security. 

 As per the accord, the two countries will now be able to share expertise in artifact 

analysis like studying traces of virus and worm, network traffic analysis and exchange of 

information. Though attack from hackers – professional or amature – can come from any 

where in the world, cyber onslaughts on Indian websites have been more frequent from China 

and Pakistani hackers peeking into India’s sensitive business, security and strategies records. 

The nature of cyber attacks becomes more complex due to rapid change hackers put in place. 

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (PPP) FOR CYBER SECURITY:  

 National Security Adviser Shivshankar Menon recently opened up the National 

security regime to the private sector, with the lunch of a cyber security report titled 

“Recommendations of Joint Working Group on Engagement with Private Sector on Cyber 

Security. The enormous potential for damage has made cyber security a major concern. There 

is no question that both the government and private sector need each other. The unique nature 

of this collaboration is because of the unique nature of the domain. Referring to the recent 
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spate of riots in Uttar Pradesh, Assam and Mumbai, Mr. Menon pointed towards the misuse 

of social media to affect communal harmony. The challenge lies in creating a virtuous circle 

of security while maintaining our democratic rights of freedom of speech and privacy. 

Deputy NSA Vijay Latha Reddy, has been leading the initiative from its conception. At the 

lunch of the report, she stated that the primary objective of creating a permanent mechanism 

for public –private partnership (PPP) in the area of cyber security is to eventually establish 

India as the global hub for cyber security services, products and manpower. She also pointed 

out the need for a mind boggling five lakh professionals to protect cyberspace. The available 

talent is just a fraction of this , necessitating a rapid scale up of capacities. According to the 

cyber security report, collaboration is invited across four issues : the setting up a permanent 

JWG under the aegis of National Security Council Secretariat (NSCS), with representatives 

from Government and Private Sector, a permanent advisory committee called ‘Joint 

committee on International co-operation and Advocacy to promote India’s National Interests 

at various international for a, and information sharing and analysis centres in various sectors 

to cooperate with computer emergency response teams at the operational level. The 

composition of these working groups will be finalized in consultation with industry 

associations. 

FINDING FROM THE STUDY :  

 Computer is a machine which obeys the orders of the user therefore fault lies with the 

user not with the Computers. The computer is a boon or a bane depends on its use. A cyber 

crime is a virus program that can modify another program in deemed infected. This can also 

become an evolved copy of the original virus program. Every program that gets infected may 

also act as a virus and thus the infection multiplus. The key property of a virus is its ability to 

infect other programs. Every general purpose system currently in use is open to viral attack in 

some secure systems, virus tends to spread further when created by some user of the system. 

A virus has the potentials to spread throughout any system which allows sharing. The virus 

can be generated and introduced by a hacker. The perpetrator gets the satisfaction of 

demonstrating human superiority over a cybermetic system. The most fundamental 

precaution against virus attacks is to limit access to a machine to avoid tamper with the 

system.  

HOW TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF CYBER CRIME : 
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 Cyber Forensics is basically the application of computer investigation and analysis 

techniques in the interests of determining potential legal evidence. Cyber Forensic is the use 

of technology and science for investigation and fact recovery when dealing with criminal 

matters. Computer forensics is the technological aspect of retrieving evidence to use within 

criminal or civil courts of Law.  

SUGGESTION:  

 The following prevention shall be implemented to safe guard the cyber crime of 

computers and computer information system.  

Ø Proper placement and installation of information technology equipment to reduce the 

effects of interference due to electromagnetic emanations.  

Ø Only authorized and legal software shall be used on the network.  

Ø The suitability of new hardware, software particularly the protocol compatibility 

should be assessed before connecting the same to the organisation’s network.  

Ø Organisation shall adopt a clean desk policy for papers, diskettes and other 

documentation in order to reduce the risks of unauthorized access, loss of and damage 

to information outside normal working hours. 

Ø Virus detection software must be used to check storage drives both internal and 

external to the system on a periodic basis. 

Ø The level of protection for communication and network resources should be 

commensurate with the criticality and sensitivity of the data transmitted.  

Ø System programmers shall not be allowed to have access to the application system’s 

data and programme files in the production environment. 

Ø Certain minimum quality standards for password shall be enforced.  

Ø Passwords shall always encrypted in storage to prevent authorized disclosure.  

Ø For computer system processing sensitive data, access by other organizations shall be 

prohibited or strictly controlled. 

Ø The use of user IDs for emergency use shall be recorded and approved. The password 

shall be rest after use.  

Ø After maintenance, any exposed security parameters such as passwords, user IDs and 

account will be changed or rest to eliminate and potential security exposures.  

Ø All floppies should be scanned individually and periodically by using a qualified and 

uninfected virus scanning (or detection) program.  
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Ø Discourage the use of floppies of other users unless these are individually scanned 

and checked for any virus. 

Ø Do not use previously formatted floppies brought by others even if these are 

apparently empty. Reformat all empty floppies with your uninfected system before 

further use. 

Ø Avoid lending floppies.  

Ø Use of pirated software should be completely avoided as most of them are virus 

carriers.  

Ø It the compute system, computer network or any of its devices is vulnerable to 

computer viruses as a result of performing maintenance, system operators or users 

shall scan the computer system and its devices.  

Ø User  should  also  have  some  basic  knowledge  about  viruses,  their  prevention 

and cure.  Use  of  good  antivirus  software  for  scanning  files  regularly  should  be  

used  by  every  user. 

CONCLUSION:  

 Now India’s position become pivotal on the global cyber security dialogue is its over 

800 million mobile subscribers and a targeted half – a – billion internet users, who could 

contribute (Rs.5 Lakh crore) to India’s GDP by 2015 as per a report that will soon be released 

by global management consulting firm me Kinsey. Equally, India’s IT and BPO industry, 

which is expected to cross (Rs. 5 Lakh crore) in 2012 with export revenue $69.01 billion, is 

in the business of software development and outsourcing contracts for large global 

corporations and governments, making India’s cyber security a matter of deep concern for 

global companies and western governments alike. India is now taking on the issues of cyber 

security to enhanced cooperation with international governments towards cyber security 

strategy. 
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Abstract 

One can observe an advertisement on YouTube while watching any video. This way of 

advertising is now common being an integral part of Online Marketing Strategy. You may 

observe different ways of online marketing through advertisement on different social media 

platforms and websites. The internet usage of Indian people has increased due to market 

penetrating strategy of cheap internet providers and healthy competition among them. 

Decreasing prices of quality smartphones is also a significant factor. The combination of 

smartphones and internet has changed the way of life of people and companies are compelled 

for Online Marketing to reach this big mass of potential consumers. 

This paper says about Online Marketing in Indian scenario. The main purpose of this paper is 

to study the modern concept of online marketing which is cost effective and time saving 

concept.  the way we communicate has changed in the past few years, a few years back, 

people were skeptical to buy online, we never thought we would buy groceries, furniture, 

cloths online but now we book our shows online, tickets, everything is online and in mobile. 

Under this research paper the researcher has studied the concept of marketing, online 

marketing and online advertising. The researcher has described about the marketing mix, 7P’s 

of online marketing, types of online advertising. 

In this paper the researcher has tried to study about the online marketing in India and its 

effect. 

Introduction 

During and after Covid-19 era, a jump has been observed in the usage of internet. There are 

companies who have allowed employees to work from home. These companies have been 

providing services to their customers through online platforms. In this way, a new fast paced 

digital economy is emerging. Tomorrow there will be companies that will exist only inside 

computer networks. Most business transactions will be made electronically, directly from the 

producer to the consumer, bypassing the supply chain. In the Online Marketing environment, 

06 
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the consumer becomes an integral player in the development of the product. In fact, a 

consumer might build the product himself from a wide array of parts provided by the 

Company. It is e-commerce that is changing the way products and services are conceived, 

manufactured, promoted, priced, distributed and sold. The reason being that it is much 

cheaper; it allows vast coverage and helps in serving the customer better.  

 

[Source: https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2018/07/17/how-to-start-a-digital-marketing-

agency] 

Online Marketing is promoting products and services using online distribution channels to 

reach consumers in a manner relevant, personal and cost-effective. Online Marketing includes 

many of the techniques and practices contained within the category of Internet Marketing. 

Online Marketing covers more of traditional marketing areas such as Direct Marketing by 

providing the same method of communicating with an audience but in a digital way. This 

marketing method is more effective when a marketer combines multiple channels in the 

message campaigns.  

Literature Review 

The purpose of doing research in the area of Online Marketing is because it seem huge, 

intimidating and foreign. Businesses are looking for clearer picture to start but do not know 

where and how to start doing digital marketing. In today’s time, social media channels such 

as Face book, Twitter, Google and other social media firms have successfully transformed the 

attitudes and perceptions of consumers and in the end helped revolutionized many businesses. 
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This was done through measurable vast network of customers with trustworthy data with 

real-time feedback of customer experiences. It is much more convenient for businesses to 

conduct surveys online with a purpose to get relevant information from targeted groups and 

analyzing the results based on their responses. Potential customers can look for reviews and 

recommendations to make informed decisions about buying a product or using the service. 

On the other hand, businesses can use the exercise to take action on relevant feedback from 

customers in meeting their needs more accurately. Online Marketing is the use of 

technologies to help marketing activities in order to improve customer knowledge by 

matching their needs (Chaffey, 2013). Marketing has been around for a long time. Business 

owners felt the need to spread the word about their products or services through newspapers 

and word of mouth. Online Marketing on the other end is becoming popular because it 

utilizes mass media devices like television, radio and the Internet. The most common Online 

Marketing tool used today is Search Engine Optimization (SEO). Its role is to maximize the 

way search engines like Google find your website. Online Marketing concept originated from 

the Internet and search engines ranking of websites. The first search engine was started in 

1991 with a network protocol called Gopher for query and search. After the launch of Yahoo 

in 1994 companies started to maximize their ranking on the website (Smyth 2007). When the 

Internet bubble burst in 2001, market was dominated by Google and Yahoo for search 

optimization. Internet search traffic grew in 2006; the rise of search engine optimization grew 

for major companies like Google (Smyth 2007). In 2007, the usage of mobile devices 

increased the Internet usage on the move drastically and people all over the world started 

connecting with each other more conveniently through social media. In the developed world, 

companies have realized the importance of digital marketing. In order for businesses to be 

successful they will have to merge online with traditional methods for meeting the needs of 

customers more precisely (Parsons, Zinsser, Wait man 1996).  
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[Source: https://medium.com/@rikwalters/the-evolution-of-digital-marketing-strategy-in-the-

enterprise-1b9687a85e09] 

Online Marketing Strategy Mix 

7 P's of digital marketing 

1. Product: Product on the Internet usually changes form online, and the user 

experiences it electronically, in the form of text, images and multimedia. Physical 

goods are usually presented in the form of a detailed online catalogue that the 

customer can browse through. Technology allows the user to virtually touch and feel 

the product on the Internet - rotate it, zoom in or zoom out and even visualize the 

product in different configurations and combination. 

2. Price:  It has been drastically changed over the Internet. It lets the buyer decides the 

price. Also it gives the buyers information about multiple sellers selling the same 

product. It leads to best possible deal for the buyers in terms of price. Pricing is 

dynamic over the Internet. 

3. Place: It revolves around setting up of a marketing channel to reach the customer. 

Internet serves as a direct marketing channel that allows the producer to reach the 

customer directly. 
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4. Promotion: It is extremely necessary to entice the customer to its website, as there are 

currently more than one billion web pages. Promoting a website includes both online 

an  offline strategies. 

5. Presentation: The presentation of the online business needs to have an easy to use 

navigation. The look and the feel of the web site should be based on corporate logos 

and standards. About 80% of the people read only 20% of the web page. Therefore, 

the web page should not be cluttered with a lot of information. 

6. Process: Customer supports needs to be integrated into the online web site. A sales 

service that will be able to answer the questions of their customers fast and in a 

reliable manner is necessary. 

7. Personalisation: Using the latest software it is possible to customize the entire web 

site for every single user, without any additional costs. The mass customization allows 

the company to create web pages products and services that suit the requirement of 

the user. 

Benefits of Online Marketing  

1. Convenient to both the parties  

2. Detailed Information 

3. Less hassles 

4. Lower cost 

5. Audience size 

6. Relationship building 

7. Quick adjustment to market conditions  

Research Methodology 

Objectives of the study 

Ø To compare the relationship between internet usage and online advertising  

Ø To find the effectiveness of online advertising (reach and creation of awareness) 

Ø To find the reliability of online advertising (recall and remembrance) 
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This is a descriptive research as it will clarify the doubts about online advertising. It would 

give us a clear picture on the effectiveness and reliability of online advertising compared to 

the traditional form of advertising. In this study we have collected data using secondary data 

sources like websites, magazines, online journals etc. 

Data Analysis 

Trust of the customer on Online Marketing 

 

[Source: https://www.consultancy.in/news/202/digital-advertising-spend-in-india-to-near-

295-billion-by-2021] 

Online Marketing is growing with a rapid pace not only in India but throughout the world as 

well. While all other Industry are struggling with a growth rate of 5-10%, Online Marketing 

industry is booming high and already achieved growth rate of 30% last year and estimated 

growth for year 2016 was 40% and the most important part is that growth rate is not going to 

be stagnant in coming years. 
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[Source: https://www.maximizemarketresearch.com/market-report/india-e-commerce-

market/44404/] 

As the internet users are increasing day by day ecommerce industry is also on a booming 

path. Companies are shifting their advertising budget from traditional marketing to Online 

Marketing strategies. 

From above data you can easily analyse the growth rate of Online Marketing and its impact 

of online sales. With Online Marketing growth E commerce is also booming and touching 

new heights. 
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[Source: https://www.w3trainingschool.com/blog/growth-rate-digital-marketing-india/] 
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From above both of the images you can compare the growth of Online Marketing of Indian 

market compare to rest of world. India in 2016 became world no 2 in internet uses by no of 

people throughout the world. As we see in 2014 India was on 3rd position where as now in 

2016 it is on 2nd position. 

With a penetration rate of 34.5% India is world’s 2nd most internet surfing population so it’s 

clear there are still lot to go. The growth is rapid in this field and still a long way to go with 

higher pace that’s the reason every fresher and professionals looking to build their career in 

digital marketing. 

Government Digital Literacy scheme and many others factor are giving a boom to increase 

internet users in India. Online shopping industry is also growing with a rapid pace which is 

still getting sales from major metros and mid-level towns only. 

Find the effectiveness of digital advertising (reach and creation of awareness) 

Online Marketing and advertising is influencing peoples to buy and sell online and e 

commerce is getting more and more sales. With a hi growth through Online Marketing in 

business companies have starter spending more and more in Online Marketing as they are 
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getting better ROI in Digital medium compare to traditional, another major benefits are all 

the expense and return are measurable  which is not possible in Traditional Marketing. 

For a generation that spends almost a maximum of their waking hours on the World Wide 

Web, it would seem inevitable that online advertising would be gathering momentum and 

critical mass to emerge as the fastest growing medium for advertisers to reach the target 

audience. According to reports, the online advertising market is slated to touch $220 Million 

this year in India. A report published by Internet and Mobile Association of India, says that 

the biggest online spenders on advertising are BFSI, FMCG and retail. Another sector that 

spends heavily online is the education sector, given that their target audience is the one that is 

most comfortable with the medium. Interestingly enough, social media is the one that will be 

the greatest gainer in the budgets allocated to online marketing in the current year with 

estimates going up from the previous year. Email and other marketing are reported to witness 

a decline. Among the sectors that used online marketing heaving in the previous year were 

travel, Auto, online publishing, IT Industry, Telecom, FMCG, consumer durable and 

education industries.  

According to Shivi Krishna, Partner, La Publicite, “With the internet gaining multiple access 

points, it is becoming more effective. It is currently limited to a niche but influential 

demography however it can explode rapidly in coming years.” 
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According to Imran Khan K, Studio Head, “Online advertising is effective to reach a crowd 

that consumes online media, especially ones in Tier I and Tier II cities in the 15-35 age 

group. For the rest, SMS makes better sense.” 

Find the reliability of digital advertising (recall and remembrance) 

Internet advertising delivers purely on its ability to be measurable and target audiences in 

detail. Methods like pay per click, pay per play, pay per action can get direct response from 

the specific audience, making the Return on Investment measurable for the audiences. 

Another interesting factor about online advertising is that the consumer is focused on the 

computer, and the interactivity of the medium can engage the consumers in an in depth 

manner, which effectively gets the message across or a response. The target audience can 

give comments, feedback and responses which can help a company. Social networking sites 
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like Facebook, Orkut or Twitter can help online campaigns go viral effectively.

 

Karthik Srinivasan, Head of Digital Strategy, Edelman India, “Yes, advertising on the 

internet is effective – given good targeting and a great call-to-action. Of course, the standard 

pitfalls apply - poor targeting in a media that allows for great targeting and poor content in 

ads.” 

Conclusion 

There are more than 300 million mobile connections in rural India (more than in urban parts 

of the country) representing a huge opportunity to reach consumers. The high quality 

products and serviced are accessible by rural Indian consumer as well. The companies which 

do not target the rural consumers so far the FMCG is concerned may not survive in coming 

future. One can observe the daily parcels of online shopping in small cities and villages too; 

earlier it was limited to big cities only. Online marketing and sales of FMCGs have created 

trouble for small traders to survive in the market but on the other new employment 

opportunities have also been generated. Small traders from interior parts also do marketing of 

their products online. There are various products available for selling by these small 

manufacturers and vendors on Amazon, Flipkart, Meesho, Bigbasket, etc.  
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Abstract: 

To understand consumer behaviour is a challenging task for the marketers because of 

the existence of heterogeneity among the mind-set of people. So, that the marketers felt the 

need to obtain in-depth knowledge of consumer buying behaviour. That knowledge will act 

as an imperative tool in the hands of marketers. This will help to forecast the future buying 

behaviour of the consumer and to diverse the marketing strategies in order to create long term 

customer relationship. This paper is based on consumer behaviour heath drink products. Chi-

Square, NPS( Net Promoter Score) ,Weighted Average method, Correlation  and one Way 

ANOVA  are used for data analysis. The value of r = +0.279 so, there is weak positive 

relationship between the size of the family and quantity purchase. 

KEY WORDS: Consumer Behaviour, Health Drink, NPS 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Objectives of the Study: 

1. To study the consumer awareness regarding various health drink brands. 

2. To study the brand preference of consumer for health drink products. 

3. To know the frequency of purchasing the health drink products. 

4. To identify consumer’s need and expectations towards health drink products. 

5.  To identify the factor affecting purchase decision of health drink products. 

6. To know the effect of various scheme on health drink products. 

7. To analyze the level of satisfaction for health drink products. 

8. To study the brand loyalty of consumer regarding health drink products. 

9. To anlyse the type of consumer. 

HYPOTHESES: 

1. H0 = Age and preference of brand are independent 

H1 = Age and preference of brand are dependent 

2. Occupation and preference of brand are independent 

H1 = Occupation and preference of brand are dependent 

3. H0= Monthly Family Income and preference of brand are independent 

07 
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H1 = Monthly Family Income and preference of brand are dependent 

4. H0= Education and preference of brand are independent 

H1 = Education and preference of brand are dependent 

5. H0= Gender and preference of brand are independent 

H1 = Gender and preference of brand are dependent 

6. H0= Gender and preference of scheme are independent 

H1 = Gender and preference of scheme are dependent 

7. H0= Age and preference of scheme are independent 

H1 = Age and preference of scheme are dependent 

8. H0= Age and level of satisfaction are independent 

H1 = Age and level of satisfaction are dependent 

9. H0= Gender and level of satisfaction are independent 

H1 = Gender and level of satisfaction are dependent 

10. H0= There is no significant difference between various Age groups regarding 

        Preference of product attributes 

H1 = There is significant difference between various Age groups regarding  

        product attributes 

PERIOD OF THE STUDY: 

 This research work is carried out for the 4 months. The duration start from December-

2016 to March - 2017 

POPULATION OF THE STUDY: 

 The population of the study is each and every person in the world who consume the 

health drink products. This research work can be extended up to the universe/ population of 

the study.  

SAMPLING METHOD: 

It is very difficult to cove the whole population for the study. For that purpose, the 

researcher has to adopt one method from the various techniques. Keeping in view the 

problem, convenience sampling method of choosing the health drink products consumers are 

selected from the Rajkot City.  

SAMPLE SIZE OF THE STUDY: 

 After deciding the sampling method, the sample size has been decided by the 

researcher. Due to the time constraint, initially the sample size was decided 250 for the better 

results as well as better generalization of factors. 
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DATA COLLECTION: 

The primary data for the study is collected through structured questionnaire. The close 

ended questions are asked to the respondents. Which are fulfilled by the selected 

respondents. 

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES: 

· Weighted Average 

· NPS 

· Correlation 

DATA ANALYSIS: 

Weighted Average Method: 

Table: Classification Based on the Ranking to Preferred Brand 

Brand Name Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5 Total 
Horlicks 98 69 34 22 27 250 
Bournvita 62 65 60 39 24 250 
Complan 43 45 73 55 34 250 
Nestle Milo 28 27 58 84 53 250 
Amul Pro 19 44 25 50 112 250 
Total 250 250 250 250 250 1250 

[Source: Primary data from survey]   

 On the basis of the above table, the weighted average score for each brand is 

calculated by using the following formula: 

 

Weighted Average =  

Where, 

∑WX = Frequency × Weight 

∑W = Total of Weight like, {5+4+3+2+1} = 15 

     So, the following weighted average table for the brand preference can be prepared. 

Table: Weighted Average for Preferred Brand 

 
Brand   Name 

W-5 W-4 W-3 W-2 W-1  
Total 

 
Weighted 
Average 

 
Rank R-1 R-2 R-3 R-4 R-5 

Horlicks 490 276 102 44 27 939 62.6 1 
Bournvita 310 260 180 78 24 852 56.8 2 
Complan 215 180 219 110 34 758 50.33 3 
Nestle Milo 140 108 174 168 53 643 43.67 4 
Amul Pro 95 176 75 100 112 558 39.86 5 
[Source: Computing from Table]   

 

∑WX
X ∑W 
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Figure: Weighted Average for Preferred Brand 

 

                   [Source: Constructed from Table]   

v Interpretation:  

Above table and chart represents the weighted average of the given rank to the preferred 

brand of health drink products for the consumption purpose by the respondents. The 

frequency of 1st rank is multiplied with 5 and 2nd rank is multiplied with 4 and so on. The 

∑WX is divided with the ∑W so final weighted average is getting. The final rank is given to 

the highest weighted average. 

The final 1st rank is given to the Horlicks and the average of Horlicks is 62.6 which 

means that the respondents highly prefer the Horlicks for the consumption purpose. The 

second rank is given to the Bournvita. The average of Bournvita is less compare to Horlicks 

and the average is 56.8. The third rank is given to the Complan because weighted average is 

lower compare to Bournvita i.e. 50.33. The fourth and fifth rank is given to Nestle Milo and 

Amul Pro respectively because the weighted average of Nestle Milo and Amul Pro is 43.67 

and 39.86 respectively. 

Correlation: 

The following calculation shows the mutual relationship or connection between the size 

of the family and purchase quantity of health drink products. The size of the family is 

denoted as X and purchase quantity is denoted as Y. After that the X is multiplied with Y and 

the 3rd column can be prepared i.e. XY. The 4th column is for the square of X and 5th column 

is for the square of Y i.e. X2 and Y2 respectively. The total of the all columns are denoted as 

∑X, ∑Y, ∑XY, ∑X2, and ∑Y2, 

0
20
40
60
80

Horlicks Bournvit
a

Complan Nestle
Milo

Amul Pro

Series 1 62.6 56.8 50.33 43.67 39.86

Horlicks Bournvita Complan Nestle Milo Amul Pro
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Table: Correlation between Family Size and Quantity  

∑X 860 
∑Y 131400 
∑XY 468700 
∑X2 3094 
∑Y2 95380000 

                 [Source: Computed from Table which is shown in the Appendix]    

Now the following formula of Karl Pearson is used to find out the r. 

 

                r = 0.279 

v Interpretation:  

The value of r = +0.279 so, there is weak positive relationship between the size of the 

family and quantity purchase. Thus, if the size of the family increases there will be increase 

in the quantity purchase.  

NPS: 

Classification of Horlicks Users According to 

Recommendation Score 

Score/ Rank of 
Recommendation 

Frequency Percentage 

0 to 6 6 6.68% 
7 & 8 19 20.21% 
9 & 10 69 73.40% 
Total 94 100% 

                [Source: Primary data from survey]   

Above table  shows the classification of respondents according to the how they 

recommend the Horlicks to the others. Out of 99 respondents 4 respondents were gave their 

neutral response so 94 respondents are taken into consideration. Out of 94 respondents, 6 

respondents (6.38%) have given rank between 0 to 6, 19 respondents (20.21%) have given 

rank 7 and 8, 69 respondents (73.40%) have given rank 9 and 10.   
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So, the Net Promoter Score for the Horlicks is 67.02% [73.40%-6.38%]. So, out of 94 

respondents, the 6 respondents are Detractors, 19 respondents are passive and 69 respondents 

are Promoters. The detractors may create the negative advertisement of Horlicks. Passive 

respondents are satisfied but they will not recommend others to purchase the Horlicks and 

promoters will satisfied as well as they will recommend other for purchase the Horlicks. 

CHI SQUARE: 

Findings Based on Chi-Square Application 

NO NULL HYPOTHESES RESULT 
1 Age and preference of brand are independent Accept 
2 Occupation and preference of brand are independent Accept 
3 Monthly Family Income and preference of brand are 

independent 
Accept 

4 Education and preference of brand are independent Accept 
5 Gender and preference of brand are independent Accept 
6 Gender and preference of scheme are independent Accept 
7 Age and preference of scheme are independent Reject 
8 Age and level of satisfaction are independent Reject 
9 Gender and level of satisfaction are independent Accept 

      [Source: Calculated from primary data]   

ONE WAY ANOVA: One-Way ANOVA of Product Attributes v/s Age Group 

Attributes SOV SS DOF MS F Sig.-P H0 

 
 
Nourishment 

Betwee
n Group 

17.745 4 4.436 .836 .504 Accept 

Within 
Group 

1300.65
5 

245 5.309 

Total 1318.40
0 

249  

 
 
Colour 

Betwee
n Group 

42.156 4 10.539 2.686 .032 Reject 

Within 
Group 

961.444 245 3.924 

Total 1003.60
0 

249  

 
 
Economy 

Betwee
n Group 

26.718 4 6.680 1.330 .260 Accept 

Within 
Group 

1230.88
2 

245 5.024 

Total 1257.60
0 

249  

 
 

Betwee
n Group 

4.941 4 1.235 .268 .898 Accept 
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Taste Within 

Group 
1129.28
3 

245 4.609 

Total 1134.22
4 

249  

 
 
Shelf-Life 

Betwee
n Group 

34.190 4 8.548 2.452 .047 Reject 

Within 
Group 

853.906 245 3.485 

Total 888.096 249  
 
 
Promotion 

Betwee
n Group 

12.095 4 3.024 .837 .503 Accept 

Within 
Group 

884.709 245 3.611 

Total 896.804 249  
 
 
Brand Image 

Betwee
n Group 

12.355 4 3.089 .837 .503 Accept 

Within 
Group 

904.301 245 3.691 

Total 916.656 249  
 
 
Packaging 

Betwee
n Group 

3.565 4 .891 .311 .870 Accept 

Within 

Group 

701.939 245 2.865 

Total 705.504 249  

      [Source: Calculated from primary data]   

CONCLUSION: 

In short, at concluding part it can be said that the health drink products are more 

consumed by the age below 10 years and the influence of scheme is higher due this age 

group. Majority of the respondents use the Horlicks due to best quality, test, colour, 

nourishment and so on. The suggestion for improvement in current position are also 

described in the point no:5.4 i.e. suggestions. So, health drink product brands have tried to 

attract more and more customers to use their products. and the health drink brands ae well as 

users of the consumer have to keep in mind the various suggestions.  
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Abstract  

The primary objective of this research study is to analyze the impact of dividend payout on 

profitability of selected Pharma companies during the period of study which is for past Five 

Years. For the present study, dividend payout and profitability were taken as independent and 

dependent variables respectively to examine the impact of said variables. The samples were 

selected on the basis of Net Profit criteria. Based on secondary data, this study has examined 

the impact of dividend payout on profitability by using regression analysis and the results 

were tabulated. At last the study concluded that there is no significant impact of Dividend 

payout on Profitability of selected Pharma Companies during the period of study. 

Key words: Dividend Payout, Profitability and Regression.  

1. Introduction  

 Dividend affects market value of organization's portion and its profitability which has 

always been a debatable statement. A few financial experts accept that profits influence the 

market cost of offers and few are against this statement. They opine a different view in this 

matter. However, it has been demonstrated that profits significantly affect share price and 

profitability of the firm. There are five significant motivations behind why dividend matters 

for financial backers or investors, incorporate the reality they broadly raise stock money 

management benefits, offer an additional measurement of fundamental analysis, decrease the 

portfolio risk, offers tax benefits and assist with keeping up with buying influence of capital. 

 Dividend is made sense of as the piece of profit which is designated to the investors 

and shareholders of the organization. It very well might be characterized as the return that an 

investor gets from the organization, out of its benefits, on his shareholdings. Financial 

backers accept one of the essential advantages of putting resources into dividend delivering 

organizations is that profit will generally consistently develop throughout some undefined 

time frame. Profoundly settled organizations deliver profit normally to increment dividend 

payouts from one year to another. There is various "profit blue-bloods/"dividend aristocrats," 

or organizations that have persistently expanded their dividend payouts for over 25 years 
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sequentially. The profit normal Build Yearly Development Rate (CAGR) for Standard &Poor 

(S&P) Organizations that offers profit has been 3.2%. 

 There is dependably all over the place of stock, yet there is no affirmation to 

increment in its cost. If investors have any desire to put your cash into profit paying 

organizations, there is no assurance to get more benefits. Be that as it may, these 

organizations give better profit from speculation. Indeed, even the greater part of the profit 

delivering organizations consistently proclaims the dividends to the shareholders over time. 

2. Literature review 

1. Chauhan J. et al. (2019) examined profit strategy and its effect on performance of Indian 

IT companies. The motivation behind the review is to explore the effect of dividend 

policy on profitability of selected IT organizations recorded on BSE. Top 10 

organizations were chosen based on market capitalization. Relationship matrix and panel 

data regression model were used to dissect the information. The review concludes that 

there was a positive relationship among profitability and dividend policy. 

2. Majumdar A. (2017) concentrated on the dividend decision elements of Nifty 

organizations. The review comprised of information of 50 organizations from the year 

2006 to 2015 and used autonomous factors like profitability, liquidity, leverage, size, 

growth, free cash flow, life cycle and past profit and dependable variable like dividend 

payout proportion. Pooled and pane data regression were used in this review to break 

down and analyze the information. The assessment results showed that profitability and 

past year dividends are positively related and liquidity, free cash flow and growth are 

adversely connected. The investigation additionally discovered that dividend payout 

proportion has no critical relationship with leverage, firm size and life pattern of the firm 

during the review time frame. 

3. Najjar (2009) directed research in Jordan and utilized profit per share, influence, 

acquiring per share, institutional possession, return on value, and business risk as factors. 

That's what he reasoned "the variables which influence the probability of profit 

installment are like those which influence the profit strategy". At last, the outcomes show 

that the Lintner model is legitimate for Jordanian information, and that Jordanian firms 

have target payout proportions and that they change in accordance with their objective 

generally quicker than firms in more developed nations. 
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4. Nissim (2001) led the examination to investigate the connection between dividend change 

and future profitability. He viewed that as "dividend changes give data about the degree 

of profitability in coming years, gradual to market and accounting information. The 

author additionally archives that dividend changes are positively connected with change 

in income in every one of the two years after the profit dividend". 

3. Research Questions  

· Does dividend payout have any impact on profitability?  

4. Objectives of the study 

1. The significant goal of this research study is to critically analyze the possible impact of 

dividend payout on profitability of the selected Pharma Companies in India.  

5. Hypotheses of the study  

This study concentrates on assessing the impact of dividend payout on profitability of the 

selected Pharma Companies in India. As per the objectives of the study the null hypotheses 

are framed as follows; 

H01: There would be no significant impact of dividend payout on profitability of Divi’s 

Laboratories Ltd. during the period of study. 

H02: There would be no significant impact of dividend payout on profitability of Cipla Ltd. 

during the period of study.  

H03: There would be no significant impact of dividend payout on profitability of Glenmark 

Pharma Ltd. during the period of study.  

H04: There would be no significant impact of dividend payout on profitability of Dr. Reddy’s 

Laboratories Ltd. during the period of study.  

H05: There would be no significant impact of dividend payout on profitability of Alkem 

Laboratories Ltd. during the period of study.  

5. Research methodology  
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Type of research Analytical 
Study period Five years from 2022 to 2018 
Data Type Secondary 
Sources of data Journal, official websites , data provided by BSE & NSE 
Statistical tools Mean, standard deviation, Regression 
Sample selection criteria Top 5 Pharma Companies based on Net Profit listed on BSE 

Variables  
Independent – Dividend Payout  
Dependent – Profitability  

7. Analysis of data 

The information gathered through trusted sites of the chosen companies and information 

given by BSE been appropriately arranged, classified and tabulated according to the 

requirement of the present study and regression analysis was used for objective analysis and 

defining meaningful conclusion. 

Table No. 1 – A table showing Model Summary of regression analysis of Divi’s Laboratories 

Ltd. 

Model Summary 
Model R R 

Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error 
of the 
Estimate 

Durbin-
Watson 

1 .929 .863 .818 1.67601 1.880 
 

  In the above table, it indicates the Model summary of regression analysis between 

dividend payout and profitability of Divi’s Laboratories Ltd. As indicated in the above table, 

we can see that R-square value is 0.863 which means that our Independent variable causes 

86.3% change in the dependent variable. 

Table No. 2 – A Table Showing Coefficients of Regression Analysis of Divi’s Laboratories 

Ltd. 

Coefficients 
Model Un-standardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 35.868 3.364  10.662 .002 

Dividend 
payout ratio 

-3.011 .692 -.929 -4.352 .022 

 Divi’s Laboratories Ltd., P-value stand to be 0.022 which is less than significance value of 

0.05 and hence here null hypothesis is rejected which interprets that there stands to be a 

significant impact of dividend payout on profitability. 
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 8. Summary, Findings and 

Company Name P Value H0 (Accepted/Rejected) 

Divi’s Laboratories Ltd. 0.022 Rejected (H01) 

Cipla Ltd. 0.813 Accepted (H02) 

Glenmark Pharma Ltd. 0.468 Accepted (H03) 
Dr Reddy’s Laboratories 
Ltd. 

0.012 Rejected (H04) 

Alkem Laboratories Ltd. 0.626 Accepted (H05) 
The above table shows the summary of result of regression analysis of all the selected 

samples during the period of study. Based on which conclusion can be made for each 

samples. As for the Divi’s Laboratories Ltd. null hypothesis is rejected.  

 For Cipla Ltd. P-value stands at 0.813 which is greater than 0.05 and hence here null 

hypothesis is Accepted and alternate is rejected which interprets that there is no significant 

impact of dividend payout on profitability.  

 In case of Glenmark Pharma Ltd., null hypothesis is accepted and alternate hypothesis 

is rejected as the P-value results at 0.468 which is higher than 0.05, this states that there is no 

significant impact of dividend payout on profitability.  

 P-value for Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd. stands out at 0.012 which is again less than 

significance value of 0.05, here null hypothesis is rejected which says that there is a 

significant impact of dividend payout on profitability.  

 For Alkem Laboratories Ltd. P-value 0.626 is greater than significance value of 0.05, 

therefore null hypothesis is accepted which means that there is no significant impact of 

dividend payout on Profitability.  

9. Conclusion  

Based on the above findings, it can be concluded that there is no significant relationship 

between profitability and dividend payout, but his may not always be the case. It may happen 

that profitability along with other factors may get affected by the dividend payout or vice-

versa. There may be a relationship between them but for that to be happen there might need 

bucket of variables to check the impact of dividend payout. Some authors have opined that 

hike in the financial wellbeing of a firm tends to positively impact the dividend payout level 

of firms.  
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Abstract: 

Plant oil may serve as suitable alternatives to synthetic repellent. As they are relatively saved 

in expensive and readily available in many parts of the world. In recent years plant based 

repellents have been revived, as they contain rich source of bioactive phytochemicals that are 

safe & biodegradable into non-toxic by products. The present research work aimed to access 

the effectiveness of plant based repellent against Anopheles mosquitoes.  

Key words – Repellent, Mosquito, Herbal Plant 

Introduction:  

Traditionally plant based repellents have been applied or practice as a personal protection 

approach against Anopheles (Mosquito) Knowledge of traditional repellent plants is a 

significant resource for development of new natural products as an alternative to chemical 

repellents. This systematic research conducted aimed to assess the effectiveness of plant 

based refillable mosquito repellent against Anopheles. 

Mosquito repellent is used to keep mosquitos away. Many researchers conducted studies that 

resulted in diverse repellents such as coils, Lotions, Mats etc. although there are significant 

gaps. Coils & sticks emits smoke causes breathing problem.   Cream form of repellent causes 

skin related issues. While most individuals use vaporizers, they are expensive for the poor. I 

observed the aforementioned gaps by performing a Google survey in the form of a 

questionnaire. 

Objectives:  

To Study the Efficiency of Plant Based Mosquito Vaporizer Repellent 

Research Gap 

By conducting a Google survey, I observed significant problems in several repellents.  

1. Chemical based mosquito repellents causes breathing problem  

2. It also shows skin related issues 

3.Cost is more, not affordable for many poor peoples. 

To address all of these shortcomings, a plant-based mosquito vaporizer repellent was 

developed.  

09 
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Research Methodology:  

Experimental, Demonstration and Google survey methods 

Formations:  

Plant based formation In Percentage  

Camphor 10% 
Neem Oil 50% 
D.Kerosene oil 39% 
Transfluthrin 1% 
Approximate Cost 22 Rupees 

Methodology 

Refill these empty bottle containers with above formulation and use it. Demonstration is done 

Successfully. 

Data Analysis 

Google survey was conducted to know the usage of mosquito repellents. Following are the 

results: 
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Findings 

People who use Chemical based mosquito repellents face a variety of health issues including 

skin discomfort, breathing difficulties, Eye allergy, eye irritation, cough & cold, red eye, 

sneezing, allergies & rashes. Furthermore, chemical-based insect repellents are expensive and 

pollute the atmosphere. Plant-based mosquito vaporizer is herbal in nature and do not cause 

any health risks. It is refillable and inexpensive in comparison to other repellent products. It 
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also helps to prevent plastic pollution.  The formation of mosquito vaporizer repellent is 

effective. 

Future Scope 

Herbal effective formation will replace the chemical formations. Demand of herbal mosquito 

repellent products will increase as it is refillable, affordable and eco-friendly. 

Conclusion:  

We may circumvent the disadvantages associated with chemical vaporizers by employing a 

plant-based mosquito repellent vaporizer. To fill these gaps and make the vaporizer Target 

particular Natural composition, it eliminates skin irritation and breathing difficulties. It is 

cheap and environmentally friendly.  
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Abstract 

Financial Inclusion remains to be a global issue that is being taken as a priority by many 

developmental leaders and other various stakeholders in bringing the required formal 

financial service options to the targeted and excluded populations. This conceptual paper tries 

to look at the impact of observing annual Financial Inclusion Week (FIW) by several 

Financial Inclusion stakeholders in the world in relation to its relevance in reaching the last 

mile and the progress made over time. A panel of FIW editions in form of secondary data has 

been analysed. The analysis focussed on the previous seven annual events and on other 

related sources in order to established the relevance the convention has on the financial 

inclusion stakeholder. The paper also discusses the conceptual propositions of holding the 

event and concludes with the possible relevant and expected outcomes of holding Financial 

Inclusion Week edition every year. 

Keywords: Microfinance, Excluded Populations, Last mile, Financial Service Providers and 

Inclusive Finance. 

1. Introduction 

Financial Inclusion is trending high as it catches the attention of the developmental leaders 

and other remarkable stakeholders in the global as one way of achieving sustainable 

development. This sustenance brings in the much-needed economic growth which many 

nations are striving to achieve so that they can serve their citizens well.  

The world Bank Group defined the term financial inclusion as “individuals’ and businesses’ 

having access to useful and affordable financial products and services that meet their 

financial needs in transactions, payments, savings, credit and insurance delivered in a 

responsible and sustainable way” (World Bank, 2018). Previous studies have shown that 

financial inclusion has a potential in escalating the achievement of most Sustainable 

Developmental Goals of ending extreme poverty and promoting shared prosperity of many 

developing nations. In fact, financial inclusion is linked to possible achievement of at least 8 

of the United Nation’s acclaimed 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

10 
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In Morden perspective financial inclusion embraces inclusive growth concepts as it ensures 

that even the marginalised populations are getting access to their required financial services. 

In the eyes of many, financial inclusion is a continuum of a range of financial related 

products and services aimed at combating the element of financial exclusion affecting the 

poor people. This continuum can be characterised by both financial services and no financial 

services, where by the former includes money transfers, savings, pension, credit, micro 

insurance: while the later includes financial literacy, awareness, advice and technical support 

etc. 

Financial service providers ({FSPs}commercial banks, microfinance institutions, fin techs) 

make a large chunk of financial inclusion players and they all aim at broadening the access to 

affordable and responsible financial service delivery. Through banks, microfinance 

institutions and cooperatives poor people are getting access to appropriate financial services 

and products (micro credit, micro savings, banking services) which are specifically designed 

to target the excluded section and trigger a remarkable development. Letta (2022) pin pointed 

that financial inclusion concept is highly linked to microfinance; another concept that upholds 

people in generating income, building assets, smoothening consumption and managing risks. 

This transcends to the term inclusive finance which goes beyond microfinance as it 

emphasizes on financial literacy, consumer protection and the capability to build financial 

resilience. This thinking colludes with the United Nations Secretary-General's Special 

Advocate for Inclusive Finance for Development (UNSGSA), who opined that…. “Access 

and usage of safe, affordable and effective financial services (to the poor, women, 

smallholder farmers, and Micro, Small and Medium Sized Enterprises {MSMEs}) is the 

major role of financial inclusion as it helps to foster positive development outcomes amidst of 

dealing with continuing mix of global crises (Queen Maxima, 2022). These may include the 

impacts resulted from social and economic turmoil, deepening poverty, escalating climate 

change issues as well widening gender inequalities. 

Despite their call in adopting a responsible and social approach in assisting the poor, these 

institutions who are offering these noble financial services are still susceptible to a number of 

challenges that needs to balance the call in serving the poor while being economically viable 

as a corporation. As one way of resolving these paining issues of the sector the stakeholders 

established a Financial Inclusion Week (FIW) annual edition from the year 2015.  
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According to ADA (Appui au développement autonome) Microfinance (2022) FIW is an 

opportunity window for global community of financial inclusion stakeholders as it gives them 

a platform to advance issues of inclusive finance, creates a society for the exchange of ideas, 

research out comes and emerging perspectives of the financial service sector. Over the years 

FIW annual events has offered a credible content of most pressing issues affecting the 

domain of inclusive finance with other workable solution in growing the digital era as it 

makes the going much easier for most stakeholders in reaching the last mile. 

Likewise, InFiNe (Inclusion Finance Network) leadership (2019) had described FIW as a 

global conversation on most important steps to advance financial inclusion, as it strengthens 

the diverse community of players involved in building a more inclusive financial ecosystem. 

This is done in a spirit of bringing the entire financial inclusion community together and 

explore issues of financial inclusion beyond access. Secondly, FIW ensures to create some 

leadership opportunities among diverse stakeholders. Thirdly, FIW strives in creating much 

needed dialogue and community that would resolve issues rocking the entire sector. And 

lastly, FIW fosters the spirit of creating some partnerships and coordination within the 

financial service industry of the global. 

2. Objective of the Paper 

Based on this glimpse of understanding the phenomenal nature of FIW edition on financial 

inclusion stakeholders; this paper aims to highlight its relevance in advancing global financial 

inclusion. This is answering the interrogative question of FIW: For What? Upon outlining the 

background and the objectives, the rest of the paper presents the literature review, 

methodology and conceptual framework, proposition of assumptions, as well as the 

conclusions and discussions section where the expected outcome and discussion has been 

outlined. 

3. Literature Review 

3.1 Conceptual Literature Review 

FIW is an annul and virtual event organised by a global body known as the Centre for 

Financial Inclusion (CFI) Accion, which invites partner organisations to join the conversation 

and deliberate on issues. Over the years this gathering has been convened under different 

themes, issues were deliberated and knowledge was shared. Likewise, the year 2022 

gathering was under the offing from 17th to 20th October, 2022. It was dubbed #FIW22 and 

organised under the theme, “Inclusive Growth in a Digital Era”. This theme was being 

followed as a demonstration of the trend towards digital finance, which had also been 
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accelerated by the current 2019 Covid pandemic. Digital exploits should aid adoption of all 

citizens into the formal financial services and ensure offering of safe and affordable services 

to all. It was being anticipated that the #FIW22 would explore how global financial inclusion 

community harnesses the digital innovation in expanding inclusive financial services to all 

people across the global while ensuring meeting of customer needs, appropriate fit and 

contributing to the much-needed inclusive economic growth., (FIW, 2022). 

In the year, 2021 CFI convened #FIW21, thus a Financial Inclusion Week 2021 convention 

which was held under the theme, “Promoting Prosperity in an Era of uncertainty” from 01st to 

04th November, 2021. This theme was inspired by the effort the financial service provider 

demonstrated amidst the Covid 19 pandemic when the global was highly devastated due to its 

impact. Government to person payments were done beyond precedence, innovative 

approaches were taken to identify beneficiaries and in disbursement of the payment. 

Financial Service Providers (FSPs) in liaison with their customers restructured the loan 

repayments of the outstanding debt and provided the covid 19 preventive resources to their 

customer during service delivery. During this convention the financial inclusion community 

resolved that, “The crisis is far from over and threatens to reverse years of progress in 

reducing extreme poverty”, (FIW, 2021). It was fulfilling to observe that amid crisis FSPs 

remained optimistic in their service delivery and kept on building the much-needed financial 

resilience. This outcome served the real purpose of FIW convention as it enabled the players 

to build strong relationships, learn from each other, engage in dialogue and build a strong 

community amongst themselves. 

In the year 2020, CFI convened Financial Inclusion Week 2020 that was dubbed as #FIW20 

and was held between 13th to 16th October, 2020. This was one of the envisioned, robust, 

engaging and multi-faceted global event platforms that offered the community to advance 

global conversations of inclusive finance nature.  This convention was characterised by the 

move to countercheck financial vulnerability which may even be manifested during the best 

times in challenging the households and MSMEs like never before. These challenges exist on 

top of those brought by climate change, gender inequality, data issue and lack of consumer 

protection as well as empowerment of the underserved (FIW, 2020). This convention had a 

theme of, “The Challenge: Climate Change and its Impact on Emerging Markets”. With this 

mindset, the convention derived an interview from a leading expert in climate change and 

brought a discussion that enlighten the trends, the impact on emerging markets, impact 

manifestation. Gammage (2020) disclosed that, “#FIW20 included a conversation of systems 
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change in terms of its nature, its importance’s and the thought of mitigating the impacts in 

low-income communities. 

The year 2019, saw the convention of #FIW19 which was held under the theme of, “Financial 

Inclusion: For What? Between 21st to 25th October, 2019. This was a strong call to action for 

the community members to reflect and examine their goals and renew the efforts in pursuing 

the same. It required the members to undertake a self-assessment by adopting the slogan, “re-

examine, redefine and align the respective member goals” (FIW, 2019).  The convention 

emphasised that in the face of myriad trends…as different stakeholders were pursuing 

different goals (ultimate goals/profits/SDGs), in such circumstances one can’t get enough 

help but to ask, “What is financial Inclusion for?” and strategize. The integrated message of 

the convention was that, “achievement of financial inclusion was within reach but it would 

only happen if cooperation was there in addressing the existing gaps. With that kind of 

thinking in convention union participants were challenged and emerged with new insights, 

energy and focus. 

The year 2018 saw #FIW18 as a Financial Inclusion Week 2018 number four, under the 

theme of, “getting Inclusion Right”, held from 29th October to 02nd November, 2018. This 

convention reflected on the previous three events that many of the partner organisation effort 

in engaging thousands of people worldwide in spreading and discussing the gospel of 

financial inclusion. In order to embrace this reflection, the convention aimed at continuing 

the conversations built from past events and engage a wider community of stakeholders in 

dialogue (FIW, 2018). It emphasized at which strings to pull in order to get right and desired 

feedback in ensuring maximum gains of financial service access that lead to improved living 

standards of underserved. In the convener’s mind getting inclusion right transcended at 

creating products and implementing policy that bridged the gap between access and financial 

health. 

The last but one Financial Inclusion Week took place between 17th to 21st October, 2016. As 

usual, on this convention the partner organisations gathered to host conversations that 

focused on ensuring the essence of customer empowerment and protection within the 

financial service ecosystem that had now broke the walls of mortar and brick set up. This is 

the era that financial service providers embraced phones and internet delivery channels. 

These conversations were aimed at developing a connection link with the 2015 convention 

which was held around 02nd to 06th November, of that year. In 2015 a 34-partner members 
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organisation deliberated on worldwide discussion on paining issues of the sector and actions 

required to advance and achieve global financial inclusion. As a matter of fact, this was a 

maiden convention of the most famous financial inclusion week editions (FIW, 2016 and 

2015).   

3.2 Summary of the Review 

As years went by the partner member number went on increasing as well as the engaging 

issues outlay broadened. In other words, this covers the evolution of the FIW as it moved 

from the engagement of stakeholders from a mere wish of extending financial inclusion 

globally to embracing digital finance in reaching the last mile era. The review has disclosed 

thematic patterns on every convention held that suggest a probable formation of an 

assumption and illustrations phenomenon of establishing the relevancy of the concerned 

activity. This has been achieved by taking a critical review of all conventions held since the 

year 2015. 

4. Methodology and Conceptual   Framework 

The analytical approach review of this study followed the objective of the research as 

proposed. In order to analyse the relevance of FIW annual editions and progress made over 

time to its respective stakeholders of the financial inclusion community, the researcher 

deployed a Panel Event analysis method on the secondary data pertaining to a series of FIW 

conventions held and other related secondary sources (reports/speeches/documents). This 

analysis was based on the goal and sole purpose of convening FIWs and borrowed a leaf from 

the themes run over time which were highly linked to annual goals and objectives.  

Table 1: Summary of Events Analysed in the Study 

Event Source ID 
FIW Convention 2015 CFI website and documents #FIW15 
FIW Convention 2016 CFI website and documents #FIW16 
FIW Convention 2017 CFI website and documents #FIW17 
FIW Convention 2018 CFI website and documents #FIW18 
FIW Convention 2019 CFI website and documents #FIW19 
FIW Convention 2020 CFI website and documents #FIW20 
FIW Convention 2021 CFI website and documents #FIW21 
FIW Convention 2022 CFI website and documents #FIW22 
Source: Authors construction based on identified conventions held 
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Based on the review of literature/events/reports, this study established some unique words 

and phrases which bordered on a range of terms like: “to create and build a community, 

resolve paining issues, share knowledge/research/perspectives, drive financial inclusion to the 

global, engaging partners to dialogue, getting inclusion right, financial inclusion for what? 

Prosperity in times of uncertainty, the challenges and its impact on emerging issues, inclusive 

growth in digital era, inclusive finance nature and appropriate service delivery”. Therefore, 

there is an assumed relationship pertaining establishment of the relevancy of holding FIWs as 

shown below: 

 

 

 

Fig.: 1. The relationship concept of the outcome between the conventions and community 

integration 

Source: Authors construction based on identified relationship 

Taking this into consideration the following conceptual frame work holds up some water as it 

comprises a number of assumptions relaying the benefits of holding annual FIW convention 

to various stakeholders. 
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Fig.: 2. Framework illustration on how FIWs achievements overtime 

Source: Authors construction based on identified concepts 

5. Proposition of Concepts 

From the conceptual review done on the secondary data the following propositions are made 

in highlighting the accomplishments the various stakeholders would derive in holding FIW 

annual convention. This has been outlined in the below table: 

Table 2: Summary of Assumptions 

Assumptions FIW Series Expected Result 
Right Inclusion Approach #FIW15 Improved global financial Inclusion 
FI Goal Alignment #FIW16 Improved global financial Inclusion 
Community and Partnerships #FIW18 Improved global financial Inclusion 
Solutions and Support #FIW19 Improved global financial Inclusion 
Created Knowledge and Perspective #FIW120 Improved global financial Inclusion 
Dialogue and Focus #FIW21 Improved global financial Inclusion 
Prosperity despite Uncertainty #FIW22 Improved global financial Inclusion 
Source: Authors construction based on identified concepts 

6. Conclusions and Discussions 

Based on the above presentation of the conceptual finding, the paper here by outlines the 

conclusions and discussions of the study in a form of expected outcome and 

recommendations. 

6.1 Expected outcome of study 

The study has revealed that consistency in holding annual FIW convention has potential in 

improving financial inclusion levels in the world. This assumption is reached at upon looking 

the positives which are derived by the financial inclusion community stakeholders from the 

convened meetings which illustrates that FIW conventions are relevant to respective 

stakeholders. This in turn upholds to the concept propositions made by the researcher in the 

study as it turns out that the expected result supports the claims made. 

6.2 Discussion and recommendation of study 

The study further noticed that by implementing right inclusion approach and realigning goals 

the players are likely to improve financial inclusion because at this point they are able to use 

appropriate procedures and technique towards re-examined and focused goals. The study also 

noted that the annual conventions help in creating a community of same minded players of 

financial sector who approach the problems facing the industry together and provide 

workable solutions and necessary support. This is achieved because of the shared emerging 

knowledge and new perspective of the financial ecosystem based on the prevailing trends. 

The conventions offer a platform for the community to effectively engage in dialogue, even 
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in times of the rocking challenges and let the respective players prosper from global 

innovations in tackling global issues affecting the financial sector industry in their quest of 

reaching the last mile. Therefore, the study compels the stakeholders to carry on with this 

tradition and serve the poor with their required financial service needs. Further future 

research is suggested in order to rectify some challenges of the current study. 
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Abstract: 

The financial system is a root cause of economic development and growth. The financial 

system of any economy should be enough powerful for growth and development of country. 

For sustainable economic growth financial stability is important. Financial stability can be 

achieved by channelizing and mobilizing financial resources and effective deployment to the 

productive assets. So, mutual fund is pool of resource which contributed by many investors 

whose having common objectives and getting mutual benefits in terms of capital appreciation 

and dividend as return consideration. Indian mutual fund industry is growing rapidly since 

entry of private sector funds. This paper aim to focus on the concept, history, growth and 

overview of Mutual fund industry in the context to the worldwide as well as special 

consideration to the Indian Mutual Fund market. This paper will provide benefit to the 

investors to understand the scenario and growth of the mutual fund industry.   

Keywords: Mutual fund industry, growth, overview 

Introduction:  

The economical development is largely depends on how economical sources are being 

utilizing and how well it is managed. Behind every developed country’s economy, the 

utilizations of economical sources are the prime reason for the development. The talk of 

mutual fund is that’s why coming into picture. The mutual fund is pool of resources from 

various investors groups and deploys the collected resources to the financial markets through 

professional managers, and in return to their investors it is providing wealth creation, income, 

safety and many more. Mutual fund is capable to cover every type of investor’s needs as it is 

having variety of schemes.  

The Mutual fund segment in financial assets is very good option in today’s time as it allows 

investors for customizing risk, return and liquidity aspects. Further mutual funds plays crucial 

role in development of the financial system. It is acts as gap filler as it mobilizing the small 
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savings to more productive purpose. It collects the savings and makes investment in a variety 

of schemes. 

The growth of Indian economy was powered up by considerable growth in the field of Indian 

mutual industry. Mutual fund in India looked back to 1963, in this year India’s very first 

mutual fund company was established and that was Unit Trust of India. 

Literature Review: 

Sarish, (2012), studied opportunities and challenges of Indian mutual fund industry. The 

scholar has discussed various benefits and drawbacks of investment in mutual fund. This 

paper has aim to explore the potential of mutual funds in India with all problems, 

complexities and variables, and suggesting the means and ways of meeting the challenges for 

developing the mutual funds in tandem with its potential of economic growth. 

(Sharma P. G., 2016), in their article discussed about the development of mutual fund 

industry since inception to current scenario. This study concludes that mutual fund industry in 

India having marvellous growth over a year.  Further, SEBI have to introduce strict regulation 

in matter of disclosures and insolvency. In India mutual fund is not consider as preferable 

investment option and distribution channels have not been utilized to a expected level.  At 

last, study concludes that mutual fund industry has to make efforts towards the stable growth 

and sustained profit rather than short term growth. 

Sharma, M. et,al. (2020) in their study discussed the growth of mutual fund industry in India. 

It concludes that mutual fund industry has recorded expontential growth after libralization. 

Further, study finds that  among the various sectors operating in the mutual fund industry, 

private sector mutual fund industry has become a more prominent player in the market when 

compare with public sector mutual fund industry in terms of resources mobilized. It is also 

seen that mutual fund industry is growing in metropolitian cities in India and so for it is 

requirement to spreading information and knowledge about Mutual funds and develop 

marketing strategies in below categories cities. 

(Adhav & Chauhan, 2015) studied recent trends in mutual fund industry in India. The study 

finds that the mutual fund industry in India has undergone a most successful phase in the last 

10 years. The AUM has witneesed tremendous growth since inception from Rs.25 crore in 

1965 to Rs.701443 crore in March 2013. But this incredible growth in the mutual fund 
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industry in India is still lacking far behind other developed nations. The reason behind the 

poor growth of mutual fund industry in India is the lack of awareness for mutual funds and 

lack of trust on mutual fund companies and policy makers in investors. This study suggested 

strong regulatory framework, greater transparency, increased innovations, better services to 

the investors; liquidity and higher returns could make mutual fund schemes more popular and 

investor friendly in India. 

Concept of Mutual Fund 

Mutual funds are a financial intermediary between suppliers and users of fund that pools the 

savings of investors and spread investment in different securities as per scheme objectives 

and thus, it can protect investment from direct and total loss while facing downfall in the 

market. 

Mutual funds are considered as one of the great investments option as compare to others they 

are very economical and also easy to invest in, thus by pooling money together in a mutual 

fund, investors can invest in stocks and bonds as per scheme of mutual fund. 

Definitions: 

According to AMFI, “Mutual fund is a pool of money managed by professional fund 

manager. It is a trust that collects money from a number of investors who share a common 

investment objective and invests the same in equities, bonds, money market instruments 

and/or other securities. And the income / gains generated from this collective investment is 

distributed proportionately amongst the investors after deducting applicable expenses and 

levies, by calculating a scheme’s “Net Asset Value” or NAV. 

Mutual fund is a common investment tool which offer professional management of fund to 

their investors and investors can invest any personal analysis about particular stock and bond. 

History of Mutual Fund 

Early history of Mutual Fund 

The idea of pooling capital for investment purpose was in center from a long time. The 

history of mutual fund beginning is not clear, there are many view about mutual fund 

emergence. But, many researchers and authors believe that earlier in history starts in the 18th 

century in Netherlands and historians gives credit to the Dutch businessman known as 
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Adiraan Van Ketwich. The name of van Ketwich's fund, Eendragt Maakt Magt, that means 

‘unity creates strength,’ His aim was to provide small investors with an opportunity to 

diversify.  

After passing the time ‘Ketwich’s’ fund’s has attracted sight of world and as a result in 19th 

century in Britain first investment trust was established in 1868 named Foreign and Colonial 

Government Trust. The trust’s objective was to offer the investor of moderate revenue with 

the comparable benefits to the large capitalist and managing the finance by diversifying the 

investment. In this time frame 1890 in U.S. also investment trust was launched. But earlier 

time in U.S market for mutual funds was just for Close-ended fund type with a pre-fixed 

number of shares which frequently traded at prices above the value of the portfolio. The first 

close-ended fund of U.S. was Boston Personal Property Trust in the year of 1893. 

In the time of 20th century, historian pointed this time for emergence of first modern 

open-ended fund. It was Massachusetts Investors Trust (Now managed by MFS Investment 

Management) was established in the march 1924 and started with 45 stock and $50,000 in 

assets. Further, this 20th century flourishing as in by 1929 there were 19 open-ended mutual 

funds and nearly 700 closed-end funds in the U.S. But, this flourishing time come to end as a 

reason of stock market crash in 1929 and it has applied break to the growth of mutual fund 

market and market fall in great depression. But, this lead to some good things as for 

protecting interest of common investors the U.S. congress laid down series of acts for 

regulating securities market and mutual funds. The Securities Act of 1933 requires that all 

investments sold to the public, including mutual funds, be registered with the Securities and 

Exchange Commission and that they provide prospective investors with a prospectus that 

discloses essential facts about the investment. 

History of Mutual Fund in India 

 The idea of mutual funds emergence derived from visionary man Shri. T. T. 

Krishnamachari (Finance Minister), in the time when Indian market faces economic 

depression in 1960s. The mutual fund industry in India started in 1963 with the formation of 

Unit Trust of India, at the initiative of the Government of India and Reserve Bank of India. 

The history of mutual funds in India can be broadly divided into four distinct phases.  

· First Phase - 1964-1987 
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In the first phase Unit Trust of India (UTI) was established in 1963 by an Act of Parliament. 

It was set up by the Reserve Bank of India and functioned under the Regulatory and 

administrative control of the Reserve Bank of India. In 1978 UTI was de-linked from the RBI 

and the Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) took over the regulatory and 

administrative control in place of RBI. In this Phase UTI was dominant in mutual fund 

industry in India. At the end of 1988, UTI had Rs. 6,700 crores of assets under management. 

· Second Phase - 1987-1993 (Entry of Public Sector Funds) 

In the period of first phase during 1963 to 1987 UTI was the one of the only player in the 

industry. But, in 1987, the government permitted other public sector banks and insurance 

companies to promote mutual fund schemes. The Indian Mutual fund industry start 

flourishing after the entry of public sector players in 1987. This year marked the entry of non-

UTI, public sector mutual funds set up by public sector banks and Life Insurance Corporation 

of India (LIC) and General Insurance Corporation of India (GIC). SBI Mutual Fund was the 

first non-UTI Mutual Fund established in June 1987 and this stream followed by Canbank 

Mutual Fund (Dec 87), Punjab National Bank Mutual Fund (Aug 89), Indian Bank Mutual 

Fund (Nov 89), Bank of India (Jun 90), Bank of Baroda Mutual Fund (Oct 92). LIC 

established its mutual fund in June 1989 while GIC had set up its mutual fund in December 

1990. At the end of 1993, the mutual fund industry had assets under management of Rs. 

47,004 crores. 

· Third Phase - 1993-2003 (Entry of Private Sector Funds) 

This phase considered as golden era for Indian mutual fund Industry as the exponential 

growth recorded in this time. This phase remarkable for Indian mutual fund Industry because 

of the economic policy changed in 1991 the permission given to private sectors and foreign 

fund Management companies to enter into Indian Mutual Fund Industry. With the entry of 

private sector funds in 1993, a new era started in the Indian mutual fund industry, giving the 

Indian investors a wider choice of fund families.  

Also, 1993 was the year in which the first Mutual Fund Regulations came into being, under 

which all mutual funds, except UTI were to be registered and governed. Now, Indian mutual 

fund industry is functioning under SEBI (Mutual Fund) Regulation 1996. The erstwhile 

Kothari Pioneer (now merged with Franklin Templeton) was the first private sector mutual 

fund registered in July 1993. 
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In this era the number of mutual funds houses started to increase with many foreign 

companies setting up mutual funds in India as well as many merger and acquisitions founds. 

At the end of January 2003, there were 33 mutual funds with total assets of Rs. 1,21,805 

crores.  

· Fourth Phase - since February 2003 

The mobilization of funds and number of AMCs are increasing day to day as a result for the 

benefit of investor and protecting them SEBI introduced some strict regulations. SEBI 

regulation 1996, set uniform standards for all mutual funds in India. The government also 

encourages investors by declaring tax free dividend income. 

In February 2003, following the repeal of the Unit Trust of India Act 1963 UTI was split into 

two separate entities. One is the Specified Undertaking of the Unit Trust of India. The 

Specified Undertaking of Unit Trust of India, functioning under an administrator and under 

the rules framed by Government of India and does not come under the purview of the Mutual 

Fund Regulations. 

The second is the UTI Mutual Fund, sponsored by SBI, PNB, BOB and LIC. It is registered 

with SEBI and functions under the Mutual Fund Regulations. 

Growth of Mutual fund Industry Worldwide  

The world wide mutual fund industry had witnessed the exponential growth as increasing in 

total net assets of world wide open ended funds from $4.0 trillion in 1993 to $63.1 in 2020, 

nearby 16 times growth in just 3 decades. This growth was shared across broad regions of the 

world: the United States, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and the rest of the world. 

Figure: 1 

(Data Source: ICI fact book) 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Total Amt. U.S. $trillion 24.7 23.8 26.8 30 38.1 38.2 40.6 49.3 46.7 54.9 63.1

Asia Pecific 3 2.9 3.3 3.3 4.1 4.7 5.1 6.5 6.4 7.2 8.8

Americas 13.5 13.5 15.1 17.1 20 19.6 21.1 24.8 23.6 28.6 32.3

Europe 7.9 7.2 8.2 9.3 13.8 13.7 14.1 17.7 16.5 18.8 21.7

Rest of World 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3
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It is seen from above graph that total net assets in the year 2010 were 24.7$ trillion and in 

2020 it reached at 63.1$ trillion with 10% CAGR. The highest growth rate found in Asia-

Pacific region with 193% and followed by Europe (175%) and America (139%). Although, 

Americas consider as major contributor in total assets compared to other regions. 

Growth and Performance of Mutual Fund Industry in India 

The Indian mutual fund industry is fast growing and most competitive segment of the 

financial sector. However, it is observed that Indian mutual fund industry has not yet seen its 

global peak. India’s Mutual Fund AUM-to-GDP ratio is low 16% against global average of 

74% and US average 140%. Although, penetration of Indian mutual fund industry has 

reached all time high in December 2021. Indian mutual fund industry is witnessed for high 

inflows after covid-19 period and the mutual fund AUM to GDP ratio reached to new height 

of 16.6% in December 2021. 

Figure 1.2 
Mutual Fund AUM to GDP 

 

Source: cafemutual.com 

Table: Growth in Asset Under Management 

(Amt. In Crore) 

Year AUM  Year AUM  Year  AUM 

1964-65 25  1983-84 1261  2002-03 79464 
1965-66 26  1984-85 2210  2003-04 139616 
1966-67 34  1985-86 3218  2004-05 149554 
1967-68 49  1986-87 4564  2005-06 231862 
1968-69 65  1987-88 6871  2006-07 326388 
1969-70 88  1988-89 13456  2007-08 505152 
1970-71 105  1989-90 19131  2008-09 417300 
1971-72 119  1990-91 23161  2009-10 613979 
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1972-73 142  1991-92 37973  2010-11 592250 
1973-74 172  1992-93 47734  2011-12 587217 
1974-75 170  1993-94 62430  2012-13 701443 
1975-76 177  1994-95 72967  2013-14 825240 
1976-77 207  1995-96 74315  2014-15 1082757 
1977-78 280  1996-97 70197  2015-16 1232824 
1978-79 394  1997-98 68984  2016-17 1754619 
1979-80 455  1998-99 68472  2017-18 2136036 
1980-81 514  1999-00 113005  2018-19 2379584 
1981-82 679  2000-01 90587  2019-20 2226203 
1982-83 870  2001-02 100594  2020-21 3142764 

The Industry’s AUM had crossed the milestone of ₹10 Trillion (₹10 Lakh Crore) for the first 

time in May 2014 and in a short span of about three years, the AUM size had increased more 

than two folds and crossed ₹ 20 trillion (₹20 Lakh Crore) for the first time in August 2017. 

The AUM size crossed ₹ 30 trillion (₹30 Lakh Crore) for the first time in November 2020. 

It is remarkable performance of Indian Mutual fund Industry in very short span. Currently, 

the industry crossed a milestone of 30 trillion AUM and stands at 32.30 trillion on February 

2021. 

Advantages of Investing Mutual Funds 

1. Diversification of Risk: Investing in a mutual fund is an easy way to diversify your 

investments across many securities and asset categories such as equity, debt and gold, 

which helps in decreases risk. 

2. Professional investment management: A mutual fund is managed by professional 

asset managers who have the expertise, experience and resources to buy, sell, and 

monitor investments. 

3. Well Regulated: Mutual Funds come under the purview of SEBI (Mutual Funds) 

Regulations, 1996. For protection of Investors and making mutual funds transaction 

more transparent SEBI laid down strict rules and regulations. 

4. Liquidity: In Open ended Mutual Funds Schemes Investor can easily liquidate units to 

meet their financial needs on any working day. But in Close ended schemes investors 

can redeemed only on maturity. 
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5. Tax Benefits: ELSS (Equity Linked Saving Scheme) offers tax benefit to investors. In 

ELSS scheme Investor can get benefit up to ₹1,50,000 under section 80C of the 

Income Tax Act, 1961.  

6. Flexibility: In mutual funds there are various schemes offers so investor has wide 

choice of selecting best one as well as investor in future time can transfer easily its 

entire or partial investment from one scheme to another scheme.  

Limitation of Investing in Mutual Funds 

1. Risk: Investments in Mutual Funds are subject to market risk. Risks that are 

associated with mutual funds are settlement risk, liquidity risk, and default risk 

including the possible loss of principal. 

2. Cost: Mutual funds AMCs hired expert peoples for managing investment, and so for 

that they are providing high perks and salaries to them and those expenses ultimately 

on investors’ heads and it can reduce investors return. 

3. Value of Investment: Investment Value may fluctuate as the price / a value / interest 

rate of the securities in which the Scheme invests fluctuates. Investors need to know 

daily NAV for valuation of their Portfolio. 

4. Equity shares are subject to volatile and prone to price fluctuations on a daily basis 

While, Debt Securities are subject to the risk of an issuer’s inability to meet principal 

and interest payments on the obligation. 

5. Generally, Market value of debt securities is inversely related to interest rate 

movement. It observed, that when interest rates rise, prices of existing fixed income 

securities fall and when interest rates drop, such prices increase.  

Conclusion 

Indian mutual fund Industry is a fast growing and having marvellous growth over the years. 

Since, Indian investors are not more aware about its significance; the growth of the industry 

is not up to the mark with global peak. India’s Mutual Fund AUM-to-GDP ratio is low 16% 

against global average of 74% and US average 140%. This paper also focused on the world’s 

mutual fund industry and it is seen that the highest contributor in total assets of mutual fund 

industry is America, but the highest growth rate found in Asia-Pacific region. 

This paper also focused over the concept of mutual funds and try to highlight the scenario of 

Indian mutual fund industry so, the potential investor class can also shift their investment in 
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mutual fund and this paper also helps to the various AMCs, mutual funds distributors and 

other mediators in regards that still this market is not fully occupied, there is lot of work 

remaining in order to develop and grow the Indian mutual fund market. The AMCs and 

Mediators should applied more efforts to inform the Indian investors in remote areas also as it 

is found that the village and other remote area’s people are still not as much aware compare 

to cities and developed areas.  
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Abstract: 

A Quality of education is determined by teacher’s efficiency. Many factors are 

responsible for their professional advancement. Quality of life greatly influence competency 

of teacher. The quality of life is abreast with consumption, saving and investment. Teacher’s 

pattern of consumption, saving and investment could reflect their economic behavior which 

impact profession and education system.  

Various investment avenues, Post offices and Banks provide various schemes for saving and 

investment. In this context research titled “Saving and Investment Pattern among teachers in 

Kachchh district.  

In present study descriptive research design is adopted. Primary data collected through well 

structure questionnaire. Total 100 samples were collected by random sampling method. 

Primary, secondary, higher secondary and university teachers are included in present study. 

Various statistical tools and techniques are applied to analyze the primary data. Study 

concluded that majority teachers have good knowledge of various saving schemes and they 

are doing savings and investment to meet the future needs. Life Insurance Schemes are the 

most popular investment option for teachers.   

Keywords: Savings, Investment, Teachers  

Introduction: 

Teachers play a very crucial role in shaping future of students. From kindergarten to 

university, they impart knowledge and teach everything. Globe without teachers could be 

chaotic. Their professional advancement is decided by their quality of life. The quality of life 

is closely related to standard of living. Having certain material items like car, jewelry, homes 

are associated with standard of living. The ability to spend for education, medical, travel and 

entertainment also associated with quality of life. That’s why managing personal finance has 

major affection on standard of living. So, teacher’s pattern and attitude towards consumption, 
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saving and investment could reflect economic behavior which impact quality of life, 

profession and education system.  

Financial institutions plan vital role in growth of economy by arranging funds from 

surplus to deficit unit of economy. Economic growth depends on capital accumulation which 

depends on savings and investment. Correct investment decision leads to wealth creation. 

Investment decisions which applied with lack of knowledge and information are not 

profitable in future. The present study is design to examine saving and investment pattern 

among teachers in Kachchh district of Gujarat state.  

Objectives: 

1) To analyze teacher’s saving and investment pattern. 

2) To examine current saving and investment preferences among teachers. 

3) To find out the various factors influencing saving and investment.  

4) To make an appropriate suggestion for saving and investment among teachers.  

Limitations: 

1) This study is limited to teachers only.  

2) This study covers only Kachchh district.  

3) Limited sample size is taken.  

Methodology:  

 Primary data is collected by well-structured questionnaire for present study. Total 100 

teachers taken as samples with break-up of 25 primary school teachers, 25 secondary 

teachers, 25 higher secondary teachers and 25 university teachers in Kachchh district.  

Primary data analyzed through Microsoft Excel. Various statistical tools such as percentage 

and diagrams are used for data analysis.  

Research Problem: 

 In research process problem formulation is the first step. Formulation of problem 

denote that for which study is to be carried out. So, in present study research problem is to 

analyze saving and investment pattern among teachers in Kachchh district. 

Literature Review: 
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Dr. Ananthapadhananabha Achar (2012), has studied investment and saving behaviour of 

teachers in Udupi district. He found that teachers are using postal savings, life insurance, 

PPF, Jewelary and bank deposits as saving and investment avenue popularly. Among all 

teacher’s proportion of monthly income invested is low. They prefer low-risk return 

investment avenue. Tax exemption, safety and liquidity are greatly influence on selecting 

investment avenues. They got information from colleagues and friends.  

Dr. D. Umamaheshwari & Ms. K. Suhanthi (2015), has analyzed savings and investment 

pattern of teachers of Sirkali Town of Tamil Nadu. They stated that majority of the teachers 

saving as bank deposit, post office deposit, gold and LIC. Investment pattern is influenced by 

number of family members. Person who has less dependent. In spite of low income, they are 

saving for future needs. 

V. Dhayalan, C.R. Santhilnathan, P.Venkatesh & M. Krishnamoorthy (2018), they surveyed 

on saving and investment preferences among government school teachers in Vellore. They 

concluded that teachers prefer normal living standard rather than luxurious life style. They 

are aware of importance of proper investment of their savings. Children’s education & 

marriage are the main goal for savings. Annual income and saving & investment preference 

having significant relationship.  

Dr. G. Parimalarani (2018), has examined motives and factors of savings and investment 

among teaching faculty of Alagappa University in Tamil Nadu. He stated that they have 

potential to save for betterment of their family. Saving and investment have less priority 

while maintaining better lifestyle is on top priority. Growing consumerism leads to saving 

and investment. Those who are saving more should offer special incentives. This innovative 

saving component could boost saving and investment.  

Dr. R. Arul & R. Arvindh (2019), has conducted research on behaviour factors of saving and 

investment among school teachers in Kulithail Town. He found that majority having high 

awareness of saving bank account. They prefer investment for tax benefits and income. Their 

expected rate of return is 7-10% on investment. Brokers are the source of information. 

Teachers have knowledge about their investment plan and up to date information. There is 

lack of awareness about stock market among teachers. 

Siddharth Dhongde & Vilas Epper (2020), has studied on tax savings investment strategies. 

They conducted survey on salaried individuals in Aurangabad city. They reveal that public 
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provident fund is mostly adopted by salaried individual as an investment instrument, then 

LIC, National Saving Certificates, Home loans, Fixed deposits and ELSS. Tax planning has 

impact on personal finance and it requires multiple perspectives. By understanding the rules 

of taxation, successful tax planning starts. 

Dr. Sohail Imran Khan & Rohat Sheikh Esmaeel Zada (2021), has conducted research on 

financial planning and various tax saving options among teachers of Nagpur. They stated that 

teachers are aware about tax system. They started saving as they get job. They are well 

educated about tax saving and financial planning. LIC premium is the most prefer option for 

investment among teachers. They are saving to fulfil their future needs. 

Data Analysis & Interpretation: 

Researcher used simple percentage analysis, diagrams and charts to analyze primary data and 

interpretation. 

Demographic Profile: 

Table 1 Gender 

(Source: Primary Data) 

Above table 1 shows that 21.92% of primary teachers are male while 33.33% are female. 

27.40% secondary teachers are male while 18.52% are female. In higher secondary 26.03% 

are male teachers whereas 22.22% are female teachers. 24.66% are university teachers are 

male while 25.93% are female teachers. 

 

  
Primary 
Teacher 

Secondary 
Teacher 

Higher 
Secondary 
Teacher 

University 
Teacher 

Total 

Male 21.92% 27.40% 26.03% 24.66% 73 
Female 33.33% 18.52% 22.22% 25.93% 27 
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Table 2 Age Group 

Age Group 
(In Years) 

Primary 
Teacher 

Secondary 
Teacher 

Higher 
Secondary 
Teacher 

University 
Teacher 

Total 

21-30 16.36% 27.27% 23.64% 32.73% 55 
31-40 36.00% 20.00% 24.00% 20.00% 25 
41-50 40.00% 26.67% 26.67% 6.66% 15 
51-60 20.00% 20.00% 40.00% 20.00% 5 
 

Above table 2 reveals that in age group of 21 to 30 years 16.36% are primary teachers, 

27.27% are secondary teachers, 23.64% are higher secondary teachers and 32.73% are 

university teachers. In age group of 31 to 40 years 36% are primary teachers, 20% are 

secondary teachers, 24% are higher secondary teachers and 20% are university teachers. In 

age group of 40 to 51 years 40% are primary teachers, 26.67% are secondary teachers, 

26.67% are higher secondary teachers and 6.66% are university teachers. In age group of 51 

to 60 years 20% are primary teachers, 20% are secondary teachers, 40% are higher secondary 

teachers and 20% are university teachers. 

Table 3 Marital Status 

Status Gender Primary 
Teacher 

Secondary 
Teacher 

Higher 
Secondary 
Teacher 

University Total 

Married Male 24.07% 27.78% 20.37% 27.78% 54 
Female 23.08% 23.08% 46.15% 7.69% 13 

Unmarried Male 11.11% 27.78% 44.44% 16.67% 18 
Female 38.46% 15.38% 0.00% 46.15% 13 

Others Male 100% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1 
Female 100% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1 

Above table 3 shows that 24.07% primary male teachers are married, 27.78% secondary male 

teachers are married, 20.37% higher secondary male teachers and 27.78% of university male 

teachers are married. While 23.08% primary female teachers are married, 23.08% secondary 
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female teachers are married, 46.15% higher secondary female teachers are married and 7.69% 

university female teachers are married. 11.11% primary teachers, 27.78% secondary teachers, 

44.44% higher secondary teachers and 16.67% of university male teachers are unmarried. 

Whereas 38.46% of primary teachers, 15.38% of secondary teachers and 46.15% of 

university female teachers are unmarried. 

Table 4 Income Status 

Income 
Primary 
Teacher 

Secondary 
Teacher 

Higher Secondary 
Teacher 

University 
Teacher 

Total 

Below 15000 37.04% 18.52% 14.81% 29.63% 27 
16000-25000 15.00% 27.50% 22.50% 35.00% 40 
26000-35000 36.84% 21.05% 42.11% 0.00% 19 
36000-45000 11.11% 55.56% 22.22% 11.11% 9 
Above 45000 20.00% 0.00% 40.00% 40.00% 5 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above table 4 reveal that 37.04% of primary teachers have income below Rs. 15000 per 

month, 18.52% from secondary school, 14.81% from higher secondary school and 26.63% of 

university teachers have income below Rs. 15000 per month. 15% of primary teachers have 

income between Rs.16000 to 25000 per month, 27.50% from secondary teachers, 22.50% 

from higher secondary teachers and 35% from university teachers have income between Rs. 

16000 to 25000 per month. In income group of Rs. 26000 to 35000 per month, 36.84% are 

primary teachers, 21.05% secondary teachers, 42.11% are higher secondary teachers and 00% 

are from university department. Income Rs. 36000 to 45000 per month, 11.11% are primary 

teachers, 55.56% are secondary teachers, 22.22% higher secondary teachers and 11.11% are 

from university department. Income above Rs. 45000 per month, 20% are primary teachers, 

40% are higher secondary teachers and 40% are from university department. 
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Table 5 Educational Qualification 

B.Ed. Other Graduate  Post Graduate Other Ph.D. 
44 10 35 8 3 
(Source: Primary Data) 

Above table 5 shows that 44% of teachers having educational qualification of B.Ed., 35% are 

post graduate, 10% teachers have other graduate degree, 8% have other qualification while 

only 3% teachers have Ph.D. degree. 

Table 6 Type of Family 
Joint 72% 
Separate  28% 

(Source: Primary Data) 

From above table 6, it can be found that 72% of teachers are living in joint family whereas 

only 28% teachers have separate living. 

Table 7 When Started Savings 

Particulars % 
Before Job 17% 
After Job 76% 
Comer Under Tax Slab 7% 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

Above table 7 shows that 17% teachers were doing saving before getting job, 76% 

teachers were doing started saving after getting job while only 7% teachers started saving 

when they came under tax slab.  

Table 8 Savings & Investment, Knowledge of plan and Satisfaction about Schemes: 

Particulars Yes No 

Savings & Investment 77% 23% 

Knowledge about Investment Plan 78% 22% 

Satisfaction about Saving & Investment Schemes 77% 23% 

(Source: Primary Data) 

Above table 8 suggest that 77% teachers are doing saving and investment while only 

23% are not doing saving and investment. It can be found that 78% teachers have knowledge 

about their investment plan whereas 22% teachers don’t have enough knowledge about their 

investment plan and 77% teachers have satisfaction about saving & investment schemes 

whereas 23% teachers are not satisfied about their saving & investment schemes. 
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29%

30%

15%

26%

Expected Rate of Return

Below 7% 8% to 10% 11% to 15% Above 15%

Table 9 Expected ROR: 

Below 7% 8% to 10% 11% to 15% Above 15% 
29% 30% 15% 26% 
(Source: Primary Data) 

 

Above table 9 reveal that 29% teachers expected rate of return is below 7%, 30% teachers 

expecting rate of return is 8% to 10%, 15% teachers expected rate of return is 11% to 15% 

while 26% teachers expect rate of return above 15%. 

Table 10 Savings & Investment: 

(Source: Primary Data) 

From the above table 10 it can be found that 22.89% at primary teachers are saving below 

15000, 25.30% secondary teachers, 24.10% of higher secondary teachers and 27.71% at 

university teachers are saving below Rs. 15000 Per annum. Whereas 35.29% of primary 

teachers, 23.53% of secondary teachers, 29.41% of higher secondary teachers and 11.76% of 

university teachers are saving above 15000 Rs. 

Table 11 Investment Options: 
Sr. 
No.  

Options  
In 
Percentage  

1 LIC 22.63 

2 
Bank Fixed 
Deposit  

20.77 

2 Post Office 16.06 

Saving 
Levels 

Below 
15000 

22.89% 25.30% 24.10% 27.71% 

Above 
15000 

35.29% 23.53% 29.41% 11.76% 
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4 
National Saving 
Certificate 

3.29 

5 Shares 7.53 
6 Mutual Funds 10.39 
7 Gold/Silver 12.23 
8 PPF 7.10 

(Source: Primary Data) 

From above table 11 it could be found out that 22.63% of teachers are prefer 

investment in Life Insurance, 20.77% prefer investing in Post Office, 3.29% are investing in 

NSC, 7.53% teachers prefer investment in shares, 10.39% teachers are doing investment in 

Mutual fund, 12.24% prefer investment in Gold/Silver and 7.10% teachers gives preference 

to investment in PPF. 

Table 12 Purpose of Savings 
Sr. 
No. 

Purpose 
In 
Percentage  

1 To save tax 15.47 
2 Children's Education 18.35 
3 Children's Marriage  4.83 
4 To purchase property 13.52 
5 To meet future needs 25.62 

6 
To get Assured 
Return 13.03 

7 Other 9.18 
(Source: Primary Data) 

Above table 12 suggested that 15.47% of teachers are doing saving and investment to save 

tax while 18.35% of teachers motive for saving is children’s education, 4.83% teachers are 

saving for their children’s marriage, 13.52% of teachers prefer saving to purchase property 

while 25.62% teachers are saving to meet their future needs.13.03% teachers motive for 

saving is to get assured return while only 9.18% teachers having other goal for saving. 

Table 13 Source of Information: 
Sr. 
No. 

Particulars 
In 
Percentage  

1 Agents 10.76 

2 
Financial 
Institutions 10.76 

3 Internet 14.5 
4 Advertisement  15.58 

5 
Friends & 
Relatives 36.56 

6 Colleague 11.84 
(Source: Primary Data) 
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Above table 13 reveals that 10.76% of teachers got information about agents and 

financial institutions. 14.50% teachers informed by internet, 15.59% got information from 

advertisement and 36.56% of teachers source of information is friends and relatives while 

11.84% of teachers get information from their colleagues.  

Table 14 Problem Faced by you: 
Sr. 
No. 

Problems In Percentage  

1 

Lack of 
information 
about schemes 26.23 

2 
Less interest 
rate 25.12 

3 Less income 21.87 

4 
Unskilled 
employees 12.59 

5 Delay services 14.19 
(Source: Primary Data) 

Above table 14 shows that 26.23% of teachers facing problems due to lack of information 

about various schemes and 25.12% teachers believe there is less interest rate,21.87% of 

teachers having problem of less inform, 12.59% of teachers believe there are unskilled 

employees while 14.19% of teachers facing problem delay services. 

Major Findings: 

1. Maximum male teachers are from secondary school and maximum female teachers 

are from primary school. 

2. Maximum university teachers are falling under young age group of 21 to 30 years of 

age. While in age group of 41 to 50 years university teachers are very less in number. 

3. Majority of female teachers are married from higher secondary school while majority 

of female teachers are unmarried from university department. 

4. Maximum primary teachers have monthly income below Rs. 15000. Majority of 

university teachers have monthly income above Rs. 45000. 

5. Majority of the teachers have educational qualification of B.Ed. degree whereas 

teachers who having Ph.D. degree are very less in number. 

6. Majority of the teachers are living in joint family. 

7. Majority of the teachers started saving after getting job. 

8. Majority of the teachers are doing saving and investment.  

9. Majority of the teachers have good knowledge of their investment plan. 
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10. Majority of the teachers have satisfaction about their saving & investment plan. 

11. Majority of teachers expected rate of return is 8% to 10%. 

12. Majority of the university teachers are saving below Rs. 15000 while majority of 

primary teachers are saving above 15000. 

13. Majority of teachers prefer investment in life insurance (22.63%) while investment in 

NSC is very low (3.29%) 

14. Majority of teachers purpose of saving is to meet future needs (25.62%) while very 

few teachers’ goals of saving is children’s marriage (4.83%). 

Majority of the teachers get information about saving and investment from friends and 

relatives. 

Conclusion: 

The present study made an attempt to analyse saving and investment behaviour and pattern 

among teachers. The characteristics such as age marital status, gender, educational 

qualification, type of family and number of dependents has been analysed. Other core 

characteristics such as income, saving level and their preference also examined. This study 

was carried out among teaching community of Kutch district of Gujarat state. Which special 

focused on saving and investment pattern. This study is limited to one community and one 

particular district, so conclusion cannot be applicable to whole society in all states.  

From the present study it is concluded that most of the teachers started saving after getting 

job and majority of teachers are doing saving of their investment plan and highly satisfy. Life 

insurance is the most prefer investment option by teachers. And their main motive of savings 

is to meet future needs.  

Suggestions: 

 It is noted that there is lack of information about saving and investment schemes 

among teachers. So, awareness camps and seminars should be arranged by various 

investment avenues to create more awareness. Interest rate should be revise to attract more 

teachers for investment. Services should be expeditious to save time.   
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SCOPE AND NATURE: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Ms. Mayuri Gondhia, 
Research Scholar, P.G. Department of Law, Swaminarayan University, Kalol 

Introduction: 

Intellectual Property related to any original creation of the human intellect such as 

artistic, literary, technical or scientific creation or structure. Intellectual Property Rights refer 

to the legal rights given to the maker or creator to protect his creation for certain period of 

time. These legal rights give an exclusive right to the creator or his assignee or his attorney to 

fully utilize and enjoy his creation for given period of time. It is very well proved and 

accepted that Intellectual Properties play a vital role in the modern economy. There has been 

huge jump in research and development costs with a relevant jump in investments required 

for putting a new technology in the market place. The Investments (Time, Energy, Money 

Etc) of the developers of technology have become very high and therefore the need to protect 

the knowledge from unlawful use had become advisable and appropriate, at least for a certain 

period of time, that would ensure recovery of the research and development and other related 

costs and sufficient profit for continuous investments in the same. Intellectual Property Right 

is a strong tool to protect investments, times, money, efforts invested by the creator of an 

Intellectual Property. Thus, Intellectual Property Right, in this way provides the economics 

growth of a country by encouraging healthy competition and motivating industrial 

development and economic growth. In India specifically, the different forms of Intellectual 

Property Rights are Copyright, Trademarks, Patents, Designs, and Trade Secrets etc. 

Scope of Intellectual Property Rights: 

Intellectual Property Rights includes Copyrights, Patents, Trademarks, Industrial 

Designs and Trade Secret etc. There is a conventional type of classification of Intellectual 

Property as industrial property and copyrights. Industrial properties include exclusive 

inventions (Patent), property interest on minor invention and commercial Interests or 

creations (Trademarks, Trade names, Designs etc)1 

Patents: 

A Patent is a type of Intellectual Property Right which allows the holder of the right to 

completely make use of and sale a creation, when one develops a creation on his own. The 

creation can be a new process, machine, manufacture composition of matter. It cannot be an 

13 
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obvious editing of the prior art. It must involve an inventive step. A person who has got a 

patent right has an exclusive right. The exclusive right is a true monopoly and ownership but 

it comes along with an administrative process. 

Copyrights: 

 It is an intellectual property which does not give an exclusive right over an exclusive 

right over an idea but the appearance of ideas which makes it different and unique from 

patent. Patent is related with inventions or solutions of technical or scientific problems where 

as copyright is field which contains right of artistic, literary, creativity, musical, audio visual, 

software etc. It protects not ideas but expressions of ideas but expressions of ideas as contrast 

to patent.  

 Copyright protects original appearance of ideas, the ways the work is done, the 

language is used etc. It applies for all the copyrightable works. Copyright lasts for longer 

period of time, the practice is life of author plus 60 years after his/ her life. Administrative 

procedures are not required where as in Patent Laws it’s not like that. Owner of patent also 

need to pass through the administrative procedure after licensed period of such property. 

Trademarks: 

 It is as system of the law giving protection graphic representation to words or logos or 

depending on jurisdiction question such as smell or sound which are differentiating in nature 

and provide as source recognition. There is also a recent/current phenomenon which is 

representing in their smell and sound. It enables the customer to recognize the goods from 

others. They serve as a source recognizer. Once there is a valid representation, it gives the 

trademark owner an exclusive right. 

 It begins with registration and publication of the marks and symbols. Marks or symbol 

deserves protection even though they are not registered. They do have existence forever so 

long as the good with which they are associated continued to be sold.  But trademark requires 

to be renewed. 

Industrial Design Law: 

 A design is a kind of intellectual property which gives an absolute right to a person 

who has created a unique appearance of a product. It deals with appearance, how it looks like. 
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Appearance is most important because consumers are interested in the outer look of a 

product. They are absolutely interested in appearance, not quality.  

 The principles which have been utilized in developing industrial design law are from 

experiences of Patent Law and Copyright Law. Design Law makes close to patent law since 

they are also founded in patent law. Duration of design is most of the time 10 years. 

Nature of Intellectual Property 

Intellectual properties have their own peculiar features. These features of intellectual 

properties may serve to identify intellectual properties from other types of properties². Thus, 

we will discuss them in brief. 

1. Territorial 

Any intellectual property issued should be resolved by national laws. Why is it an issue? 

Because intellectual property rights have one characteristic which other national rights do not 

have. In ownership of intellectual property of immovable properties, issues of cross borders 

are not probable. But in intellectual properties, it is common. A film made in Hollywood can 

be seen in other countries. The market is not only the local one but also international.  

2. Giving an exclusive right to the owner 

It means others, who are not owners, are prohibited from using the right. Most intellectual 

property rights cannot be implemented in practice as soon as the owner got exclusive rights. 

Most of them need to be tested by some public laws. The creator or author of an intellectual 

property enjoys rights inherent in his work to the exclusion of anybody else. 

3. Assignable 

Since they are rights, they can obviously be assigned (licensed). It is possible to put a 

dichotomy between intellectual property rights and the material object in which the work is 

embodied. Intellectual property can be bought, sold, or licensed or hired or attached. 

4. Independence 

Different intellectual property rights subsist in the same kind of object. Most intellectual 

property rights are likely to be embodied in objects. 

5. Subject to Public Policy 
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They are vulnerable to the deep embodiment of public policy. Intellectual property attempts 

to preserve and find adequate reconciliation between two competing interests. On the one 

hand, the intellectual property rights holders require adequate remuneration and on the other 

hand, consumers try to consume works without much inconvenience3.  

6. Divisible (Fragmentation) 

Several persons may have legally protected interests evolved from a single original work 

without affecting the interest of other right holders on that same item. Because of the nature 

of indivisibility, intellectual property is an inexhaustible resource. This nature of intellectual 

property derives from intellectual property’s territorial nature. For example, an inventor who 

registered his invention in Ethiopia can use the patent himself in Ethiopia and License it in 

Germany and assign it in France. Also, copyright is made up of different rights. Those rights 

may be divided into different persons: publishers, adaptors, translators, etc. 
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YOGA FOR MENTAL HEALTH AND WELL BEING 
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Abstract: 

Indian Philosophy is a term that refers to schools of philosophical thought that originated in 

the Indian subcontinent. Over the ages there has been continuity in enlarge this filed of 

philosophical enquiry, which as lead to a wide range of scriptures and systems of philosophy. 

The Yoga School, which was founded by Patanjali, was closely allied with Samkhya, and 

accepts its epistemology and metaphysics it was introduced by Patañjali in the 2nd century 

BC. The Practice of Yoga as a discipline had been done since ancient times. However, since 

its alliance with the Samkhya, it tried to develop a specific philosophy of its own, which 

would be in harmony with the Samkhya Philosophy. Though the popular understanding of 

Yoga equates it with just the asanas, there are eight steps prescribed for its practice, which 

emphasize internal and external cleansing, self - discipline physical fitness, and meditation, 

which result in alertness and mental strength. Yoga as a term used for a system of abstract 

meditation or mental abstraction. Someone who practices yoga or follows the yoga 

philosophy with a high level of commitment is called a yogi or yogini. Virtually everyone can 

see physical benefits from yoga, and its practice can also give psychological benefits, such as 

stress reduction and a sense of well-being, and spiritual benefits, such as a feeling of 

connectedness with God or Spirit, or a feeling of transcendence. Mental stress is an important 

part of our life. It is the biggest challenge to live a life without stress and to continue with the 

peace of mind. In this paper it is an attempt to made the discuss yoga philosophy in present 

day intellectual world as well its application to maintain human well-being. 

· Philosophy of Yoga:  

“The word Yoga comes from a Sanskrit root which means “to go to trance, to meditate.” 

Others however derive it from a root which means to join and Yoke in English is said to be 

the same word as Yoga. Both roots are feasible- in the case of the root to join, Yoga would 

mean the science that teaches the method of joining the human soul with God. The 

philosophy of Patanjali is essentially dualistic. The Jivas or Purusas or human egos are 

separate individual entities and exist from eternity; so is also Prakriti and so also Ishwara or 

God. It thus believes in there Eternal co-existent principles, the God, the Man and the 
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Matter.”The famous phrase Astanga Yoga is an important part Yoga philosophy. In this five 

are sternal, as if, compared to last three. The eight angas are as given below:  

1. Practice Yama or Restraint, i.e. be moral. This restraint or Yama consists of five sub-

divisions-(a) does not kill or injure any being. Be kind to all. Ahimsa, (b) Speak and act truth; 

(c) Steal not, nor acquire illicit gains, (d) Practice continence and celibacy, (e) Be not 

avaricious. These are universal rules.  

2. Niyama or Observance. This is also five-fold –(a) Be clean in body and mind, (b) Be 

contended, (c) Practice asceticism and austerity, (d) Study sacred books, Be devoted to God.  

3. The third Anga of Yoga is Asana or Posture.  

4. The fourth Anga of Yoga is the much abused Pranayama or regulation of breath.  

5. The fifth Anga of yoga is Pratyahara or Abstraction.  

All the above five are Baharanga or the external. The internal yoga which has to deal with the 

mind and mind also consists of the last three Angas- Dharna, Dhayana and Samadhi. When 

the stage of catalepsy is reached, the Yogi fixes his mind on any particular potion of his body. 

This holding the mind in a particular part is dharna or concentration. The continuation of the 

mental effort to keep the mind there is Dhyana or meditation. This meditation (Dhyana) turns 

into samadhi or contemplation when the Self is lost as if it were, the objects of meditation 

alone remains in the mind and shines out alone. 

In other words we can summarise Yoga as a spiritual effort to attain perfection through strict 

control of the body and the mind. This control to be effected by a special stem of physical 

culture and spiritual discipline. This was the mission of the Yoga.The aim is to reach 

perfection through a state of ecstasy in which the soul or self- the ‘I”-was completely 

separated from the surrounded physical world of reality. 

· Yoga as a Part of India Psychology:  

While defining Indian Psychology we can say that Psychology in the Indian Tradition is an 

‘inner discipline in search of realizing truth and perfection in the human condition. The goal 

is to 

find oneself in an unconditioned and unmasked state.According to Neeltje Huppes, “The 

central Idea of Indian philosophy is that consciousness is the origin and base of 
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manifestation. The ancient ages do not arrive at this knowledge by a strict mental reasoning 

and were not content with a mental idea. They discovered the foundation of their 

philosophical principles through a direct intuitive perception and inner experience. This is 

how, throughout the ages Indian thinkers considered philosophy to be connected to a practical 

spiritual discipline.”  

Since Indian psychology is based on Indian philosophy it has developed many methods and 

techniques for experiencing consciousness in ourselves. “Indian psychology has its root in 

Indian Philosophy and shares its emphasis on knowing by experience. Through personal 

experience the achariyas (Teachers or mentors) worked out the philosophy in further details 

in psychological theories and applied these on themselves and their students. They found 

methods and processes for contacting the universal planes of consciousness form the lowest 

to the higher, and subsequently, studies how these planes manifest and interact in human 

nature. This is how Indian psychology can contribute to detailed understanding of cosmic 

principles and to an elaborate knowledge of psychological processes in the human being A 

core characteristics of Indian psychology is that it addresses the complete human beings-not 

only the body, heart and mind , but also soul and spirit.”  

While talking about the methods of Indian psychology he again said, “Self-observation and 

self-enquiry are the main methods of self-development and self-perception in most of the 

systems of Indian Psychology. Amongst the systems that are presently known and practiced 

all over the world are Hatha yoga, Vipassana and the Kriya yoga of Patanjali. Integral 

psychology, as envisaged by Sri Aurobindo, is a life-affirming synthesis of many systems. It 

has as its aim to express in the midst of life, in our thoughts, feelings and actions, our union 

with the Supreme or divine Consciousness.”So, we can see that in the present day discussion 

of Indian Psychology, we can find that Yoga Philosophy can be an important part of it. 

Further, “Yoga is a method of transcognitive states. Realization takes different forms relative 

to different dispositions of the seekers these include knowledge focuses jnana yoga to meet 

the thought needs, devotion-filled bhakti yoga to deal with one’s passionate nature, and 

action oriented karma yoga for those dominated by the impulse to act. Thus, wisdom, 

worship and work are three distinct routes to self-realization”. 

· Yoga and Stress Management:  

Every person is suffering from stress today. The present day a socio-economic problem 

creates dilemma and psychological stress. When this stress continuously follows humans it 
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developed a psychological disorder. The feelings of distrust, regret, sad emotions, emotional 

imbalance creates low self-esteem and lack of confidence. Isolation and lack of meaning 

towards life also give a hard punch to his personal and social life. Without meaning, life is 

wastage, futile and empty. All failures of life are a big challenge to human well-being.“The 

Path of Yoga is based on sound psychological foundation. Hence to appreciate this path, the 

psychology of Yoga must first be understood. The most important element in the psychology 

of Yoga is Chitta. Chitta is the first modification of Prakriti in which there is the 

predominance of Sattva over rajas and tamas. It is material by nature, but due to the closest 

contact with the self it is enlightened by its light. It assumes the form of anything in whose 

contact it comes. Due to the modifications of the Chitta according to objects, the self knows 

these objects. According to Yogasutra, though there is no modification in the self, except as 

the reflection of the changing Chitta Vriattis (modifications of Chitta), there is an appearance 

of change in it, just as the moon reflected in the river seems to be moving. When true 

knowledge is attained, the self-ceases to see itself in these modifications of the Chitta and 

gets rid of attachment and aversion to the worldly pleasures and sufferings. This attachment 

and aversion is bondage. The only way to get rid of this bondage is to control the 

modification of the chitta. This control is the result of Yoga. In the words of Patanjali, ''Yoga 

is the cessation of the modification of Chitta. (Yogah Chittavrittinirodha).”  

When we come to psychological components, it’s a reality that “All psychological problems 

arise ultimately from a misapplication of the energy of consciousness. Instead of uniting with 

the eternal inner reality in which is lasting joy, we attach ourselves to transient external 

objects whose fluctuations bring pain. The practice of Yoga, or inner in integration, reserves 

all psychological problems by merging the mind back into its immutable source of pure 

consciousness, in which resides perfect pea e. For this reason, Yoga is an integral and 

important part of Ayurveda, the science of life, particularly for treating psychological 

disorders.”  

The Yoga Sutra, “the main classical text on Yoga, defines Yoga as “the calming of the 

operations of consciousness.” Again, the term for consciousness or mind is Chitta, referring 

to all conscious and unconscious thought potentials. Calming means eliminating all the 

negative conditionings lodged in the mind and heart. To achieve complete calm requires 

control of the different functions of consciousness through intelligence, mind and ego, along 

with detachment from the vital force and physical body, this is a deeper and more profound 

definition than the common idea of Yoga today, which may be little more than exercise or 
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stress reliefs. The rules of yogic development, which can treat psychological imbalances as 

well, are:  

1) Consciousness (Chitta) must be calmed and emptied.  

2) Intelligence (Buddhi) must be reoriented and sharpened.  

3) Mind (Manas) and senses must be controlled and internalized.  

4) The (Ahankara) ego must be dissolved.  

5) The vital-force (Prana) must be balanced and strengthened.  

6) The body must be purified.  

These different processes go together, without one the others cannot succeed.We can find the 

same line of thought in Buddhism. The Buddha felt that it was imperative to cultivate right 

mindfulness for all aspects of life in order to see things as they really are, or in other words, 

to "stop and smell the roses." He encouraged keen attention and awareness of all things 

through the four foundations of mindfulness: 1. Contemplation of the body 2. Contemplation 

of feelings 3. Contemplation of states of mind 4. Contemplation of phenomena In a word, 

mindfulness is about experiencing the moment with an attitude of openness and freshness to 

all and every experience. Through right mindfulness, one can free oneself from passions and 

cravings, which so often make us prisoners of past regrets or future preoccupations. 

Right Concentration is a mental discipline that aims to transform your mind. As the core 

practice of "meditation," right concentration is a foundational activity within Buddhist 

thought and practice. According to Buddha, there are four stages of deeper concentration 

called Dhyana: 1) The first stage of concentration is one in which mental hindrances and 

impure intentions disappear and a sense of bliss is achieved. 2) In the second stage, activities 

of the mind come to an end and only bliss remains. 3) In the third stage, bliss itself begins to 

disappear. 4) In the final stage, all sensations including bliss disappear and are replaced by a 

total peace of mind, which Buddha described as a deeper sense of happiness. 

A human must try to reduce stress from his life and try to get happiness from all available 

resources. Stress less mind leads to a happy life. If we want to be happy always we must try 

to free ourself from all kinds of stresses and make a balance with stressful situations. The 

Practice of Yoga, via Asans, Pranayam, Dhayan etc. made us stress less and energizes our 
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mind and heart. Even the Dalai Lama has said that in order to be a good person and a happy 

person, it's not necessary to practice Buddhism, or for that matter any religion. After all, 

neither is needed for virtuous states of mind such as kindness, love, respect for others and a 

desire to help them to arise. "It is these positive states of mind themselves that bring 

happiness to the individual and the people he or she engages with," says Lungtok. "Therefore 

as we're all seeking happiness, it makes sense to try to be as good as possible."In our daily 

practice of refraining from thoughts, words, and actions that cause suffering, we can find 

support in adopting a commitment to core values that nurture and deepen our sense of 

internal and physical well-being. Here are ten values I find particularly beneficial to 

developing an enduring sense of well-being.  

· Be truthful in what you say (wise speech) and speak with wise compassion.  

· Be genuine and authentic. We so often protect the “false pride” of the ego or else 

“package ourselves” for acceptance, approval, or popularity and this is not a winning 

strategy for well-being.  

· Be kind in all that you do and say.  

· Be compassionate to those who are in pain and/or experiencing difficulty. 

Compassion is contingent on what’s happening.  

· Act and make choices in terms of relatedness. Know that you are part of something 

larger.  

· Honor you own creativity. Pay attention to what you care about and align your outer 

priorities accordingly. 

· Maintain a personalized life balance such that you primarily spend time on areas you 

care about. This requires that you know what matters to you and that be absolutely 

honest as to how you are spending your time and life energy. 

· Continue to learn and grow (personally and/or professionally) at every stage of life.  

· Be present in your life moment to moment.  

· Take responsibility for your body and make choices that support your body’s health 

and well-being. This includes choices in the areas of diet, exercise, sleep, relaxation, 

play, and health maintenance. 

The main reason of our stress is our negative thinking to blame others and our environment 

for all our problems. Our thought process was not able to make a synthesis with others and 

with outer environment. All this creates harm our mental peace and also affects our social 

harmony. Our need of the day is to be in harmony with others and be in the flow of life. It is 
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very important to live a happy life. Co-existence is the very basic characteristic of human 

race and if we start it from one to one correspondence then to the masses, it is very helpful to 

maintain our well-being and Yoga philosophy is the most relevant approach these days. 
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Abstract  

 Banking is considered as the “Backbone of a Nation’s Economy’’. It is one of the 

significant financial pillars of the monetary area, which assumes an essential part in the 

working of an economy. In this manner, the improvement of a nation is necessarily connected 

with the advancement of banking. In a cutting-edge economy, banks are to be thought of as 

not as sellers in cash but rather as the heads of improvement. They assume a significant part 

in the preparation of deposits and disbursement of credit to different areas of the developing 

economy. The financial framework mirrors the monetary strength of the country. The 

strength of any economy relies upon the strength and proficiency of its monetary framework, 

which in turn, relies upon a sound and solvent financial framework. The present study is an 

attempt to analyze the contribution of banks in the economic growth of this country by 

analyzing their efficiency in terms of loans given to customers as a component of credit 

creation in the economy and evaluating the performance through the Credit Deposit and 

Investment Deposit Ratio. At last the research has made an attempt to see if there exist any 

relationship between Credit Deposits, Investment Deposit and Loans Turnover Ratio with 

respect to GDP of the country.  

Keywords – Banking Sector, Economic Growth   

1. Introduction  

 In India, banks are assuming an essential part in financial advancement of the country 

after independence. The banking sector is prevailing in India as it obtains for the greater part 

the resources of the financial sector. Indian banks have been going through a captivating 

stage through quick changes achieved by changes in financial sector, which are being carried 

out in a staged way. The ongoing system of change in financial industry ought to be seen as a 

chance to change over Indian banking into a sound, solid and lively framework equipped for 

assuming its part productively and really all alone without forcing any weight on government.  

 In the current situation, Banks are significant part of the financial sector of any 

economy in light of their job as financial intermediaries that assist to work with money to 
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advance efficiency consequently improving development and improvement in the economy. 

To meet this developing need of finance, the interest for reinforcing the financial framework 

on sound balance built up speed during the early time of freedom in India. Banking 

framework possesses a significant spot in a country's economy and is key in a cutting edge 

society. The mind-boggling job of finance in the financial improvement of a nation is very 

much perceived and shapes the center of the currency market in the economy. 

 The job of bank has been changed as central player of financial change, especially in 

emerging nations. A distinctive element of Indian financial industry contains a large number 

of capabilities. The financial sector assumes a significant part in preparation and designation 

of monetary reserve funds from the net savers to the borrowers. Banks are the main portion of 

the financial sector. The construction of the banking industry influences its exhibition and 

effectiveness which consequently influences the banks' capacity to gather reserve funds and 

channelize them into useful venture. The compelling job of inter-mediation performed by 

banks adds gain to the genuine area of the economy. 

2. Review of Literature 

1. Hou and Cheng (2017) investigated the short-term and long-term impacts of banks' 

performance index on financial development by generalized method of moments (GMM) 

technique. The review shows that the impact of the indicators relies upon the 

development of banks and the country's income over the long run. The study firmly 

suggests that economies connect with themselves in different monetary exercises to 

affirm a manageable and sustainable economic development process. 

2. Khan, Hassan, Maroney, Boujlil and Ozkan (2020) analyzes productivity and execution 

of the US banks in expanding their tasks into different financial services. They report a 

broadening premium suggesting bank enhancement creates an overabundance worth to 

banks although the effect on productivity of bank is blended. Nonetheless, a contradicting 

contention is that utilitarian expansion could influence bank performance adversely, as it 

could provoke the organization issue of a monetary combination. 

3. Liu and Zhang (2018) investigated the endogenous development process in the midst of 

the economy's monetary framework and development. The review depended on panel 

data of 29 region of China. The review's hypothetical discoveries showed that there is a 

presence of an ideal financial structure that could satisfy different needs in the process of 
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economic development. The profitability and productivity of banks expands the financial 

strength of the economy, which helps in the development of the country. 

4. Zheng (2018) research the effect of income and asset broadening on bank performance 

and risk in five ASEAN economies. Both income and asset expansion further develops 

bank execution yet lessens risk in Indonesia and Thailand. In the Philippines, Vietnam, 

and Malaysia, banks likewise profits by income diversification yet the advantages form 

asset diversification are blended. Further developing in bank execution is driven by 

commission income, trading income and different earnings. 

3. Objectives 

1. To measure efficiency and evaluate the performance of selected banks during the period 

of study. 

2. To study the relationship between Bank’s efficiency and performance with the Economic 

Growth [GDP] of the country.  

4. Hypotheses 

H01: There would be no significant difference between efficiency and performance Ratio of 

selected Banks during the study period.   

H02: There would be no significant impact of bank’s performance on the Economic Growth 

of the country.   

5. Research Methodology  

Type of Research  Analytical and Comparative  

Period of Study Five years i.e. from 2018 to 2022 

Criteria for Sample Selection  Top 2 Private Sector Banks based n Market Capitalization   

Data Type Secondary Data 

Sources of Data Journal, Official Website f Banks , Data provided by RBI 

Statistical Tool Mean, Standard Deviation, t-test, Correlation  

6. Analysis and Interpretation 

 The information gathered through true sites of the chosen banks and information 

given by RBI has been properly grouped and classified by the prerequisite of the current 

research study and t-test utilized for genuine examination and characterizing meaningful 

conclusion. 
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Table No .1- A table showing results of t-test for Credit Deposit Ratio of selected samples 

Independent Samples Test 
 Levene's Test 

for Equality of 
Variances 

t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df Sig. 
(2-
tailed) 

Mean 
Difference 

Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 

Credit 
Deposit 
Ratio 

Equal 
variances 
assumed 

10.779 .011 -
.002 

8 .998 -.00600 2.62426 -
6.05757 

6.04557 

Equal 
variances 
not 
assumed 

  -
.002 

4.270 .998 -.00600 2.62426 -
7.11425 

7.10225 

The above table no. 1 shows the result of t-test conducted for Credit Deposit Ratio of HDFC 

bank and ICICI bank for the period of five years. The results showed that the significance 

value stood at 0.998, which is higher than the p-value of 0.05 and hence here Null Hypothesis 

is accepted and Alternate Hypothesis is Rejected which interprets that there is no significant 

difference between the Credit deposit ratio of selected samples during the period of study. 

Table No .2 - A table showing results of t-test for Investment Deposit Ratio of selected 

samples 

Independent Samples Test 
 Levene's Test 

for Equality 
of Variances 

t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df Sig. 
(2-
tailed) 

Mean 
Difference 

Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 

Investment 
Deposit 
Ratio 

Equal 
variances 
assumed 

1.707 .228 -
.138 

8 .894 -.14400 1.04375 -
2.55089 

2.26289 

Equal 
variances 
not 
assumed 

  -
.138 

6.300 .895 -.14400 1.04375 -
2.66874 

2.38074 

The above table no. 2 shows the result of t-test conducted for Investment Deposit Ratio of 

HDFC bank and ICICI bank for the period of five years. As seen from the above results the 

significance value is 0.894, which is higher than the P-value of 0.05 and therefore Null 

Hypothesis is accepted and Alternate Hypothesis is rejected which indicates that there is no 
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significant difference in the Investment Deposit Ratio of selected samples during the period 

of study. 

Table No .3 - A table showing results of t-test for Loans Turnover Ratio of selected samples 

Independent Samples Test 
 Levene's Test 

for Equality of 
Variances 

t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df Sig. 
(2-
tailed) 

Mean 
Difference 

Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 

Loans 
Turnover 
Ratio 

Equal 
variances 
assumed 

12.226 .008 .885 8 .402 .00600 .00678 -
.00964 

.02164 

Equal 
variances 
not 
assumed 

  .885 5.174 .416 .00600 .00678 -
.01126 

.02326 

The above table no. 3 shows the result of t-test conducted for Loans Turnover Ratio of HDFC 

bank and ICICI bank for the period of five years. As for the Loans Turnover Ratio the 

significance value is 0.402, which is higher than the P-value of 0.05. Thus, Null Hypothesis is 

accepted and Alternate Hypothesis is rejected which shows that there is no significant 

difference in the Loans Turnover Ratio of selected samples during the period of study. 

Table no. 4 - A table showing Correlation Analysis 

  Credit Deposit 
Ratio 

Investment 
Deposit Ratio 

Loans 
Turnover 

GDP 

Credit Deposit Ratio 1 
   

Investment Deposit 
Ratio 

0.066049586 1 
  

Loans Turnover Ratio 0.006670819 0.024722275 1 
 

GDP -0.775313552 -0.165008986 -0.550756873 1 

As we can see from the above table no. 4 that credit deposit ratio is positively related with 

investment deposit ratio and Loans turnover ratio and the same is in the case of investment 

turnover ratio and Loans turnover ratio, they are positively related with each other. While in 

case of GDP it is negatively related with credit deposits ratio, investment deposit ratio and 

Loans turnover ratio. This depicts that there exists negative relationship between them. 

Although, there might be other factors also affecting the GDP and Economic Growth of the 

country altogether.    
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7. Conclusion  

Name of the Ratio H0 result 
Credit Deposit Ratio H0 Accepted  

Investment Deposit Ratio H0 Accepted 

Loans Turnover Ratio H0 Accepted 
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Abstract: 

       In last 10 years, it is seen that there has been observed increase in mental distress among 

the youth due the excess use of smartphones and social media. According to surveys 

conducted by some countries they observed that the teenagers who spent more time on social 

media have an emotional sense of feelings more than the teenagers who use less social media. 

According to an observational study spending more time on social media is related negatively 

with self-happiness. Teenagers increasingly socialize over smartphones rather than in person. 

Data analysis report of a survey found that suicidal ideation, attempts and self-injury to be 

8.1%, 4.3% and 8.8% respectively in teenagers between 14-17 year olds. Percentages being 

more in girls. In a study it was found that people who use social media were more concerned 

about their appearance and shape. Most of them changed their diet for the same. This 

increases suicidal thoughts and self-harm. People are getting addicted to social media. 

(Source: Smartphones, social media use and youth mental health : Elia  Abi-Jaoude  MSc  

MD,  Karline  Treurnicht Naylor  MPH  MD,  Antonio  Pignatiello  MD) 

Key words – Teenagers, Social Media, Psychology 

Introduction:  

 Teenage is a transforming period of personality development and growth from childhood. 

Many physical and psychological changes occur in this stage of life. Mental health is a 

crucial and difficult part of every person as well as of teenagers.  Social media is an important 

part of everyday life. It provides users with an easy way to engage and connect with others 

without meeting face-to-face. 

Need of Research:  

● Teenagers are getting affected a lot by social media. 
● Technology might affect teenagers. 
● Social media and text messages that have become so integral to teenage life are 

promoting anxiety and lowering self-esteem. 
 Conceptual Definition: 

● PSYCHOLOGY: Psychology is the scientific study of mind and behaviour. 
● TEENAGERS:   A person aged between 13 and 19 years. 
● SOCIAL MEDIA: Websites and applications that enable users to create and share 

content or to participate in social networking. 
Objectives: 

16 
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● To observe the psychological effects of social media on teenagers related to their 

mental health. 
● To study the demographic factors of teenagers using social media .(gender,religion) 
● To calculate the average time spent by a teenager on social media. 
● To identify most preferred social media by teenagers. 

Assumptions:  

Social media plays an important role for a healthy life.  

Hypothesis: 

Research hypothesis: There is a significant effect of social media on teenagers. 

Scope: 

Teenagers from 13 to 19 years old.  

Limitations: 

This study is limited only to the students using social media.  

Sampling Type: 

Random sampling method.  

Steps followed in the study:  

1. The information was collected about social media. And importance of limited use of 

social media 

2. A questionnaire was prepared. 

3. Survey was conducted on the selected sample - 13 to 19 years old. 

4. Data was collected and analysed.  

Data Analysis: 

Sr. 
No. 

Questions Yes No Sometimes 

1. Do you have a low mood after using social media? 52% 33%  9% 
2. When not using social media do you feel lazy and loose 

interest in other activities? 
55% 34% 11% 

3.  Do you check social media before going to sleep? 80% 14% 5% 
4. Do you find it difficult to sleep without using social media? 59.6% 31.3% 6.1% 
5. Do you feel relaxed to share about personal/family issues to 

your friends using social media? 
55.1% 32.7% 11.2% 

6. Is anything worrying you after using social media? 50% 42% 6% 
7. Is something making you scared on social media? 38% 50% 6% 
8. Do you have any problem paying attention in your work after 

using social media? 
51% 32% 17% 

9. Do you feel it's hard to find pleasure in activities you used to 
enjoy? 

48% 34% 18% 

10. Has your appetite changed? 53% 33% 14% 
11.. Do you find yourself avoiding friends and family while using 

social media? 
54% 30% 12% 
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12. Do you feel alone and tearful for no reason? 52% 33% 9% 
13. Have you moved or talked very slowly so that other people 

have noticed you? 
53% 34% 8% 

14. Do you feel alone all the day or sometimes? 47% 32% 17% 
15. Do you love to be with your friends? 59% 34% 6% 
16. Have you ever talked to a professional counselor to help 

manage stress? 
7% 93% - 

17. Been upset because of something that happened 
unexpectedly? 

54% 29% 16% 

18. Felt that you were unable to control important things in your 
life? 

55% 27% 16% 

19. Felt nervous and 'stressed' while using social media? 50% 35% 10% 
20. Found that you could NOT cope with all the things you had 

to do? 
51% 28% 15% 
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Data Interpretation: 

1. 52% teenagers strongly agreed that they have low mood after using social media. 

2. 55% teenagers strongly agreed that 55% teenagers feel lazy and lose interest in other 

activities when not using social media. 

3. 80% teenagers strongly agreed that they check their social media before going to 

sleep. 

4. 59.6% teenagers strongly agreed they find difficult to sleep without using social 

media. 

5. 55.1% teenagers think they feel relaxed when they share their personal or family 

issues to their online friends.  

6. 50% teenagers agree that something worries them after using social media. 
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7. 50% teenagers disagree that their scared while using social media  

8. 50% teenagers strongly agree that they have problem paying attention in their work 

after using social media  

9. 48% teenagers feel it’s harder to find pleasure in activities that they used to enjoy. 

10. 53% teenagers from the sample have suffer change in their appetite. 

11. 54% teenagers find themselves avoiding friends and family while using social media. 

12. 52% teenagers agreed that they feel alone and tearful for no reason.  

13. 53% teenagers from the sample have moved or talked very slowly so that other people 

would notice them  

14. 47% teenagers agree that feel alone all the day or sometime. 

15. 59% teenagers love to be with their friends. 

16. Only 7% teenagers of the sample have talked to professional counsellor to help 

manage stress. 

17. 54% teenagers strongly agree that they have been upset because of something that 

happened unexpectedly. 

18. 55% teenagers felt that they were unable to control important things in their life. 

19. 50% teenagers reported that they felt nervous and stressed while using social media. 

20. 51% teenagers from the sample said that they could not cope all the things they have 

to do. 

Qualitative Analysis of Data:  

  From this survey we found out that: 

· 54% of the sample where male. 

· 78% teenagers who used social media were from nuclear family.  

· Instagram is the most preferred social media by the teenagers. 

· 59% teenagers spend more than 3 hours per day on social media. 

· 79% teenagers use social media for chatting and entertainment whereas only 5% 

teenagers use social media for their family. 

Steps for reducing the use of social media:  

You can reduce the use of social media in some of the following ways. 

· Track your usage of social media by the app called digital wellbeing. And set goals 

for reducing the time as you wish. 
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· Turn your cell phone off whenever it is not needed. For example : while having 

meals, while you are in gym, while studying, while going out with offline friends etc  

· Keep your phone away while sleeping. If possible keep it in another room.  

· You can also turn off notifications for your social media apps. So when they vibrate 

or beep you don’t get distracted from what you are doing. 

· Don’t check your phone frequently. Try to keep your checking of phone limited. Also 

there are apps that can help you do this. 

· If possible you can remove social media apps from your phone so that they can be 

only be accessible from your tablet or personal computer. 

Conclusion:  

By this research, we conclude that social media has become a part of our daily life. Teenagers 

use social media to find community, to make friends, express themselves but due to this 

social media addiction is becoming common which is dangerous for both the mental and 

physical health of teenagers. Their mental health is negatively affected such as lack of sleep, 

stress, feeling of depression, and change in the appetite .But they are comfortable in sharing 

their problems on social media and have temporary relief. It was also seen that teenagers who 

suffer from stress, depression do not visit a professional counselor. They think this is a 

common thing. They should be made aware about the negative effects of social media and 

how to control themselves from getting addicted to it. 
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Abstract 

Reason: To add to the current information in the electronic financial field of study. To assist 

the banks and strategy producers with having a superior comprehension of the web banking 

aspects and their commitments towards consumer loyalty. Particularly since not much 

examination has been finished in such manner in India which has turned into the center point 

of e-banking improvement after the new demonetization by the current government, 

empowering individuals to go credit only and upgrade a digi economy. 

Plan/System/Approach: An exploratory review with the assistance of a Likert based poll was 

led to research the effect of Web Banking administration quality on consumer loyalty in New 

Delhi. Critical and accommodation testing was utilized and different sorts of web banking 

clients were moved toward in New Delhi. Information were gathered from an example of 194 

web banking clients. Discoveries: The outcome embroiled that the web banking 

administration quality aspects altogether affect the consumer loyalty of web banking clients. 

Every one of the aspect specifically effectiveness, framework accessibility, satisfaction, 

security, contact, responsiveness and contact separately contribute 70% to the general 

consumer loyalty in web banking. Innovation/esteem: The paper gives experimental proof to 

show that the web banking administration quality aspects region a significant variable to 

fulfill the clients since every one of them is emphatically connected with consumer loyalty. 

This paper has broadened the e-administration quality model of eS-qual-eRec-Squal by 

zeithaml et al. to the financial area to take care of its necessities as indicated by its requests 

and prerequisites. Research limits: The examination has added to a comprehension of the 

significance of different aspects that web banking administration quality includes and what 

the mean for consumer loyalty. The paper establishes a groundwork to future exploration 

which should not be restricted to one geological area of India however ought to take into 

concentrate on different regions where web banking is generally being embraced given the 

new economy situation of India. Commonsense ramifications: The examination will help the 

chiefs of the banks and the strategy creators to zero in on these elements that will more often 

than not dominatingly affect fulfilling the clients. This will bring about a superior web 

17 
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banking administration quality given by the banks and that thus will assist with holding the 

current clients and furthermore acquiring the new ones. 

Key Word- Internet Banking, Service Quality, satisfaction,    

Introduction  

The mechanical development of electronic channel of administration conveyance has gotten a 

level battleground for organizations by disposing of topographical, administrative, and 

modern obstructions . In the expressions of Balachandher et al. , this transformation in the 

commercial center has gotten under way an upset in the financial area for the arrangement of 

an instalment framework that is viable with the requests of the electronic commercial centre. 

As per Awad, there are four electronic trade exercises web clients perform. These exercises 

require a financial relationship and are: shopping, banking, money management, and online 

electronic instalment for Internet providers. The tremendous increment of the web is 

fundamentally impacting the manner in which organizations connect with buyers as most 

organizations are presently led utilizing the web. It is this presentation of online business for 

the purpose of installment that has encouraged banks to take a jump from the conventional 

financial administrations, offering a help firmly thanks to web, which has come to be known 

as web banking or e-banking. 

Existing writing on web banking in India shows that in spite of its developing use and 

reception by many banks, no huge exertion has been made to comprehend whether the clients 

whom the innovation is intended for are fulfilled or not and what are the segment attributes of 

the ones who have taken on the innovation. 

Internet  banking is an electronic instalment framework that empowers clients of a monetary 

establishment to manage monetary exchanges on a site worked by the foundation, for 

example, a retail bank, virtual bank, credit association or building society. Web based 

banking is additionally alluded as Web banking, e-banking, virtual banking and by another 

terms. This new channel has added another aspect to the idea of consumer loyalty and what it 

very well may be meant for in a positive manner. All associations exist and endeavour to turn 

into an essential piece of the existences of their clients and thusly consistently endeavour 

harder to continue to fulfill their clients through better channels of conveying their 

contributions. There are many variables which affect consumer loyalty, one of the most 

significant being administration quality. Because of the differing idea of the items presented 
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in assembling area and in the administrations area the definition and estimation of 

administration quality, it was seen couldn't be no different for both. Particularly, in the 

current time, with the development of web as a significant channel of administration 

conveyance, the requirement for a scale to gauge the help quality in electronic media of 

administrations was had a firm opinion. Consequently, administration quality was taken up 

by the exploration researchers explicitly as far as the e-administrations which lead to the 

advancement of different models that aided in estimating e-administration quality in the 

administrations area. 

Review of Literature 

With the fast and broad expansion in innovation, advancement and media communications, 

new dissemination stations in the monetary area are coming up quickly, in numbers as well as 

in structure, from ATMs, phone banking, with Web Banking being one of the most recent in 

the chain of mechanical miracles. According To (Rarooqi R, 2017),  Internet  Banking was 

remembered to flag a transformation in financial dissemination. Banks put vigorously in the 

improvement of the Web channel. Internet  Banking has encountered dangerous development 

in numerous nations and has changed conventional financial practice certainty. Web Banking 

will keep on upsetting the ongoing customary financial industry and proposition greater 

chance to meet better shopper administrations through upgraded connection, information 

mining and customization in the Web Banking administrations closes. 

According to (sargu A, 2015) web based banking was first presented in the mid 1980s in 

which purchasers were furnished with an application programming program that works on PC 

(PC) which could be dialed into the bank by means of a modem, phone line and worked the 

projects somewhat on the shopper PC. Notwithstanding, because of the absence of Web 

clients, and expenses related with utilizing web based banking, the development of web 

banking encountered a difficulty. Be that as it may, in 1990s web banking got back in the 

saddle as the most pursued channel of administration convey as the Web blast had made 

clients alright with making exchanges over the web all over the planet. Consequently, web 

banking turned into a significant channel of conveying the administrations for the banks and 

made the exchange and other financial exercises a lot more straightforward for the clients. 

Web Banking has been viewed as the main method for decreasing expense and keep up with 

or improve administrations for customers, as recorded by Hua. The financial organizations 

plan to utilize web banking as a device to bring down functional expenses, further develop 
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banking administrations to the clients, hold them and extend the client base. In India, the web 

banking was presented in 1995 by ICICI bank followed without further ado by HDFC Bank. 

According to (Gupta A 2017) Internet is the least expensive conveyance channel for banking 

items as by involving web as a channel of conveying administrations banks can lessen the 

quantity of branches as well as their staff. Qureshi et al. characterized Web Banking as a 

course of development by which clients handle their own financial exchanges without visiting 

bank employees. Late proof proposes that a Web based buyer banking technique might be 

powerful, with reports of additional productive, faithful and serious shoppers contrasted and 

customary financial purchasers (ABA, 2004; Fox, 2005). Thusly, Gartner inferred that banks 

presently see Web as a similarly significant station as the customary stations of branches, 

robotized teller machines (ATM), phone banking and call focuses. In the new financial 

climate, Web Banking is progressively overseen as a functional action and a significant 

component of a multi-channel technique,  

E-Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction 

The investigation of fulfillment traces all the way back to research of Cardoazo and Howard 

and Sheth. These examinations are viewed as the beginning stage of logical interest in 

fulfillment, its starting point and outcomes. 

Gronroos accepts that Consumer loyalty is a peculiarity of specific significance in the 

assessment cycle of a shopping, utilization, or item or administration use insight and is 

subsequently imperative in long haul shopper reactions. Oliver characterized consumer 

loyalty as a judgment that an item or administration highlight, or the item or administration 

itself, give (or is giving) a pleasurable degree of utilization related satisfaction, including 

levels of under or over satisfaction. As indicated by Muffatto et al. Consumer loyalty is 

viewed as quite possibly of the main cutthroat component and as the best sign of an 

organization's productivity. Moreover, consumer loyalty will prompt organization to work on 

their standing and picture, to decrease client absconding, and upgrade consideration towards 

the client needs. This will prompt formation of hindrances to exchanging, and improvement 

in business associations with their clients. 

Objectives 

· To distinguish the different elements of web banking administration quality. 
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· To analyze the connection between the consumer loyalty and the different web 

banking administration quality aspects. 

·  To concentrate on the effect of the web banking administration quality aspects on the 

fulfillment of clients. 

Hypothesis 

From the above targets the accompanying arrangement of speculation were outlined 

H1: Effectiveness has a huge positive relationship with on Consumer loyalty 

H2: Framework accessibility has a huge positive relationship with Consumer loyalty 

H3: Satisfaction has a critical positive relationship with Consumer loyalty 

H4: Security has a critical positive relationship with Consumer loyalty 

H5: Responsiveness has a critical positive relationship with. Consumer loyalty 

H6: Web composition has a critical positive relationship with. Consumer loyalty 

H7: Contact has a critical positive relationship with Consumer loyalty 

Data Collection and Methods 

The examination was directed utilizing an organized survey took on from Parasuraman et al. 

study, which incorporated the components of E-S Qual and E-RecS-Qual. The poll included 

four areas 

• Client socioeconomics: The inquiries in this part were connected with orientation, age and 

schooling. 

• E-S-QUAL scale: Respondents in this part appraised the Site's presentation on each scale 

thing utilizing a 5-point scale (1=strongly deviate, 5=strongly concur). 

• E-RecS-QUAL scale: Respondents in this part appraised the Site's presentation on each 

scale thing utilizing a 5-point scale (1=strongly deviate, 5=strongly concur). 

• Consumer loyalty: Respondents in this segment were approached to rate their fulfillment 

level with the E-Administration nature of the banks utilizing a 5-point scale. (1=strongly 

deviate, 5=strongly concur). 

Sampling 

he tests of the overview were individuals living in Surat that have been clients of Internet 

Banking arrangement of General banks  for somewhere around one year . This guaranteed 

that all respondents had adequate involvement with web banking. The subsequent example 

(legitimate) contained 194 substantial polls out of 200 individuals that were approached to 

partake in the overview. 

Data analysis 
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The information gathered through surveys was investigated by testing it through 

Correlational and regressional examination. Prior to leading connection on the information 

gathered, it was put to illustrative investigation to uncover the segment qualities of the 

respondents  

From the Tables 1 and 2, social-segment attributes of respondents demonstrate that larger part 

of the respondents who utilized Internet  banking is under 25 years old addressing 61.9 

percent. The clients of Internet  banking were for the most part understudies, trailed by the 

representatives from the confidential area, while as the independently employed individuals 

and the ones utilized in open area utilized web banking the least. Most of the clients were 

guys numbering 37 addressing 58.7 percent while just 26 addressing 41.3 percent were 

females. As far as instructive fulfillment, an extraordinary greater part of them, that is 44 

respondents addressing 69.8 percent have were post graduates, while just 30% were students . 

These discoveries demonstrate that web banking clients are generally youthful guys and are 

for the most part people with a decent degree of instructive fulfilment. 

1.1-OCCUPATION 
  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Government Jobs 38 19.6 19.6 19.6 

Privet  Job  41 21.1 21.1 40.7 
Business 5 2.6 2.6 43.3 
Student 110 56.7 56.7 100.0 
Total 194 100.0 100.0    

1.3-GENDER 
    Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Male 111 57.2 57.2 57.2 

Female 83 42.8 42.8 100.0 
Total 194 100.0 100.0   

1.4-EDUCATION 
    Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid SSC/HSC  2 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Graduation 44 22.7 22.7 23.7 
Post-graduation 129 66.5 66.5 90.2 
Others 19 9.8 9.8 100.0 
Total 194 100.0 100.0   

  1.5-RESIDENTIAL AREA 
    Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Urban 164 84.5 84.5 84.5 

Rural 11 5.7 5.7 100.0 
Total 194 100.0 100.0   

1.6-ANNUAL INCOME 
    Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
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Valid <100000 73 37.6 37.6 37.6 

100000-250000 46 23.7 23.7 61.3 
250000-500000 33 17.0 17.0 78.4 
>500000 42 21.6 21.6 100.0 
Total 194 100.0 100.0   

  Co Relation 0.01  

The correlation analysis showed the various relationships that exist between various service 

quality dimensions and customer satisfaction in internet banking. The detailed analysis of the 

correlation matrix is as follows: 

Efficiency and Customer Satisfaction 

The main variable as per edge of reference talked about in this exploration is the productivity 

of web framework, which alludes to the simplicity of getting into the site of the bank and 

finding their necessary items and administrations related with it. Investigation of relationship 

lattice shows that the connection among's proficiency and consumer loyalty is assessed to be 

0.706 . This worth demonstrates that there is an extremely critical and positive relationship 

between's the factors at 70%. This is the most profoundly corresponded aspect with consumer 

loyalty. The outcome affirms hypothesis1 which proposed a positive huge connection among 

productivity and consumer loyalty, the relationship exists at a certainty level of 0.01. 

System Availability and Customer Satisfaction 

Framework accessibility alludes to the right specialized working of the site. Examination of 

connection lattice shows that the worth of relationship between's framework accessibility and 

consumer loyalty is 0.628. This worth demonstrates that there exists a critical and positive 

connection between the two which a suggesting areas of strength for a between the two. The 

outcome got, which shows a positive connection between the two at certainty level of close to 

100%, affirms speculation 2 which expressed that there exists a positive huge connection 

between framework accessibility and consumer loyalty. 

Fulfilment and Customer Satisfaction 

Satisfaction is the degree to which the site's commitments about request conveyance and 

thing accessibility are satisfied. Examination has shown that the worth of connection is 0.649 

which demonstrates that there is a positive and huge connection among satisfaction and 

consumer loyalty. This adjusts speculation 3 at an importance level of 0.01. 
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Privacy and Customer Satisfaction 

Security is the significant issue that the banks are presently a-days confronting. Protection 

incorporates giving security in regards to their own data, information ought not be shared and 

Mastercard data ought to be kept secure. The review shows that protection and consumer 

loyalty are decidedly connected with one another with the worth of relationship being 0.679, 

uncovering a positive and critical connection, thus affirming 4 Hypothesis 

Responsiveness and Customer Satisfaction  

Responsiveness alludes to the clients' agent administration’s proposed to satisfy their 

prerequisite, handle their quarries and settle gripes and so forth client delegate 

administrations are exceptionally appealing and accommodating in tackling their concerns. It 

likewise includes the practicality for example brief activity to the clients' whines, mailing 

exchanges slips right away and getting back to the client back rapidly to determine their 

matter  Examination shows that the worth of connection is 0.663 demonstrating that there is 

serious areas of strength for a connection among responsiveness and consumer loyalty 

demonstrating that as the responsiveness goes higher the consumer loyalty also heads down 

that higher path. Affirming speculation 5, the connection between the two aspects is huge at 

0.01. 

Contact and Customer Satisfaction 

The accessibility of help through phone or online agents. This aspects ha the most grounded 

connection with consumer loyalty as indicated by the investigation above. The worth of 

connection between's the two is 0.541, and that implies that the client are exceptionally happy 

with this aspect and as better contact is laid out between the bank and the clients the 

consumer loyalty goes higher fundamentally . Consequently, tolerating theory 6 which 

proposed a positive huge connection among contact and consumer loyalty. 

Website Design and Customer Satisfaction 

The level of simplicity of exploring through and involving the site which the site remunerates 

clients for issues As per the connection network, there is a huge and emphatically certain 

connection between web composition and the consumer loyalty in web banking. Web 

composition has a relationship of 0.704 with consumer loyalty, huge at 0.01, thus affirming 

speculation 7, which proposed something very similar 
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The worth of R square at 0.715 shows that the 71% of the variety in the consumer loyalty can 

be credited to the e-administration quality aspects while as the other 29.5% of the fulfillment 

is because of variables other than the e-administration nature of the banks. Consequently it is 

clear by the above results that web banking administration quality affects the consumer 

loyalty in web banking in Surat 

Conclusion 

This examination paper points make a unique commitment to the current information by 

exploring the effect of web banking administration quality on consumer loyalty in Surat, the 

capital city of India. The different elements of the web banking administration quality that 

were thought about while making the review were: Proficiency, Framework Accessibility, 

Satisfaction, Responsiveness, Protection, Contact and web composition. The review 

uncovered that proficiency, protection and web architecture are the significant indispensable 

determinants of web banking administrations quality. The observational outcomes show that 

there is an immediate connection between web banking administration quality aspects and 

consumer loyalty in the financial business. A comprehension of the elements, uncovered in 

the review, permits bank supervisors and strategy producers to undeviating endeavors and 

assets most successfully and productively to build the bank business over the long haul and 

urge new clients to embrace web banking and to hold the current ones. 
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Abstract:  

The basic aim of this research paper is to measure efficiency of Sun Pharmaceuticals. 

So, in present research paper, researcher selected Sun Pharmaceuticals for the performance 

evaluation by using Data-Envelopment Analysis model. Data Analysis is considered as the 

main part of any research. In this research paper data analysis is done by using statistical 

tools like averages, ratios and by using Data-Envelopment Analysis Model. The period of the 

study is 5  years. An efficiency score of Sun Pharmaceutics is respectively during 2014-15 to 

2018-19. So, in 2018-19 an efficiency score is highest i.e. 0.02 and least in the year 2014-15 

i.e. -0.02. 

Key Words: Performance Evaluation, Efficiency, DEA Model, Pharmaceuticals, Score  

Introduction: 

All the business organizations and companies are carried out with an objective of 

making a good profit. All the stakeholders i.e. Shareholders, Debenture holders, Preference 

shareholders, creditors and investors of company or the business organization will want to 

know whether an organization will do well in future in order to keep their interest in that 

organization. Forensic Accounting is one of the forms of investing accounting that helps to 

examine the financial records of the company with respect to fraud and distress. In today’s 

competitive world it is necessary to evaluate the performance of the firm or industry on the 

regular basis to sustain in the market. With the help of evaluation of performance, we can 

find out the efficiency score of Company. 

Research Gap: 

1. Study Period 

2. Sample 

3. Test  

DEA Model: 

18 
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[Source: Reza Tehrani, M. R. (2012). A Model for Evaluating Financial Performance of 

Companies by Data Envelopment Analysis. International Business Research Vol.5, 8-16.] 

Title of the Study: 

“Analytical study on Sun Pharmaceuticals by using Data-Envelopment Analysis Model” 

Objectives of the Study: 

1. To measure the Performance of Sun Pharmaceuticals Company 

2. To know the profitability of Sun Pharmaceuticals Company 

3. To measure efficiency score of Sun Pharmaceuticals Company 

Review of Literature: 

Eva Garmanova & Herbert Strunz (2017) the aim of research paper entitle “Efficiency 

of Insurance Companies: Application of DEA and Tobit Analysis” was to determine the 

relationship between technical efficiency and profitability of selected insurance companies. 
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Total 15 commercial insurance companies of Solvakis were selected for the research work. 

The period of study was 2013 to 2015. For analysis of Data, Data Envelopment Analysis 

Model, Mann-Whitney, U-test, Tobit Regression were used. It conclude that there is 

statistically significant difference between average technical efficiency score within the group 

of selected commercial insurance companies.  

Gascon, J. Lozano, B. Ponte, D. Fuente (2017) research paper entitled “Measuring the 

efficiency of large pharmaceutical companies: An industry analysis” was conducted to 

measure relative efficiency of pharmaceutical laboratories. For research work total 37 large 

pharmaceutical laboratories were selected. The period of study was 2008 to 2013. The data 

analysis was done with the help of data envelopment analysis approach. Total seven variables 

were used in the final model of DEA. Out of that three inputs, three Output And one input as 

well as output. The inputs were size of workforce, total assets and  investment in research and 

development whereas outputs  were net profit, Market Capitalization and Total Sales. 

Number days of authorized innovative medicines considering the France effects that is input 

as well as out. The average level of efficiency was 93.45% and out of all 10 Companies were 

found inefficient as per Data envelopment analysis model. 

Research Methodology 

Population / Universe of Study: 

 The population of the study is all listed Pharmaceuticals Companies which are listed 

in BSE and NSE. 

Sample Size: 

From the whole population Sun Pharmaceutical is selected for the study which are listed in 

BSE.  

Data Collection: 

This study will be based on secondary data collection in which data is collected from the 

Annual Report of Sun Pharmaceuticals. 

Period of the Study: 

The period of the study is 5 years i.e. from 2014-15 to 2018-19. 

Tools and Techniques: 

 Data Analysis is considered as the main part of any research. In a this research data 

analysis is done using statistical tools like  

· Averages,  

· Ratios  
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ü Liquidity Ratio 

ü Activity Ratio 

ü Leverage Ratio 

ü Economic Indicator 

ü Profitability Ratio 

· By using Data-Envelopment Analysis model 

Data Analysis and Interpretation: 

Table: Table Showing Ratio of Sun Pharmaceuticals during study Period 

Ratio/Year 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 Average 
Current Ratio 0.79 1.06 1.17 1.37 1.57 1.192 
Quick Ratio 0.55 0.76 0.88 1.08 1.57 0.968 
Working Capital Ratio -4.13 17.10 5.67 2.87 1.99 4.7 
Debtor Turnover Ratio: 7.11 3.99 3.25 2.85 2.62 3.964 
Inventory Turnover 
Ratio 5.94 3.94 17.34 3.37 3.69 

6.856 

Assets Turnover Ratio: 0.42 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.38 0.336 
Collection Period 
Ratio: 82.08 96.68 128.95 131.14 178.24 

123.418 

Debt Ratio (%) 19.22 20.86 18.64 26.53 20.39 21.128 
Interest Coverage 
Ratio: -1.83 -1.01 0.66 -0.23 2.33 

-0.016 

Equity Ratio: 0.81 0.79 0.81 0.77 0.80 0.796 
Economic Value 
Added 4716.89 4567.69 3843.57 3837.6 4873.69 

4367.888 

Return on Assets Ratio -3.57 -1.98 0.57 -0.35 4.39 -0.188 
ROCE: -81.09 -13.39 2.72 -1.21 11.68 -16.258 
ROCA: -22.86 -12.44 2.82 -1.68 15.44 -3.744 
Return on Equity: -6.47 -5.00 -0.11 -2.50 3.57 -2.102 
Operating Profit to 
Sales Ratio: -6.97 -5.71 1.48 1.55 17.05 

1.48 

[Source: Computed from Data] 

DEA Application: 

Table showing DEA Application of Sun Pharmaceuticals during Study Period 

Year Input Output Efficiency 
2014-15 4745.16 -110 -0.02 
2015-16 4603.21 -45.92 -0.01 
2016-17 3885.95 12.31 0 
2017-18 3880.14 -6.94 0 
2018-19 4923.38 102.76 0.02 

              [Source: Computed from Data] 
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Conclusion and Findings: 

With the help of this study a stakeholder can easily measure efficiency as well as 

performance of Sun Pharmaceuticals. An efficiency score of Sun Pharmaceutics is -0.02, -

0.01, 0, 0 and 0.02 respectively during 2014-15 to 2018-19. So, in 2018-19 an efficiency 

score is highest i.e. 0.02 and least in the year 2014-15 i.e. -0.02. 

Limitations of the Study: 

· Only one company is selected for the study 

· Study period is only 5 years. 
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ABSTRACT 

The National Education Policy (NEP) for India has been updated, reviewed, and approved on 

July 29, 2020. The previous education policy for India was adopted and put into effect in 

1986. NEP 2020 places a strong emphasis on systemic and institutional changes. The 

National Education Programme (NEP) 2020 aims to improve the standard and breadth of 

education in India. The objectives of this study are to draw attention to the NEP 2020 

Summary, to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of such an education programme for 

India, and To discuss the inclusive and equitable education offered by NEP 2020. The Indian 

education system has made steady progress towards bridging gender and social category gaps 

in all levels of school education. Large disparities still remain, especially for socio-

economically disadvantaged groups. These groups include Scheduled Castes, Scheduled 

Tribes, OBCs, and minorities. The Policy also recognizes the importance of creating enabling 

mechanisms for providing Children With Special Needs (CWSN) or Divyang, the same 

opportunities of obtaining quality education as any other child. Separate strategies will be 

formulated for focused attention on reducing the social category gaps in school education. 

The Policy aims to eliminate any remaining disparity in access to education for children from 

any gender or other socio-economically disadvantaged group. The Government of India will 

constitute a 'Gender-Inclusion Fund' to build the nation' s capacity to provide equitable 

quality education for all girls as well as transgender students. The Policy is in consonance 

with the provisions of the RPWD Act 2016 and endorses all its recommendations with regard 

to school education. Ensuring the inclusion and equal participation of children with 

disabilities in ECCE and the schooling system will also be accorded the highest priority. 

Keywords: National Education policy, Higher education, Issues, Drawbacks, Equitable and 

Inclusive Education 

INTRODUCTION 

Realizing one's full potential, creating a just and equitable society, and promoting national 

growth all depend on education. As stated in the Directive Principles of State Policy and 

19 
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Fundamental Duties, ensuring that everyone has access to high-quality education is crucial to 

India's continued rise and leadership on the international stage in terms of economic 

development, social justice and equality, scientific advancement, national integration, and 

cultural preservation. The previous education policy for India was adopted and put into effect 

in 1986. The National Education Policy (NEP) for India has been updated, reviewed, and 

approved on July 29, 2020, after being in place for 34 years. The decision marks an important 

turning point for India's educational system and will undoubtedly increase India's appeal as a 

location for higher education on a global scale. The policy will turn India into a thriving 

knowledge hub and is built on the pillars of "Access, Equity, Quality, and Affordability & 

Accountability." At order to control, govern, and encourage multidisciplinary academic and 

research in Indian HEIs, NEP 2020 places a strong emphasis on systemic and institutional 

changes. The establishment of NEP 2020 has been a watershed moment in India's educational 

history. The policy aims to create an education system that is centred on India and is capable 

of transforming it into a thriving knowledge society. Surprisingly, the focus of the new 

education strategy is to consolidate many educational institutions and disciplines that 

constantly work to meet the needs in order to create the educational system well-resourced 

and multifunctional. 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

Numerous projects are included in the NEP 2020 to enhance the standard and breadth of 

India's educational system. The objectives of this study are: 

1. To draw Attention to the NEP 2020 Summary 

2. To discuss the advantages and disadvantages of NEP 2020. 

3. To discuss the inclusive and equitable education offered by NEP 2020. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The article's foundation is Secondary Data gathered from a variety of journals, newspapers, 

and websites. The technique entails a conceptual explanation of the NEP 2020's salient 

points, and the comparison of the NEP 2020 and India's current educational policy is the main 

objective of this essay. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

National Education Policy (1968) 
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The Tata Institute of Social Sciences was founded in 1936, marking the beginning of social 

work education in India. Education was prioritized in the reforms made after independence. 

The first education policy was introduced in 1966. Equal educational possibilities were the 

goal of this "Radical Restructuring" initiative, which attempted to attain total education 

through national integration. In order to promote the value of education among Indians, this 

strategy prioritizes primary and secondary education and calls for the construction of schools 

in both rural and urban areas. 

National Education Policy (1986) 

The NEP of 1986 aimed to promote education for underrepresented groups, education for 

women's equality, education of SC, ST, and backward sectors, and increased focus was 

placed on providing equal educational opportunities and education to all segments of society. 

The elimination of school dropouts is given top importance in this new education strategy, 

which utilizes a variety of painstakingly crafted techniques based on micro planning and 

implemented at the local level across the entire nation. To attain this NEP, a national mission 

was started in 1986. According to a review of the literature, the NEP of 1986 devoted 

emphasis to women's education, promoted minority education, and decreased school dropout 

rates, whereas the education policy of 1966 placed a strong emphasis on equal education for 

all. 

ASPECTS OF THE NEW EDUCATION POLICY FOR 2020 

• The National Policy on Education (NPE), 1986, which has been in effect for 34 years, 

will be replaced by this, the first education policy of the twenty-first century. 

• By 2030, the new strategy seeks to provide education to all children from preschool 

through secondary school, with a 100% Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) in School education, 

and a 50% GER in postsecondary education by 2035. 

• NEP 2020 will reintegrate two crore out-of-school children. 

• The 10+2 structure of school curricula will be replaced with a 5+3+3+4 framework 

that will cover the ages of 3–8, 8–11, 11–14, and 14–18, respectively. 

• NCERT will create a National Curricular and Pedagogical Framework for Early 

Childhood Care and Education (NCPFECCE) for children up to the age of eight. 
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• NEP 2020 calls for the establishment of a National Mission on Foundational Literacy 

and Numeracy by the Ministry of Education. It will include 12 years of schooling and three 

years of Anganwadi and pre-schooling. States will create an implementation strategy for 

achieving universal basic literacy and numeracy for all students by grade 3 by 2025 in all 

primary schools. 

• There will be a national book promotion policy created. 

• In Grades 3, 5, and 8, all students will take school exams, which will be administered 

by the proper authority. Board exams for Grades 10 and 12 will continue, but they will be 

revised with a focus on holistic development. 

• The National Education Policy (NEP) emphasizes the establishment of the Gender 

Inclusion Fund as well as Special Education Zones for underprivileged regions and groups. A 

new National Assessment Center, PARAKH (Performance Assessment, Review and Analysis 

of Knowledge for Holistic Development), will be established as a standard-setting body. 

• Every state/district will be urged to start a special daytime boarding school called 

"Bal- Bhavan" where students can engage in play-related, age-related, and cancer-related 

activities. Infrastructure from free schools could be used as Samajik Chetna Kendras. 

• The National Council for Teacher Education will create a common National 

Professional Standards for Teachers (NPST) by 2022 after consulting with NCERT, SCERTs, 

teachers, and expert organisations from all levels and areas. 

• Independent State School Standards Authorities will be established by the States and 

UTs (SSSA). Through talks with all stakeholders, the SCERT will create a School Quality 

Assessment and Accreditation Framework (SQAAF). 

• NEP 2020 intends to add 3.5 crore new seats to higher education institutions and raise 

the Gross Enrolment Ratio in higher education, including vocational education, from 26.3 

percent in 2018 to 50% by 2035. 

• The plan calls for a broad-based, multidisciplinary, and holistic approach. Flexible 

curriculum, inventive subject pairings, the integration of vocational education, numerous 

entries and exit points, and suitable certification in undergraduate education 
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• The establishment of an Academic Bank of Credit for the digital storage of academic 

credits from various HEIs that may be transferred and used to the final degree received. 

• To establish Multidisciplinary Education and Research Universities (MERUs), on par 

with IITs and IIMs, as the best examples of multidisciplinary education in the nation 

according to international standards. 

• In order to encourage a strong research culture and increase research capability 

throughout higher education, the National Research Foundation will be established. 

• The Higher Education Commission of India (HECI) will be established as a single, 

comprehensive umbrella organization for all higher education, excluding the fields of 

medicine and law. 

• Institutions of higher learning, whether public or private, will be subject to the same 

rules for governance, accreditation, and academic standards. 

• In 15 years, college affiliation will be phased out, and a state-wide framework will be 

put in place to provide colleges grading autonomy. 

• The NCTE will cooperate with NCERT to create a brand-new, comprehensive 

National Curriculum Framework for Teacher Education, or NCFTE 2021. 

• A 4-year integrated B.Ed. degree will be the required degree for teaching by the year 

2030. 

• Teacher Education Institutions will face harsh penalties (TEIs) 

• The National Scholarship Portal will be expanded to track the progress of students 

receiving scholarships. A National Mission for Mentoring will be established, with a large 

pool of outstanding senior/retired faculty who would be willing to provide short and long 

term mentoring/professional support to university/college teachers. 

• Private higher education institutions would be urged to provide more scholarships and 

free ships to their students. 

• In order to ensure that distant learning is on par with the best in-person programmes, 

steps will be done such as funding for research, improving student services, credit-based 

recognition of MOOCs, etc. 
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• The Center and the State will cooperate to achieve 100% youth and adult literacy. 

Internationalization of education will be facilitated through institutional collaborations, 

student and faculty mobility, and allowing top-ranked universities to open campuses in India. 

• Stand-alone technical universities, health science universities, legal and agricultural 

universities, etc. will aim to become multi-disciplinary institutions. 

• 100% adolescent and adult literacy is the goal of the policy. 

• The Center and the State will collaborate to boost public investment in the education 

sector to at least 6% of GDP. 

EQUITABLE AND INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: LEARNING FOR ALL 

1. The most effective means of attaining social justice and equality are education. 

Achieving inclusive and equitable societies in which every person has the chance to dream, 

develop, and contribute to the country is crucial in and of itself, but it also depends on 

inclusive and equitable education. India's educational system must be designed with the 

country's children in mind, ensuring that no child is denied the chance to study and succeed 

due to their circumstances during birth or upbringing. This Policy states that one of the main 

objectives of all education sector development programmes will continue to be closing 

socioeconomic category disparities in access, participation, and learning outcomes in formal 

education. 

2. Large disparities still exist, especially at the secondary level, especially for 

socioeconomically disadvantaged groups that have historically been underrepresented in 

education, despite the fact that the Indian education system and successive government 

policies have made steady progress towards closing gender and social category gaps in all 

levels of school education. In general, socio-cultural identities (such as Scheduled Castes, 

Scheduled Tribes, OBCs, and minorities), geographical identities (such as students from 

villages, small towns, and aspirational districts), disabilities (including learning disabilities), 

and socio-economic circumstances can be used to categorise Socio- Economically 

Disadvantaged Groups (SEDGs) (such as migrant communities, low income households, 

children in vulnerable situations, victims of or children of victims of trafficking, orphans 

including child beggars in urban areas, and the urban poor). Even though enrollment losses in 

schools generally from Grade 1 to Grade 12 are gradual, they are noticeably more 

pronounced for many of these SEDGs, with female students experiencing even steeper 
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declines within each of these SEDGs. The following subsections provide a quick status 

summary of the SEDGs that fall under socio-cultural identities. 

3. U-DISE 2016–17 data show that 19.6% of students at the primary level and 17.3% of 

students in upper secondary levels are members of scheduled castes, respectively. These 

enrolment drop offs are more severe for Scheduled Tribes students (10.6 percent to 6.8 

percent ), and differently-abled children (1.1 percent to 0.25 percent ), with even greater 

declines for female students within each of these categories. Even more dramatically, 

enrollment in higher education is declining. 

4. The rates of enrollment and retention among the Scheduled Castes have been 

negatively impacted by a variety of factors, including a lack of access to good schools, 

poverty, social mores & customs, and language. Bridging these gaps in access, participation, 

and learning outcomes of children belonging to Scheduled Castes will continue to be one of 

the major goals. Also, the Other Backward Classes (OBCs) which have been identified on the 

basis of historically being socially and educationally backward also need special focus. 

5. Due to various historical and geographical factors, Scheduled Tribes and their 

children also experience disadvantages on many levels. Children from tribal communities 

often find their school education irrelevant and foreign to their lives, both culturally and 

academically. While there are already in place and will continue to be pursued a number of 

programmatic interventions to uplift children from tribal communities, particular procedures 

must be developed to guarantee that children from tribal communities benefit from these 

interventions. 

6. Minorities are also comparatively underrepresented in education at the secondary and 

tertiary levels. The Policy recognises the significance of initiatives to advance education for 

kids from all minority populations, but especially those from communities that are 

underrepresented in educational settings. 

7. The Policy also acknowledges the significance of developing support systems to give 

Divyang, also known as Children with Special Needs (CWSN), the same opportunity to 

receive a high-quality education as any other kid. 

8. As described in the next sub-sections, distinct techniques will be developed for 

concentrating effort on minimising the socioeconomic category inequalities in educational 

attainment. 
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9. For underrepresented and disadvantaged groups, it is especially pertinent and 

significant to address the major issues and recommendations relating ECCE, basic reading 

and numeracy, access, enrolment, and attendance described in Chapters 1-3. Therefore, a 

coordinated effort will be made to target the SEDGs using the measures from Chapters 1 

through 3. 

10. Additionally, a number of effective policies and programmes, including targeted 

scholarships, conditional cash transfers to encourage parents to send their kids to school, 

providing bicycles for transportation, etc., have significantly increased SEDG participation in 

the educational system in some areas. The country needs to greatly strengthen these effective 

programmes and policies. 

11. Teachers must be helped to identify learning disabilities early and plan specifically for 

their mitigation. Alternative forms of schools will be encouraged to preserve their traditions 

or alternative pedagogical styles. State Governments may encourage opening NCC wings in 

their secondary and higher secondary schools, including those in tribal dominated areas. 

Inclusion and equity will become a key aspect of teacher education (and training for all 

leadership, administrative, and other positions in schools). 

12.  Efforts will be made to recruit more high-quality teachers and leaders from 

SEDGs in order to bring in excellent role models for all students. 

ADVANTAGES OF NEW EDUCATION POLICY 2020 

1. Through NEP 2020, the government hopes to make education accessible to everyone. 

2. Through this new strategy, almost two crore school pupils would be able to return to 

educational institutions. 

3. The Education Ministry is to establish a National Mission on Foundation Literacy and 

Numeracy in accordance with the NEP 2020. The states of India are in charge of ensuring 

that all pupils up through third grade have the fundamental reading and numeracy skills. By 

2025, this implementation is expected to be complete. 

4. The creation of India's National Book Promotion Policy is one of NEP 2020's 

benefits. 
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5. Establishing a Gender Inclusion Fund is the main goal of this new strategy. The 

focused list also includes Special Education Zones for underserved communities and 

organizations 

LIMITATIONS OF THE NEW EDUCATION POLICY 2020 

1. The introduction of mother tongues for each topic in academic institutions is a 

difficulty due to the troublesome teacher to student ratio in India, which is a negative aspect 

in theNew Education Policy 2020. Finding qualified instructors can be difficult at times, and 

the NEP 2020's provision of study materials in mother tongues presents a new obstacle. 

2. According to the NEP 2020, students who want to graduate must study for a total of 

four years, yet they can easily earn a diploma in just two years. This can tempt the student to 

drop out midway through the course. 

3. The National Education Policy 2020 states that children in private schools will start 

learning English far earlier than students in government schools. The academic curriculum 

will be taught to government school students in their native regional tongues. One of the main 

issues with the current educational policies is that more students would find it difficult to 

communicate in English, which will exacerbate the social divide. 

CONCLUSION 

In fact, NEP 2020's findings and suggestions are of a progressive nature. It provides a new 

perspective on an educational system that is flexible and of high quality, capable of 

transforming India into a vibrant society that reflects our rich cultural past. In contrast to NPE 

1986, which developed a system of education and trained human resources that contributed to 

the development value chain, NEP 2020 aims to develop human resources that will produce 

value propositions.The Indian educational system is positioned to move closer to 

international standards with the adoption of the new NEP 2020. Nearly 96.4% of the 1103 

Indian students who participated in an online survey on this topic expressed optimism about 

the outcomes of the new policy's implementation. The NEP, which is intended to lessen the 

pressure of classroom instruction and exams on pupils, will be crucial in shaping the nation's 

future. However, a uniform, open, and resource-equitably distributed implementation at all 

levels is essential to its success. Only when there is complete cooperation and collaboration 

between all the parties, supported by institutional procedures, can this enormous undertaking 

be accomplished. 
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Abstract: 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana is the government's flagship agriculture insurance scheme 

in India. PMFBY provides comprehensive risk coverage to farmers' crops against all natural 

risks. Provides Financial assistance to prevent crop loss and damage caused by unanticipated 

events. PMFBY aims to ensure farmers' incomes are stable for them to continue farming. It 

will also promote farmers' adoption of new agricultural equipment. Farmers' involvement in 

the programme is declining in both the Kharif and Rabi seasons. This is in contrast to what 

the PMFBY planned for when it was introduced in 2016. It had been expected that farmer 

participation would rise with time. Gujarat, Bihar, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana 

and Jharkhand have not implemented the Scheme in 2020. The main factors preventing these 

States from implementing the Scheme are financial limitations and low claim ratio. 

Committee believes the scheme's original intent will be defeated. The PMFBY-2.0 attempts 

to assure timely computation and payment of claims proportionate to crop loss. The central 

government's portion of premium subsidies for the northeastern states will be increased from 

50% to 90%. The crop insurance scheme has been running for five years. The government 

has urged states to include more locations and crops in the scheme. It wants to raise farmer 

awareness of crop insurance schemes in rural regions. The scheme is available to farmers 

across the country, but it is voluntary. Farmers' price risk can be effectively reduced through 

the development of cold chains and warehousing. More attention needs to be paid to utilizing 

technology through GPRS-enabled devices. 

Introduction:  

After eliminating previous insurance schemes viz. Modified National Agricultural Insurance 

Scheme, Weather-based Crop Insurance scheme and the National Agriculture Insurance 

Scheme. The government of India created the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana in 2016. 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) aims to support agricultural production by 

providing affordable crop insurance and to ensure an 'area approach' to ensure an avoidable 

crop from sowing to post-harvest. Provides comprehensive risk coverage to farmers' crops 

against all natural risks. Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana is the government's flagship 
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agriculture insurance scheme in India, aligned with the One Nation-One Scheme concept. 

The scheme covers annual cash crops/annual horticulture, oilseeds and food crops (cereals, 

millets and pulses), PMFBY is available for farmers who have not obtained institutional 

credit, but it is mandatory for all farmers who have obtained institutional loans from banks. 

(This was changed, and enrolment became voluntary after the Kharif season in 2020.), The 

Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for the program. 

What is the scope of PMFBY? 

Crop insurance will be provided under the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana in these cases: 

Natural disasters such as landslides, hailstorms, and so on. Floods, dry spells, droughts, and 

other natural disasters can all result in yield loss. PMFBY also covers pest infestations that 

cause yield loss. This plan also covers losses that occur after crops have been harvested. 

These conditions may occur as a result of cyclones, unseasonal precipitation, cyclonic rains, 

and other factors. The idea proposes using remote sensing technology, smartphones, or 

drones to speed up crop loss estimation. 

Nonetheless, PMFBY offers no protection against these scenarios: Losses occurred as a result 

of war or other dangerous actions. Loss of produce as a result of an act of hostility or riots. 

Domestic and/or wild animals destroying crops. Contamination as a result of nuclear dangers. 

Malicious harm causes yields carnage. 

Objectives of PMFBY 

The Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) aims to encourage sustained yield 

generation in the agriculture sector. PMFBY will accomplish this by implementing by 

measuring: Farmers in distress owing to crop loss and damage caused by unanticipated events 

will receive financial assistance. Making certain that farmers' incomes are stable for them to 

continue farming. Promoting farmers' adoption and usage of new agricultural equipment and 

procedures for efficient and high-yield farming. Ensuring the flow of credit to the agriculture 

sector contributes to food security, and crop diversity, and boosts the agriculture industry's 

growth and competitiveness, in addition to safeguarding farmers from production hazards. 

Performance of PMFBY (2018 – 2021) 

Farmers' involvement in the programme is declining in both the Kharif and Rabi seasons, 

according to time series data of the PMFBY from 2018 to 2021, as indicated in the graph. 
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This stands in contrast to what the programme planned for when it was introduced in 2016. It 

had been expected that farmer participation would rise with time, which would have justified 

the premium price discovered. 

 

Year-wise trend analysis of farmers’ participation 

What is the cause of the PMFBY FAILURE?  

 Northeast India: 

 Mizoram, Nagaland, Manipur, and Arunachal Pradesh are the only Northeast Indian states 

not covered by the PMFBY Insurance scheme. This is due to the insurance company's lack of 

interest in the northeastern states. In moreover, the state's failure to pay its insurance premium 

portion due to a lack of funds adds to the difficulties. Because of the high administrative costs 

in certain states, insurance firms are unwilling to bid on them. In the states, there is a lack of 

proper land records and other historic yield data, particularly at the block and Gramme 

Panchayat levels. Crop cutting experiments that provide a fair, precise, and exact yield 

estimation of the crops have difficulties in performing, which is required for horticulture 

crops. Because the number of loanee farmers is lower in the Northeast, especially in Assam, 

insurance coverage is limited. This tends to turn off insurance companies. Weather-related 
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insurance programmes in these states are jeopardised due to a lack of appropriate forecasting 

infrastructure. 

Gujarat, Bihar, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana and Jharkhand have not 

implemented the Scheme in 2020. The main factors preventing these States from 

implementing the Scheme are their financial limitations and their low claim ratio during 

typical seasons. Even though the majority of the withdrawing States are implementing their 

schemes, the Committee believes that if more States withdraw from or do not implement 

PMFBY in the coming years, the scheme's original intent will be defeated. 

Revamping the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana: 

To address the issues in implementing the crop insurance plan, the Union Cabinet has 

authorised a revision of the PMFBY and changes to its existing provisions. This wonderful 

scheme has been running for five years. As a result, the redesigned PMFBY-2.0 attempts to 

assure timely computation and payment of claims to farmers proportionate to crop loss via 

several technology interventions, as well as new government revisions to the plan. The 

central government's portion of premium subsidies for the northeastern states will be 

increased from 50% to 90%. Information, Communication, and Education (ICE) Initiatives - 

Insurance companies must spend 0.5% of the total premium received on ICE activities. States 

should have the ability to determine their scale of financing for every district crop 

combination. States/UTs are given the option of running the programme with additional risk 

coverage. Premium Subsidy Cap: For unirrigated areas/crops, the central subsidy will be 

limited to up to 30% premium rates. The central subsidy for irrigated areas/crops will be 

limited to up to 25% premium rates. Irrigated districts are those that will have more than 50% 

of their land covered by irrigation. 

States face the penalties: If a state fails to release the required premium subsidies to insurance 

companies within the time restriction (March 31 for Kharif Season; September 30 for Rabi 

Season), the state will be barred from running the plan in subsequent seasons. Crop Cutting 

Experiments (CCEs) will be conducted using technology solutions such as the Smart 

Sampling Technique (SST). 

What is the reason behind the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana revamping? 

· To empower farmers to control risk in agriculture production. 
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· To maintain farm revenue stability. 

· To assist farmers in the North-Eastern states in managing agricultural risks. 

· Allow for faster claim settlements by providing quick and precise yield estimation. 

Steps to Increase Coverage: 

Though the scheme is voluntary for states, the government has urged states to include more 

locations and crops in the scheme so that as many farmers as possible are covered. The 

government is also asking for the active participation of all stakeholders, particularly states 

and insurance companies, in the implementation of publicity campaigns/awareness 

programmes in rural regions to raise farmer awareness about crop insurance schemes. 

Other measures include Regular publication of advertisements in leading national/local 

newspapers, broadcast through audio-visual media, distribution of pamphlets in local 

languages, participation in agriculture fairs/melas, SMS distribution, and the conduct of 

workshops/training for officials from state governments, financial institutions, and farmers. 

Furthermore, insurance companies have been asked to use 0.5% of their gross premium 

received for publicity and awareness promotion. 

Conclusion: 

There is a perceived requirement to perform crop suitability research across the selected 

districts in addition to setting the crop calendar. There is potential to advance cropping 

systems that are compatible with local suitability and gain from a lower risk of losses. And, 

from this, which poses a growing risk due to climate change, one might realise more effective 

risk management of crops. By using agro-ecologically sound production methods, it is 

possible to reduce production risks and achieve a more stable level of income returns. It is 

possible to use a risk management strategy that prevents risks from happening. For the 

purpose of conducting and managing numerous crop-cutting experiments (CCEs) in a 

constrained amount of time, more attention needs to be paid to utilizing technology to the 

desired extent through GPRS-enabled devices. A better understanding can be created, and 

expectations can be rationalized, by using a distribution network of insurers and 

intermediaries. Farmers' price risk can be effectively reduced through the development of 

cold chains and warehousing as well as through the provision of insurance to cover storage 

and stock deterioration. 
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સર્જક સ��� સ�વ�દ પદ્મ�� પ્રવ�ણ દરજી 
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Research Scholar, Bhakta Kavi Narsinh Maheta University, Junagadh. 

સ�ર��શ-  

          આદરણ�ય, વ�દન�ય શ્ર� પ્રવ�ણ દરજી સ�હ�બન� રૂબરૂ ��લ�ક�ત લ�વ�ન� અન�ર� અવસર પ્ર��ત 

થય�. ત�મન� સ�થ� થય�લ� સ�વ�દન� ��� ક્ય�ર�ય � �લ� શ�� � એમ નથ�. આ સ�વ�દ સ��હ�ય ર�સક�ન�, 

�જ����ઓન� અન� ત�મન�� ચ�હક વગ�ન� પણ ગમશ�  ત�થ� અહ� ત�ન� ક�ટલ�ક ઉપય�ગ� અંશ� પ્ર�� �ત 

ક��� છુ�. 

         ડ�. પ્રવ�ણ દરજી સ�હ�બન� સ��હ�ય અન� ક�ળવણ� ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� �વ�શ�ટ અપ�ણ મ�ટ� ભ�રત સરક�ર� 

પદ્મશ્ર�થ� નવ�જય� છ�. ત�મણ� આ જ ��ધ�મ�� ૧૪૨થ� વધ�ર� ���તક� લખ�ન� ��જર�ત� સ��હ�યન� � �બ 

મ���� પ્રદ�ન ક��� છ�. ત�ઓ એક સફળ સ��હ�યક�ર ત� છ� જ, ત� ઉપર��ત ત�ઓ �શક્ષણ ક્ષ�ત્ર� પ્ર� �ત્ત રહ�ન� 

શ�ક્ષ�ણક �સ�દ્ધઓ અન� અ�યયન, અ�ય�પન અન� સ�શ�ધન દ્વ�ર� �શક્ષણક્ષ�ત્રમ�� પણ આગ��� અન� 

અન��� ય�ગદ�ન આ���� છ�. ત�મજ સ�મ��જકક્ષ�ત્ર� પણ યથ�ય��ય ય�ગદ�ન આપ�ન� સ�મ��જક 

સ�વ�ઓન� પ્ર� ��ત્તઓમ�� સ�ક્રય રહ્ય� છ�. એક બ�� આય�મ� �ય��ત�વન� મળવ�ન� આન�દ ક�ન� ન� 

થ�ય? ત�મન� સ�થ� આમ ત� ઘણ� ઓપચ��રક -અન�પચ��રક વ�ત� થઈ પર�� �, ત�મ��ન� ક�ટલ�ક મ�ર� 

પ્રશ્ન� અન� ત�મણ� આપ�લ ��ચ���� જવ�બ�ન� સ� સમક્ષ ��કવ�ન� મન� ઈ�છ� થઈ ત� અત્ર� પ્ર�� �ત કય�� 

છ�. 

પ્ર.૧  તમ� સ��હ�ય તરફ ક�વ� ર�ત� વ�ય� ? તમ�ર� શ�ક્ષ�ણક અન� સ��હ��યક સ�દભ�ન� ક��દ્રમ�� ર�ખ�ન� 

કઈ કહ�શ� ? 

જ. સ��હ�ય તરફ વળવ�મ�� વતન, વતનન� પ્ર���ત, મ�ત��પત� અન� �શક્ષક�ન� મ�ટ� ફ�ળ� રહ્ય� 

છ�.એક તરફ સ��હ�યક�ર થ��� અન� સ�ર� �શક્ષક પણ થ��� આ��� અ��ત પણ� �ચતમ�� રહ્ય� ક��� હ� ��. 

અન� પ્ર�ય�ક્ષ ક� પર�ક્ષ ર�ત� આ બધ�ન� પ�રપ�ષણ મળ��� ગ��� અન� એ��� પ�રણ�મ ત� સ��હ��યક 

�શક્ષણ.  

પ્ર.૨  આપન� સ��હ�ય સર્જન પર ક�ન� પ્રભ�વ છ� ? �વશ્વન� ક્ય�� સ��હ�યક�ર� અપન� પસ�દ છ�. આપન� 

�વશ્વસ��હ�યન� અ�ય�સ પરથ� જણ�વશ�. 

જ. શરૂઆતન� વરસ�મ�� મ�� �ભ�ષ� અન� મ�� �ભ�ષ� �સવ�યન� અંગ્ર�જી , �હ�દ� અન� એ  મ�રફત� 

�વશ્વન� સ��હ�યન� સતત પ�રશ્રમ � ��ત રહ� એટલ� ક�ઈ એક ન� પ્રભ�વ ઝ�લવ� કરત� ��� મન� ક�વ� 
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ર�ત� પ્રગટ કર� શ��  એ વ�ત જ ક��દ્રમ�� રહ� હત�. આપણ� પર�પર�ન� સર્જક�મ�� ક��લદ�સ, ભવ� ��ત, 

બ�ણ અન� મ��ટ જેવ� મ�મ��સક� ક� અ�ભનવ જેવ� રસ�વ�� મન� હ�મ�શ� ગ�ય� છ�.�વશ્વન� સ��હ�યમ�� 

ત� એટ��� બ��� વ��ચવ���� બ���� છ� ક� ક�ન� ય�દ ક��� ન� ક�ન� � ���� પણ એમ�� ટ��સટ�ય, હ�ડ�, વ�ટ 

�વટમ�ન અન� બ�જા અન�ક ��ન� સર્જક�ન� સ�થ� �ર�ક�, બ�દલ�ર, એલ.એન.ગ��સબગ�, ડબ��� 

બ�.ય��સ , આપણ� દ�શન� ટ�ગ�ર, શરદચ�દ્ર બ��કમબ���, પ�શ્ચમન� �વવ�ચક� અન� �વવ�ચક  સ�ત્ર, 

ક��� ક� ક�ફક� જેવ� સર્જક� આ અન� આ��� બ��� પ�ર �વન���� ય�દ કર� શ�� �. એઝર� પ�ઉ�ડ અન� 

એ�લયટ પણ ખર��, વ�ર્જ�નય� ���ફ, �સ�વ�આ  �લ�થ, એ�મલ� �ડ�ક�સન પણ ખર�� અન� ��જર�ત� 

ભ�ષ�ન� ઉમ�શ�કર, પન્ન�લ�લ, દશ�ક, ગ�વધ�નર�મ �ત્રપ�ઠ� આવ� સ��ય�બ�ધ સર્જક� �વવ�ચક� અન� 

અ�ય અન�ક�ન�ક સર્જક�. 

પ્ર.૩ આપન� સ��હ�ય પર �વવ�ચન થ��� ત� ક�ન� દ્વ�ર� અન� આપન� એ સ�ત�ષક�રક છ� ક� ત�ન� �વશ� 

આપન� ��� અ�ભપ્ર�ય છ� ? 

જ. મ�ર� સ��હ�ય પર �વવ�ચક� અન� અ�ય�સ�ઓએ સમય�-સમય� અ�ભપ્રય� આ�ય� છ�.અન� દર�કન� 

પ�ત�ન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય છ� ત� પ�ત�ન� સમજ પણ છ� એ સમજ પ�ક� હ�ય શક� ત� ક�ચ� પણ હ�ય શક�, 

એટલ� ક�ણ� �� લ���� એન� કરત� મ�ર� ��� લખવ���� છ� અન� ક���� લખવ���� છ� એન� �ચ�ત� મ� વધ�ર� કર� 

છ�. 

પ્ર.૪  આપન� ભ�રત સરક�ર દ્વ�ર� ગ�રવપ્રદ  એવ�ડ� પદ્મશ્ર�થ� નવ�જવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�- ત� �વશ� 

આપન� શ� પ્ર�તભ�વ છ� ? 

જ. પદ્મશ્ર� એવ�ડ�ન� જાહ�ર�ત થઇ �ય�ર� ઘડ�ભર એ વ�ત ��� �વ�ક�ર� શક્ય� ન હત� ક�રણ ક� એજ 

સમય� વડ�દર� ���ન.મ�� એક સ��મન�રમ�� મ���� �ય��ય�ન ચ�લ��� હ� �� એટલ� ��હખ�ત�ન� �દ�હ�થ� 

ફ�ન આ�ય� �ય�ર� મ� એમન� ક��� ક� ક્ય��ક � �લ થ�ય છ�. એટલ� તપ�સ કર�ન� મન� અડધ� કલ�ક પછ� 

ફ�ન કર�.અડધ� કલ�ક પછ� ફ�ન આ�ય� �ય�ર� એ લ�ક�એ ખ�તર� સ�થ� ક��� ક� તમન� જ પદ્મશ્ર� મ�ય� 

છ�. મ�ર� મ�ટ� એ ક્ષણ મ�ત�-�પત�ન� �મરણન� હત�. મ�ર� �પ્રયજન�ન� �મરણન� હત�. અન� મ�ર� 

પ્ર�ય� લ�ગણ� ધર�વન�ર સ� ક�ઈન� �� ��ત �ય�ર� હત�. ઈશ્વરન� ��પ�ન� સ�ન� મ�ર� પ્ર�ય�ન� પ્ર�મ એન� ��� 

લ���� છુ�.  

પ્ર.૫  ��જર�ત� સ��હ�ય�� ક��� સ��હ�ય�વરૂપ એ��� છ� ક� જેમ�� આપન� ઇ�છ� હ�વ� છત�� આપ� કલમ 

ચલ�વ� નથ� ? 

જ. નવલકથ� એક એ��� �વરૂપ છ� જેમ�� ઈ�છવ� છત�� ��� લખ� શક્ય� નથ�. 
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પ્ર.૬  આમ ત� તમ�  ક�વ, �નબ�ધક�ર, સ�શ�ધક, અ��વ�દક, સ�પ�દક,�વ�વધ �વરૂપ�મ�� સ��હ�ય 

સરવ�ણ� વહ�વ� છ�. ત�મ�� સ�થ� �વશ�ષ �પ્રય �વરૂપ ક��� છ�.? 

જ. સ��હ�ય જ મ�ર� �પ્રય ���� છ�. પણ ક�વત�થ� આર�ભ કર�ન� �નબ�ધમ�� �વશ�ષરૂપ� એક�ગ્ર થય�. એ 

મ�ર� �વ�ક�ર��� ર���. �વવ�ચન - સ�શ�ધનમ�� પણ રસ રહ્ય� છ�. 

પ્ર.૭ આમ ત� બ�ળપણથ� ક�વત� અન� �નબ�ધ લખવ���� શ�� કર�લ છત�� આપ� જે સ��હ�યસર્જન ક��� 

છ�. ત�મ�� ક્ય�ર� અન� ક્ય�� પ્રક�રન� વળ��ક� આ�ય� ત� કહ�શ� ? 

જ. વળ��ક� એ ર�ત� કહ� શક�ય ક� આર�ભન� તબક્ક�  જે લખત� હત�. એમ�� અ�ય�સ હત� ત� સ�થ� 

ઉ�સ�હ પણ હત�. અન� પછ�ન� તબક્ક�   �વશ્વસ��હ�ય��� વ��ચન વધ��� ગ��� ત�મ ���  મન� જ મ�ર� 

પ્ર�ત�પધ� લ��ય�.અન� એન� જીતવ� મ�ટ� ��� હ�મ�શ� જે કઈ લ��� એમ�� કઈક ન��� સ�વસભર હ�ય એ 

ર�ત� લખત�. ક�વત�ન� અન� �નબ�ધન� �દશ� પણ એ ર�ત� બદલ�ત� ગઈ.    

પ્ર.૮  આ���નક ��ગમ�� આપ��� સ��હ�ય સર્જન અ�ય લ�ખક�ન� સ��હ�ય સર્જન કરત� કઈ ર�ત� અલગ 

પડ� ત�ન� �વશ�ન� પ્ર�તભ�વ જણ�વશ� ? 

જ. અ�ય સ��હ�યક�ર� કરત� ���� � પડ��� ક� ન પડ��� એ ���� મ�ર� મ�ટ� લગભગ અપ્ર�� �ત રહ્ય� છ�. પણ 

��� એક વ�ત� �પ�ટ છુ� ક� ��� જે લ��� છુ� એ ક�વળ અન� ક�વળ અંદરન� Need થ� લ��� છુ� Cry થ� લ��� 

છુ�.અન� એ ર�ત� જે બ�ળક� મ�ર� આંતરસ�વ ��ધ� પહ��ય� છ�, ત�ઓન� મ���� સ��હ�ય ન���� - �નર�ળુ� 

લ����� છ�.  

પ્ર.૯ આપન� ક�લ�જક�ળ દર�મય�નન� આપન�� ����જન� અન� તમ�ર� સહ��ય�ય� સ�થ�ન� અ��ભવ 

કહ�શ� જેમ��થ� આપન� પ્ર�રણ� અન� પ્ર��સ�હન મ���� હ�ય? 

જ. ક�લ�જક�ળમ�� મ�ર� અગ�ઉન� વષ�ન� જેમ જ મન� ઉત્તમ અન� પ્ર�મ�ળ અ�ય�પક� મ�ય�� જે ન� ��� 

મ���� સદનસ�બ  લ���� છુ�. ક�લ�જક�ળન� આર�ભન� વષ�મ�� પ્ર�.લવ��મ�ર દ�સ�ઈ, �પ્રયક��ત પર�ખ અન� 

એમન� સ�થ� પ્ર�.તનમન�શ�કર ��કલ ���ય હત�.જેઓન� મન� સ�પક�  ગ�ધર� ક�લ�જમ�� થય�.મન� 

જીવન અન� �શક્ષણ શ�દન� દ�ક્ષ� ક�ઈએ જ� પ�ક� કર� આપ� હ�ય ત� ત� તનમન�શ�કર ��કલ 

છ�.મ�ડ�સ� ક�લ�જમ�� ડ�.ધ���ભ�ઈ ઠ�કરન� સ�પક�  એ મ�ર� સ��હ��યક જીવનન� અન� જીવનન� પણ 

મ�ટ� વળ��ક છ�.જેન� થ�ક� મ�ર� બ�હ્ય ચ��ઓન� સ�થ� આંતરચ��ઓ ઉઘડ��. સ��હ�ય અન� જીવનન� 

�શ�તન� પ�ઠ �ય�� શ��ય�. એમ�� પ્ર�.જે .સ� .દવ� અન� પ્ર�.મહ��દ્ર અમ�ન વગ�ર� અન�ક અ�ય�પક� પણ 

મન� સ�ક�રત� રહ્ય�. 
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પ્ર.૧૦  ક�લ�જન� અ�યયન -અ�ય�પન દર�મય�ન આપન� �ટ�ફ સ�થ�, �પ્ર��સપ�લ સ�થ�ન� અ��ભવ 

અન� �શક્ષણક�ય� �વશ� અ��ભવ ક�વ� રહ્ય� ત� જણ�વશ�? 

જ. ક�લ�જ મ�ર� �પત�શ્ર�ન� ક�હવ�થ� ગ�મડ�ન� પસ�દ કરવ�ન� હત�.અન� એ ર�ત� ��� પહ�લ�વ�ર 

��ણ�વ�ડ� આ�ય�.મ�ર� પ�સ� અ�ય�પન��� બ� વષ���� ભ���� મ�ડ�સ� ક�લ�જ��� હ� ��. અન� અહ� આવ�ન� 

મન� મ�ડળ પણ એટ��� સ���� મ����. અન� આર�ભન� આચ�ય� અ�વન�શ ��નશ� સરસ �ય��ત તર�ક� 

મ�ય�. પ�રણ�મ� પ્રથમ વરસ� જ દ્રઠસ�ક�પ કય� ક� ��� ટ�ળ� મ�ટ� નથ�. અન� એક �ય��તન� ટ�ળ� તર�ક� 

જીવ��� છ� અન� શક્ય હ�ય એ ર�ત� જીવનન� ઉન્નત ક�મ બન�વ��� સ��હ�યમ�� ક���� સર્જન કર��� ��� વ��ચ��� 

વગ�ર�ન� નકશ� �પ�ટ થય� છ�.એટલ� ��� �ટ�ફરૂમમ�� ભ��ય�જ બ�સત� �સવ�ય ક� ક�ઈ મ�ટ�ગ હ�ય એટલ� 

પ�ત�ન� શ�લ��� રક્ષણ ક�મ કર��� અન� આગળ વધ��� એ બ��� મન� અ�વન�શ ��નશ�એ ખ�સ 

��ર�બ��મત્ર  તર�ક� સમજા����. 

પ્ર.૧૧ આજન� �શક્ષણ પ્રણ�લ� અન� સ��હ�ય સર્જનમ�� નવ�� ઉ�મ�ષ� �વશ� ક�ઈ ક�હશ�? 

જ. �શક્ષણ પ્રણ�લ� �વશ� ઝ�ઝ�� ઉ�સ�હથ� ક��� કહ� શક�ય એ��� ર��� નથ�. એટલ� મ�ટ� ક� ર�જક�રણન� 

પકડ �દવસ� �દવસ�ન� ���ત થત� જાય છ� અન� �શક્ષણ એટ��� ���ત થ��� જાય છ�.એન� પ�રણ�મ 

આપણ� આપણ� નજર સ�મ� જ�ઈ રહ્ય� છ�એ. વળ� �શક્ષણમ�� પડ�લ� મ�ણસ� પણ સરક�રન� 

ઈશ�ર�થ� ન�ચત� હ�ય �ય�ર� પ�ર��થ�ત વધ�ર� વણસ� એ પણ ��બ સ���� છ�.સ��હ�ય �વશ� પણ જે 

ફ�સ� �ક અન� સ�મ�યક�મ�� સ��હ�ય જ�ઈએ છ�એ એ જ�ત� વલ�ણ� પછ�ન� છ�સમ�� પ�ણ� જ ઉમ�ર�� �� 

હ�ય એ��� થઈ ર��� છ�. થ�ડ� તણખ�� મળ�  છ� પણ એ થ�ડ�ક જ છત�� આશ�વ�દ� છુ� ક્ય�ર�ક ત� સ���� થશ� 

જ. 

પ્ર.૧૨ ��જર�ત� સ��હ�ય સ�થ� પ્ર�શ્ચ��ય સ��હ�યન� સબ�ધ ક�વ� રહ્ય� છ� ? ક�વ� પડક�ર� અન� પ્ર�તભ�વ� 

રહ્ય� ? આપશ્ર� પ્ર�શ્ચ��ય સ��હ�યન� ઊંડ� અ�ય�સ� છ�. ત� ��જર�ત� સ��હ�ય પર એન� પ્રભ�વ ક�વ� 

રહ્ય� ? 

જ. ક�ઈપણ ભ�ષ���� સ��હ�ય અથવ� ત� એ��� સ�દય�શ�સ્ત્ર પ�ત�ન� ર�ત� �વ�યત હ�વ� છત�� પ�શ્વમન� 

સ��હ�યન� સ�પક�મ�� �ય�� ��ધ� ન ��ક�ય �ય�� ��ધ� સ��હ�ય ક� �વવ�ચન �ય�પક � ��મક� ધ�રણ કર� 

શક��� નથ�. સ��� વ��ચન શક્ય ન� હ�ય ત� અ��વ�દ મ�રફત� પણ એવ� ���તન� અ�ય�સ પ�ષક ન�વડ� 

છ�.ક્ય�ર�ક પન્ન�લ�લ જેવ� અપવ�દ મળ�  પણ એત� ક્ય�ર�ક જ. 
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પ્ર.૧૩   આપન� ક��યસ�ગ્રહ�ન� અ�ય�સ કય� છ�.ત�મ�� પ્ર���ત, દ�શપ્ર�મ, સ�����ત, વતનપ્ર�મ, 

અત�તર�ગ આ બધ� ત�વ�ન� ત�મ�� વ�ય� છ�. એ �સવ�યન� �વશ�ષ ક્ય�� ત�વ� આપન� �પશ� ગય� જે 

તમ� ક�વત�મ�� લ�ધ� હ�ય ? 

જ.  મ�ર� ક��યસ�ગ્રહ�મ� �વ�વધ �વષય� તમ� ન��ય� છ�, એ �સવ�ય મ�નવચ�તન�, �ય�પક 

પ્રણયત�� �ઓ એ બ�ન� ��દ� ��દ� ર�ત� અવતય�� છ�.અન� ક�વત� આમ પણ ��� થ� શ��� કર�ન� આખ� 

�વશ્વન� પ�રક્રમ� પછ� ��� ઉપર જ આવ�ન� અટક� છ�.એટલ� એમ�� �ય��ત�પ�દ અન� �વશ્વ�પ�દ હ�ય જ. 

પ્ર.૧૪  તમ� ગદ્ય અન� પદ્ય બ�ન�મ�� ન�ધપ�ત્ર સર્જન ક��� છ�. આ સ�દભ�મ�� સર્જનન� �વશ�ષત� �વશ� 

સર્જક તર�ક� આપન� શ� મત છ� ? 

જ.  ગદ્ય અન� પદ્ય એ બ�ન�ન� �શ�ત ��દ� છ�. એક પદ્ય એ એક પ્રક�ર��� લય નત�ન છ�, સ�વ�દન નત�ન 

છ�. જય�ર� ગદ્ય એ Dance ન�હ પણ walk છ�. એક ચ�લન� છ�. બ�ન�મ�� ઉત્તમ ક�મ થઈ શક�. 

પ્ર.૧૫  આપ��� સ�શ�ધન � �વ�ગ્રહ ર�હત અન� સ�યન� ઉજાગર કર� � શ્રદ્ધ�ય સ�શ�ધન છ�. આજન� 

સ�શ�ધન અન� સ�શ�ધક� �વશ� તમ���� �� ક�હ��� છ� ? 

જ-આજ��� સ�શ�ધન અન� સ�શ�ધક� પણ બદલ�ય�લ� સમ�જન� જ ત�સ�ર છ�. એટલ� ક��� પણ કહ�એ એ 

જ�ખમ� બન� જાય છત�� એમ કહ� શક�ય ક� આજે સ�શ�ધન શ�દ વધ�ર�મ�� વધ�ર� વપર�ત� હ�વ� છત�� 

સ�શ�ધન �વશ� ઓછ�મ�� ઓછ� જાણક�ર� છ�. અન� પ�ર �વન�ન� સ�શ�ધક� છ� છત�� સ�ચ� સ�શ�ધકન� 

ખ�ળવ� પડ� એ��� છ�. 

પ્ર.૧૬  એક સ�ચ� �ચ�તક તર�ક� તમ� સ�મ��જક, ન��તક, શ�ક્ષ�ણક અન�ક ક્ષ�ત્ર�મ�� �વચ�રધ�ર� વહ�ત� 

કર� છ�. આપન� સ��હ�યમ�� �ચ�તન �વ�વઘ રૂપ� અવત��� છ� હજી આપ એ �દશ�મ�� કશ� નવ� આય�મ� 

પ્રગટ કરવ���� �વચ�ર� છ�?  

જ. મ�ર� �ચ�તનન� �ય�પ જીવન અન� જગત બ�ન� છ�. અન� જીવન અન� જગતન� પ્ર���ત એવ� છ� જે 

ક્ષણ� ક્ષણ� બદલ�ય છ�. અન� નવ�� નવ�� ચ�હર� પ્રગટ કર� છ�. અન� આવ� નવ�� નવ�� પ્રગટત� ચહ�ર�ન� 

�ય�પક પ�રપ્ર��યમ�� સમજવ�ન� મ�ર� �નર�તરન� મથ�મણ છ�. ��� એન� પ્રગટ કરવ� પણ એટલ� જ 

મથ�મણ ક��� છુ�. આપણ� �વચ�રણ�ન� ક��દ્ર� પણ બદલ�ત� જાય છ�, એ બધ�ન� ��� સમજવ� પ્રય�ન ક��� 

છુ�. નવ� પર�પ્ર��ય� ત�ન� � �ક� જઉં છુ� ન� મ�ર� ર�ત� શ�દમ�� અવત���� છુ�. 

પ્ર.૧૭ સમક�લ�ન ��જર�ત� �નબ�ધ �વરૂપન� ગ�ત�વ�ધથ� આપન� સ�ત�ષ છ� ? આપન�� �નબ�ધ� 

�વશ�ન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય અન� આજન� �નબ�ધ પ્રણ�લ� અન� વત�મ�ન �નબ�ધક�ર� ક���� સર્જન કર� છ�, ત�મ�� 

આપ��� ��� કહ���� છ� ? 
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જ. સ��હ�યન� અ�ય �વરૂપ�ન� જેમ જ �નબ�ધ પણ ��દ� ��દ� ર�ત� પલટ�ત� બદલ�ત� રહ્ય� છ�. એમ�� 

ક�ટ���ક �નબ�ધન� ન�મ� અ�નબ�ધ પણ પ્રવ�શ� જ��� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. ત� ક્ય�ર�ક અપવ�દ રૂપ�  શક્યત� 

ભય�� પ્રય�ન� પણ નજર� પડ� છ�. છત�� �નબ�ધ �વરૂપન� સમજીન� એમ�� રહ�લ� શક્યત�ઓન� ઓળખ�ન� 

�નબ�ધ લખવ� જે ધ�ય� જ�ઈએ, જે શ�લ� જ�ઈએ �ય��ત�વન� ત�જપન� સ� ��દ્ધ જ�ઈએ ત���� પ્રમ�ણમ�� 

ઓછુ� નજર� પડ� છ� દ�ખ�દ�ખ���� આ �વરૂપમ�� ઝ�ઝ� ટક� �� નથ�.  

પ્ર.૧૮ આજન� ��વ�ન� �વશ� તમ�ર� શ� અ�ભપ્ર�ય છ�? 

જ. આજન� ��વ�ન�ન� અન�કવ�ર મળવ���� થ��� છ�. ��વ� �શ�બર�મ�� નજીકથ� એમન� જ�ય� છ�. એમ�� 

એક વ�� � બ�� �પ�ટ છ� ક� આ પ�ઢ� અગ�ઉન� બધ� પ�ઢ�ઓ કરત� વધ�ર� ચપળ છ�. વધ�ર� 

મ��હત�સભર છ�. અન� ત�પરત�થ� ભર� ભર� છ�. મ�ત્ર પ્રશ્ન એ છ� ક� એમન� પ�રવ�રથ� મ��ડ�ન� સમ�જ 

��ધ� જે ર�ત� ���ફ મળવ� જ�ઈએ, જે �દશ� મળવ� જ�ઈએ, જે અવસર પ્ર��ત થવ� જ�ઈએ એ નથ� 

મળત� પ�રણ�મ� મ�ટ�ભ�ગન� ��વક�મ�� હત�શ� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. અન� એન� ક�રણ� એ �વપથગ�મ� બન� 

જત� જણ�ય છ�.પ�રણ�મ� જે ��વક - ��વત�ઓ પ�ત�ન� �દશ� પ�મ�ન� આગળ વધ� રહ્ય� છ� ત� આજન� 

અન� આવત�ક�લન� શ્રદ્ધ� છ�.  

        આ ર�ત� એક સ�શ�ધનન� સ�દભ� પદ્મશ્ર� પ્રવ�ણ દરજી સ�હ�બ સ�થ� થય�લ� ��લ�ક�ત દર�મય�ન 

જે પ્રશ્ન� મ� � �છ�� ત�ન� પ્ર���તર રૂપ� ત�મ��� �ય��ત�વ, �વચ�ર અન� �ચ�તન આપણ� જ�ઈ શક�એ છ�એ. 

લગભગ ચ�ર કલ�કન� ��લ�ક�તમ�� એક મ�ટ� ગજાન�� સર્જક સ�થ�ન� આ ક્ષણ� મ�ર� �� ��તમ�� ક�યમ 

સચવ�ય�લ� રહ�શ�. 
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ક�યદ�ક�ય �શક્ષણ અન� ભ�રતન� નવ� �શક્ષણ �નત� - ર૦ર૦ 
Dr. Parvez M. Bloch, 

In charge Principal, Law College – Junagadh. 
e-mail: p.y.bloch@gmail.com 

ત�રણ : 

  આ���નક સમયમ�� સ�મ��જક �વક�સમ�� �શક્ષ�ણન� અગ્ર�મ � ��મક� રહ� છ�. વ��શ્વક 

�તર� પણ �શક્ષ�ણમ�� આવ�લ આ��લ પ�રવત�ન�એ મ�નવ�ન� �વ�વધ ક્ષ�ત્ર� પ્રગ�ત સ�ધવ�મ�� મદદ 

કર� છ�. ભ�રતમ�� �શક્ષ�ણન� �વક�સન� વ�ત કરવ�મ�� આવ� �ય�ર� પ્ર�ચ�ન ��ગથ� લઈ આ���નક 

સમયમ�� થય�લ� આ��લ પ�રવત�ન� મ�નવ�ન� સવ��ગ� �વક�સમ�� ઉપય�ગ� �નવડય� છ�. ક�ઈપણ 

દ�શન� �વક�સમ�� ત� દ�શન� �શક્ષ�ણ�નત� � �બ જ મહ�વ� �ણ� � ��મક� ભજવત� હ�ય છ�. ભ�રતન� 

�વક�સમ�� પણ સમય��તર� �શક્ષ�ણ�નત�મ�� પ�રવત�ન� પ�ય�રૂપ � ��મક� ભજવ� છ�. આઝ�દ� પછ� 

ભ�રત� ત�ન� પ્રથમ �શક્ષ�ણ�નત� ૧૯૬૮ મ�� અપન�વ� હત�. બ�જી �શક્ષ�ણ�નત� ૧૯૮૬ અન� �વશ�ષ 

��ધ�ર� સ�થ� ૧૯૯ર મ�� ત�મજ ફર�થ� નવ� ર��ટ્ર�ય �શક્ષ�ણ �નત�-ર૦ર૦ અપન�વ� આગ�મ� 

શ�ક્ષ��ણક વષ� ર૦ર૩ થ� અમલમ�� ��કવ�મ�� આવ� છ� જે વત�મ�ન સમયન� જરૂ�રય�ત ત�મજ 

ભ�રત�ય સ�����ત, મ�� �ભ�ષ���� મહ�વન� મહ�વ આપત� કહ� શક�ય ત�મ છ�. આ પ�લ�સ� અમલમ�� 

આવવ�થ� ભ�રત�ય �શક્ષ�ણ પ્રણ�લ�મ�� જડ� �ળથ� ફ�રફ�ર થશ�. આ ફ�રફ�ર�મ�� ક�યદ�ક�ય �શક્ષ�ણ 

ક્ષ�ત્ર� પણ પ�રવત�ન અન� પડક�ર�ન� સ�મન� કરવ�ન� રહ�શ�. ક�યદ�ન� �શક્ષ�ણમ�� નવ� 

�શક્ષ�ણ�નત�-ર૦ર૦ થ� થત�� ફ�રફ�ર� અન� ત�ન� પડક�ર� અંગ� �વશ�ષ ત�ય�ર�ઓ ર�ખવ� અ�નવ�ય� 

બન� છ�. આ મ�ટ� બ�ર ક�ઉ�સ�લ ઓફ ઈ��ડય�ન� � ��મક� સ�વશ�ષ રહ�શ�. નવ� �શક્ષ�ણ �નત�-

ર૦ર૦ ન� ���ય લક્ષય �શક્ષ�ણન� વ��શ્વક ધ�રણ� હ��સલ કરવ�ન� ત�મજ �શક્ષ�ણન� �ય�પ 

વધ�રવ�ન� છ�. ક�યદ�ક�ય �શક્ષ�ણ હ�મ�શ� મ�ટ� સ�થ� મહ�વ� �ણ� ઘટક�મ���� એક રહ�� છ�. ભ�રતમ�� 

ક�યદ�ક�ય �શક્ષ�ણ એડવ�ક�ટ એકટ-૧૯૬૧, બ�ર ક�ઉ�સ�લ ઓફ ઈ��ડય� રૂ�સ અન� ���નવ�સ�ટ� 

ગ્ર��ટ ક�મશનન� વખત�-વખતન� �નયમ���સ�ર અપ�� �� રહ�� છ�. દ�શમ�� ક�યદ�ન� �શક્ષ�ણન� 

મહ�વન� �ય�ન� લઈન� વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� ��દ�-��દ� ર�જય�મ�� ક�યદ� �વદ્ય�શ�ખ�ન� ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ 

�થ�પવ�મ�� આવ� છ�, ત�મ છત�� પણ ક�યદ���� �શક્ષ�ણ આપત� સરક�ર� ક�લ�જ�, ખ�નગ� ક�લ�જ� 

સ�મ� અન�ક પડક�ર� છ�. જે��� �નર�કરણ કર��� અ�નવ�ય� બ��� છ�.  

ક�યદ�ન� �શક્ષ�ણ સ�મ� આવ�લ� પડક�ર� : 

22 
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૧. ક�યદ���� �શક્ષ�ણ વ��શ્વક �તર� �પધ���મક હ���� જરૂર� છ�, શ્ર��ઠ પ�લ�સ� અપન�વવ� અ�નવ�ય� છ� : 

 બ�ર ક�ઉ�સ�લ ઓફ ઈ��ડય�એ ક�યદ�ન� �શક્ષ�ણન� �ય�પ વ��શ્વક �તર� વધ�રવ� અ�નવ�ય� 

રહ�શ�. ક�યદ�ન� ક�લ�જ�એ વ��શ્વક �તર� ��દ�-��દ� એમ.ઓ.��. કર�ન� શ�ક્ષ��ણક મ�ગ�દશ�નન� આપ-

લ� વધ�રવ�ન� રહ�શ�. ક�યદ�ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓએ અ�ય દ�શ�ન� ક�યદ�ન� પણ અ�ય�સ કરવ�ન� 

રહ�શ���. �વશ્વન� ક�ઈપણ દ�શમ�� ત�  વક�લ�તન� પ્ર�કટ�સ ક� અ�ય ર�ત� પ�ત�ન� ક�રક�દ� બન�વ� 

શકશ�. નવ� �શક્ષ�ણ�નત� ��જબ��� આ ટ્ર��સફ�મ�શન ક�યદ� �વદ્ય�શ�ખ� મ�ટ� પડક�રજનક રહ�શ� 

ર. બ�ર ક�ઉ�સ�લ ઓફ ઈ��ડય�ન� અસરક�રક શ�સન અન� ન�� ��વન� અમલ :  

 નવ� �શક્ષ�ણ�નત�-ર૦ર૦મ� મ�ડ�કલ અન� ક�યદ��વદ્ય� શ�ખ�ન� �વશ�ષ મ�ળ�� �થ��પત 

કરવ� અંગ�ન� ભલ�મણન� ક�રણ� બ�ર ક�ઉ�સ�લ ઓફ ઈ��ડય�ન� � ��મક� �વ�� �ત બન� છ�. �ન�તક 

કક્ષ�ન�ન� અ�ય�સન� સ�થ�-સ�થ� અ���ન�તક કક્ષ�ન� ત�મજ ડ�કટર�ટ �ડગ્ર�ઓમ�� પણ બ�ર 

ક�ઉ�સ�લ ઓફ ઈ��ડય�એ અસરક�રક શ�સન �થ��પત કરવ�ન� પડક�ર રહ�શ�.  

૩. મ�ટ��ડ�સ��લનર� એજ��ક�શન એ�ડ �રસચ� ���નવ�સ�ટ� તર�ક� ક�યદ� �વદ્ય�શ�ખ� :  

 ભ�રતન� નવ� �શક્ષ�ણ�નત�ન� અમલન� સ�થ� સ�થ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� પ�ત� ગમ� ત� �વદ્ય�શ�ખ� 

હ�ય ત� પણ મનગમત� એક ક� બ� �વષય�ન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�ન� તક� મળશ�. આ પ�ધ�તન� 

અમલવ�ર� ક�યદ� �વદ્ય�શ�ખ�મ�� કરવ� ક� નહ� ? ત� પણ ઉંડ�ણ� �વ�કન� �વચ�ર મ��ગ� લ� છ�. બ�ર 

ક�ઉ�સ�લ ઓફ ઈ��ડય� પ�ત� �વત�ત્ર હ�વ� છત�� પણ નવ� �શક્ષ�ણ�નત�ન� પ�ય�ન� �સ�ધ��ત�ન� 

ક�યદ��ય�સમ�� લ�વવ�ન� પડક�ર રહ�શ�. 

૪. �રસચ�ન� મહ�વ :  

 ક�યદ� �વદ્ય�શ�ખ�મ�� સ�શ�ધન��� �વશ�ળ ફલક છ�. ક�યદ� �વદ્ય�શ�ખ�મ�� �ન�તક કક્ષ�ન�ન� 

અ�ય�સમ�� �રસચ�ન� વ�� મહ�વ આપવ� મ�ટ�ન� નવ� રૂપર�ખ� ત�ય�ર કરવ�ન� પણ પડક�ર રહ�લ� 

છ�. વત�મ�ન પ�ધ�તમ�� �ન�તક કક્ષ�ન�એ ક�યદ�ન� સમજવ� અન� વક�લ�તન� પ્ર�કટ�શમ�� જરૂર� 

ઈ�ટન�શ�પન� પ્ર�ધ��ય આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ� જેમ�� પણ ફ�રફ�રન� અવક�શ રહ�લ� છ�. સ�શ�ધનન� 

સ�દભ�મ�� ક�સ લ�, � �વ� �નણ�ય���� અથ�ધટન ત�મજ અ�ય �થયર�ઓન� સમજવ� મ�ટ� સ�શ�ધન��� 

મહ�વ રહ���� છ�. જે ક�યદ�ન� અ���ન�તક કક્ષ�ન�ન� અ�ય�સમ�� રહ���� છ�. અહ� �વશ�ષ ફ�રફ�ર 

કરવ�ન� પણ પડક�ર રહ�લ� છ�. 
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પ. �વદ�શ� શ�ક્ષ��ણક ���નવ�સ�ટ� સ�થ� સમ�વય સ�ધ�ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� �વશ�ષ ત�ય�ર કરવ� : 

  ક�યદ� �વદ્ય�શ�ખ�ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ �ન�તક કક્ષ�ન�એ ભ�રતન� લ��� પડત� ક�યદ�ઓન� જ 

અ�ય�સ કર� છ� અન� �ય�ર બ�દ દ�શન� ક�ઈપણ અદ�લત�મ�� પ્ર�કટ�ક ક� ક�યદ�ન� ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� આગળ 

વધત� હ�ય છ�. વ��શ્વક �તર� ક�યદ�ન� જરૂર અ�નવ�ય� બન� છ�. ત�મજ �વદ�શ� ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ, 

ક�પન�ઓ, ��દ�-��દ� સ��થ�ઓ સ�થ� સમ�વય સ�ધ�ન� નવ� એજ��ક�શન પ�લ�સ� પ્રમ�ણ� ભ�રત�ય 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� તક મળ� શક� છ�. આ �સવ�ય પણ ન�શનલ �રસચ� ફ�ઉ�ડ�શન મ�ટ� સ�શ�ધન ભ�ડ�ળ 

સ�બ��ધત તમ�મ એજ�સ�ઓ સ�થ� વ�� સ�ર� સ�કલન સ�થ� પ્ર��સ�હન મળ� શકશ�.  

૬. ભ�ષ�ન�ન� પ્ર�ધ��યન� અમલવ�ર� કરવ� અંગ�ન� પડક�ર :  

 બ�ર ક�ઉ�સ�લ ઓફ ઈ��ડય�એ વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� બ�ધ�રણ દ્વ�ર� મ��યત� પ્ર��ત 

ભ�ષ�ન�મ�� ત�મજ અંગ્ર�જી ભ�ષ�ન�મ�� જ ક�યદ�ક�ય �શક્ષ�ણ મ�ળવવ� અંગ�ન� �નયમ� �થ��પત 

કર�લ� છ�, જેન� સ�મ� નવ� �શક્ષ�ણ�નત� મ�� �ભ�ષ�ન� પ્ર�ધ��ય આપ� છ�. અન� ન�મદ�ર �����રમ ક�ટ�  

અન� �વ�વધ હ�ઈક�ટ�એ પણ �થ��નક ભ�ષ�ન�મ�� જજમ��ટ� આપવ�, દલ�લ� કરવ� અંગ�ન� અન�ક 

જજમ��ટ� આપ�લ� હ�ય જેથ� ભ�ષ�ન�ન� પ્ર�ધ��ય અંગ�ન� પણ પડક�ર રહ�શ�.  

૭. �ન�તક કક્ષ�ન�-અ���ન�તક કક્ષ�ન�ન� અ�ય�સન� ર��શય� જાળવવ� :  

 વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� �ન�તક કક્ષ�ન�ન� ત્રણ વષ� બ�દ ભ�રતમ�� વક�લ�ત કરવ� મ��ગત� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ એલએલ.બ�.ન� �ન�તક કક્ષ�ન� બ�દન� અ�ય�સક્રમન� પસ�દ કરવ� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. અન� 

ઇ��ટગ્ર�ટ�ડ લ� ન� અ�ય�સન� ર��શય� ઓછ� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. જે ચ�ર વષ�ન� �ન�તક કક્ષ�ન�ન� 

અ�ય�સન� પ�લ�સ� અમલમ�� આવવ�થ� �રવસ� થઈ શક� ત�મ છ�. જેથ� વત�મ�ન પ્રવ�હન� જાળવવ� 

અંગ�ન� સમ�ય�ન� પણ સ�મન� કરવ� પડશ�.  

૮. અ�ય પડક�ર� અન� સમ�ય�ઓ :  

 ક�યદ�ન� �ય�પ પહ�ચ અન� સમયસર �ડલ�વર� મ�ટ� ક�� �ન� �શક્ષ�ણન� નવ� તકન�ક� સ�થ� 

અપન�વવ� પણ આવ�યક બન� રહ�વ�ન� છ�.  ક�યદ�ક�ય �શક્ષ�ન� મ��હતગ�ર અન� �ય�યન� 

બ�ધ�રણ�ય � ��ય�-સ�મ��જક, આ�થ�ક અન� ર�જક�ય સ�થ� પ્રક��શત કર��� પણ આવ�યક બન� રહ�શ�. 

ક�યદ�ક�ય �શક્ષ�ણન� અ�ય�સમ�� ક�યદ�ક�ય �વચ�રસરણ�ન� ઈ�તહ�સ, �ય�યન� �સ�ધ��ત� અન� 
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�ય�યશ�સ્ત્રન� પ�ધ�તઓ પણ ભ�ર � �કત� સ�મ��જક-સ������તક સ�દભ�ન� પ્ર�ત�બ��બધ કરવ� પણ 

એક પડક�ર રહ�શ�.  

�ન�કષ� : 

 ભ�રતમ�� અમલમ�� આવન�ર� નવ� �શક્ષ�ણ�નત�-ર૦ર૦ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�થ� સ�થ� શ�ક્ષ��ણક 

�યવ�થ�ઓ મ�ટ� પણ એક પડક�ર રહ�શ�. �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ આ���નક સમયન� મ��ગ અન� જરૂર�ય�તન� 

�શક્ષ�ણન� સ�થ� સમજી શકશ�. નવ� �નત�ન� ક�રણ� �વશ્વન� �વ�વધ સ��થ�ઓ, ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ સ�થ� 

ભ�રતન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ પણ ��નન� આપ-લ� કર� શકશ�. ક�યદ� �વદ્ય�શ�ખ�મ�� બ�ર ક�ઉ�સ�લ ઓફ 

ઈ��ડય���� વચ��વ વધવ�ન� ક�રણ� બ�ર અન� બ�ચ વ�ચ�ન� સમ�વય સ�ધ� શક�શ�. ક�યદ� 

�વદ્ય�શ�ખ�મ�� પણ આ��લ પ�રવત�ન આવશ� જેન�થ� આંતરર��ટ્ર�ય ક�યદ�ઓન� ઉંડ� સમજ 

સ�શ�ધન દ્વ�ર� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ મ�ળવ� શકશ�. �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ દ્વ�ર� ક�યદ�ન� નવ� સ�શ�ધન� થવ�થ� દ�શન� 

પણ પ્ર�યક્ષ� ક� પર�ક્ષ� ર�ત� મદદરૂપ થશ�. નવ� �શક્ષ�ણ�નત� અવસરન� સ�થ� સ�થ� પડક�ર� અન� 

સમ�ય�ઓ પણ દર�ક �વદ્ય�શ�ખ� સ�મ� લ�વ� છ�, પર�� � ત�ન� ય��ય અમલવ�ર� નવ� પ્રગ�તન� 

સ�પ�ન� સર કરશ�.  

સ�દભ� � �ચ� ; 

1. https://www.education.gov.in 
2.http://www.barcouncilofindia.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/Gazette-
Notification-dated-04.01.2021-LL.M.-Rules-and-Regulations.pdf 
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જામનગર જી�લ�મ�� �સ���ઈક્ષ��� ક�ય��સ�� એક અ�ય�સ 

(વ�� ૨૦૧૯-૨૦, ૨૦૨૦-૨૦૨૧) 

૧કણજાર�ય� �ક્ર�ન� એ. અન� ૨ડ� જગદ�શ પ� ટ��ક�દર� 
૧પ�એચ.ડ� �ક�લર, ૨મ�ગ�દશ�ક, ૧ભ�તક�વ નર�સ�હ મ�હત� ���નવ�સ�ટ� ��ન�ગઢ, ૨શ્ર� 

શ�રદ�પ�ઠ આટ�સ,ક�મસ� એ�ડ ક�લ�જ ઓફ એ���ક�શન દ્વ�રક�. 

સ�ર��શ-  

આજે �� �નય�ન� દર�ક દ�શ �વક�સન� હર�ળમ�� એક બ�જાથ� આગળ ન�કળવ�ન�  પ્રય�ન 

કર� રહ્ય� છ�. �વક�સન� ���ય આધ�રએ ક�ઈ પણ દ�શન� ���ષ, ઉદ્ય�ગ અન� સ�વ�ક્ષ�ત્ર પર રહ�લ� 

છ�. દ�શન� �વક�સ મ�ટ� ત્રણ�ય ક્ષ�ત્રન� �વક�સ જરૂર� છ�. આમ, ક�ઈ પણ દ�શમ�� �વક�સમ�� જેટ��� 

મહ�વ  ઉદ્ય�ગ અન� સ�વ� ક્ષ�ત્ર��� છ�. ત�ટ��� જ મહ�વ ���ષક્ષ�ત્ર��� રહ���� છ�.���ષન� �વક�સ મ�ટ� 

અન�ક પ�રબળ ભ�ગ ભજવ� છ�. જેમ�� �સ�ચ�ઈએ પણ એક મહ�વ��� પર�બળ છ�. પ્ર�� �ત સ�સ�ધન 

પ�પરમ�� જામનગર જી�લ�મ�� �સ�ચ�ઈન� ક�ય��સ�દ્ધન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�મ�� આવશ�. 

ચ�વ�રૂપ શ�દ� – ખ�ત�ક્ષ�ત્ર, �સ�ચ�ઈ  

પ્ર�ત�વન� – 

ભ�રતએ ગ�મડ�ન� દ�શ છ�, દ�શન� ૭૫ % વ�ત� ગ�મડ�મ�� વસવ�ટ કર� છ�. ભ�રતન� 

ભ�ગ��લક અન� પ્ર����તક સર�ચન�ન� ક�રણ� ભ�રતએ ���ષ આધ��રત દ�શ બન� ગય� છ�. ત�થ� 

ભ�રતન� �વક�સ મ�ટ� જેમ ઉદ્ય�ગ અન� સ�વ�ક્ષ�ત્રન� �વક�સ જરૂર� છ�, એટલ�જ ���ષક્ષ�ત્રન� 

�વક�સ જરૂર� બન� જાય છ�. ભ�રતમ�� ���ષ અન� ઉદ્ય�ગ ક્ષ�ત્રન� � �લન�એ ���ષક્ષ�ત્ર મ��થ� 

ર�જગ�ર� મ�ળવત� લ�ક�ન� સ��ય� વધ�ર� જ�વ� મળ� છ�. ત�થ� દ�શમ�� ���ષન� �વક�સએ ��બ 

જરૂર� બન� જાય છ�. આઝ�દ� પછ� આપણ� ���ષક્ષ�ત્ર� ક�ટલ�ક �સ�દ્ધઓત� મ�ળવ� છ� પણ હ�� 

���ષન� �દશ�મ�� ઘણ� બધ� �વક�સ કરવ�ન� બ�ક� છ�. ���ષન� �વક�સમ�� ઘણ� બધ� પ�રબળ� 

અસર કર� છ�. એમ���� � એક મહ�વ��� પ�રબળ એટલ� �સ�ચ�ઈ �સ�ચ�ઈ એ એક મ�ત્ર ઉ�પ�દન��� 

એ��� સ�ધન છ�. જેન� દ્વ�ર� આપણ� ઝડપ� આ�થ�ક �વક�સ સ�ધ� શક�એ છ�એ.  

જામનગર જી�લ�ન� સ�મ��ય મ��હત�. –  

જામનગર જી�લ�ન� ઉતર� ક�છ અન� મ�રબ� �જ�લ�, � �વ� ર�જક�ટ, દક્ષ�ણ� પ�રબ�દર 

અન� પશ્ચ�મ� નવર�ચત દ�વ� ��મ દ્વ�રક� �જ�લ� આવ�લ છ�. 

23 
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- જામનગર જી�લ���� ક્ષ�ત્રફળ ૫૮૪.૬.૨૯ ચ�.ક�.મ� છ�, આ જી�લ�ન� �વ�ત�ર ઉતર� 

ક�છન� અખ�તથ� દક્ષ�ણ� પ�રબ�દર જી�લ� ��ધ� અન� પ�શ્ચમ� અરબ� સ��દ્ર થ� � �વ� 

ર�જક�ટ અન� મ�રબ� જી�લ� ��ધ� છ�. જામનગર અન� જ��ડય� ત���ક�ન� સ�ગર ક��ઠ�ન� 

ગ�મ�ન� જમ�ન ખ�ર�શ વ�ળ� છ� ત� સ�વ�યન� મ�ટ� ભ�ગન� જમ�ન ફળ� �પત છ�.  

- જી�લ�ન� ૨૦૧૧ ન� વ�ત� ગણતર� ��જબ જામનગર જી�લ�ન� ��લ �વ�ત�ર  ૫૮૪૬ ચ�. 

ક�. મ� છ� જે ર��યન� ��લ �વ�ત�રન� ૭.૨૧ % થ�ય છ�. જામનગર જી�લ�ન� ગ્ર��ય વ�ત� 

૬૬૦૦૧૩ ન� છ� અન� શહ�ર� �વ�ત�રન� ��લ વ�ત� ૭૨૯૨૭૦ ન� છ�. 

સ�દભ� સ��હ�યન� સમ�ક્ષ�-  

- ડ�. મહ�શ વ� જ�શ� (૨૦૧૦ ) “ ભ�રતમ��  ખ�ત� અન� ઔદ્ય��ગક �વક�સ’’  

ત�ઓ પ�ત�ન� ���તક ભ�રતમ�� ખ�ત� અન� ઓદ્ય��ગક �વક�સમ�� જણ�વ� છ� ક� 

હ�રય�ળ� ક્ર���તથ� ખ�ત ઉ�પ�દનમ�� વધ�ર� થય� છ�. હ�રય�ળ� ક્ર���તન� લ�ભ પ્ર��ત કરવ� 

હ�ઈ ત� �સ�ચ�ઈન� સવલત� હ�વ� અ�નવ�ય� છ�. �સ�ચ�ઈ �વન� હ�રય�ળ� ક્ર���તથ� 

ઉ�પ�દન વધ�ર� શક�� � નથ� આમ, હ�રય�ળ� ક્ર���તન� એક ઘટક તર�ક� �સ�ચ�ઈન� 

મહ�વ��� પ�રબળ ગણ����� હ� ��.  

- �વર�ણ� રમ�લ� એમ (૨૦૦૮) “ ન�ન� �સ�ચ�ઈ ય�જન�ન� ખ�ત ઉ�પ�દન આવક અન� 

ર�જગ�ર� પરન� અસર� સ�ર��ટ્ર પ્રદ�શન� ર�જક�ટ અન� જામનગર જી�લ�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� 

અ�ય�સ” – સ�ર��ટ્ર ���નવ�સ�ટ� ર�જક�ટ 

- સ�ર��ટ્રમ�� આવ�લ જામનગર જી�લ�ન� ક�લ�વડ, દ્વ�રક� અન� જામજ�ધ��ર ત�મજ 

ર�જક�ટ જી�લ�ન� જસદણ, મ��ળય�, �મય�ણ� અન� ધ�ર�જી ત���ક�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� ન�ન� 

�સ�ચ�ઈ ય�જન�ન� અ�ય�સ કરત� રમ�લ� �વર�ણ� જણ�વ� છ� ક� આઝ�દ� પછ�ન� ૫૦ 

વષ�ન� સરખ�મણ�મ�� છ�લ� દશક�મ�� ��જર�તમ�� નદ�ઓ ઉપર ચ�કડ�મ ન� સ��ય�મ�� 

સ�ર� એવ� વધ�ર� થય�લ જ�વ� મળ� છ�, આથ� � �ગભ� જળ સપ�ટ� ૧૦ થ� ૫૦ ફૂટ ઉંચ� 

આવ� છ� આન� ક�રણ� ર�વ પ�કન� ��ર� �� પ�ણ� મળ� રહ� છ� ઉન�ળુ પ�ક વ�વવ�ન� 

શક્યત� ઉભ� થય છ�. ત�થ� ખ���ત�ન� ર�જગ�ર�મ�� ૩૦ થ� મ��ડ�ન� ૫૫ % ��ધ�ન� � �દ્ધ� 

થય છ�. અન� �સ�ચ�ઈન� સગવડત� વ�ળ� ગ�મડ�ઓમ�� આ��ષ��ગ�ક �યવસ�ય  તર�ક� 

પ�� પ�લનન� �યવસ�ય �વક�સ પ��ય� છ�.  
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સ�શ�ધનન� હ�� �ઓ-  

- જામનગર જી�લ�મ�� �સ�ચ�ઈન� ક�ય��સ�દ્ધન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�. 

સ�સ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત –  

પ્ર�� �ત સ�સ�ધન પ�પર વણ�ન��મક પદ્ધ�ત પર આધ��રત છ�. જામનગર જી�લ�મ�� 

�સ�ચ�ઈક્ષ�ત્રન� �સ�દ્ધ મ�ટ� �દ્વત�ય કક્ષ�ન� મ��હત�ન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. જેમ�� 

સબ��ધત ���તક�, વ�બસ�ઈટ, સ�સ�ધન પત્ર�, થ�સ�સ વગ�ર�ન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ 

છ�. 

જામનગર જી�લ�મ�� �સ�ચ�ઈક્ષ�ત્ર� ક�ય��સ�દ્ધ  – પત્રક – ૧ 

ક્રમ ય�જન���� 

ન�મ 

ક�મ�ન� 

સ��ય� 

અંદ�જીત 

�ક�મત 

રૂ.લ�ખમ�� 

જ�ગવ�ઈ રૂ. 

લ�ખમ�� 

થય�લ ખચ� 

રૂ . લ�ખમ�� 

�સ�ચ�ઈ શ��ત 

( હ�કટરમ�� ) 

ન�

ધ 

૧ ૨ ૩ ૪ ૫ ૬ ૭ ૮ 

૧ ��દ� ��દ� 

ત���ક�ન� 

અ��શ્રવણ 

તળ�વ�ન� 

ર�ન�વ�શન 

મ�ટ� થય�લ 

ક�મ� 

૩ ૩૭.૯૦ ૩૭.૯૦ ૩૦.૨૧ ૬૦ -  

- પ�ચ�યત �સ�ચ�ઈ �વભ�ગ જી. પ�ચ�યત જામનગર  વષ� – ૨૦૧૯-૨૦  

પત્રક – ૨ 

ક્રમ ય�જન���� 

ન�મ 

ક�મ�ન� 

સ��ય� 

અંદ�જીત 

�ક�મત રૂ . 

લ�ખ મ�� 

જ�ગવ�ઈ 

રૂ. લ�ખમ�� 

થય�લ ખચ� 

રૂ.લ�ખમ�� 

�સ�ચ�ઈ 

શ��ત 

હ�કટરમ�� 

૧ ૨ ૩ ૪ ૫ ૬ ૭ 

૧ જામનગર 

જી�લ�ન� 

��દ� ��દ� 

ત���ક�મ�� 

૩ ૧૧.૭૫ ૧૧.૭૫ ૧૧.૮૩ ૬૦ 
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પ�ચ�યત �સ�ચ�ઈ �વભ�ગ જી. પ�ચ�યત જામનગર  વષ� – ૨૦૧૯-૨૦ 

પત્રક – ૩ 

ક્રમ ય�જન���� ન�મ ક�મન� 

સ��ય� 

અંદ�જીત 

�ક�મત રૂ. 

લ�ખમ�� 

જ�ગવ�ઈ 

રૂ. લ�ખમ�� 

થય�લ 

ખચ� રૂ. 

લ�ખમ�� 

�સ�ચ�ઈ 

શ��ત 

હ�કટરમ�� 

૧ ૨ ૩ ૪ ૫ ૬ ૭ 

૧ અછત દર�મય�ન 

થય�લ તળ�વ�ન� 

ક�મ�ન� સલ�મત 

કક્ષ�એ લઈ  જવ� 

૨ ૧૪.૩૬ ૧૪.૩૬ ૧૩.૮૬ ૪૦ 

પ�ચ�યત �સ�ચ�ઈ �વભ�ગ જી. પ�ચ�યત જામનગર  વષ� – ૨૦૧૯-૨૦ 

પત્રક   ૪ 

ક્રમ  ય�જન���� 

ન�મ  

ક�મ�ન� 

સ��ય�  

અંદ�જીત 

�ક�મત રૂ. 

લ�ખમ��  

જ�ગવ�ઈ 

રૂ. લ�ખમ��  

થય�લ 

ખચ� રૂ. 

લ�ખમ��  

ન�ધ  

૧  ૨   ૩  ૪  ૫  ૬  ૭   

૧  જામનગર 

જી�લ�ન� 

��દ���દ� 

ત���ક�મ�� 

ચ�ક ડ�મ, 

અ��શ્રવણ 

તળ�વ�, 

એમ આઈ 

અન� � �રથ� 

૮  ૫૯.૩૦  ૫૯.૩૦  ૫૦.૪૩  -  

ચ�ક ડ�મ 

ર�ન�વ�શન 

થય�લ 

ક�મ� 
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થય�લ 

��કશ�નન� 

ક�મ�  

- પ�ચ�યત �સ�ચ�ઈ �વભ�ગ જી. પ�ચ�યત જામનગર  વષ� – ૨૦૧૯-૨૦  

જામનગર જી�લ�મ�� �સ�ચ�ઈક્ષ�ત્ર� ક�ય��સ�દ્ધ  - 

પત્રક ૧ 

ક્રમ  ય�જન���� ન�મ  ક�મ�ન� 

સ��ય�  

અંદ�જીત 

�ક�મત રૂ 

લ�ખમ��  

જ�ગવ�ઈ 

રૂ.લ�ખમ��  

થય�લ 

ખચ� રૂ 

લ�ખમ��  

�સ�ચ�ઈ 

શ��ત 

હ�કટરમ��  

ન�ધ  

૧  ૨  ૩  ૪  ૫  ૬  ૭  ૮  

૧  ��દ� ��દ� ત���ક�ન� 

અ��શ્રવણતળ�વ�ન� 

ર�ન�વ�શન થય�લ 

ક�મ�  

૭  ૭૫.૭૧  ૭૫.૭૧  ૫૫.૫૪  ૧૦૫  -  

- પ�ચ�યત �સ�ચ�ઈ �વભ�ગ જી. પ�ચ�યત જામનગર  વષ� – ૨૦૨૦-૨૧  

પત્રક ૨ 

ક્રમ ય�જન���� 

ન�મ 

ક�મ�ન� 

સ��ય� 

અંદ�જીત 

�કમ�ત રૂ 

લ�ખ�મ�� 

જ�ગવ�ઈ 

રૂ.લ�ખ�મ�� 

થય�લ 

ખચ� રૂ. 

લ�ખમ�� 

�સ�ચ�ઈ 

શ��ત 

હ�કટરમ�� 

ન�ધ 

૧ ૨ ૩ ૪ ૫ ૬ ૭ ૮ 

૧ ��દ� ��દ� 

ત��ક�ન� 

ચ�કડ�મ ન� 

ર�ન�વ�શન 

થય�લ 

ક�મ� 

૨ ૫.૫૬ ૫.૫૬ ૪.૮૭ ૨૦ -  

પ�ચ�યત �સ�ચ�ઈ �વભ�ગ જી. પ�ચ�યત જામનગર  વષ� – ૨૦૨૦-૨૧ 
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પત્રક – ૩ 

ક્રમ ય�જન���� 

ન�મ 

ક�મ�ન� 

સ��ય� 

અંદ�જીત 

�ક�મત રૂ. 

લ�ખમ�� 

જ�ગવ�ઈ 

રૂ. 

લ�ખમ�� 

થય�લ 

ખચ� રૂ. 

લ�ખમ�� 

�સ�ચ�ઈ 

શ��ત 

હ�કટરમ�� 

ન�ધ 

૧ ૨ ૩ ૪ ૫ ૬ ૭ ૮ 

૧ અછત 

દર�મય�ન 

થય�લ 

તળ�વ�ન� 

ક�મ�ન� 

સલ�મત 

કક્ષ� એ 

લઇ જવ� 

૩ ૨૭.૭૮ ૨૭.૭૮ ૨૬.૦૮ ૬૦ -  

પ�ચ�યત �સ�ચ�ઈ �વભ�ગ જી. પ�ચ�યત જામનગર  વષ� – ૨૦૨૦-૨૧ 

પત્રક ૪ 

ક્રમ ય�જન���� 

ન�મ 

ક�મ�ન� 

સ��ય� 

અંદ�જીત 

�ક�મત 

રૂ.લ�ખમ�� 

જ�ગવ�ઈ 

રૂ.લ�ખમ�� 

થય�લ 

ખચ� રૂ. 

લ�ખમ�� 

ન�ધ 

૧ ૨ ૩ ૪ ૫ ૬ ૭ 

૧ જામનગર 

જી�લ�ન� 

��દ���દ� 

ત���ક�ઓન� 

ચ�ક ડ�મ, 

અ��શ્રવણ 

તળ�વ�,એમ 

આઈ અન� 

� �રથ� 

થય�લ 

���શ�નન�  

ક�મ� 

૨૪ ૬૫.૨૪ ૬૫.૨૪ ૬૧.૫૭ -  
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પ�ચ�યત �સ�ચ�ઈ �વભ�ગ જી. પ�ચ�યત જામનગર  વષ� – ૨૦૨૦-૨૧ 

મ��હત���� �વ�લ��ણ-  

ઉપર��ત  મ��હત���� �વ�લ�ષણ કરત� જાણ� શક�ય છ� જામનગર જી�લ�મ�� ૨૦૧૯-૨૦ ન� 

વષ�મ�� તળ�વન� ર�ન�વ�શન મ�ટ� થય�લ ખચ� રૂ. ૩૦.૨૧ લ�ખ હ� �� અન� �સચ�ઈ શ��ત ૬૦ 

લ�ખ હ��ટરન� હત�, જે વષ� ૨૦૨૦-૨૧ ખચ� વધ�ન� ૫૫.૫૪ લ�ખ ત�મજ �સ�ચ�ઈ શ��ત વધ�ન� 

૧૦૫ લ�ખ હ��ટરન� થય�લ જ�વ� મળ� છ�.  

વષ� ૨૦૧૯-૨૦  મ�� ચ�ક ડ�મ ર�ન�વ�શન મ�ટ� થય�લ ક�મ મ�ટ� ૧૧.૮૩ લ�ખ��� ખચ� થય�લ 

અન� �સ�ચ�ઈ શ��ત ૬૦ લ�ખ હ��ટર હત� જે ૨૦૨૦ -૨૧ મ�� ખચ� ઘટ�ન� ૪.૮૭ લ�ખ હ� �� અન� 

�સ�ચ�ઈ શ��ત પણ ૨૦ લ�ખ હ��ટર જ જ�વ� મળ� છ�.  

વષ� ૨૦૧૯ -૨૦ મ�� તળ�વ�ન� ક�મ�ન� સલ�મત કક્ષ�એ લય જવ���� ખચ� ૧૩.૮૬ લ�ખ હ� �� 

અન� �સ�ચ�ઈ શ��ત ૪૦ લ�ખ હ��ટર હત� જે વષ� ૨૦૨૦ -૨૧ મ�� ખચ� વધ�ન� ૨૬.૮ લ�ખ 

જ�વ� મળ� છ�. અન� �સ�ચ�ઈ શ��ત વધ�ન� ૬૦ લ�ખ હ��ટર જ�વ� મળ� છ�.  

વષ� ૨૦૧૯-૨૦ મ�� ચ�ક ડ�મ,તળ�વ અન� � �રથ� થય�લ ��કશ�ન મ�ટ��� � ખચ� રૂ. ૫૦.૪૩ લ�ખ 

હ� �� જે વધ�ન� ૨૦૨૦-૨૧ મ�� ૬૧.૫૭ લ�ખ થય�લ જ�વ� મળ� છ�.  

આમ ઉપર��ત મ��હત���� �વ�લ�ષણ કરત� જાણ� શક�ય છ� ક� સરક�ર દ્વ�ર� �સ�ચ�ઈ મ�ટ� થય�લ� 

ખચ�મ�� વધ�ર� જ�વ� છ� અન� �સ�ચ�ઈ શ��ત પણ વધ� છ�.  

સ�દભ�� �ચ� –  

- ઉચ�ટ ડ�.એ (૨૦૦૯) �શક્ષણ અન� સ�મ��જક સ�સ�ધન��� પદ્ધ�ત શ�સ્ત્ર. 

- પ્ર�. એસ.પ�.�સ�હ  - ���ષ �વપણન 

- ભ��કર જ�શ� – ભ�રત��� ���ષક્ષ�ત્ર �વક�સ અન� પડક�ર� 

- �વર�ણ� રમ�લ� એમ (૨૦૦૮) સ�ર��ટ્ર ���નવ�સ�ટ� ર�જક�ટ 

- જી�લ� પ�ચ�યત જામનગરન� વ��ષ�ક વહ�વટ� અહ�વ�લ. 
HTTP://JAMNAGAR.NIC.IN 
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ભગવત���મ�ર શમ�� ��ત ‘સમય��પ’ લ��નવલમ��ન� સ�ઘ�� 

���તક�બહ�ન ગ��વ�દભ�ઇ ર�ણ�,  

�વ�ય�વ�ચ�પ�ત શ�ધ�થ�, ��જર�ત� �વભ�ગ,��જર�ત ���નવ�સ�ટ�,અમદ�વ�દ 

Email: - krutee.kapadia@gmail.com 

પ્ર�ત�વન� 

          ભગવત���મ�ર શમ��ન� લ��નવલ ‘સમયદ્વ�પ’ (૧૯૬૪) ન� પ્રય�ગશ�લ સર્જનન� 

હર�ળમ�� � �ક� શક�ય. ���ત અંદર અન�ક�ન�ક આ�વ��ય �થ�ન� હ�વ� ઉપર��ત પ�ત્ર�ન� અલગ 

અલગ અવ�થ�મ�� અ��ભવ�ત� આંતર-બ�હ્ય સ�ઘષ�, �� �ળ-� ��મ સ�ઘષ� ���તન� કમન�ય 

બન�વવ�મ�� સફળ ન�વડ� છ�. 

સમયદ્વ�પ  લ��નવલમ��ન� સ�ઘષ� 

                 આમ જ�વ� જઇએ ત� વ�� � નજીવ� મ�ત્ર�મ�� જ હ�થ લ�ગ�.ગળ� �થ�મ�� જ રૂઢ ��હ્મણ 

સ��ક�ર� પ�મ�લ� કથ�ન�યક ન�લક�ઠ � �ર� જેવ� ન�નકડ� ગ�મમ��થ� ���બઈ જેવ� મહ�નગરમ�� 

આવ� ભદ્ર પ�રવ�રન� ન�ર� જ�ડ� લ�ન કર� ન� મહ��શવર��ત્રન� પવ� �ન�મત્ત� � �ર� આવ� 

ખ�ટ�મ�ઠ� પ્ર�ય�ઘ�ત� પ�મ� ફર� ���બઈ આવ�.���બઈથ� � �ર� અન� � �ર�થ� ���બઈ –આ �થળ અન� 

સમયન�� બ� પ�રમ�ણમ��થ� પસ�ર થત�� પ�ત્ર�ન� સ�ઘષ� – આંતરસ�ઘષ�ન� � ��મત� અહ� ઘ�ટ 

પ�મ� છ�.   

         ન�લક�ઠન� અંતરમ�� ચ�લત� � ��મ સ�ચલન� આકષ�ક બન� શક્ય�� છ�. ���ધ અન� 

સ���વક એવ� ��હ્મણ ��ળમ�� જ�મ�લ�-ઉછર�લ� ન�લક�ઠ ���બઇમ�� આવ� અ��હ્મણ ક�ય� ન�ર� 

સ�થ� લ�ન કર�, પર�પર�ન� � �જક ���ત ��હ્મણ �શવશ�કરન� ��ત્ર ન�લક�ઠન� ન�ર�ન� ‘ન�લ’ મ�� 

પ�ર�ણત થ�ય ,ન�ર�ન� હઠ�ગ્રહથ� �શવર��ત્રએ પ�તન� વતન � �ર� જવ���� �વ�ક�ર�, ���ત અન� 

ગ�ત્ર બહ�ર લ�ન કરવ�ન� લ�ધ� દ�હ����ધ કરવ�ન� વ�ત આવ� ત�ન� �વ�ક�ર� પણ શર�ર ���ધ 

કર�ન� પ્ર�ય�શ્ચત કરવ���� �વ�ક�ય�� પછ���� ન�લક�ઠ��� મન�દ્વ �દ્વ મ�ન ઉપજાવ� ત���� છ�.�પત�ન� 

વ�તન� �વ�ક�ર કર� ત� પ�ન� ન�ર�ન� અણગમ� અન� અકળ�મણન� ભ�ગ બન� અન� ઈ�ક�ર કર� 

ત� �પત�ન� ત્ર�જા ન�ત્રન� ભ�ગ બન��� પડ�.આ બ� પર�પર �વર�ધ�ન� ન�લક�ઠ ખ�ળ� શકત� નથ�. 

      �પત�ન� આદ�શન� આન�દ સ�થ� �વ�ક�ર કરત� પણ સ�ક�ચ અ��ભવ� ,અંત� અ����ળ થવ� 

મ�ટ� આદ�શન� અ��સર� પણ ખર� પણ વ�ત આટલ�થ� જ અટકત� નથ�.રજ:�વલ� થય�લ� ન�ર� 

બ� �દવસથ� ક�ઇન� પણ જાણ કય�� �વન� બ�� અભડ�વ� એ વ�ણ�શ�કર ��ર��હતન� પ�ઢ�ન� બધ� 

24 
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સ�ય�ન� મન મ�ફ ન કર� શક�ય એવ� અપર�ધ ગણ�ય.શ�સ્ત્ર��ત �વ�ધ ��જબ આ પ�પ��� 

પ્ર�ય�શ્ચત કર��� પડશ� એ��� મ�નન�ર� �પત�, ન�લક�ઠ અન� ન�ર�ન� �પ�ટ શ�દ�મ�� ���બઈ ચ��ય� 

જવ���� કહ� દ� છ�.�વમ�ન� ન�ર� �ય��થ� ચ�લ� ન�કળવ� ત�ય�ર થઈ જાય પણ �દ્વધ�ગ્ર�ત ન�યક 

�વમ�નન� ન�વ� � �ક� �પત�ન� મ�ફ� મ��ગ� સમ�ધ�ન �વ�ક�રવ���� �વચ�ર� છ�.ન�કળ� પડવ�ન� 

આ�ય��તક �નણ�ય ઉપર આવ�ન� ન�ર� બ�ગ ત�ય�ર કર� છ�.�ય�ર� �નણ�ય��મક � ��મક� ઉપર 

આવત�� પહ�લ� અન�ક પછડ�ટ� ખ�ત� ન�લક�ઠન� � ��મ સ�ઘષ� સહ���� ��ત જ�મ�વ� જાય છ� ત� 

અંત� ગ�મલ�ક�ન� �વ�મય વ�ચ� અ�ન�છ�એ પણ ન�ર�ન� પ�છળ ઢસડ�ત� જત� ન�યકન� 

મન�મ�થનન� ત�વ્રત� ઓછ� નથ�.જે મ�ટ�મ�� પ�ત� જ��ય� ,ઊછય� એ મ�ટ�ન� મ�ય�થ� આસ�ત 

ન�લક�ઠ હજી પ�છ� વળ� જવ� �વચ�ર� છ�.એન� મનન� ક�ઇ અગ�ચર � �ણ�મ��થ� અવ�જ પણ 

આવ� – “ ભલ� એ એકલ� ચ�લ� જત� � �� અ�હ� રહ� જા.ત���� ત� આ વતન છ�....ન�ર�ન� �ચ�ત� 

કય�� વગર ત�ર� બ�-બ���જીન� મ�ફ� મ��ગ� લ�...” પણ ન�લક�ઠ આ અવ�જન� �વ�ક�ર� શકત�  

નથ� અન� ભ�ર� હ�ય�ગ�મ છ�ડ�,સમયન� વજન��� વહન કર� પ્રય�સ � �ર� કર� છ�.આવ� 

‘સ��ક�ર� ��ય’ન� સ�ઘષ�ન� લ�ધ� ન�યક-ન��યક�ન� સ�બ�ધ �વ��છન્ન બન� છ�.ન�યક �����સ�જનક 

ત્રણ �વ�ન� �નહ�ળ� અન� �વ�નન� અવશ�ષમ��થ� ઉગર� �ય�� પ��ટમ�ન �પત�ન� � ����ન� ત�ર 

આપ� જાય છ�. 

       પ્ર�ચ�ન અન� અવ��ચ�ન સ��ક�રન� વ�ચ� �વભ��જત થય�લ� ન�લક�ઠ સ�ઘષ�ન� સ�મ� � �ર� 

સ�મન� કર� છ�.���બઈમ�� આ�ય� છત�� � �ર�ન� શ�શવન� સ�ભ�રણ�ન� �� ��તવટ� દઈ શકત� નથ� 

ત�મજ અત�ત સ�થ�ન� જ�ડ�ણથ� અલગ થઈ શકત� નથ�.એમ કહ� શક�ય ક� ,’ન�લક�ઠન� એક 

પગ � �તક�ળમ�� છ� અન� બ�જ� સ��પ્રતમ��.’ ન�યકન� � �તક�ળ વત�મ�ન સ�થ� �વર�ધ�ય� કર� 

છ�,પડઘ�ય� કર� છ�.� �તક�ળન� ‘બ�ડ�સમ� ક� ફૂલન� મ�ળ�સમ�’ મ�નવ� એમ�� �દ્વધ� ક� તન�વન� 

� ��મત�મ��થ� પસ�ર થત� ન�યક �નહ�ળ�ય� �ય�ર� અવ�ય કહ� શક�એ ક�, ‘ ન�લક�ઠન� 

ભ�વદશ�ન� પ�મવ�મ�� એન� અ��ભવ�ત� � ��મ સ�ઘષ� જ સ�વશ�ષ સહ�યક ન�વડ� છ�.’ 

               આ લ��નવલમ�� સમયન� બ� પ�રમ�ણન� ક� સમયન� બ� પ�રમ�ણ��� પ્ર�ત�ન�ધ�વ 

કરત� બ� પ�ઢ�ન� વ�ત વણ�ય�લ� હ�ઇ પ�ઢ�ગત ભ�દ પણ નર� આંખ� જ�ઇ શક�ય છ�.ન�યકન� 

�પત� �શવશ�કર ,મ�ત� ગ�ર�બ� અન� જય�ભ�ભ� ��ન� પ�ઢ���� બ�લ�� � પ્ર�ત�ન�ધ�વ કરત�� જણ�ય 

છ�.આ એક એવ� પ�ઢ� છ� �ય�� અંધશ્ર�ધ�ન� અ�તર�ક અ��ભવ�ય છ�.�ય�� પ�ત��� ન�મ લ�વ�થ� 

પ�તન� આવરદ� ઘટ� ક� ઠ�ક�રજીન� દ�વ� ફૂ�ક મ�ર�ન� ન ઓલવ�ય એવ� મ��યત� ઘર કર� બ�ઠ� 
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છ�.�ય�� આંતર���તય લ�નન� ક�પન� જ અસહ્ય થઈ પડ� છ� ત� ન�ર� નવ� પ�ઢ���� નખ�શખ 

પ્ર�ત�ન�ધ�વ કરત� જ�વ� મળ� છ�.મહ�નગરમ��થ� આવત� અ�લડ અન� આખ�બ�લ� ન�ર� 

ઉપર��ત એડવટ��ઇ�ઝ�ગ એજ�સ�ન� ઑ�ફસન� મ�ન�જર ��લકણ� , ક���ડ��સર બનવ�ન� ક�ડમ�� 

ર�ચત� �રસ��શ�ન�ટ ગલ� �મસ �પ�ટ� ક� ન�લક�ઠન� મદદન�શ �મ�સસ ર�મ� સ�ઘવ� – આ 

બધ�ન� પણ આ નવ� પ�ઢ�મ�� � �ક� શક�એ. 

             પ�ત્રન� મન�જગતમ�� �ય��ત � ���લ મન�મ�થન ,આંતરસ�ઘષ�ન� બ�હ્ય ઘષ�ણમ�� 

પ�રણમત� પ�ર��થ�ત , �વભ�ન્ન �ય��ત અન� પ�ઢ� વ�ચ�ન� �વર�ધ�ભ�સ ક� પર�પર �વર�ધ� બ� 

પ્રદ�શ� વ�ચ�ન�  તન�વ - આ બધ�� પ�સ�થ� આ લ��નવલકથ�કર ધ���� ક�મ કર�વ� છ�. આ 

નવલકથ�મ�� મ���યન� બહ�રન� આવરણ ન�ચ� છુપ�ય�લ� ભ�તર� � ���ટન� છત� કરવ�મ�� આવ� 

છ�.જે નવલકથ�ક�રન� એક ���ય લ�ક્ષ�ણકત� બન� છ�.મ�નવમ�ત્રન� અંતરન� ઊંડ�ણમ�� ચ�લત� 

હલચલન� ન���ક કલમ� સજીવ પ�રચય આપવ�ન� અન� મ�નવમનન� સ���લ લ�ગણ�ઓન� 

નજાકત��વ�ક � �ત� કરવ�ન� નવલકથ�ક�ર ભગવત���મ�રશમ��ન� શ�લ� મનન� આ��દ પમ�ડ� 

ત�વ� છ�. ન�લ અન� ન�ર� જેવ� પ�ત્ર�ન� સ�વ�દનશ�લત�ન� ધબક�રન� વ�ચકન� અ��ભવ 

કર�વવ�ન� નવલકથ�ક�ર પ�સ� કળ� છ�. 

              દ�ખ�ત� ર�ત� બ� પ�ઢ�,બ� �વચ�ર,બ� �થળ,બ� ક�ળન� સ�ઘષ� વ�ચ� આ નવલકથ� 

મન�ગત સ�ઘષ�ન� કથ� બન� રહ� છ�.દર�કન� સ�ઘષ� અહ� આગવ� છ�.�પત� �શવશ�કર અન� મ�ત� 

ગ�ર�બ� મહ�નગરન� આ���નક �વચ�રસરણ� સ�થ� સમ�ય�જન સ�ધ� શકત� નથ� ત�મન� 

�પ�ટપણ� અ��ભવ�ત� સ�ઘષ�; પ�ત ગ��ડપણન� ભ�ગ બ�ય� છ� ન� પ�રણ�મ� સધવ� છત�� �વધવ� 

તર�ક� જીવન જીવત�� જય�ભ�ભ�ન� સ�ઘષ�; મહ�નગરમ�� પ�ન� અન� બ�ળક� સ�થ� જરૂ�રય�ત� 

� �ર� કરવ� મથત�� બ�જા ભ�ઈ મહ�શન� સ�મ��જક સ�ઘષ� પણ ઉ�લ�ખન�ય છ�.  

            ભગવત���મ�ર શમ�� એક સર્જક તર�ક� પ�ત�ન� ક��ફયત આપત�� ‘સ�����ત’ 

સ�મ�યકન� જા���આર�-મ�ચ� ૧૯૮૪ન� �વશ�ષ��કમ�� ‘સમયદ્વ�પ’ અ��લક્ષ�ન� એક બય�ન આપ� ત� 

ન�ધન�ય છ�, ‘ ‘સમયદ્વ�પ’ એ મ�ર�,મ�ર� ક��� ��બક પ�રવ�શન�,મ�ર� � �વ�જ� જે હવ�મ�� આ�ય�� 

હત� ત�ન�,મ�ર� ક�ટલ�ક પ�ડ�શ�ઓ હજી જે હવ�મ�� �વ�શ લઈ રહ્ય� હત� ત�ન�, એ સવ�મ��થ� 

મન� સ��પડ�લ� આછ�પ�તળ� શ�દન� કથ� છ�,એન� ન�યક ન�લક�ઠ ઘણ� અંશ� �� � જ છુ.એ 

ન�યકન� �દ્વધ�ઓ,એન� આંતરવ�દન�ઓ મ�ર� પણ છ�.એ ���ત રચ�ઈ �ય�ર� મ�ર� પડત� 

આખડત� શ�દય�ત્ર�મ�� �� � ક્ય��ક ઠર�ન� ઘડ�ભર ઊભ� રહ� શક્ય� હ�ઉં એ��� મન� પ્ર�તત થ���.’   
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આમ આ ���તમ�� બ� પ�ઢ� વ�ચ���� અંતર , ગ�મડ�� અન� મહ�નગરન� સ�����ત , આંતર���તય 

લ�ન કરવ�થ� ન�યકન� જીવનમ�� ઊભ� થય�લ� પ�ર��થ�ત અન� ત�ન� સ�વ�દન�ન�  સર્જક� 

આબ���બ ર�ત� મ�યથ� અંત ��ધ� આલ�ખ� છ�.���ત��� શ�ષ�ક પ્રત�ક��મક છ�.જે ન�યકન� જીવનન� 

��થ�ત��� �ય�તક બન� ર��� છ�. 
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૨.લ��નવલ �વમશ� , નર�શ વ�દ ,પ્રક�શક- પ�શ્વ� પ��લક�શન ,અમદ�વ�દ-૩૮૦૦૦૬ 
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સમ�જ અન� સ��હ�ય��� પર�પર�વલ�બન 

ડ�. મહ�શ વ�. ચ�હ�ણ, અ�ય�પક સહ�યક, 

મ�હલ� મહ��વદ્ય�લય વડ�દર�. 

સ�ર��શ 

 સ��હ�ય એ સમ�જન� જ�ડત� અ�ભન્ન કળ� છ�. સ��હ�ય �વન� સમ�જ અ� �ર� છ� અન� 

સમ�જ �વન� ઉત્તમ સ��હ�ય�� �નમ��ણ અ� ���� છ�. સમ�જન� અ���ય વ��ત�વકત�ઓ સ��હ�ય થક� 

જ ર�� થ�ય છ�. સમ�જશ�સ્ત્ર�ય પ�રપ્ર��યમ�� જ�ઇય� ત� સમ�જન� �વ�ભન્ન સ��થ�ઓ, સ�મ��જક 

સ�����તઓ, �વ�ભન્ન સ��દ�ય� ત�મન� ખ��સયત�, સ�����તકરણ, આ���નકત�ન� અસર� વગ�ર� 

સ��હ�યમ�� છ��� થ�ય છ�. સ��હ�યક�ર સમ�જમ�� જ�મ� છ� આથ� �ય�ર� ત� ક�ઈ સ��હ��યક રચન� 

કર� છ� �ય�ર� ત�મ�� ત�ન� અ��ભવ� અન� અ��� ��તઓ પણ ત� રચન�મ�� ઘ�ળ�ય છ�. પ્ર�� �ત 

પ�પરમ�� સમ�જ સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� �વ�વધ પ�રબળ�મ�� જ�વ� મળત� સ��હ��યક સમ�વયન� 

પ્ર�� �ત કરવ�ન� પ્રય�સ કય� છ�. 

(ચ�વ�રૂપ શ�દ�- સમ�જ, સ��હ�ય, સમ�જશ�સ્ત્ર�ય પ�રપ્ર��ય, સ��હ��યક સમ�વય, સ��હ�યક�ર, 

અ��ભવ�, અ��� ��તઓ, સ�મ��જક પ�રબળ�) 

 સ��હ�ય સમ�જ��� દપ�ણ છ� આ વ�ત આપણ� અવ�રનવ�ર સ��ભળત� આ�ય� 

છ�એ અન� વ��ચત� આ�ય� છ�એ.  સ��હ�ય એ અસ��મત છ� અન� ત�ન� સ�થ� સમ�જ ક્ય��ક દ્ર�ય 

�વરૂપ� ત� પછ� ક્ય��ક અદ્ર�ય �વરૂપ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ�. એટલ� આપણ� એ��� કહ� શક�એ ક� સ��હ�ય 

અન� સમ�જ એક �સક્ક�ન� બ� બ��� છ�. ક�રણ એ છ� ક� સ��હ�ય��� સર્જન કરન�ર સર્જક સમ�જ 

સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� �ય��ત છ�. સર્જકન� ઉછ�ર, ���� �બ, આસપ�સ��� વ�ત�વરણ, સ�����તન� ત�વ� 

વગ�ર� ત�ન� સ��હ�યસર્જન મ�ટ� � �બ મહ�વન� છ�. ત�મ��થ� જ સર્જકન� ઉત્તમ સ��હ�ય��� �નમ��ણ 

થ�ય છ�. સર્જક એ સમ�જ અન� સ��હ�ય ન� જ�ડત� કડ� છ� અન� આવ� સર્જક���� સ�મ�જીકરણ 

સમ�જમ�� થ�ય છ�. એટલ� સમ�જન� અ�ભનયકલ�, લ�ખન કળ�, � ��ય, સ�����ત, સ�ગ�ત વગ�ર� 

બ�બત� સર્જકન� સર્જન��મકત� �વ�વધ �વરૂપ� �ય�ત થ�ય છ�. વળ� ‘સ��હ�ય સમ�જ��� દપ�ણ 

છ�’ એ પ���તન� સ�દભ�મ�� જ�ઈએ ત� સ��હ�ય અન� સમ�જ પર�પર � �રક હ�વ���� પ્રત�ત થ�ય છ�. 

સ��હ�યક�ર સમ�જમ�� રહ� છ� આથ� સ��હ�યન� રચન�મ�� વપર�યલ� દર�ક શ�દ સમ�જથ� પર 

હ�ત� નથ�. સર્જક પ�ત�ન� ���તમ�� જે વ�ત કર� છ� ત� મ�નવ જીવન સ�થ� જ સ�કળ�ય�લ� હ�ય છ�. 

ત�મ�� મ�નવજીવનન� જ વ�દન� અન� સ�વ�દન� હ�ય છ�. વળ� મ�નવ�  એ સ�મ�જ ન� જ રહ�વ�સ� 

25 
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છ�. આથ� જ� આમ જ�ઇય� ત� સ��હ�ય અન� સમ�જન� સ�બ�ધ ત�ઓન� ઉદ્ભવક�ળથ� જ છ� એમ 

કહ� શક�ય. 

  સ��હ�ય સમ�જન� મજ� �ત બન�વ� છ� અન� ત�ન� મહ�નત� તરફ દ�ર� જાય છ�. આ 

સ��હ�યન� આશ્ચય�જનક અન� મહ�ન શ��ત છ�. જે સમય સમય પર મ�નવ સમ�જમ�� ક્ર���તક�ર� 

પ�રવત�ન� લ�વ� છ�. એવ� ઘણ� સ��હ�યક�ર� છ� ક� જેમન� કલમમ��થ� ન�કળ�લ� શ�દ�એ 

સમ�જમ�� પર�વત�ન લ�વવ�મ�� મહ�વન� � ��મક� ભજવ� છ�. ઝવ�રચ�દ મ�ઘ�ણ�ન� ‘છ��લ� કટ�ર�’ 

જેવ� અદ્ભુત રચન�ન� ક�રણ� ગ��ધ�જીમ�� પણ પ્ર�રણ�ન� અન� ���સ� ઊભ� થઈ જાય છ� અન� આ 

���સ� આઝ�દ�ન� લડતન� જીવ�ત ર�ખવ�મ� મહ�વન� બન� છ�. �ય�ર� ‘જનન�ન� જ�ડ સખ� નહ� 

જડ� ર� લ�લ’ જેવ� રચન�ઓ સમ�જમ�� મ�ત�ન� અ�દ્વત�ય મહ�વન� સમજાવવ� આધ�રરૂપ બન� 

છ�. �ય�ર� ર��ટ્ર�ય શ�યર ઝવ�રચ�દ મ�ઘ�ણ�ન� ‘સ�ર��ટ્રન� રસધ�ર’ જેવ� અપ્ર�તમ ���ત �ય�ગ, 

બ�લદ�ન અન� � �રવ�રત�ન� અન�ક પ્રસ�ગ� થક� જે ત� સમયન� સમ�જ��� જીવ�ત ���ય આંખ� 

સમક્ષ લ�વ� દ� છ�.  

    સ��હ�ય દ્વ�ર� મ�નવ�ન� �વચ�રધ�ર�ન� નવ� �દશ� મળ� છ�. બ�જા શ�દ�મ�� 

કહ�એ ત�, મ���યન� �વચ�રધ�ર�ન� બદલવ� મ�ટ� સ��હ�યન� આશર� લ�વ� પડ� છ�. આપણ� 

આ���નક મ�નવ જીવન સ�થ� સ�બ��ધત �દનચય��ઓન� અ��ભવ કર� શક�એ છ�એ. વ��દક ક�ળમ�� 

ભ�રત�ય સ�����તએ � �બ પ્રગ�ત કર� હત�.  આ બ�� જે ત� સમય� લખ�ય�લ� સ��હ�યન� આભ�ર� 

છ�. ત� સમયન� સ��હ�યન� અ�ય�સ દ્વ�ર� આપણ� મ�નવ જીવન સ�થ� સ�બ��ધત બધ� મ��હત� 

મ�ળવ� શક�એ છ�એ અન� એ જીવન � ��ય�ન� અ�ય�સ કર� શક�એ છ�એ ક� જે સમ�જ 

આ�મસ�ત કર�ન� અદ્યતન બન� છ�. જીવનમ�� �� :ખ, હત�શ�, કડવ�શ, �ન�હ, પ્ર�મ, દય� વગ�ર�ન� 

અ��ભવ કરન�ર લ�ખક આવ� અ��ભવ�ન� સ��હ�યમ�� લ�વ� છ�. આ �સવ�ય દ�શમ�� જે ક�ઇપણ 

થ�ય છ�, જે પ્રક�ર��� વ�ત�વરણ જ�વ� મળ� છ�.ઉપર��ત પય��વરણન� સ��હ�ય પર ચ�ક્કસ અસર 

પડ� છ�. ઇ�તહ�સન�� પ�ન�� ફ�રવ����, જણ�શ� ક� સ��હ�યક�ર�ન� ક્ર���તક�રક �વચ�ર�થ� જ ર�જાઓ 

અન� બ�દશ�હ�એ મ�ટ� �વજય મ�ળ�ય� છ�. આવ� ઘણ� ર�જાઓન� ઉ�લ�ખ છ� જેમણ� પ�ત���� 

અન� પ�ત�ન� સ�ન���� મન�બળ જાળવવ� મ�ટ� ત�મન� દરબ�રમ�� ક�વઓ અન� સ��હ�યક�ર�ન� 

�વશ�ષ �નમ� �ક કર� હત�.આ સ��હ�યન� ગ�વર�વશ�ળ� ઈ�તહ�સન� ઉત્તમ ઉદ�હરણ� છ�.  

  સ��હ�યન� સમ�જ સ�થ� અન� સમ�જન� સ��હ�ય સ�થ� સ��કળત� અન�ક ���તઓ છ� 

જેમ�� સ��હ�યકળ� અન� મ�નવ સમ�જ��� �ચત્ર �પ�ટ થ�ય છ�. સ��હ�યન� સમ�જ સ�થ�ન� સ�બ�ધ 
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ક�વ� હ�વ� જ�ઇય� ત�  આપણન� ‘શ��� �તલમ’, ‘મ�નવ�ન� ભવ�ઇ’, ‘ક્ર�ઇમ એ�ડ પન�શમ��ટ’, 

‘મળ�લ� જીવ’, અ��દ્ધર’. ‘�યથ�ન� વ�તક’,જેવ� ���ત્તઓ ઉત્તમ ન��ન�ઓ છ�. આ ���તઓ ક�ળન� 

સ�થ� સમ�જન� વધ�ર� ���ચ સ�પન્ન અન� સ��ક�ર� બન�વવ�મ�� મહ�વ�� ય�ગદ�ન આપ� છ�. આમ 

સમ�જન� �ય�ર� �ય�ર� જરૂર પડ� છ� �ય�ર� �ય�ર� બદલ�ત� જત�� સમ�જન� ��થ�ત, સમ�ય�ઓ, 

સ�વ�દન�ઓ, અન� લ�ગણ�ઓ એક ઉત્તમ સ��હ�ય��� �વરૂપ લઈન� પ્રગટ થઈ છ�. એટલ� સમ�જ 

જ સ��હ�યન� �નમ��ણ મ�ટ�ન� પ�ય� છ�. હ�� વધ�ર� ભ�ર� �વ�ક અન� ઊંડ�ણમ�� જઇય� ત� સ��હ�ય 

એ શ�દ� થક� �નમ��ણ પ�મ� છ� અન� આ શ�દ� ભ�ષ�મ��થ� આવ� છ� �ય�ર� આ ભ�ષ� જે ત� 

સમ�જન� ન�પજ છ�. �વશ્વ આખ�ન� વ�ત કર�એ ત� આવ� અન�ક ભ�ષ�ઓ છ� ક� જેમ�� સ��હ�ય 

�નમ��ણ પ����� છ�. જે વ��શ્વક પ�રપ્ર��યમ�� સ��હ�યન� મહત્ત� દશ��વ� છ� જેમ�� �વશ્વન� ��દ� ��દ� 

સમ�જ�ન� ખ��સયત� ક્ય�ક ગદ્ય �વરૂપ� ત� ક્ય�ક પદ્ય �વરૂપ� ત�મજ સ��હ�યન� ��દ� ��દ� 

આય�મ�મ�� વ�ણ�ત જ�વ� મળ� છ�. ભ�રત�ય સમ�જન� પ�રપ્ર��યમ�� જ�ઇય� ત� બ�ધ�રણ ��જબ 

ભ�રતન� બધ� જ મ��ય ભ�ષ�ઓ અન� ભ�ગ��લક �વ�વધત�ન� ક�રણ� જ�વ� મળત� ��દ� ��દ� 

લ�ક બ�લ�ઓમ�� અઢળક સ��હ�ય રચ�ય���� જ�વ� મળ� છ�. જેમ�� વ��વ�યસભર ભ�રતન� ��દ� 

સમ�જ�ન� સ�મ��જક અન� સ������તક ખ��સયત�, ત�મન� લ�કર��તઓ, �રવ�જ�, મ��યત�ઓ, 

સ�મ��જક અન� આ�થ�ક ��થ�ત, સ�ઘષ� ગ�થ�ઓ અન� એવ� ક�ટલ�ય હક�કત� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ� જે 

અસલ દ�શ�વ�દન� અ��� ��ત કર�વ� છ�. સ��હ�યક�ર પ�ત�ન� અ��ભવ� અન� અ��� ��તઓ દ્વ�ર� 

ક�ટલ�ય સ�મ��જક હક�કત�ન� છ�પ પ�ત�ન� સ��હ��યક રચન�ઓમ�� જાણ� અજાણ� છ�ડ� જાય છ� 

અન� ઉત્તમ સ��હ�ય�� �નમ��ણ થ�ય છ�. આમ પ્ર�ર�ભથ� જ સમ�જ સ�થ� સ��હ�યક�ર સ�કળ�ય�લ� 

રહ્ય� છ�. સ��હ�ય અન� સમ�જન� સ�બ�ધ� વ��વ�ય� �ણ� અન� સ���લ છ�. ક�ઈ પણ સ��હ�યક�ર 

સમ�જન� સ�� �ણ� ર�ત� અવગણ� શક� નહ�. સમ�જથ� સ��હ�યન� � �ર�� �ર� �વ�છ�દ શક્ય નથ� ક�મ 

ક� �નત��ત �ય��તજીવન અસ�ભ�વત છ�.  

  સ��હ�યન� સમ�જ સ�થ�ન� સ�બ�ધન� વ�ત આવ� છ� �ય�ર� ત�મ�� અન�ક સ�મ��જક 

પ�રબળ�ન� અસર� પણ જ�વ� મળ� છ�. વળ� અન�ક સમ�જ �ચ�તક�એ પણ સ��હ�યન� આશર� 

લઈન� સમ�જન� સમજવ�ન� અન� સમજાવવ�ન� પ્રય�ન કય� છ�. સ��હ�ય સર્જનમ�� ઘણ� વખત 

ર�જક�ય �વચ�રસરણ�ઓ પણ ચ�લકબળ બન� રહ� છ�. આવ� �વચ�રસરણ�ઓમ�� મ��સ�વ�દ� 

�વચ�રસરણ� ���ય ર�ત� સ�ક્રય રહ� છ�. મ�ક�સ ��જબ ‘સમગ્ર મ�નવ સમ�જ આ�થ�ક સ�ઘષ�થ� 

પ્ર��રત છ�, અન� � �ડ�વ�દ� સમ�જન� બદલવ� મ�ટ� પદ�થ�ન� � ��ય પ્રદ�ન કરવ�ન� ક્ષમત� મ�ત્ર 
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શ્રમમ�� છ�’. મ�ક�સન� આ �વચ�રસરણ�એ પ્રવત�મ�ન સ�મ��જક �યવ�થ�મ�� ક્ર���ત � �ચવ� છ�. 

મ�ક�સન� આ સમ�જવ�દન� પ્રભ�વ ��દ� ��દ� ભ�ષ�ઓન� સ��હ�ય�મ�� જ�વ� મળ� છ�. જે દશ��વ� 

છ� ક� સમ�જ પણ સ��હ�યથ� પ્રભ��વત થ�ય છ�. �વ�વધ ર��ટ્ર�ય ��ધ�ર�ઓ, ધ��મ�ક ભ�વન�ઓ, 

સ�મ��જક ��ધ�ર�ઓ, ર�જક�ય અન� ધ��મ�ક જા���ત, �શક્ષણ��� �તર જેવ� અન�ક બ�બત�મ�� 

સ��હ�ય મદદરૂપ થ�ય છ�.  

  આ�મ�ન� શર�ર સ�થ�ન� સ�બ�ધન� મ�ફક જ સ��હ�યન� સમ�જ સ�થ� સ�બ�ધ છ�. 

સ��હ�ય એ સમ�જરૂપ� શર�રન� આ�મ� છ�. સ��હ�ય અજર-અમર છ�, મહ�ન �વદ્વ�ન ય�નન�ગ�ચ� 

��જબ સમ�જ ન�ટ થઈ શક� છ�, ર��ટ્ર પણ ન�ટ થઈ શક� છ�, પર�� � સ��હ�યન� ક્ય�ર�ય ન�શ 

થત� નથ�. પ્ર�ચ�નક�ળમ�� ભ�રત�ય સ�યત� � �બ સ� �દ્ધ હત�. �વશ્વમ�� પ્ર�ચ�ન વ�ચ�ક સ��હ�ય 

આ�દવ�સ� ભ�ષ�ઓમ�� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�. જે ર��ટ્ર અન� સમ�જ��� સ��હ�ય જેટ��� વધ�ર� સ� �દ્ધ હશ� 

ત� ર��ટ્ર અન� સમ�જ પણ એટલ� જ સ� �દ્ધ હશ�. ક�ઈ પણ ર��ટ્ર અન� સમ�જ ન� ��થ�ત જાણવ� 

હ�ય ત� ત�ન� સ��હ�ય �વશ� જાણક�ર� મ�ળવવ� જ�ઇય�. 

  સ��હ�ય�� પ્ર�ય�ક �વરૂપ જે ત� સમયન� મ�નવ સમ�જન� ��થ�ત પ્રદ�શ�ત કર� છ�. 

સ��હ�ય �વષયવ�� �ન� સર્જન મ�ટ� જવ�બદ�ર પ�રબળ� તર�ક� સર્જકન� �થળ-ક�ળ સ�દભ�, 

ક��� ��બક સ�દભ�, ગ્ર�મ�ણ શહ�ર� પ�રવ�શ વગ�ર� મહ�વન� છ� જે સમ�જશ�સ્ત્ર સ�થ� અ�ભન્ન ર�ત� 

સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ�. આવ� સ��હ�યન� સ�મ��જક �વ�લ�ષણ દ્વ�ર� સમ�જ સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� �વ�વધ 

�ય�લ� જેવ� ક� લ�ન, ���� �બ, �શક્ષણ, ���ત, સ�����ત, સ�યત�, ર�ત �રવ�જ�, � ��ય� ઉપર��ત 

સમ�જન� ��દ� ��દ� સ�મ��જક સ��થ�ઓન� ક�ય�, મહ�વ ત�મજ ગ્ર�મ�ણ અન� શહ�ર� સમ�જ��� 

સચ�ટ �ચત્ર વગ�ર� �વશ� પ�ય�ન� સમજણ પ્ર��ત થઈ શક� છ� જે સ�શ�ધક� મ�ટ� પણ અ�ય�ત 

ઉપય�ગ� ન�વડ� છ�. મ�નવ સ�યત�ન� �વક�સમ�� સ��હ�ય��� અ� ��ય ય�ગદ�ન ર��� છ�. �વચ�ર�એ 

સ��હ�યન� જ�મ આ�ય� છ� તથ� સ��હ�યએ મ�નવ�ન� �વચ�રધ�ર�ન� ગ�તશ�લત� પ્રદ�ન કર� છ�. 

મ�નવ�ન� સ�ય બન�વવ���� ક�મ ક��� છ�. મ�નવ�ન� �વચ�રધ�ર�મ�� પ�રવત�ન લ�વવ���� ક�ય� 

સ��હ�ય દ્વ�ર� જ થ�ય છ�.  ઇ�તહ�સ સ�ક્ષ� છ� ક� ક�ઈ પણ ર��ટ્ર ક� સમ�જમ�� આજ ��ધ� જેટલ� 

પણ પ�રવત�ન� આ�ય� છ� એ બધ� જ પ�રવત�ન� સ��હ�યન� મ��યમથ� જ આ�ય� છ�. 

સ��હ�યક�ર સમ�જમ�� ફ�લ�ય�લ� ��ર��તઓ, �વસ�ગતત�ઓ, �વ���તઓ, �વષમત�ઓ અન� 

અસમ�નત�ઓ જેવ� બ�બત� �વશ� લખ�ન� ત� પ્ર�ય� લ�ક�ન� જા��ત કરવ���� ક�મ કર� છ�. સ��હ�ય  

લ�કક�ય�ણ મ�ટ� હ�ય છ�. સ�મ��જક જીવનમ�� �ય�ર� ન��તક � ��ય���� પતન  થવ� લ�ગ� છ� �ય�ર� 
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સ��હ�ય લ�ક�ન� મ�ગ�દશ�ન આપવ���� ક�મ કર� છ�. સ��હ�ય એ સદ�વ આ ર��ટ્ર અન� સમ�જન� 

નવ� �દશ� આપવ���� ક�મ ક��� છ�. સ��હ�ય લ�ક�મ�� સક�ર��મક �વચ�ર� અન� લ�કક�ય�ણન� 

ક�ય� કરવ� મ�ટ�ન� પ્ર�રણ���� ક�મ કર� છ�. સ��હ�યન� �વક�સન� દ�ર મ�નવ સ�યત�ન� �વક�સ 

સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ�. આથ� જ�  મ�નવ સમ�જ અન� સ�યત�ન� ટક�વ� ર�ખવ� હ�ય ત� ઉત્તમ 

સ��હ�ય�� સર્જન સતત થ��� રહ� ત� અ�ય�ત આવ�યક છ�. 
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આ�દવ�સ� જનન�યક પર��ભ�ઈ � �ર� 

ડ�. ર�જેશ��મ�ર વ�. ભ�ભ�ર,  

આ�સ�ટન પ્ર�ફ�સર, ઈ�તહ�સ �વભ�ગ, નવજીવન આટ�સ એ�ડ ક�મસ� ક�લ�જ, દ�હ�દ. 

        વષ�થ� ��લ�મ�ન� સ��કળ�મ�� ફસ�ય�લ ભ�રત દ�શ ૧૯૪૭મ�� આઝ�દ થય�. લ�ખ� 

લ�ક�ન� બ�લદ�નન� ક�રણ� આ આઝ�દ� શક્ય બન�. આ મહ�ન લ�ક�એ પ�ત�ન� તન, મન, 

ધન��� બ�લદ�ન આપ�ન� દ�શન� આઝ�દ� મ�ટ� બ��� �ય�છ�વર ક���. પ�ત�ન� પ�રવ�ર, ઘર અન� 

��ખ-�� �ખન� � �લ�ન� દ�શન� આ મહ�ન ��ત્ર�એ પ�ત���� બ�લદ�ન આ����. જેથ� આવન�ર� પ�ઢ� 

�વત�ત્ર ભ�રતમ�� શ���તથ� શ્વ�સ લઇ શક�. સમ�જન� દર�ક વગ� અન� દ�શન� દર�ક ભ�ગમ��થ� 

લ�ક�એ આઝ�દ�ન� ચળવળમ�� ભ�ગ લ�ધ� હત�. આજે �વત્ર�ત ભ�રતન� દર�ક �ય��ત આ 

�વ�ત�ત્ર સ�ન�ન� અન� મહ�����ષ�ન� ઋણ� છ�. જેમણ� દ�શન� આઝ�દ� મ�ટ� પ�ત���� આ��� જીવન 

સમ�પ�ત કર� દ����. ભ�રત મ�ત�ન� આ મહ�ન ��ત્ર� આજે આપણ� બધ� મ�ટ� પ્ર�રણ� સ્ત્ર�ત છ�. 

ત�મન� જીવનકથ� આપણ� બધ�ન� ત�મન� સ�ઘષ� �વશ� વ�ર�વ�ર ય�દ અપ�વ� છ�. અન� પ્ર�રણ� 

અપ�વ� છ�. આવ�જ એક મહ�ન �વ�ત�ત્ર સ�ન�ન� ‘પરથ�ભ�ઈ � �ર�’ન�� જીવન �વશ� જાણ�એ, 

જેમન� કઠ�ર અન� દમનક�ર� અંગ્ર�જ શ�સન સ�મ� લડ� દ�શન� �વત�ત્રત�મ�� મહ�વન� � ��મક� 

ભજવ� હત�.  

   પ્ર�ર��ભક જીવન:- 

       �વ�ત�ત્ર સ�ન�ન� પરથ�ભ�ઈ � �ર� (જાદવ)ન� જ�મ ૧૨ ��ન ૧૯૧૨મ� મ�ય પ્રદ�શન� 

અલ�ર�જ��ર જી�લ�ન� ભ�ભર� ત���ક�ન� �ર�ગ�લ ગ�મન�� મ�લમ��ર� ફળ�ય�મ�� એક સ�મ��ય 

આ�દવ�સ�  ખ���ત ���� �બમ�� થય� હત�. ત�મન� � �વ�જ� દ�હ�દ �જ�લ�ન� મ�ય પ્રદ�શન� સરહદ� 

આવ�લ મ�ન�કય�ર ગ�મન� વ�તન� હત�. ત�મન� મ�ત���� ન�મ જવર�બ�ઈ અન� �પત���� ન�મ 

વસન�ભ�ઈ જાદવ. ૧૧ વષ� પ�ત�ન� ગ�મ�મ�� રહ્ય� બ�દ ત�ઓ ત�મન� મ�મ�ન� ગ�મ ��તરડ� 

અ�ય�સ મ�ટ� ગય�. ભ�લ સ�વ� મ�ડળ દ્વ�ર� સ�ચ��લત ગરબ�ડ� આશ્રમ શ�ળ�મ�� ચ�થ� ધ�રણ 

��ધ� અ�ય�સ કર� પ��ચમ�� ધ�રણ મ�ટ� જેસ�વ�ડ� આશ્રમમ�� પ્રવ�શ મ�ળ�ય�. ત� સમય� જેસ�વ�ડ� 

આશ્રમન� આચ�ય� પ����ર�ગ વણ�કર હત�.  

પહ��� આંદ�લન:-  

       ઈ.સ.૧૯૩૦મ� દ��� બ�દ� (મધપ�ન �નષ�ધ) આંદ�લનન� શ��આત થઈ �ય�ર� ત�ઓ 

સ�તમ�� ધ�રણમ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� હત�. આંદ�લનથ� પ્રભ��વત થઇ ત�ઓ ત�મન� સ�થ�ઓ સ�થ� 

26 
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આંદ�લનમ�� જ�ડ�ઈ ગય�. દ�હ�દ ગ�શ�ળ�મ�� બ�ર �દવસ ��ધ� રહ� દ�રૂન� �� ક�ન� પર �પક��ટ�ગ 

ક���. આ સમય દર�મય�ન ત�ઓન� ધરપકડ કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. ચ�ર �દવસ ��ધ� જેલમ�� રહ્ય� 

બ�દ મ��જ�ટ્ર� સમક્ષ હ�જર કરવ�મ�� આ�ય�. �ય�� ત�ઓન� ચ�ર મ�હન�ન� (૨૯ ઓકટ�બર ૧૯૩૦ 

થ� ૨૮ ફ���આર� ૧૯૩૧ ��ધ�) સજા કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. એક મ�હન� સ�બરમત� જેલમ�� રહ્ય� 

બ�દ સ��ય� વધવ�ન� ક�રણ� ૨૦૦ લ�ક� સ�થ� યરવડ� સ��ટ્રલ જેલ � �ણ� મ�કલ� આપવ�મ�� 

આ�ય�. �ય�� ત�મન� ત્રણ મ�હન� જેલવ�સ ભગ��ય� હત�.  

       જેલમ��થ� છુટ�� બ�દ ��દ�ર�મ બ�ઝ, ચ�દ્રશ�ખર આઝ�દ તથ� અ���લ ગફ�રખ�� જેવ� 

દ�શભ�ત�ન� સ�પક�મ�� આ�ય� અન� દ�શભ�કતન� ર�ગ� ર�ગ�ઈ ગય�. બસ, �ય�ર બ�દ ચ�દ્રશ�ખર 

આઝ�દ અન� પરથ�ભ�ઈ � �ર� ભ�ભર�મ�� શ��આતન� સ�થ� બન� ગય�. પરથ�ભ�ઈ � �ર� 

ચ�દ્રશ�ખર આઝ�દન� સમય� સમય� �દશ��નદ�શ અન� સહય�ગ આપત� હત�. ૧૪ વષ�ન� ઉંમર� 

ચ�દ્રશ�ખર આઝ�દ ભ�ભર�થ� વ�ર�ણસ� ગય� હત�. અંગ્ર�જ�એ ચ�દ્રશ�ખર આઝ�દન� ક્ર���તક�ર� 

જાહ�ર કર� જીવત� પકડવ� મ�ટ� ઇન�મ જાહ�ર ક���. ત� સમય� ચ�દ્રશ�ખર આઝ�દ ત�ઓન� મ�ત�ન� 

મળવ� ભ�ભર� આવત� અન� પરથ�ભ�ઈ સ�થ� જ �ગલ�મ�� રહ�ત�. જ �ગલમ�� પરથ�ભ�ઈએ 

ચ�દ્રશ�ખર આઝ�દન� ત�ર ક�મઠ�� અન� ગ�ફણ ચલ�વત� શ�ખવ�ડ���. જ�લય�વ�લ� બ�ગ  

હ�ય�ક��ડ સમય� પરથ�ભ�ઈ � �ર� બ� સ�થ�ઓ સ�થ� ગ�વ��ળય�ન� વ�શ ધ�રણ કર� ચ�દ્રશ�ખર 

આઝ�દન� દ�હ�દ ર�લવ� �ટ�શન�થ� અ� �તસર જવ� ટ્ર�નમ�� બ�સ�ડવ� આ�ય� હત�.          

અંગ્ર�જ� સ�મ� બળવ� અન� દ��ડ� ય�ત્ર�:- 

       પરથ�ભ�ઈએ પ�ત�ન� એક અલગ ��કડ� બન�વ� અંગ્ર�જ� સ�મ� ચળવળન� શરૂઆત કર�. 

અંગ્ર�જ�ન� �ય�ર� પરથ�ભ�ઈ �વશ� મ��હત� મળ� �ય�ર� ત�ઓન� ધરપકડ કરવ� આવ� જત��, પર�� � 

પરથ�ભ�ઈ અંગ્ર�જ�ન� મ�ત આપ� જ �ગલ�મ�� જત�� રહ�ત�. જ �ગલમ�� અંગ્ર�જ� શ�ધ� શ�ધ�ન� થ�ક� 

જત�� પર�� � પરથ�ભ�ઈ હ�થમ�� આવત� ન�હ.  જેથ� મ�ટ� મ�ટ� �વ�ત�ત્ર સ�ન�ન�ઓ ત�મન� 

વખ�ણ કરત�. પરથ�ભ�ઈ એક ર�ત ચ�લત� ચ�લત� સ�બત�મત� આશ્રમ�� પહ�ચ� ગય� અન� 

મહ��મ� ગ��ધ�ન� મ�ય� તથ� ત�મન� સ�થ આપવ�ન� �નણ�ય કય�. સ�બરમત� આશ્રમમ�� રહ�ન� 

દ��ડ� ય�ત્ર�મ�� પરથ�ભ�ઈ જ�ડ�ઈ ગય�.  ગ��ધ�જી સ�થ� રહ�ન� ધણ� આંદ�લન�મ�� જ�ડ�ય� અન� 

જેલમ�� પણ ગય�. ગ��ધ�નગરમ�� દ��ડ� ય�ત્ર�ન� � ��ત�ઓ �થ��પત કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત� ત�મ�� 

પરથ�ભ�ઈ જાદવન� પણ � ��ત� છ� અન� �શલ�લ�ખમ�� ત�ઓ��� ન�મ પણ છ�.  

સમ�જ સ�વ�:- 
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       જેલમ��થ� છુટ�� બ�દ દ�શ પ્રમથ� પ્રભ��વત થઇ પ�ત�ન� ગ�મ �ર�ગ�લમ�� પ��ત્ર�સ વષ� 

��ધ� સરપ�ચ રહ્ય� હત�. શરૂઆતન�� બ� વષ� �ર�ગ�લ ગ�મન� પ્ર�થ�મક શ�ળ���� સ�ચ�લન �વખચ� 

ક��� હ� ��. �ય�રબ�દ ગ�મન� લ�ક�ન� સહય�ગથ� સ�ત વષ� શ�ળ���� સ�ચ�લન હ���. પરથ�ભ�ઈ��� 

ઉત્તમ સમ�જ સ�વ���� ક�ય� જ�ઈએ ત� �શક્ષણ, સમ�જ ��ધ�ર�, આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર�, �સ�ચ�ઈન� 

���વધ� અન� ગર�બ�ન� ઉ�થ�ન મ�ટ� હમ�શ� પ્રય�નશ�લ રહ્ય� છ�.  

       પરથ�ભ�ઈન� ઈમ�નદ�ર�ન� �મસ�લ પણ કહ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ�. ક�રણક�, ત�ઓન� ��જર�ત 

સરક�ર અન� મ�ય પ્રદ�શ સરક�ર બન્ન���� પ��સન મળ��� હ� ��. પર�� � ત�ઓએ મ�ય પ્રદ�શ સરક�ર��� 

પ��સન બ�ધ કર�����. પરથ� દ�દ� ૮ ઓગ�ટ ૧૯૯૬ન� ર�જ દ�વલ�ક પ��ય�. હ�લમ�� ત�મન� 

પ�રવ�રમ�� એક ��ત્ર અન� બ� બહ�ન� છ�. પરથ�ભ�ઈ � �ર�ન�� જ�મ �દવસન�  �ર�ગ�લ ગ�મન� 

��વ�ન� દર વષ� ‘પ્ર�રણ� �દવસ’ તર�ક� મન�વ� છ�. 

સ�દભ�:- 

૧. શ્ર� પરથ�ભ�ઈ � �ર� (જાદવ)ન�� ��ત્ર શ્ર� �વર�સ�હભ�ઈ જાદવ. 

૨. શ્ર� પરથ�ભ�ઈ � �ર�ન�� ભત્ર�જા શ્ર� ક�રણ�સ�હ જાદવ.  

૩. જીવન ગ�થ� �વત�ત્ર સ�ન�ન�, સ�કલન કત��:- ડ�. એચ.એલ ખપ�ડ�ય�, શ્ર� મહ�શ � �ર�ય�, શ્ર�          

�વજય ચ�પડ� 
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�ય�નક����તત� સ�શ���ન���� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ 

ડ�. શ�ત�ન�સ�હ એસ. ર�યજાદ� 

અ�ય�પક, નવ��ગ ક�લ�જ ઓફ એ���ક�શન, ��ખ��ર - ��ન�ગઢ 

સ�ર��શ 

પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� તપ�સ� ત��� 

પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ ક��� હ� ��. આ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� અન� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ મ�ટ� 

આય�જન બદ્ધ ક�ય� કર���� હ� �. જેમ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન�� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ મ�ટ� પ્રય�જક� 

�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન�� અં�તમ �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� કર� હત�. જેમ�  �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન�  અજમ�યશ ઉ�ચ પ્ર�થ�મક શ�ળ�ન�� ૨૦ પ�ત્ર� પર કર�  હત�. 

કલમ � ��થકરણ�ન� હ�� �થ� ઉપલ� ��થ અન� ન�ચલ� ��થન� અલગ પ�ડવ�ન� કલમન� ક્ષમત� 

T - કસ�ટ� દ્વ�ર� તપ�સવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. અંત� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન�� અં�તમ �વ��પન� 

સ�રચન� થઈ હત�. જેમ�� ��લ ૪૦ કલમ હત� અન� ચ�ર �વભ�ગ�મ�� ૧૦ - ૧૦ �વધ�ન� હત�. 

પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ મ�ટ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� તપ�સવ� (અ) કસ�ટ� ��ન: 

કસ�ટ� પદ્ધ�ત,  (બ) અધ� �વ�છ�દન પદ્ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ કય� હત�. �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� 

પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ કરવ� મ�ટ� પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� આંક મ�ળવવ�ન� �વ�વ�ધ પદ્ધ�ત પ�ક� પ્રય�જક� (૧) 

�વષયવ�� � પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� અન� (૨) મ�નદ�ડ પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� એમ બ� પ્રક�રન� ઉપય�ગ કય� હત�. 

આમ પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� તપ�સ� ત��� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ ક��� હ� �.. 

જેમ�� ��લ ચ�ર �વભ�ગ હત�. આ ચ�ર�ય �વભ�ગમ�� ૧૦ ૧૦ ૧૦ ૧૦ �વધ�ન� હત�. ��લ ૪૦ 

�વધ�ન� વ�ળ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત�  સ�શ��ધન� પ્રમ�ણ�ત થઈ હત�. દર�ક �વધ�ન હ� – ન� એમ �દ્વ 

�બ���  �ક�લમ�� મ�પન પણ કરત� હત�. 

પ્ર�ત�વન�  

ક�ઈપણ �ક્રય� કરત� વખત� �ય��ત��� મન અથવ� સમગ્ર �ચત ત� અન� મ�ત્ર ત� જ વ�� � મ�� એક 

�ચત થ�ય ત�ન� આપણ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� કહ����. �ય�નક���દ્રતત� એટલ� ક�ઈપણ ક�ય�મ�� તરબ�ળ 

થઈ જ��� અન� ક�ય�મ�� સ�� �ણ� એક�ક�ર થઈ જ���. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

વગ�ક�ય� ન� સ�દભ�મ��, વ��ચનન� સ�દભ�મ��, �� ��તશ��તન� સ�દભ�મ�� અન� પર�ક્ષ�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� 

�વ�ક�ર�લ છ�. �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� �વ�ક�ર�લ ચ�ર પ�સ�ઓ�� મ�પન 

કરત� સ�શ��ધન� એટલ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત�  સ�શ�ધનન�. બ�ળક� ક�વ� ર�ત� શ�ખ� છ�, શ�ખવ�ન� કય� 

27 
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�સદ્ધ��ત� છ�, શ�ખવ� મ�ટ�ન� પ્ર�રણ� ક�ણ � �ર� પ�ડ� છ�, �� ��ત દ્રઢ કરવ� ��� કર��� જ�ઈએ આવ� 

અન�ક પ્રશ્ન�ન� ઉક�લ મ�ટ� શ�ક્ષ�ણક સ�શ�ધન� હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� આવત� હ�ય છ�. અહ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓમ�� 

રહ�લ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� શ��ત જાણવ�ન� હ�� �થ� સ�શ�ધક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� રચન� કર� 

ત�ન�  �વશ્વસન�યત� અન� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ કરવ���� પસ�દ ક��� હ� ��. 

�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન�� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણન� સ�પ�ન� 

સ�પ�ન -૧ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� અં�તમ �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� 

(અ)  �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન�  અજમ�યશ 

(બ)  કલમ � �થક્કરણ 

સ�પ�ન - ૨ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� અં�તમ �વરૂપ��� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ 

(અ)  �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� 

(૧)  કસ�ટ� ��ન: કસ�ટ� પદ્ધ�ત 

(૨) અધ� �વ�છ�દન પદ્ધ�ત 

(બ) �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� 

સ�પ�ન- ૧ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� અં�તમ  �વરૂપન� સ�રચન�      

�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� અં�તમ �વરૂપન� રચન� � �વ� પ્રય�જક� ત�ય�ર કર�લ પ્ર�થ�મક  

�વરૂપન� મ�ટ� ન� �ન� પર અજમ�યશ અન� કલમ � �થક્કરણ કરવ�થ� અં�તમ �વરૂપન� રચન� 

થઈ. 

(અ) �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� અજમ�યશ. પ્રય�જક� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� 

�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન�  અં�કત �વદ્ય�લય દ�લતપર� ��ન�ગઢન� ૨૦ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ પર 

અજમ�યશ કર�લ હત�. 

(બ) કલમ � �થક્કરણ. �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� અજમ�યશ મ�ટ� 

�નય�મત ર�ત� �ય�ન ય�ગન� પ્ર�થ�ન� ક�ય�ક્રમમ�� સમ�વ�શ થત� હ�ય ત�વ� અં�કત �વદ્ય�લય ��લ 

૨૦ પ�ત્ર�ન� પસ�દ કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ હત�. જે મ��થ� ઉપરન� ��થન�� ૧૦ અન� ન�ચલ� ��થન�� ૧૦ 

એમ ��લ ૨૦ પ�ત્ર�ન� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� પરન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� પસ�દ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય�. અહ� 

ન�ધન�ય બ�બત એ છ� ક� સ�થ� વ�� ��ણ ૫૮ અન� સ�થ� ઓછ� ��ણ ૦ પ્ર��ત થવ�ન� શક્યત� 

હત�. હવ� કલમ � ��થકરણ�ન� હ�� �થ� ઉપલ� ��થ અન� ન�ચલ� ��થન� અલગ પ�ડવ�ન� 

કલમન� ક્ષમત� T - કસ�ટ� દ્વ�ર� તપ�સવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. જે પ્ર�ય�ક કલમ��� T - � ��ય સ�રણ� 
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- ૧.૧ મ�� દશ��વ�લ છ�. જેમ��થ� સ�દ્ધ���તક ર�ત� ૧.૫૭ થ� વધ�ર� આવ� ત� કલમ પસ�દગ� પ�ત્ર 

ગણ�ય.  

સ�રણ� ૧.૧ 

�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપમ�� પ્ર�ય�ક કલમ દ�ઠ T - � ��ય 

�વભ�ગ – ૧ વગ�ક�ય�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

ક્રમ  કલમ T - � ��ય  કલમ પસ�દ 

૧. �શક્ષક ભણ�વ� �ય�ર� મ�ત્ર ત�મન� �ય�ન આપ� છ�. ૨.૦૫ પસ�દ 

૨. �વ���ય સ���� ન હ�ય ત� અ�યયન કર��� ગમ�. ૨.૧૦ પસ�દ 

૩. ચ��� વગ� અ�ય પ્ર� ��ત્ત કરવ���� મન થ�ય. ૨.૩૦ પસ�દ 

૪. મન સતત બ�જા �વચ�ર� મ�� ભટક્ય� કર� છ�. ૦.૮૦ ન�પસ�દ 

૫. બધ� �શક્ષક�ન� વગ� ભરવ� ગમ�. ૩.૦૫ પસ�દ 

૬. ચ��� વગ� અ�ય �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ અવ�જ કર� ત� ગમ�. ૧.૯૦ પસ�દ 

૭. સર કરત� ટ�ચર ન� વગ� ભરવ� ગમ� છ�. ૦.૯૦ ન�પસ�દ 

૮. રસ વગર ન� �વષય� ભણવ� ગમ� છ�. ૨.૨૦ પસ�દ 

૯. સતત વગ� ચ��� હ�ય ત���� �શક્ષણ ક�ય� ગમ�. ૨.૧૦ પસ�દ 

૧૦. ઘરન� પ�ર��થ�તન� ક�રણ� વગ�મ�� �ય�ન દ���� ન ગમ�. ૦.૭૦ ન�પસ�દ 

૧૧. વગ�મ�� �ય�મ ફલક પર લખ���� લખ��� ગમ� છ�. ૧.૧૮ ન�પસ�દ 

૧૨. વગ� �શક્ષણ ઉપર��ત��� �શક્ષણ ક�ય� કર��� ગમ�. ૧.૯૨ પસ�દ 

૧૩. �શક્ષણમ�� રસ લ�વ� ગમ� છ�. ૧.૧૫ ન�પસ�દ 

૧૪. વગ�મ�� �શક્ષક ���સ� થ�ય ત� વગ�મ�� �ય�ન રહ� છ�. ૧.૮૦ પસ�દ 

૧૫. �શક્ષક વગ�મ�� પ્રશ્ન � �છ� ત� જવ�બ  આપવ� ગમ�. ૨.૨૮ પસ�દ 

૧૬. ચ��� વગ�મ�� બ�જા �વષય તરફ �ય�ન રહ� છ�. ૧.૩૦ ન�પસ�દ 

�વભ�ગ – ૨- વ��ચનન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

ક્રમ કલમ T - � ��ય કલમ પસ�દ 

૧. એક��તમ�� વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�. ૨.૩૫ પસ�દ 

૨. એક જ જ�ય�એ લ��બ� સમય વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�. ૩.૨૦ પસ�દ 

૩. વ��ચત� વખત� રસપ્રદ ર�ત� વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�. ૦.૫૦ ન�પસ�દ 

૪. વ��ચત� વખત� �મત્રન� �વચ�ર કરવ� ગમ� છ�. ૦.૮૦ ન�પસ�દ 

૫. એક જ જ�ય�એ બ�સ� ત્રણ કલ�કથ� વધ�ર� વ��ચ� શક� 

છ�. 

૧.૭૦ પસ�દ 
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૬. પ�રવ�રન� સ�ય� ટ�વ� જ�ત� હ�ય ત� પણ તમન� 

વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�. 

૧.૯૩ પસ�દ 

૭. વ��ચત� વખત� �દનચય��ન� જ �વચ�ર કરવ� ગમ� છ�. ૨.૪૦ પસ�દ 

૮. ઘ�ઘ�ટ થ�ય ત� શ���તથ� વ��ચ� શક� છ�. ૨.૨૦ પસ�દ 

૯. ૫૦ પ���ત��� ક��ય એક જ બ�ઠક� પ��� � કર� શક� છ�. ૩.૧૦ પસ�દ 

૧૦. વ��ચન વખત� અ�ય પ્ર� ��ત્ત કરવ���� મન થ�ય છ�. ૩.૮૦ પસ�દ 

૧૧. વ��ચન વખત� ��ર�ત જ ઊંઘ આવવ� લ�ગ� છ�. ૧.૯૦ પસ�દ 

૧૨. વ��ચત� વખત� મ�ત્ર મન વ��ચવ�મ�� જ ક���દ્રત શક� 

છ�. 

૨.૭૦ પસ�દ 

૧૩. વ��ચન વખત� � �તક�ળ વ�ગ�ળ� છ�. ૩.૧૦ પસ�દ 

૧૪. વ��ચત� વખત� આવન�ર પ�ર��થ�તન� જ �વચ�ર� 

આવ� છ�. 

૦.૭૦ પસ�દ 

�વભ�ગ - 3 �� ��તન�� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

 ક્રમ કલમ T - � ��ય કલમ પસ�દ 

૧. વગ�મ�� બધ� જ �શક્ષક� ભણ�વ� છ� ત� ��ર�ત ય�દ રહ� 

છ�. 

૦.૭૩ ન�પસ�દ 

૨. વગ�મ�� શ�ખવ�લ બધ� જ �વષય���� �વષયવ�� � ય�દ 

રહ� છ�. 

૧.૦૫ ન�પસ�દ 

૩. જ�ડણ� ન� બધ� જ �નયમ� ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�. ૧.૯૫ પસ�દ 

૪. ��જર�ત�, �હ�દ�મ�� �ય�કરણ સરળત�થ� ય�દ રહ� 

જાય છ�. 

૩.૧૦ પસ�દ 

૫. વ��ચ���� બ��� જ લ��બ� સમય ��ધ� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� 

છ�. 

૨.૧૫ પસ�દ 

૬. સમ�ચ�ર પત્ર�ન� સમ�ચ�ર� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� છ�. ૧.૮૩ પસ�દ 

૭. શ�ળ�ન� બધ� જ પ્ર�થ�ન�ઓ મ��ખક ય�દ  રહ� છ�. ૧.૯૦ પસ�દ 

૮. �ફ�મન� બધ� જ દ્ર�ય� સ�� �ણ� ર�ત� ય�દ રહ� છ�. ૨.૨૮ પસ�દ 

૯. ર�ત્ર� ��ત� પહ�લ� �દનચય�� ય�દ કર� શકત� નથ�. ૧.૪૫ ન�પસ�દ 

૧૦. મ�હન� પહ�લ� જ�ય�લ� દ્ર�ય� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� છ�. ૧.૩૦ ન�પસ�દ 

૧૧. �વ��નમ�� કર�વ�લ પ્રય�ગ પછ� ��� વણ�ન ય�દ રહ� 

જાય છ�. 

૨.૪૦ પસ�દ 
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૧૨. અંગ્ર�જીન� �પ��લ�ગ ��ર�ત જ ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�. ૨.૧૨ પસ�દ 

૧૩. �વ��ન �વષયન� વ��ચ�લ લ�ખ મન� ય�દ રહ� જાય 

છ�. 

૧.૦૫ ન�પસ�દ 

૧૪. દર�ક �વષયન� પ્રશ્ન�ન� જવ�બ ��ર�ત જ આપ� શક� 

છ�. 

૨.૨૦ પસ�દ 

�વભ�ગ ૪- પર�ક્ષ�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

ક્રમ કલમ T-� ��ય કલમ પસ�દ 

૧. પર�ક્ષ� નજીક આવત�� �ચ�ત� અ��ભવ� છ�. ૧.૯૮ પસ�દ 

૨. પર�ક્ષ� વખત� ત�ય�ર કર���� � �લ� જાવ છ�. ૨.૨૮ પસ�દ 

૩. પર�ક્ષ� વખત� મ�ત્ર પ�પરમ�� �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર� છ�. ૩.૧૦ પસ�દ 

૪. પર�ક્ષ� વખત� મન અ��થર રહ� છ�. ૦.૯૮ ન�પસ�દ 

૫. પર�ક્ષ� વખત� આ�મ�વશ્વ�સથ� જવ�બ લખ� છ�. ૨.૩૦ પસ�દ 

૬. પર�ક્ષ� વખત� બ��� � �લ� જાવ ત���� લ�ગ� છ�. ૦.૮૦ ન�પસ�દ 

૭. પર�ક્ષ� વખત� બ���ન� �વદ્ય�થ�મ��થ� જવ�બ જ�વ� 

છ�. 

૧.૭૦ પસ�દ 

૮. પર�ક્ષ� વખત� અ�તશય ડર લ�ગ� છ�. ૦.૯૪ ન�પસ�દ 

૯. પર�ક્ષ� વખત� પ્રશ્ન�ન� જવ�બ ઉ�ટ� ���ટ� થઈ જાય 

છ�. 

૨.૦૨ પસ�દ 

૧૦. પર�ક્ષ���� નબળુ� પ�રણ�મ આવ� ત� ગમ�. ૨.૨૫ પસ�દ 

૧૧. બ�હ્ય પર�ક્ષ�ઓ આપવ� ગમ� છ�. ૨.૨૦ પસ�દ 

૧૨. પર�ક્ષ� વખત� મનમ�� અ�ય �વચ�ર� આવ� છ�. ૧.૯૬ પસ�દ 

૧૩. પર�ક્ષ� �વશ� વ�ત થત�� જ ���સ� આવ� છ�. ૧.૧૫ ન�પસ�દ 

૧૩. પર�ક્ષ�મ�� પ્રશ્નપત્ર ક�ઠન હ�ય ત� ગમ� છ�. ૧.૯૫ પસ�દ 

હવ� દર�ક �વભ�ગવ�ર કલમન� પસ�દગ� કરવ� મ�ટ� એડવડ� (૧૯૬૯)ન� મત પ્રમ�ણ� T - � ��ય 

જ��ર� છ�. ત�થ� દર�ક કલમ મ�ટ� T - � ��યન� ગણતર� કરવ�મ�� આવ�. કલમ પસ�દગ� મ�ટ� T- 

� ��ય શ�ધ મ�ટ� વપર�ય�લ � �ત્ર આ પ્રમ�ણ� દશ��વ�લ છ�. 

�ય��  x̅H   = ઉંચ� પ્ર��ત��ક પ્ર��ત કર�લ ��થન� સર�સર� 

         x̅L   =  ન�ચ� પ્ર��ત��ક પ્ર��ત કર�લ ��થન� સર�સર� 
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         N    = પ�ત્ર�ન� સ��ય�  

                                                      x̅H.   -   x̅L 

                                        (ΣfxH )2.                          (ΣfxL)2 

T- Value   =     [Σfx2 
H -                 + [ΣfX2 

L-                    ] 

                                              N.                           N 

                                                   N ( N  -  1 ) 

  અંત� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન�� અં�તમ �વ��પન� સ�રચન� થઈ હત�. જેમ�� ��લ ૪૦ કલમ 

હત� અન� ચ�ર �વભ�ગ�મ�� ૧૦ -  ૧૦ �વધ�ન� હત�.  

સ�પ�ન -  2  �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� અં�તમ  �વરૂપ��� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ 

પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્રમ�ણ�ત કરવ� મ�ટ� �વશ્વસન�યત� 

અન� પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� પ્ર�થ��પત કર�લ હત�. 

(અ) �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત�.  �વશ્વસન�યત� એ સ�શ��ધન�ન� મ�પદ�ડ છ�. 

મ�પનન� ક�ઈપણ ઉપકરણ વડ� એક જ પ્રક�રન� મ��હત� સમય��તર� લ�વ�મ�� આવ� અન� દર�ક 

વખત� સમ�ન આવ� ક� સમ�નથ� નજીક આવ� એટલ� ઉપકરણ �વશ્વસન�ય છ� ત�મ કહ�વ�ય. 

અથ���� �વશ્વસન�યત� એટલ� �વ�વધ પ્રસ�ગ� મ�પનન� એક વ�ક્યત�. �વશ્વસન�યત� ચક�સવ� 

મ�ટ� �વ�વધ પદ્ધ�તઓ પ�ક� પ્રય�જક� (૧) કસ�ટ� ��ન:કસ�ટ� અન� (૨) અધ� �વ�છ�દન પદ્ધ�તન� 

ઉપય�ગ કર�લ છ�. 

(૧) કસ�ટ� ��ન:કસ�ટ� પદ્ધ�ત. �વશ્વસન�યત� શ�ધવ�ન� આ પદ્ધ�ત � �ળ� �ત છ�. સ�શ��ધન� એક 

વખત આ�ય� બ�દ ચ�ક્કસ સમયગ�ળ� બ�દ એજ સ�શ��ધન� ફર� � �ળ ��થન� આપવ�મ�� આવ� 

છ� અન� પ્રથમ વખતન� સ�શ��ધન� પરન� પ્ર��ત��ક� અન� બ�જી વખતન� સ�શ��ધન� પરન� 

પ્ર��ત��ક� વ�ચ� તફ�વત ક� એક � �ત્રત� ચક�સવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. ત�ન� આધ�ર� �વશ્વસન�યત� નક્ક� 

થ�ય છ�. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જક� �નય�મત ર�ત� પ્ર�થ�ન� ક�ય�ક્રમમ�� ય�ગન� સમ�વ�શ કરત� 

હ�ઈ ત�વ� ��ન�ગઢ ગ્ર��ય �વ�ત�રન� વડ�લ પ્ર�થ�મક શ�ળ�ન� ��લ ૨૦ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સહ�� �ક 
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ર�ત� પસ�દ કર� અન� કસ�ટ� ��ન:કસ�ટ� પદ્ધ�તથ� �વશ્વસન�યત� મ�પવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. જે 

૦.૮૫ પ્ર��ત થઈ હત�. જે �વશ્વસન�યત� આંક ૦.૫૦ થ� ઊંચ� છ� મ�ટ� સ�શ��ધન� �વશ્વસન�યત� 

કહ� શક�ય. 

(૨) અધ� �વ�છ�દન પદ્ધ�ત. આ પદ્ધ�તમ�� સ�શ��ધન�ન�� ��લ કલમ�ન� બ� �વભ�ગમ�� વહ�ચવ�મ�� 

આવ� છ�. એક જ સમય� જ�ડક� ન� �ન� પસ�દગ�થ� પસ�દ કર�લ ૧૦ જ�ડક�ન� આ સ�શ��ધન� 

આપવ�મ�� આવ�લ હત� અન� બન્ન� ��થન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�ર�શ વ�ચ� સહસ�બ�ધ મ�ળવવ�મ�� 

આવ�લ હત�. જે ૦.૯૩ પ્ર��ત થય� હ�વ�થ� કહ� શક�ય ક� સ�શ��ધન� �વશ્વસન�ય છ�. 

(બ) �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્રમ�ણ� �તત�. સ�શ��ધન� જે હ�� �ન� �ય�નમ�� ર�ખ�ન� ત�ય�ર 

કરવ�મ�� આવ� ત�જ હ�� ��� � મ�પન કરવ�ન� સ�શ��ધન� ક્ષમત�ન� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� કહ� 

છ�. પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� આંક મ�ળવવ�ન� �વ�વ�ધ પદ્ધ�ત પ�ક� પ્રય�જક� (૧) �વષયવ�� � પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� 

અન� (૨) મ�નદ�ડ પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� એમ બ� પ્રક�રન� ઉપય�ગ કય� હત�. 

(૧) �વષયવ�� � પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� કલમ�મ�� આવર�ય�લ� �વષયવ�� �ન� પ્ર�� �તત� 

સ�થ� �વષયવ�� � પ્રમ�ણ� �તત�ન� સ�બ�ધ છ�. બ�જી ર�ત� કહ�એ ત� જે �વષયવ�� �ન� � ��ય��કન 

મ�ટ� સ�શ��ધન� રચવ�મ�� આવ� છ� ત� �વષયવ�� � ક�ટલ� સ�ર� ર�ત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� આ �વધ�ન�મ�� 

આવર�ય�લ છ� ત� આંક એટલ� �વષયવ�� � પ્રમ�ણ� �તત�. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ��ચ તજ��એ 

�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન���� અં�તમ �વરૂપ આપવ�મ�� આવ�લ હ� ��. આ તજ��એ પ્ર�ય�ક �વધ�ન 

સ�દભ� ૧ થ� ૫ ��ણ��કન કરવ���� હ� �� અન� ત�ન� આધ�ર� પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� આંક ૦.૭૦ પ્ર��ત 

કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ હત�. 

(૨) મ�નદ�ડ પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� વત�મ�નમ�� પ્ર��ત હ�ય ત�વ� મ�નદ�ડ પ્ર��ત��ક� સ�થ� કસ�ટ� 

પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� � �લન� કર�ન� મ�નદ�ડ પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� તપ�સવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� 

પ્રય�જક� ડ�. �ન�મષ��મ�ર એન. �વરમગ�મ� ર�ચત ઉપકરણન� ઉપય�ગ કર�ન� સહ સ�મ��યક 

મ�નદ�ડ પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� મ�પવ�મ�� આવ�લ હત�. જે��� � ��ય ૦.૭૯ પ્ર��ત થ��� હ� ��. 
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સ�રણ� ૧.૨ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� મ�ટ� ��દ� ��દ� પદ્ધ�તથ� મળ�લ �વશ્વસન�યત� અન� 

પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� 

ક્રમ પદ્ધ�ત સ��ય� �વશ્વસન�યત� 

૧. કસ�ટ� ��ન: કસ�ટ� ૨૦ ૦.૮૫ 

૨. અધ� �વ�છ�દન પદ્ધ�ત ૧૦ + ૧૦ = ૨૦ ૦.૯૩ 

૩. �વષયવ�� � પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� ૧૦ ૦.૭૦ 

૪. મ�નદ�ડ પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� ૦૧ ૦.૭૯ 

સ�રણ� - ૧.૩ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� મ�ટ� ન� �ન�મ�� પસ�દગ� પ�મ�લ શ�ળ�ઓન� ય�દ� 

ક્રમ શ�ળ���� ન�મ �વ�ત�ર ધ�રણ ��મ�ર ક�ય� ��લ 

૧. અં�કત �વદ્ય�લય 

દ�લતપર� - 

��ન�ગઢ 

શહ�ર� ૮ ૧૦ ૧૦ ૨૦ 

૨. વડ�લ પ્ર�થ�મક 

શ�ળ�, વડ�લ - 

��ન�ગઢ 

ગ્ર��ય ૮ ૧૦ ૧૦ ૨૦ 

આમ પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� તપ�સ� ત��� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ ક��� હ� �.. 

જેમ�� ��લ ચ�ર �વભ�ગ હત�. આ ચ�ર�ય �વભ�ગમ�� ૧૦ ૧૦ ૧૦ ૧૦ �વધ�ન� હત�. ��લ ૪૦ 

�વધ�ન� વ�ળ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત�  સ�શ��ધન� પ્રમ�ણ�ત થઈ હત�. દર�ક �વધ�ન હ� – ન� એમ �દ્વ 

�બ���  �ક�લમ�� મ�પન પણ કરત� હત�. 

 સમ�પન 

આમ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન���� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ કરવ� મ�ટ� ત�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� તપ�સવ�મ� 

આવ� હત�. �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� તપ�સવ� (અ) કસ�ટ� ��ન: કસ�ટ� 

પદ્ધ�ત,  (બ) અધ� �વ�છ�દન પદ્ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ કય� હત�. �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� 

પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ કરવ� મ�ટ� પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� આંક મ�ળવવ�ન� �વ�વ�ધ પદ્ધ�ત પ�ક� પ્રય�જક� (૧) 

�વષયવ�� � પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� અન� (૨) મ�નદ�ડ પ્રમ�ણ� �તત� એમ બ� પ્રક�રન� ઉપય�ગ કય� 

હત�.આમ પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� તપ�સ� ત��� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ ક��� 

હ� �.. જેમ�� ��લ ચ�ર �વભ�ગ હત�. આ ચ�ર�ય �વભ�ગમ�� ૧૦ ૧૦ ૧૦ ૧૦ �વધ�ન� હત�. ��લ 

૪૦ �વધ�ન� વ�ળ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત�  સ�શ��ધન� પ્રમ�ણ�ત થઈ હત�. દર�ક �વધ�ન હ� – ન� એમ 
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�દ્વ �બ���  �ક�લમ�� મ�પન પણ કરત� હત�.. આમ પ્રય�જક� ય��ય પદ્ધ�તન� આધ�ર� આય�જન બદ્ધ 

ર�ત� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� �વશ્વસન�યત� તપ�સ� ત��� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ ક��� હ� ��  

સ�દભ� � ��ચ 

�વ�ટ મ�ટ� ૨૦૦૦ એક�ગ્રત� સફળત�ન� ચ�વ� 

લ�લ� જે�સ એલન  ૨૦૦૨ મનન� અગ�ધ શ��ત 

સ�શ�ધનન� �વ�શ�ટ પદ્ધ�તઓ ૨૦૦૩ ર�જક�ટ સ�ર��ટ્ર ���નવ�સ�ટ� 

ઉ�ચ�ટ ડ�.એ. અન� અ�ય ૧૯૮૮ સ�દ�હન (પ્રથમ આ���ત્ત ) ર�જક�ટ �શક્ષણ શ�સ્ત્ર ભવન 

સ�ર��ટ્ર ���નવ�સ�ટ� 

દ�સ�ઈ હ�રભ�ઈ અન� દ�સ�ઇ ક�.જી ૧૯૯૨ સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�તઓ અન� પ્ર� ��તઓ પ��ચમ� આ���ત્ત 

અમદ�વ�દ, ���નવ�સ�ટ� ગ્ર�થ �નમ��ણ બ�ડ�, ��જર�ત ર��ય 
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મ������ આન�દઘન 

પરમ�ર �નલમબ�ન મન�ભ�ઈ, 

પ�.એચ.ડ� શ�ધછ�ત્ર, ગ�જર�ત� �વભ�ગ,ભ�ષ� સ��હ�ય ભવન, ગ�જર�ત ય��નવ�સ�ટ� 

પ્ર�ત�વન�  
        મહ�ય�ગ� આન�દ ઘનજીન� જીવનન� અન� એમન� ય�ગ મ�ગ�ય રહ�યવ�દ� ક�વત�ઓન� સમ�વ�શ 

અહ� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� છ� 'મહ�ય�ગ� આન�દઘન ' આ ગ્ર�થ ક�મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈન� સ�શ�ધન અ�ગ�ન� ગ્ર�થ છ� 

આ મહ� �નબ�ધ મ�� મ�ગ�દશ�ક ડ�.ધ�રુભ�ઈ ઠ�કર હત� અન� એમન� મ�ગ�દશ�ન ��ર� ત�મણ� આ મહ��નબ�ધ 

ન�� લ�ખન ક�ય� કય�� છ�. 

 આ મહ��નબ�ધમ�� ત�મણ� ક�લ ૧૨ ભ�ગ�મ�� �વભ�જીત કય� છ�.જ �મ�� આન�દઘનન� જીવન,કવન ત� સમયન� 

પર�પર�, �તવન�, ત�મન� ક�વત� ત�મજ કબ�ર,મ�ર�� અન� અખ�ન� સ�દભ� લઈન� આ મહ� �નબ�ધ ત�ય�ર 

કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 

· જીવન 
     આન�દઘનજીન� સમય �વક્રમ સ�વત ૧૬૬૦ થ� �વક્રમ સ�વત ૧૭૩૦ સ�ધ�ન� ગણ�ય છ� એ સમય 
અકબર એટલ� ક�  મ�ગલ�ન�� શ�સન હત�� ત�મન� જ�મભ��મ ર�જ�થ�ન હ�વ�થ� શરૂઆતન� સમય ત�ઓ 

ર�જ�થ�નમ�� રહ� છ� આ સમય એટલ� મ�વ�ડ અન� મ�ગલ વ�ચ�ન� સ�ઘષ�! 

    ક�મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈ ન�મ આ મહ� �નબ�ધ મ� ત�મણ� ગ�જર�ત ભ�રતન� પ�ર��થ�તન� આલ�ખવ�ન� પ્રય�ન 
કય� છ� ત�મજ એ સમય�ન� જ�ન ધમ� અન� સ��હ�યન� પ્રવ��ત્ત ક�વ� પ્રક�રન� હત� એન� ઉ��ખ પણ ત�મણ� 

કય� છ�. 

 આન�દ ઘન જ �વ� સ�ધકન� જીવન અન� કવન મ�ટ�  અ�ય �વગત� પ્ર�ત�ત ગણ�ય નહ�. આ સ�ધક� ત� 

બ�હર�ગ� સ��ષ્ટન� રસ�ભ�સ�મ�� ફસ�ય� વગર �વશ્વન� અ�તર�ગ�મ�� �બર�જત� પરમ ચ�ત�ય સ�થ� સમ��ધ 

સ�ધત� હત�.(પ�ન� ન�.૧૧) 

  એ સમય� ત્રણ મહ�પ�રુષ�ન� �ત્રવ�ણ� સ�ગમ થય� હત�. પ�. સ�ય �વજય જી આન�દજી યશ� 

�વજયજી હત�. ત્રણ�ય એકબ�જાન� સમક�લ�ન હત�. પ�. સ�ય�વજયજી આન�દધનજીન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ હત�. 

  એ સમયન� ધ��મ�ક પ�ર��થ�તમ�� અજ્ઞ�ન અન� અ�ધક�રન� અથડ�મણ જ જોવ� મળ� છ� જ �મ�� 

યશ��વજયજીએ 'શ્ર� સ�મ�ધર �વ�મ�ન� �વન�ત� રૂપ નયન રહ�ય ગ�ભ�ત સવ�સ� ગ�થ� ન� �તવન ' ત�મજ 

શ્ર� અ�ભન�દન જીન �તવન ક�વન� એ જ આ�કડ�મણ પ્રગટ થ�ય છ� એવ� સમય� આ જ�ન સ�ધ�ઓ ��ર� 

બ�હ્ય સ�ખમ�� ર�ય� પછ� આ રહ�ન�ર� લ�ક�ન� આ�મ�ન� અન�ત સ�ખન� વ�ત� ય�દ કર�વ� છ�. 

     આ�ય���મક સ�ધન�ન� પહ�લ� શરત હ��  પણ�ન� અન� મ�ર� પણ�ન� �ય�ગ છ�.આન�દઘન પ�ત�ન� 

�પ્રતમ ઋષભ જીન��વરન� સ�થ� પ્ર�ત કર� બ�ઠ� છ�.એમન� ક�ઈ પણ પ્રક�રનન� મ�હ નથ�.એમણ� લખ�લ 

28 
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ક� �તઓન� અ�ત� ક�  ક� �તમ�� �ય��ય એમન� ન�મ ક�  ઉપન�મન� ઉ��ખ મળત� નથ�. ફ�ત એક પદ મળ� છ�.જ �મ�� 

ત�મણ� લ�ય�� છ� ક� , 

 'મ�ર� પ્ર�ન આન�દઘન, ત�ન આન�દઘન, 

 ગ�ત આન�દઘન,જાત આન�દઘન  

 ર�જ આન�દઘન, ક�જ આન�દઘન 

આજ આન�દઘન લ�ભ આન�દઘન 

આભ  આન�દઘન, ગ�ત� આન�દઘન 

 ન�મ આન�દઘન, લ�ભ આન�દઘન ' 

આ એક જ પદમ�� આન�દઘનજીન� આ ન�મન� ઉ��ખ મળ� છ� શ્ર� મ�ત�ચ�દ ક�પ�ડય�એ 'શ્ર� 

આન�દઘનન� પદ� ભ�ગ- ૧ 'મ�� આ દ�તકથ� ન� આધ�ર ર�ખ�ન� અહ� ક�મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈએ આન�દઘનજીન�� 

જીવન ચ�રત્ર આલ�ખવ�ન� પ્રય�સ કય� છ�. 

      ત�મન� જીવન �વશ� એક દ�ત કથ� ખ�બ જ પ્રચ�લત છ� એકવ�ર મ�ડત�મ�� ઉપ�શ્રય બ�ધ�વન�ર શ�ઠન� 

�ય�� �ય��ય�નમ�� આવત� મ�ડ�� થઈ ગય�� ત�ઓ શ�ઠ આન�દઘનજી ન� બ�લવ� લ��ય�, 'સ�હ�બ!કપડ� વહ�ર�વ�� 

છ� �, આહ�ર વહ�ર�વ�� છ� �, પ�રચય� કરુ�  છ� �.ત�ન� �ય�લ ર�ખ�ન� જર� થ�ભ�વ�� હત�� ન�! 

 આ સ��ભળ� આન�દધનજીએ કહ્ય��, 

' ભ�ઈ! આહ�ર ત� ખ�ઈ ગય� અન� લ� આ ત�ર� કપડ�� એમ કહ� ત�ઓ કપડ� છ�ડ� જ�ગલમ�� ચ��ય� ગય� 

'(પ�ન� ન�. ૧૯ ) 

 ત�મન� ન�મ �વશ� ઘણ� દ�ત કથ�ઓ મળ� છ� જ �મ�� ત�મન�� ન�મ' લ�ભ�ન�દ 'હ�ઈ શક�  છ�. ત�ઓન� ભ�ષ� 

ગ�જર�ત� અન� ર�જ�થ�ન� બ�ન� પ્રવ�હ�મ�� મળ� છ�. ત�મણ� પહ�લ� �તવન ન� રચન� કર� અન� પછ� પદ� 

લ�ય� એવ�� અન�મ�ન કર� શક�ય છ�. પ�. સ�ય�વજયજી ન� ત�મન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ મ�ન�એ ત� ત�ઓ પણ 

ર�જ�થ�નમ�� લ��બ� સમય ત�મણ� �વહ�ર કય� હશ� ત�વ�� અન�મ�ન કર� શક�ય છ� ત�ઓ ખરતરગ�છન� હત�. 

એવ�� ઘણ� મત મત��તર� પછ� �સદ્ધ થય�� છ�. 

 ત�ઓ પ�ત� ગ�છમ�� મ�નત� નથ�, 

' ગ�છન� ભ�દ બહ� નયન ન�હ�લત�, 

 ત�વન� વ�ત કરત� ન લ�જ �, 

 ઉદર ભરણ�દ� �નજ ક�જ કરત� થક�, 

 મ�હ નડ�આ ક�લક�લ ર�જ � '(પ�ન� ન�. ૩૧)  
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    ત�ઓએ સ�ધ�-વ�શ ધ�રણ કય� હત�. ત�ઓ લ��બ� કફન� પહ�રત� હત�. ત�ઓ ક�ઈ સ�પ્રદ�યન� 

પ�ર�કત�� હત� ક�  નહ� એન� પણ જાણ ખ�સ મળત� નથ�.શ્ર� જ્ઞ�ન �વમલસ�ર�એ એમન� બ�વ�સ� પર ટબ� 

લ�ય�.જ �મ�� આન�દઘનજીન� એમણ� આ�ખ� દ�ખ�લ� છ� એવ�� કહ્ય�� હત��. (પ�ન� ન�.-૩૨) 

      ક�મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈએ અહ� અલગ અલગ જ�ન મ��નઓન� મ�ત�ય� ન� ઉ��ખ કય� છ� અન� 

આન�દઘનજીન� જીવન અન� કવન અન� �પષ્ટ કરવ�ન� પ્રય�ન ખ�બ જ સ��દર ર�ત� કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 

અહ� ત્રણ આન�દઘન �વશ� ભ્રમણ� �હ�દ� સ��હ�યમ�� થય�લ� છ�.આન�દ,ઘન�ન�દ અન� આન�દઘન. ત�મન� 

�વશ� અન�ક ક�પન�ઓ પણ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ� પર�ત� અન�ક મત મત��તર� ��ર� જ�ન આન�દઘન �વક્રમન� 

૧૭ મ�� શતકન� ઉત્તર�ધ�મ�� થય� હ�વ�ન�� મન�ય છ� આન�દઘનજીન� અન�ક પદ�ન� ઉ��ખ પણ અહ� થય� છ�. 

    આન�દ ઘન સ�યન� શ�ધક હત�.એટલ� ત�ઓ' પ્રક�શ -મહ� પ્રક�શ 'ન� શ�ધમ�� હત� અન� એ 

પ્રક�શ પ�મવ� મ�ટ�  એમન� અન�ક �નર�શ�,�નર�ધ�રત� ત�મજ આપ�ત્તઓન� સ�મન� કરવ� પ�� હત�. 

એવ�� આચ�ય� �ક્ષ�તમ�હનન�� અન�મ�ન �વ�ક�ય� નથ�. ત�મન� રચ�લ અષ્ટપદ�ઓન� ઉ��ખ પણ અહ� મળ� 

છ�.આન�દઘનજી ન� દ�હ��સગ� મ�ડત�મ�� થય� હ�વ�ન� ઉ��ખ મળ� છ�.મ�ડત� સ�થ� બ� પરમ ભ�ત અન� 

અન�પમ પદ સજ�ક�મ�� એક �વરહઘ�લ� મ�ર� અન� અ�ય��મય�ગ� આન�દઘન બ�ન�ન� જીવન સ�થ� આ શહ�ર 

સ�કળ�ય�લ�� છ�.મળ�લ હ�તપ્રત� પરથ� આન�દઘનજીન� સમયન� �ન��ત કર� શક�ય� નથ�. 

      �વરહઘ�લ� મ�ર� અન� અ�ય��મય�ગ� આન�દઘન બ�ન�ન� જીવન સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ મ�ડત� છ�.�ય�� 

આન�દઘનન� દ�હ��સગ� થય� હ�વ�ન�� મન�ય છ�.આજ� પણ મ�ળત�મ�� આન�દઘનજીન� �મ��તમ�� એક ઉપ�શ્રય 

જાણ�ત� છ�. 

         શ્ર� પ્રભ�દ�સ પ�ર�ખ 'આન�દઘન ચ�વ�સ�મ� 'ન�ધ� છ�. 

  ' હમણ�� જ ગ�ડ�મ��, પ્રણ�મ� સ�પ્રદ�યન� એક �વ�મ� મ�� હત�. ત�મણ� જણ��ય�� હત�� ક� , 

' અમ�ર� સ�પ્રદ�યન� �થ�પક પ્ર�ણલ�લજી મહ�ર�જન� જીવન ચ�રત્રમ�� લખ�લ�� છ� ક�  પ્ર�ણલ�લજી મહ�ર�જ 

મ�ડત� સ�વત ૧૯૩૧ મ�� ગય� હત� અન� �ય�� આન�દઘનજી ઉપન�મ ધ�ર� જ�ન મ��ન લ�ભ�ન�દજીન� મ�ળ�પ 

થય� હત�.અન� ત� જ વષ�મ�� ત�મન�� ક�ળધમ� થય� હત�.' 

(પ�ન� ન�.-૪૮) 

     '�નજાન�દ ચ�રત�મ�ત'મ�� લ�ભ�ન�દ ન�મન� સ��ય�સ� �વશ� �વગત મળ� છ�.જ �મ�� આન�દઘન જ 

લ�ભ�ન�દ હ�વ�ન�� મન�ય છ�.ત� પ્રમ�ણ� પ્ર�ણલ�લજી મહ�ર�જ બ�જી વ�ર �ય�ર�  ત�મન� મળવ� ગય� હત�. �ય�ર� 

ત�મન� દ�હ��સગ� થઈ ગય� હત�. ત� મ�જબ ૧૭૩૧ મ�ડત�મ�� ત�મન� દ�હ��સગ� હ�વ� જોઈએ. પર�ત� આધ�રભ�ત 

પ�ર�વ�ઓ મ�� ન હ�વ�ન� ક�રણ� ત� �ન��તપણ� ન મ�ન� શક�ય. ત�વ� ચ�ખવટ પણ ક�મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈ 

આપણન� કર� આપ� છ�. 

·  સમય�નણ�ય 
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  આન�દઘનજીન� સમય અ�ગ� પણ ઘણ� મત -મત��તર� જોવ� મળ� છ�. ત� જોત�� આશર� �વ.સ�.૧૬૬૦ 

થ� �વ. સ�.૧૭૩૦ન� ત�મન� સમય મ�ન� શક�ય.પર�ત� ત�મન� જ�મ ક�  મ��ય�ન� ક�ઈ ચ�ક્કસ પ�ર�વ�ઓ અન� 

મ��હત� અપ્ર��ય હ�વ�થ� ચ�ક્કસ સમય આપણ� �ન��ત કર� શક�ય� નહ�. એમ �પષ્ટત� પણ કર�  છ�. 

   મ�યક�લ�ન સ�ત ક�વન�� અ�યયન કરત�� સ�પ્રથમ સમ�ય� આવ� ત�ન� સમય �નણ�યન� આપણ� સ�ત 

ક�વઓ પ�ત�ન� �વશ�ન� મ��હત� ભ��ય� જ ત�મન� સજ�ન�મ�� આપ� છ�. ત�થ� ત�મન� જીવનર�ખ� ત�રવવ� પણ 

મ��ક�લ બન�.અહ� ડ�. ક�મ�રપ�ળ� આન�દઘનન� સમય �નણ�ય મ�ટ� એમન� જીવનન� નક્કર �વગત મ�ળવવ� 

મ�ટ� , ત�મન� આ�ય���મક જીવનન� પ�રચય પ્ર�પ્ત કરવ� મ�ટ� , ઘણ� બધ� સ�ધન સ�મગ્ર�ઓ તપ�સ� છ�. 

જ �મક�  અકબર,જહ��ગ�ર અન� ઔર�ગઝ�બન� શ�સનક�ળમ�� ત�મન� જીવનક�ળ પસ�ર થય� હત�. એવ� આ 

જ�નસ��ર �વ.સ�.૧૬૬૦ થ� �વ. સ�. ૧૭૩૦ દર�મય�ન હય�ત હત�. એવ�� એમણ� સ�શ�ધનપ્રત પ્ર�તપ�દન કય�� 

છ�. આ મ�ટ�  અ�ય��મય�ગ�ન� પ�ત�ન� રચન�ઓન� ,સમક�લ�ન જ�ન સ�ધ�ઓ,તપ�ગ�છ પદ્ય�વલ�, સ�મ�ત 

�શખર ત�થ�ન� ઢ��ળય� પ્રક�રન� ગ�ય ક��ય� ત�મજ અગરચ�દ ન�હટ� તથ� અ�ય મહ�ન�ભ�વ� એ કર�લ� 

�વધ�ન� મ�ત�ય�ન� પણ ત�મણ� ફ�ર તપ�સ કર� લ�ધ�લ� છ�. 

     સવ�ગ�છથ� પર 'મહ�પ્રક�શન�' શ�ધ મ�ટ� 

ત�પર પર �નમ�ળ, ��થર,ભ��તમ� લ�ન એવ� આન�દઘન જી ર�જ�થ�નમ�� જ��ય� હત� અન� �ય��ન� જ 

મ�ડત�મ�� ત�મન� દ�હ��સગ� થય� હત� એવ�� એમન� અ�ય�સ પરથ� �પષ્ટ પણ� ત�રવ� છ�. એમણ� બ�જ� � 

ત�રણ એ પણ રજ�  કય�� છ� ક�  �વરહઘ�લ� મ�ર� અન� અ�ય��મય�ગ� આન�દ ઘન બ�ન�ન� જીવન સ�થ� મ�ડત� 

શહ�ર સ�કળ�ય�લ�� છ�.આન�દ ઘનન� જીવનન� આલ�ખવ�મ�� ડ�.ક�મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈએ સ�ઝ પ�વ�ક પ�રશ્રમ 

કય��ન� પ્રત��ત આપણન� મળ� છ�. 

· કવન 

        આન�દઘનજીન� �તવન� અન� પદ� �વશ� પણ મતમત��તર� મળ� છ�.આન�દઘનજીન� પદ�મ�� ભ�વવ�હ� 

વ�ણ�મ�� ભ��ત અન� વ�ર��યન� વ�ત� �વશ�ષ મળ� આવ� છ�.એમન� �તવન�મ�� જ્ઞ�નન� �વ�થત� જોવ� મળ� 

છ�. ત�વ� કબ�ર નર�સ�હ અન� મ�ર�ન� હર�ળમ�� બ�સ� ત�વ� છ�. પદ�મ�� ર�જ�થ�ન� ભ�ષ� જોવ� મળ� છ�. 

�ય�ર�  �તવન�મ�� ગ�જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� �પશ� જોવ� મળ� છ�. ક�લ ૨૨ �તવન� મળ� આવ� છ�. એમન� પદ� 

'આન�દઘન બહ�તર�' તર�ક�  જાણ�ત� છ�. એ ઉપરથ� કહ� શક�ય ક� ,ત�ઓએ ૭૨ પદ લ�ય� હશ�.ઘણ� પદ� 

એમન� ન�મ� ચઢ�વ� દ�વ�મ�� પણ આ�ય� છ�. આન�દઘનન� રચન�મ� ઋષભજીનન�� પદ,આ�દ�જન �તવન, 

પ�શ્વ��જનન�� પદ,શ્ર� પ�શ્વ� પ્રભ�ન�� પદ જ �વ� રચન�ઓ મળ� છ�. 

      શ્ર� આન�દઘનજીન� �તવન� અન� પદ�મ�� અહ� ૧૪ ભ�ગ પ�ડવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�.જ �ન� અહ� �વગત� વ�ત 

કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.આ હ�તપ્રત� �ય��થ� મળ� અન� ક�ટલ� મ��હત� સ�ચ� છ� ક� અપ્ર��ય છ�.ત�ન� ન�ધ પણ 
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આ પ��તકમ�� આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. સ�થ� અહ� પદ� અન� �તવન� પણ મ�કવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ� ઘ�� અઘરુ�  

ક�મ થય�લ�� જણ�ય છ� ઘણ� બધ� હ�તપ્રત�ન�� વ��ચન કય�� બ�દ જ � સ�ય છ� ત�વ� જ મ��હત� અહ� રજ�  કર� 

છ�.આ ઉપર��ત ત�ન� ક્રમ��ક પત્ર અન� ત� �ય��થ� મળ� છ� ત� પણ અહ� રજ�  થય�� છ�. ઘણ� પદ�ન� સ�ગ્રહ પણ 

આપવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�.આ પદમ�� પહ�લ�� શ્ર� ઋષભજીન�� �તવન લ�ય�� છ�.જ �મ�� અ�ય��મ�ન� ઊંડ�ઈ જોવ� મળ� 

છ� શ્ર� પ�શ્વ� પ્રભ�જીનન� પદમ�� મ�હ�ર ર�ગમ�� ભ��તરસ વહ�ત� જોવ� મ�� છ�. શ્ર� પ�શ્વ�પ્રભ� પદમ�� 

વષ��ઋત� પ્રક� �ત દશ�નન�� વણ�ન જોવ� મળ� છ�.ભ�વવળ��ક જોત� સ�ન�ટન�� આધ��નક �વરૂપ જોવ� મળ� છ�. અન� 

ત�ન� પદ પણ આપવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 'હ�ર� �તવન 'હ�ર� ર�ગમ�� ગવ�ત�� હ�વ�થ� ત�ન� 'હ�ર� �તવન 

'કહ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ�. અ�ય��મ ગ�ત લ�. દ. ભ�રત�ય સ��ક� �ત �વદ્ય�મ��દરન� શ્ર� પ��ય �વજયજી આ�દન� 

સ�ગ્રહમ��થ� પ્ર�પ્ત થય�� છ�.જ �મ�� મ�ર�ન� પ્રભ� ભ��ત ન� ય�દ અપ�વ� છ�. 'શ્ર� આ�દજીન �તવનમ�� 'આન�દઘન 

બ�વ�સ� ન� ૨૨ �તવન� મળ� છ�.આન�દઘન ગ્ર�થ�વલ� પણ થ�ડ� ભ�ષ�ભ�દ સ�હત આપવ�ન� પ્રય�ન જોવ� 

મળ� છ�. 

 બ�જો લ�ખ ' કવન : પદ�, �તવન� અન� અપ્રગટ રચન�ઓમ��' આન�દઘનન� ગ્ર�થ�વલ�મ�ન� 

પદ�મ��થ� અવતરણ� આપ�ન� એમન� �તવન�ન� અન�લક્ષ�ન� આન�દ ઘનન� રચન�ઓમ�� પ્રગટત� 

આ�મજ્ઞ�ન, ઊંડ� ભ��ત અન� જ�નદશ�ન ન� ઝલકન� મમ� ગ્ર�હ� પ�રચય કર��ય� છ�. 

        સક�લ�ન� �શક્ષ� ગ�ભ�ત સજાજયમ�� ય�ગ અન� ત�વજ્ઞ�નન� ગહન �વચ�ર આપવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�.ન�ન� 

વહ�ન�� પદ અન� મ�ટ�વન�� પદ એવ� બ� પદ�મ�� સ�સ�રન� મ�હમ�ય� ક�  �યવહ�ર� �પશ�ત� નથ�.ત� 'પ્રભ��ત 

�તવનમ��' આન�દઘનજીન�� હ�ય એમ લ�ગત�� નથ�. 

      શ્ર� મહ�વ�ર જ�ન �તવનમ�� ૨૪ �તવન� આ�ય� છ� 'ચ�વ�સ� ત�થ�કર ન�� તવન' મ�� ૨૪ ત�થ�કર�ન� 

પ્રભ�વન� સ�ક્ષ�પમ�� બત�વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ� આ�મ�પદ�શ સજજાય 'એ ઈસવ�સન ૧૯૫૪ મ�� શ્ર� સ�ર�ભ�ઈ 

નવ� બ� પ્રગટ કર�લ� 'આન�દઘન  પદ્ય ર�ન�વલ�' મ�� મળ� છ� ત� �સદ્ધ ચત�ર�વશ�તક� ' મ�� શ્ર� 

આન�દઘનજીન� જ�ન� ગ�જર�ત� ભ�ષ�મ�� લખ�ય�લ� �તવન� અન� પદ� મળ� છ�. જ �મ�� ઊંડ�� શ�સ્ત્ર જ્ઞ�ન અન� 

જ�ન �સદ્ધ��ત �વશ�ન� વ�ત કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� છ�. આ ઉપર��ત �સદ્ધચત�ર�વશ�તક�' સ��ક� ત અન� ગ�જર�ત� 

બ�ન�મ�� આપ�લ� છ�.જ � ઘણ� જ ઉપય�ગ� સ��બત થ�ય છ�. 

     'પ��ચ સ�મ�તન� સજાઈ 'આમ�� આન�દઘન શ�દ આવત� જોવ� મળ� છ�. પર�ત� એન� રચન� જોત� 

જણ�ય છ� ક�  ત� આન�દઘનજી ન� રચન� નથ�. આમ અહ� આન�દઘનજીન� સ�પ�ણ� કવન �વશ� �વગત� વ�ત 

કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ� અન� ઘણ� બધ� શ�ક�ઓન�� સમ�ધ�ન પણ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય�� છ�. 

    'પર�પર� અન� આન�દઘન 'ન�મન� પ્રકરણમ�� ત�થ�કર�ન� સદગ�ણ�, ક�ત�ન, સ્ત્ર�ત રચન� વગ�ર�ન� 

�વગત� વ�ત કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આપણ� દશ�ન શ�સ્ત્રન� સમલ�ચન� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ� ત�મજ �તવન 
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પર�પર�ન� ઉદ્ભવ સરળ ભ�ષ�મ�� રજ�  થય� છ�. પ્રભ�ન� �પ્રયતમ ક�  �મત્ર મ�ન�ન� કરવ�મ�� આવત� ક�ત�ન ક�વ� 

અનહદ પ્ર�મન� અન�ભ��ત બન� જાય છ�.ત�વ�� જ આન�દઘન સ�થ� પણ થ�ય છ�. 

 ' પર�પર� અન� આન�દઘનમ��' જ�ન ક��ય પર�પર�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� આન�દઘનન� ક�વત�ન� આલ�ચન� 

કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.આ પર�પર�મ�� �ત��ત,�તવન અન� સજજાય જ �વ� ક��યપ્રક�ર� પ્રચ�લત છ�.ત�મ�� વળ� 

ન�મ �ત�ત્ર,રૂપ �ત�ત્ર, કમ� �ત�ત્ર, ગ�ણ સ્ત્ર�ત્ર અન� આશ�વ��દ��મક �ત�ત્ર જ �વ� પ��ચ �ત�ત્ર પ્રક�ર� પણ 

છ�. અહ� ડ�.ક�મ�રપ�ળ� અ�ય�સ લ�ખમ�� ત�ન� સદ્રષ્ટ��ત  ચચ�� કર� છ�.આન�દઘનજીન� �તવન�મ�� 

આ�ય���મક ઉન્ન�તન� બ�ધ �ય�ત થય� છ�. ત�ન�� ડ��ટર ક�મ�રપ�ળ �વષદ �વવરણ કય�� છ� . 

 આન�દઘનજીન� ક�ય�મ�� અ�ય��મમ�ગ�ન� ગ�ઢ રહ�યન�� દશ�ન થ�ય છ�.એટલ�� જ નહ� પણ એમ�� 

ત�વ્ર તલસ�ટભર� ભ��તન� પણ એટલ� જ અ�ભષ�ક થય�લ� જોવ� મળ� છ�.જ � ક�મ�રપ�ળ� અહ� �પષ્ટ કર� 

આ�ય�� છ�. 

      આન�દઘન, �તવન�, �તવન� જ�ન પર�પર�ન� ઉજ્જવલ અ�શ� બત�વ�. એમન� પદ� કબ�ર,નર�સ�હ 

અન� મ�ર�ન� પદ�ન� કક્ષ� છ�.એવ�� એમન�� �નર�ક્ષણ બત�વ� છ�  ડ�. ક�મ�રપ�ળ� કર�લ� ત�લન� બત�વ� છ� ક� , 

એમન� �તવન�મ�� અન� પદ�મ�� 'શ�સ્ત્રજ્ઞ અન� ક�વ' બ�ન� જોવ� મળ� છ�. એમન�� �વધ�ન છ� ક�  ત�વજ્ઞ�ન અન� 

ક�વત�ન� સમ�વય કરન�ર� નર�સ�હ અખ� જ �વ� આપણ� ક�વઓન� સ�થ� જ પ�ત�ન� બ�ઠક આન�દઘન� 

બન�વ� છ�.એવ� આન�દઘનજી ' સમથ� જ્ઞ��ન ક�વ ' છ�   

        'આન�દઘન �તવન�મ�� નવ� ચ�લ� પ�ડત� લ�ગ� છ�. ત�મન� �તવન�મ�� રુઢ ભ�વ� નથ�.પર�પર� 

ગ�ણવત�ન નથ�,ઉપમ� જ �વ� અલ�ક�ર�ન� ચમ�ક ક� �ત નથ�,પર�ત� આ �તવન�મ�� સ�યશ�ધક,આ�મગવ�ક્ષણ� 

કરન�ર આ�મજ્ઞ�નન� આ�મખ�જન�� બય�ન છ�. અ�તરમ�� ઉછળત� ભ��તન� અન�ભ��તન�  સ�થ� સ�થ 

સ�ધકન� અન�ભવમ��થ� ક�ટલ��ય નવન�ત આપ�આપ �નતર� આવ� છ� આમ�� જ્ઞ�નન� ગહનત� છ�.ભ��તન� 

મ�દ�ત� છ� અ�ય��મન� ગ�ણત� છ� અન� એથ� એ �વશ�ષ આ બધ�� ઘ��ટ�ઈ ઘ��ટ�ઈન� સ��જ � કર� ત� �ય�ત થય�લ�� 

છ� '   - પર�પર� અન� આન�દ    -પ�ન� ન�.-૮૭-૮૮. 

    'આન�દઘન� �તવન�' પર 'ગ�જર�ત� ઢ�ળ' ચડ�લ� છ�. અન� પદ�ન� છટ� 'ર�જ�થ�ન�' છ�. એવ� તપ�સ 

આ અ�ય��મ મ�ગ�ન� પ્રવ�સ� ક�વન� સજ�નન� ભ�ષ�ક�ય અ�ય�સ રસપ્રદ બ�ય� છ�.  

   આમ આન�દ અન� ખ�બ જ �ચ�તન કય�� બ�દ જ �તવન� લ�ય� હ�ય એવ�� લ�ગ� છ�. અહ� 

આન�દઘનન� જીવન કવન �વશ�ન� આ�ય���મક ઉન્નત�ન� બ�ધ પણ સમજા�ય� છ�. જ �મ�� પરમ��મ�ન� જોવ� 

મ�ટ�  સ�ધક�  ક�વ� શ�ધ કરવ� પડ� છ�. ત�ન� વ�ત અહ� કર� છ�.અ�ય��મમ�ગ�ન� ગ�ઢ રહ�ય�ન� એક પછ� 

એક અહ� પ્રગટ કર�લ� છ�.સ�ધક�  ક�વ� શ���ત ર�ખવ� અન� મનન� ક�વ�� બન�વવ�� જોઈએ ત� કહ્ય�� છ�.ક�મક�  એન� 

જરૂર જ વધ�ર�  રહ� છ�.મનન� અ�ક�શમ�� લ�વ�મ�� આવ� ત� જ સ�ચ� દશ�ન થ�ય છ�.આ ઉપર��ત ત�મન� 
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�તવન�ન� ત�લન��મક ચચ�� કર� છ�. જ �મ�� આ�તરશત્ર� પર �વજય મ�ળવવ� મ�ટ� શ�� કરવ�� અન� એન� 

�વક�સય�ત્ર� પણ આપ� છ�. 

    અહ� આન�દઘન અન� યશ��વજયજીમ�� જ�ન સ�ધ�ઓન� જ્ઞ�ન પર�પર�,તપ,�ય�ગ,  અન� વ�ર��ય 

ભ�વન�ન� ચચ�� '�તવન ચ�વ�સ 'મ� કર�લ� છ�. 

       આન�દ ઘન અન� યશ��વજયજી ન� રચન�ઓમ�� સ��યત� જોવ� મળ� છ�. એટલ� ઘણ� �વ��ન�ન�� 

મ�નવ�� છ� ક�  આ બ�ન� અલગ નહ� પણ એક જ છ�.ત�થ� ડ�. ક�મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈએ અહ�  બ�ન�ન� �તવન� અન� 

પદ� વ�ચ�ન� ત�લન� કર�લ� જોવ� મળ� છ� 

      જ �મ�� યશ��વજયજી 'શ્ર� શ���તન�થજી �તવનમ�� 'કહ� છ� ક� ,  

      ' જા�ય� ર�  જ �ણ� ત�જ ક�ણ લ�શ, 

       બ�જો ર�  ર�ત� અન� મન નવ� ગમ�જી' 

       ચ�ખ�ય� ર�  જ �ણ� અમ� લવલ�શ બ�કસ, 

        બ�કસ તસ ન રુચ� ક�મ� જી ' 

      એટલ� ક�  'મ�ત્ર વ�શ પહ�ર�  સ�ધ� થવ�ત�� નથ� જ � ખર� આ�મજ્ઞ�ન છ� એ જ સ�ચ� સ�ચ�� છ� '   -પ�ન� 

ન�.-૧૦૪  આન�દઘન અન� યશ��વજયજી  

        આ ગ્ર�થન� ચ�થ� અ�ય�સ લ�ખ 'આન�દઘન અન� યશ��વજય ' જ�ન પર�પર�ન� આ બ� સમથ� 

સ�ર�શ્વર�ન� અ�ય��મ સ�બ�ધન� પ્રક�શમ�� લ�વવ�ન�� ક�મ કર�  છ�. યશ��વજયજીએ આન�દઘનજી �વશ� 

'અષ્ટપદ� 'રચ�લ� છ�. આ બ�ન� �વશ� જ�ન પર�પર�મ�� ઘણ� દ�ત કથ�ઓ પ્રચ�લત છ�. શ્ર� ક�મ�રપ�ળ� અહ� 

જન શ્ર��તઓન� સ�દભ� પણ રજ�  કય�� છ�. ત�મ�� આન�દઘન અન� યશ��વજયજી એક જ હ�વ�ન� મ��યત� 

�નર�ધ�ર છ�. એમ પણ �પષ્ટ કહ્ય� છ�.  ત�ઓ લખ� છ� ક� ,આન�દધનજીન� જ �વ� ભ�વન� ગહનત� �ય�પકત� 

અન� અલખન� રહ�ય� જોવ�ન� ઝ�ખન� ઉપ��ય�ય યશ��વજયજીમ�� દ�ખ�ત� નથ�. ત�મણ� બ�ન� સ�ત 

ક�વઓન� ક� �તઓન� �વ�થત�,સમભ�વન� પ�ર� આદર ઔદ�ય�થ� જ�એ છ�. 

       આન�દઘન અન� યશ��વજયજી સમક�લ�ન હત�.એવ�� પણ કહ� શક�ય.ત�ઓ એકબ�જાન� મ�� હશ�. 

એમન� રચન�ઓમ�� થ�ડ�ક �ભન્નત� પણ જોવ� મળ� છ�. ત� જોત� લ�ગ� છ� ક� ,બ�ન�ન� આ�મ�વક�સન� મ�ગ� 

જ�દ� હત�.આન�દ ઘન અ�ય��મય�ગ� હત�. ત� યશ��વજયજી કમ�ય�ગ� હત�. 

       પ��ચમ� પ્રકરણમ�� આન�દઘનન� કબ�ર, મ�ર� અન� અખ� સ�થ�ન� ત�લન� કરવ�મ�� છ�.જ �મ�� કબ�રન� 

અન� આન�દઘનન� જો વ�ત કર�એ ત� બ�ન� સ�વ બ�પરવ� છ� બ�ન�  �હ�દ� અન� મ�સલમ�નન� એકત�ન� વ�ત 

કર�  છ�.આન�દઘન �પ્રયતમ સ�થ�ન� મ�ળ�પન� આ�મ� �પ્રયતમ�� સ�થ�ન�� ઐકય ફ�લન� આસપ�સ ભમત� 

ભમર� જ �વ�� નથ�. પર�ત� ફ�લમ�� એકરૂપ થય�લ� પર�ગ જ �વ�� છ�. એમ કહ� છ�.�ય�ર�  કબ�ર' ત�ર� સ�ઈ ત�જમ� 
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'એમ કહ� છ�.બ�ન�  જડ બ�હ્યચ�ર ન� �વર�ધ કર�  છ�. આન�દઘનમ�� ર�જ�થ�ન� અન� ગ�જર�ત� બ�ન� ભ�ષ� 

જોવ� મળ� છ�. ત� કબ�રન� શ�લ� ઉપદ�શ શ�લ� છ�.બ�ન�ન� હૃદય ક�વન� , �ચત્ત ય�ગ�ન�� અન� �મજાજ 

બ�દશ�હન� રહ�લ� છ�. 

   આન�દઘન અન� કબ�ર બ�ય સ�રત� ન� મ�ત� મ�� રહ�ન�ર�, જડ સ�મ��જક સ�બ�ધ� સ�મ� �વદ્ર�હ 

કરન�ર� અન� �હ�દ� મ���લમ ઐકયન�� ગ�ન કરન�ર� ક�વઓ હત�. ત�ન� વ�ત ત�મણ� 'આન�દઘન :કબ�ર,મ�ર� 

અન� અખ�' ન� સ�દભ�મ�� એ લ�ખમ�� કર� છ�. અહ� ત�મણ� આન�દઘન ત�મજ મ�ર�ન� હૃદયન� તલસ�ટ,સ�થ� 

ત�મન� રચન�ઓમ�� ક�વ� �ય�ત થય� છ� ત� પણ સદદ્રષ્ટ�ત દશ��વ� છ�. ઉપર��ત પરમત�વન� ઉપલ��ધન� 

આન�દ અખ�મ�� અન� આન�દઘનમ��  ક�વ� છ�ત� ત�મણ� બત��ય�� છ�.બ�ન�ન� ત�લન� પણ કર� છ� અખ� અન� 

આન�દઘન સમક�લ�ન હત�.ત� આન�દઘન અન� મ�ર� ત� એક જ ભ��મન� સ�ત�ન� હત�. ત્રણ�યન� પદ 

ક�વત�મ�� ત�વ�જજ્ઞ�સ� અન� ક��ય�ન�દ પ�પ�સ�થ� લટ�ર મ�ર� ડ�.ક�મ�રપ�ળ� એમન� ક�વ�વ શ��તન� 

સ�ક્ષ�પમ�� ત�લન� કર� છ�. 

       'ભ��ત અન� મ�ત�'મ�� આન�દઘન અન� મ�ર�� વ�ચ�ન� સ��યત�ન� ખ�બ જ સ��દર વ�ત કર�  છ�. બ�ન� 

વ�ચ�ન�� સ��ય એ છ� ક� , મ�ડત�ન� ભ��મ. ત�થ� બ�ન�મ�� પ્ર�મ લક્ષણ�,ભ��ત પ્ર�મન� વ�દન� જોવ� મળ� છ�  છ�. 

બ�ન�ન� સ��હ�ય પદન� ત�લન� અહ� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� છ�. મ�ર�મ�� ભ�વન� દ��પ્ત અન� �યથ�ન� ચ�ટ 

આન�દઘનન� પદ�મ�� જોવ� મળ� છ�. બ�ન�ન� મન અન� તન પ�તન� ર�હમ�� અ�વ�થ બન�લ� છ�. 

સ�સ�રસ�ખન� �યજવ�ન�� બ�ન� કહ� છ�. મ�ર� જ �વ� ન�ર� ઉદગ�ર� આન�દઘનન� પદ�મ�� પણ આપણન� જોવ� 

મળ� છ�. 

     'અક્ષય રસ અન� અન�ભવ લ�લ�'મ�� અખ� અન� આન�દઘનન� કવનમ�� મળત� સ��યત�ન� ચચ�� 

કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� છ�.બ�ન� સ�ચ� ગ�રુન� શ�ધમ�� ફય�� હત�.ય�ગ� આન�દઘન પ�ત�ન� આન�દ�વ�થ�ન�� ગ�ન 

કરત� આન�દઘન બન� ગ�ય છ�. 

    'મ�ર�  પ્ર�ન આન�દઘન, ત�ન આન�દઘન, 

      મ�ત આન�દઘન, ત�ત આન�દઘન, 

      ગ�ત આન�દઘન,જાત આન�દઘન ' 

              -અબ હમ અમર ભય�- પ�ન� ન�.-૧૨૪ 

      અન� આ અવ�થ� જ એવ� છ� ક� , એમ�� કહ�વ�ન�� ક�  સ��ભળવ�ન�� કશ�� હ�ત�� નથ�.આ ત� અન�ભવન� 

ચ�જ છ� પ્ર�મ બ�ણ વ��ય� હ�ય ત� જાણ�.આથ� જ આન�દઘન કહ� છ� ક� , આ 'અકથ કહ�ણ� 'ત� અન�ભવથ� જ 

જાણ� શક�ય. 
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        અહ� બ�ન� સ�ધક� દ�ભ�ન� અન� દ�ભન� વખ�ડ� છ�. ક�મક�  સ�ચ�ન� �ક�મત ત�ઓ જાણ� છ�. ખર� સ�ધ� 

વ�શથ� નહ� ગ�ણ�થ� ઓળખ�ય છ�. 

' આ�મજ્ઞ�નન� શ્રમણ કહ�વ�, 

 બ�જો દ્ર�ય �લ�ગ� ર�  '   પ�ન� ન�.-૧૨૪ (અબ હમ અમર ભય� ) 

'આન�દ બ�વ�સ�' અન� 'આન�દ બહ�તર�' જ �વ� સ�પ્ર�સદ્ધ રચન�ઓમ�� એમન� સજ�ન ઉપર��ત અ�યન� પણ 

હ�થ હશ�.એવ� સ�ભ�વન� એમણ� આધ�ર� સ�થ� બત�વ� છ�. 

·  ઉપસ�હ�ર - 

     આમ 'અબ હમ અમર ભય�' મ�� આન�દઘનન� જીવન કવન અન� ત�મન� �વશ� જોવ� મળત� સ��દ�ધત�ન� 

દ�ર કરવ�ન� પ્રય�ન કય� છ�. અન� ત�મન� ત�લન� મ�ર�,કબ�ર અન� અખ� સ�થ� કર�ન� ગ�જર�ત� સ��હ�યમ�� 

આન�દઘનન�� પણ સ��હ��યક પ્રદ�ન બત��ય�� છ�.ફ�ત એમન��  સ��હ��યક પ્રદ�ન જ નહ� પણ એક 

આ�ય���મક ય�ગ�ન� દશ�ન પણ કર�વ� છ�. 

· સદભ� ગ્ર�થ – 

૧. “મહ�ય�ગ� આન�દઘન”- ક�મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈ, પ્રથમ આવ��ત્ત જ�લ�ઈ ૨૦૧૧ ,પ�ષ્ઠ સ��ય� 

૨૦૦,�ક�મત ૧૫૦, ગ�જ �ર ગ્ર�થ ર�ન ક�ય��લય, રતનપ�ળ ન�ક� સ�મ�, અમદ�વ�દ. 

૨. 'અબ હમ અમર ભય�' – ક�મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈ.  
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મ�ન� પ���વ�લ���ત વ�ત��સ�ગ્રહ ‘ર�ન� �બલ���’ 
૧વ�રય� જય�શ��મ�ર �બ�લ�દ્રભ�ઇ અન� ૨ડ�.પ્રદ�પ��મ�ર.એસ.જ�ષ�, 

૧�વદ્ય�વ�ચ�પ�ત શ�ધ�થ�, ૨મ�ગ�દશ�ક, શ્ર� ગ��વ�દ ���� ���નવ�સ�ટ�, ગ�ધર�. 

Gmail:- jayeshvaria95@gmail.com 

પ્ર�ત�વન�:                                                                                        

��જર�ત� �� �ક�વ�ત�� પ�શ્ચમન� સ��હ�ય સ�થ�ન� આપણ� સ�પક�ન� પ�રણ�મ �વરૂપ છ�.શરૂઆતથ� 

મ��ડ�ન� આજ�દન ��ધ� ��જર�ત� �� �ક�વ�ત�� અન�ક �વષય વ�� �મ��થ� પસ�ર થઇ છ�.ત�ન� 

મ�ટ�ભ�ગ� ���ય �વષય રહ્ય� છ� ‘મ�નવ સ�વ�દન’. ૨૦૦૧ન� વષ� પછ� � �ક�પ, ક�મ�, રમખ�ણ� 

અન� ય�ત્ર��ગન� પ�ર��થ�તએ મ�ણસન� બ�હ�લ બન��ય�. જ �ગલ �વ�ત�રન� પછ�ત લ�ક�ન� 

જીવનશ�લ�મ�� પણ જ�ઈએ એટલ� ��ધ�ર� આ�ય� નથ�. જ� ક� વષ�થ� કચડ�ય�લ�, ર�બ�ત�, 

જ �ગલ�મ�� જીવત�, �વત�ત્રત�ન� આટલ� વષ� પછ� પણ � �ળ� �ત અન� પ�ય�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત� 

સ�ત�ષ� ન શકત� આ�દવ�સ�ઓન� સમ�ય�ન� ઉજાગર� કરવ�ન� આજન� લ�ખક�ન� સ�હય�ર� 

પ્રય�સ છ�. વળ�, આ���નક સ��હ�ય એ ‘� �ળ તરફ પ�છ� વ�ળ�’ ��� સ��હ�ય છ�. જેન� ક�રણ� 

અ�ય�ર ��ધ� જે �વષય� વણ�પ�ય�� હત� ત�ન� વ�ચ� આપવ�મ�� આજન� સર્જક�ન� �વશ�ષ ફ�ળ� 

રહ�લ� છ�.            ‘ર�ન� �બલ�ડ�’ વ�ત��સ�ગ્રહ 

 પ�રસ� અન� આ�દવ�સ� સમ�જ વ�ચ�ન� સ�ઘષ� અન� ત�મન� અ�ય�ચ�રમ�� સબડત� 

પ�ત્ર�ન� વ�દન� તથ� પ્ર����તક અન� ગ્ર�મ�ણ પ�રવ�ષ આલ�ખવ�મ�� લ��ખક�એ પ�ત�ન� જીવ 

ર�ડય� હ�ય ત���� જરૂર જણ�ય છ�.હ� ��સય�મ�� રહ� ગય�લ� અન� વણ�પ�ય�� રહ� ગય�લ� પ�રસ� 

સમ�જ અન� આ�દવ�સ� 

સમ�જ વ�ચ�ન� સ�બ�ધ�ન� ઉજાગર કરત� વ�ત��સ�ગ્રહ‘ર�ન� �બલ�ડ�’(૨૦૦૨) મ�ન� પ�ત્ર�વ�લ� 

પ�સ�થ� મળ� છ�. જેમ�� ૧૫ વ�ત��ઓ સ�ગ્ર�હત થઇ છ�.  

 આ સ�ગ્રહન� મ�ટ�ભ�ગન� વ�ત��ઓ પ્રત�ક��મક છ�. પ્રથમ વ�ત�� ‘ર�ન� �બલ�ડ�’ વ�ત��મ� 

વ��સદ�ન�-ખ��ભલ� ગ�મન� વ�ત થઇ છ�.અહ� જે સ�મ��જક ત�ણ�વ�ણ�મ�� અન�ક સ�બ�ધ� 

���થ�ય�લ� છ�.ત� આ�દવ�સ� �વ�ત�રન� ક�ઈપણ ન�મન� હ�ઈ શક�.ર�ન� એટલ� જ �ગલ� આવ� 

;જ �ગલ� �બલ�ડ�’ પ્ર���ત ��જબ ર�તન� �શક�ર કર�. ગ�મમ��, વ�ડ�મ�� ઘર-છ�પર�મ�� ��સ� જાય 

અન� ��કડ�, મરઘ�� અન� બતક ન� મ�ર� ન�ખ� પછ� ખ�ઈ જાય. આવ� જ � ��તઓ જય�ર� 

29 
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મ�નવમ�� જ�વ� મળ� �ય�ર� ત� ‘ર�ન� �બલ�ડ�’ન� કક્ષ�ન� જ ગણ�ય. આ વ�ત��મ�� ધન�, દ���� અન� 

ન�રણ શ�વકશ�  શ�ઠન� �ય�� મ��ર� કર�ન� જીવત� પ�ત્ર� છ�.શ�વકશ� પ��તનજીન� મ��ટ્રક ન�પ�સ 

વ�ઠ�લ દ�કર� છ�.શ�વકશ�ન� જ� ��કમ�ન� ભ�ગ મ��ર વગ� બન� છ�. જ� ક� પ�છળથ�  ધન�ન� 

દ�કર� દ���� � ���� પ�મ� છ�.�ય�ર� શ�વકશ� ધ�ન�ન� પ�ત�ન� પ�સ� રહ�વ� જણ�વ� છ�.ધન� મ�નત� 

નથ� �ય�ર� શ�વકશ� પ�ત� જ ત�ન� સ�થ� રહ�વ� ચ��ય� જાય છ�. આ બધ�મ�� �� �ષત પ�ત્ર ન�રણ 

ધન�ન� �હત�ચ�તકન� �વ��ગ રચ� ધન�ન� ભ�ગવ� જાય છ�. અહ� ન�રણ ‘ર�ન� �બલ�ડ�’ છ� જે 

હલક� � ��ત ધર�વ� છ�.  

      ‘ક�ળ� ઘ�ડ�’ વ�ત��મ�� મ�નવ�ન� પ�શ�વક રૂપ��� સ��ક��તક �નરૂપણ નજર� ચડ� છ�.પ�રસ� 

શ�ઠ બમનશ�ન� જ� ��કમ�ન� ભ�ગ પ્રથમ રત�ય� અન� �ય�રબ�દ ત�ન� દ�કર� ���ધય� બન� 

છ�.ઘ�ડ�ન� ઝડપ� દ�ડવ���� ક�મ જીવ પર આવ�ન� રત�ય� કર� છ�.ત� વખત��� અ�ય�ચ�ર� 

આલ�ખન ��ઓ, “લગ�મ પકડ� રત�ય� ભર ઉન�ળ� ઘ�ડ� સ�થ� હર�ફ�ઈમ�� હ�ય એમ દ�ડ�� જત� 

હત�. ખખડધજ આધ�ડ રત�ય� મ��ડ દ�ડ� શકત�. તરસથ� ગળુ� ��ક�� �� હ� ��. બમનશ�ન� હ�થમ�� 

રહ�લ� આર અન� ચ���ક એન� ક�ળ� સ�સમ�ય� પ�ઠ પર પડત�� એ દ�ડવ� મ��ડત� (ક�ળ� ઘ�ડ�, 

� �-૧૬) સમય જત�� રત�ય� � ���� પ�મ� છ�. એન� દફન�વવ�ન� પ�સ� આપવ�ન� બદલ�મ�� 

બમનશ� રત�ય�ન� દ�કર� ���ધય�ન� મ��ર�એ ર�ખ� લ� છ� અન� રત�ય�ન� બ�જી પ�ન� અન� 

���ધય�ન� મ�� રૂખ�ન� બમનશ� ભ�ગવત� રહ� છ�. ��ધ�ય�થ� આ બ��� છ���� નથ�. ત�ન�થ� સહન 

નથ� થ� �� એટલ� ત� બમનશ�ન� મ�રવ� હ�ય ત� લઈન� ન�કળ� પડ� છ�. પણ ક�ળ� ઘ�ડ�ન� 

મરણત�લ લ�તન� લ�ધ� ���ધય� � ���� પ�મ� છ�. અન� ઘ�ડ���� વત�ન અન� બમનશ���� વત�ન બ�ન� 

પ�શ�વક છ�.મ�નવ દ્વ�ર� મ�નવ��� અમ�નવ�ય શ�ષણન� આ વ�ત��મ�� વ�ચ� મળ� છ�.  

       ત� ‘ભ�ય ફ�ડ’ વ�ત��મ�� પ�લ�, ફ�ર�ઝ અન� દ�ર�બશ� વ�ચ�ન� સ�બ�ધ�મ��થ� ઉપસ� 

આવ��� પ�લ���� ક��ણ પ�ત્ર જ�વ� મળ� છ�. વ�ત��ન� ���ય અંશ ત� દ�ર�બ�શ�ન� વ�સન�ન� ભ�ગ 

બનત� જત� પ�લ� પણ અક�ળ� � ���� પ�મ� છ�. �ફર�ઝન� પ�લ� પ્ર�ય� ઘણ� લ�ગણ� હ�વ� છત� 

ત�ન� બચ�વ� શકત� નથ�. આ વ�ત��મ�� પ�લ�ન� ભ�ગવવ� પડત� મ�ન�સક અન� શ�ર��રક 

ય�તન�ઓન� �ચત�ર વણ�વ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 

   ‘વ�ગળ��’ વ�ત��મ�� ન���ન� ભલ�ઈ સ�થ� એન� બ�પ ન�ગજીન� ક�ળ� કર� �ત� નજર� પડ� છ�. 

ન��� પ�ત�ન� બ�પન� કહ્ય�ગર� પણ ન�ગજી મ�ટ� ર�ક્ષસ જેવ� વ�ગળ� હ�ય એમ લ�ગ�. ન��ન� 
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મ� પણ ન���ન� બ�ળપણમ�� છ�ડ�ન� બરજ�રજીન� �ય�� બ�સ� ગય�લ� આખ� વ�ત��મ�� ખ�તર અન� 

વ�ડ�ઓમ�� વ�ગળ�ન� ત્ર�સ નજર� ચડ� છ�.આવ� જ ત્ર�સ ન�ગજી ન���ન� આપ� છ�. ન��� 

બ�ળપણથ� જ મ�વજી પટ�લન� દ�કર� રમ�લ�ન� ચ�હ� છ�. જે એન�થ� દસ વષ� મ�ટ� છ� પણ ત� 

પરણ�ન� ર��વ�પ�ક�મ�� ન�કર� કરત� એન� પ�ત જ�ડ� શહ�રમ�� જત� રહ� છ�. આ બ��� ન��� �દવસ-

ર�ત મહ�નત કર�ન� વ�ડ�ઓ સ�ચવ� છ� અન� સ�થ� સ�થ� પ�ત�ન� બ�પન� ટ્રકન� પણ સ�ચવ� છ�. 

જ� ક� વ��ગળ� જેવ� પ�ત�ન� બ�પ ન�ગજી ન��� જેન� ચ�હ� છ�. જ �ગલખ�ત�ન� જમ�દ�રન� 

દ�કર�ન� ભ�ગવ� છ� અન� છળકપટથ� રમ�લ�ન� પણ ભ�ગવ� છ�. આ વ�તન� જય�ર� ન���ન� ખબર 

પડ� છ� �ય�ર� ત�ન� પગ ન�ચ�થ� જમ�ન ખસ� જાય છ�. આ વ�ત��મ�� ‘ન���’ન� પ�ત્ર પ્ર�ય� 

આપણન� સહ���� ��ત જ�મ� છ�. 

     ‘ઘણ’ વ�ત�� અરદ�શર બ�વ�જી ત�મન� ર�દ� દ�કર� ત�મન� વ�ડ�ન� હ�ર� મ��� અન� ત�ન� 

દ�કર� ક�સર, દ�કર� જમ���, પ�સ� જેવ� પ�ત્ર�ન� આસપ�સ વ�ટળ�ય�લ� છ�.બ�વ�જીન� પ��ચ 

દ�કર�ઓ બ�વ�જી પ�રવ�ર વ�રસ�ઈ ક�ઢ ર�ગથ� પ��ડત છ� પણ ત�મન� દ�કર� ર�દ�ન� એ ર�ગ 

નથ�. બ�વ�જી ક�સર અન� જમ���ન� પણ સ�ચવ� છ�.ર�દ� પ�સ� જ�ડ� પરણવ� મ��ગ� છ� પણ 

બ�વ�જી ક�ઈ ક�રણ�સર ત�ન� જ�ડ� પરણવવ�ન� ન� પ�ડ� છ�.અંતમ�� ખબર પડ� છ� ક� ક�સરન� પણ 

હ�ઠન� � �ણ� ક�ઢ ન�કળ� છ�.શ�ક� જ�ત� ક�સર, જમ�� પ�સ� પણ જાણ� બ�વ�જીન� સ�ત�ન� હ�ય છ�. 

એમ પ�સ� જમ��ન� જણ�વ� છ�. જ� ક� પ�સ� અન� ક�સરન� સ�બ�ધ� �વશ� ર�દ� જાણ� જાય છ� અન� 

��બ ���સ� થ�ય છ�. આ બધ� પ�ત્ર� અલગ છ� પણ બ�વ�જીન� લ�ધ� પ�રવ�રન� સ�ય� જેવ� છ�. 

પણ એકબ�જા પ્ર�ય� ખટ�શન� સ�બ�ધ� ધર�વ� છ�. 

       આ સ�ગ્રહન� ‘ન�ળ’ વ�ત�� નર�મ�ન બ�વ�જી, ત���રસ બ�વ�જી, ��લમ�ય� અન� ક��� ડ� �ગ� 

ત�મજ ક���� �શય�ળ આસપ�સ ���થ�ય�લ� છ�. નર�મ�ન બ�વ�જીન� ઘ�ડ�ન� ભ�ર� શ�ખ હ�વ�થ� 

ત�ઓ પ�સ� ખ�સ� ઘ�ડ� હત�. ઘ�ડ�ઓન� સ�રસ�ભ�ળ મ�ટ� ત�ન� જાણક�ર ક��� ડ� �ગ�ન� ર�ખ�લ�. જ� 

ક� ત�મન� ત���રસ છ�કર� નકર� શ�ત�નન� અવત�ર ‘ન�ળ’ એ પ્રત�ક��મક શ�ષ�ક છ�. આથ� 

વ�ત��મ�� ઘ�ડ�ન� પગ� જડ�વવ�ન� ન�ડ ક��દ્રમ�� છ�. ક��� ડ� �ગ�ન� ન�ન� ભ�ઈ દ�વલ ન�ળ 

જળવ�� �� ક�મ કરત�. નર�મ�ન બ�વ�જી ક��ન� મ�ટ� દ�કર�ન� જેમ વહ�લ કરત� પણ ત���રસ 

ન�ફટ હત�. સમય જત�� ક��� ડ� �ગ���� મ�ત થ�ય છ� પણ ત�ન� પ�ળ�લ� સફ�દ ઘ�ડ� અન� ક���� 

�શય�ળ ત���રસ જ�ડ� બદલ� લ� છ�. 
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      ‘ક�ળ� પ�ણ�’ વ�ત��મ�� પ�ર�જશ�ન� સ�વ�દનન� વ�ચ� આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.ત�મન� પ�ન� 

��નમ�ય�ન� � ���� બ�દ ત�ઓ ત�મન� ય�દ� સ�થ� જીવત� પણ ત�મન� દ�કર� ત��� � વતન છ�ડ�ન� 

નવસ�ર� જ� � રહ�વ���� કહ� છ�. પ�ર�જશ�ન� વતનન� ઘરન� પ�છળ ��નમ�ય�ન� કબર અન� 

ઘ�ડ�ન� રખ�વ�ળ હબસ� જાન મહમદ અન� અ�લ�રખ�ન� ય�દ� જ�ડ�ય�લ� છ� જે � �દ્ધ પ�ર�જશ�ન� 

�ય��થ� ખસવ� દ�ત� નથ�. એકવ�ર પ�ર�જશ�ન� સફ�દ ઘ�ડ�ન� લ�વ� મ�ટ� દ�યજી ફ�જદ�ર કન�લ 

�હ��સનન� લ�વ�લ� પણ પ�ર�જશ�એ ન� પ�ડ�.જ�તજ�તમ�� ઝઘડ� વ�ય� અન� કન�લ સ�થ� 

આવ�લ�� �વ�સન� સફ�દ ઘ�ડ� પર ગ�ળ� ચલ�વ�.જાન મહમદ� �વ�સનન� ડ�ક મરડ� અન� ત�ન� 

મ�તન� ઘ�ટ ઉત�રવ� બદલ ક�ળ�� પ�ણ�ન� સજા થઇ આ��� ઘ�ડ�ન� રખ�વ�ળ અ�લ�રખ� સ�થ� 

બ����. આથ� પ�ર�જશ� હત�શ થઇ ગય� હત�. હવ� ઘરમ�� પ�ર�જશ�,ત�ન� દ�કર� જેમ� અન� 

જે�મન� કક�શ પ�ન� ��રશ�દ રહ�ત��.જેમ� છ��લ�� થ�ડ� �દવસથ� વતનન� ઘરન� તમ�મ વ�� �ઓ 

અન� ઘર વ�ચ� નવસ�ર� જવ� મ��ગત� હત� જે પ�ર�જશ�ન� મ���ર નહ� � અન� ત�ઓ પણ મન�-

કમન� જાણ� ક�ળ� પ�ણ�ન� સજા ભ�ગવ� રહ્ય�� હત�. 

   ‘વ��સફૂલ’વ�ત��મ� જરબ�ઈ અન� ત�ન� દ�કર� ખ�રશ�દ ત�મન� ધ�ધ�ન� સ�ચવ� છ�. વ�ત��મ�� 

જમશ�દજી પહ�લ� વ�ર જરબ�ઈ મળ� છ� �ય�ર� ત� વ��સફૂલ પ�ત�ન� જ�ડ� ર�ખ� લ� છ� જેન� ત� 

જીવનભર સ�ચવ� છ�. વ�ત��ન� અંતમ�� જમશ�દજી જેવ� જ લ�ગત� ત�મન� દ�કર� ક�રસ�ન� 

જમશ�દજી સમજી લ� છ�. ગ�ઢ અંધ�ર�મ�� જરબ�ઇ વ��સફૂલન� સ�થ� ક�રસ�ન� જમશ�દજી સમજી લ� 

છ�.  

   ‘અડ�ય� છ�ણ��’ વ�ત��મ�� આ�દવ�સ� સમ�જન� સ્ત્ર�ન� મન��યથ�ન� વ�ચ� આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

ત�ન� શ�ઠ�ણ� ધનબ�ઇ મરણ પથ�ર�એ પ�ડ� છ�.આ બ�પન� એ ત�મન� ��બ સ�વ� કર� છ�. 

શ�ઠ�ણ�ન� આવ� ત�બયતન� લ�ધ� ત� ��બ �� :ખ� છ�. ધનમ�ય બ�-ત્રણ દ�વ�સથ� જાડ� પ�શ�બ 

પથ�ર�મ�� જ કર� ન�ખત� એ બધ� સફ�ઈન� ર��ધવ� બ�પન� થ�ક� જત� ઉંમર દગ� દ�ત� પણ 

શ�ઠ�ણ�ન� વ�દન� જીરવ�ન� નહ�ત�. આજે બપ�ર� ઘર� ધનમ�ય રડવ� મ��ડ�લ� પ�ત�ન� મ�� મર� 

જવ�ન� હ�ય એવ� બ�પણ� ન� વલ�પ�ત થઈ ગય�. (� ��ઠ – ૧૩૧) ધનમ�ય જય�ર� � ���� પ�મ� 

છ� �ય�ર� ત�મન� ઘરન� બ�પણ�ન� ��ર કર� ન��ખ� છ�. પ�રસ� સમ�જમ�� � ���� બ�દ એક ‘ સગદ�દ’ 

ન�મન� �વ�ધ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આન� પ�છળ � ���� પ�મન�રન� �વગ� મળ� એવ� મ��યત� છ�. 

જ� ક� � ���� બ�દ ધનમ�ય��� મ� ��તર�ન� બત�વવ�મ�� આવ� છ� પણ ઘણ� પ્રય�ન� છત�� બ�પણ� 
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ત�મ��� મ� જ�ઈ શકત� નથ�. બ�પણ� �ન�ઠ�વ�ન હ�વ� છત�� �ન�ન સમ�જન� સ્ત્ર� હ�વ�ન� લ�ધ� 

પ�ત�ન� શ�ઠ�ણ���� � ���� બ�દ પણ મ� જ�ઈ શકત� નથ�.  

   ‘ન�ળવ�લ’વ�ત��મ��’ન�સ�ર’પ�ત્ર ક��દ્રમ�� છ�.સ�ર�બજી અન� સ��લ�મ�યન� દ�કર� ન�શ�ર હ�મ�શ� 

એમન� જ�ડ� ઝગડત� રહ� છ� છત�� વ�ડ�ન� ક�મમ�� એક્ક� એમન� વ�ડ�એ ક�મ કરત� ભ���� 

ન�સ�ર ��ણ� લ�ગણ� ધર�વ� છ�. �ય�� ક�મ કરત�� ર��ન� ભ���� પ્ર�ય� પ્ર�મ છ�.બનવ�જ�ગ એ��� બન� 

છ� ક� ન�શ�ર ભ����મ�� �ય�ન નથ� આપત� અન� વલસ�ડમ�� બ�ટસ� જ�ડ� ઘરસ�સ�ર મ��ડ� છ� પણ 

એ ઝગડ�ળ� બ�ઇ જ�ડ� લ��બ� સબ�ધ ન� ટકત� ત� ત�ન� છ�ડ�ન� પણ પ�ત�ન� વ�ડ�એ આવ� છ� 

ભ���� જ�ડ� પણ �ય�� ��ધ� ભ���� ક�વ�ર�ન� ક�ળ� પ�ણ�મ�� ��બ�ન� મર� જાય છ� ન� ર��ન� ક�ઈ 

પત� નથ� મળત�.ન�શ�ર ઓ�શય�ળ� અન� એકલ� થઇ જાય છ�. 

   ‘ચ�પડ�’ વ�ત��મ�� ન��યક�ન� ક��ત�ન� વ�દન� ન� વ�ચ� આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. અમર શ�ઠન� 

� �ત દ�કર� જ�મત� ત�ઓ ક��ત� અન� ભ�ખન� સ�ત�ન � ��રય�ન� ખર�દ� લ� છ� પણ પ�સ� આપત� 

નથ�. ક��ત�-ભ�ખ� આ શ�ઠ પ�સ� પ�સ� મ��ગવ� જાય છ� �ય�ર� શ�ઠ ફર� જાય છ� અન� મ�ટ� 

થય�લ� � ��રય� પણ ક��ત� અન� ભ�ખન� મ��-બ�પ મ�નવ� ત�ય�ર થત� નથ�.આ આઘ�તથ� થ�ડ� 

સમયમ�� ભ��� � ���� પ�મ� છ� અન� ક��ત�ન� જીવન�નવ��હ ચલ�વવ� પણ ફ��ફ� પ� છ�. ભ�ખ� 

મરત�� પહ�લ� ક��ત�ન� સ�ન�ન� દ�ગ �વશ� વ�ત કર� છ� મ�ટ� ક��ત� ર�ત-મધર�ન� આખ� ગ�મમ�� 

ફ�નસ લઈન� ફર� છ� અન� ગ�મ લ�ક� ત�ન� ડ�કણ મ�ન� છ�. જીઓ-‘એટલ� �મશ�ન ગ�મન� નદ�ન� 

ભ�ઠ�મ�� � �ત ખ�વસ અન� � �ડ�લન� બ�કથ� ગ�મન� લ�ક�ન� આંખ ઝ��ખ�-પ��ખ� થઇ જત� રહ� 

રહ�ન� વહ�મ ગ�મમ�� રહ�ત� ક��ત� પર જત�’ (પ�જ-૧૭૮) અન� એક ર�ત� સ�ન�ન� દ�ગ 

શ�ધવ�મ�� જ ઝરખ જેવ� પ્ર�ણ� ક��ત�ન� ફ�ડ� ખ�ય છ�. 

     ‘વ�ઘનખ’ વ�ત��મ�� પ��તનજીન� વ�ઘનખ મ�ટ�ન� લ�ભ અન� એન� ક�રણ� ભ�ખન� ભ�ગવવ� 

પડત� હ�લ�ક�ન� �વચ�ર આપવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. પ��તનજી શ�ઠન� ��શ ર�ખવ� ભ�ખ� �શક�ર 

કર�ન� ક� મર�લ� વ�ઘન� નખ ક�ઢ� ન�ખત�. જ�ત જ�તમ�� ઝ�મ��  જમ�દ�રન� ખબર પડત� 

શ�ક�ન� સ�ય ભ�ખ� પર પડ� છ�. એકવ�ર પ��તનજી અન� ભ�ખ� સ�થ� મમ��  જમ�દ�ર ન� ઝઘડ� 

થત� ભ�ખ� ન� હ�થ� મમ��  જમ�દ�ર��� ��શ થઇ જાય છ�. પ��તનજી ભ�ખ� પર આળ ન�ખ� 

ચ��ય� જાય છ�. આખ� ગ�મમ�� ભ�ખ� જ વ�ઘનખ ક�ઢ� લ� છ� એવ� ચચ��ન� ક�રણ� ત�ન� ઘ��� 
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વ�ઠ��� પડ� છ�. વ�ત��મ�� અંતમ�� જેન� ક�રણ� ભ�ખ�ન� ઘ��� વ�ઠવ�ન� વ�ર� આ�ય� એવ� 

પ��તનજીન� �સફતથ� વ�ઘનખથ� મ�તન� ઘ�ટ ઉત�ર� છ�.  

    ‘ચ�કળ�’ વ�ત��મ�� પ�ત બન��ન� હય�ત�મ�� જ ત�ન� પ�ન� લ�છ�ન� સબ�ધ� રતનશ� શ�ઠ 

સ�થ� હ�ય ત�વ� વ�ત છ�. એક સ્ત્ર���� બ� ����ષ સ�થ�ન� સબ�ધ���� આલ�ખન આ વ�ત��મ�� છ�. ત�મન� 

દ�કર� ���દર મ�ટ� થત� ગય� ત�મ બ��� સમજવ� લ�ગ� છ� અન� ત�ન� મ�� લ�છ�ન� નફરત કરવ� 

મ��ડ� છ�. લ�છ� રતનશ� ન� � �લ� ન શક� એ હદ� ચ�હ� છ�. બન��ન� મ��તય� આ�ય� બ�દ ત� � ���� 

પ�મ� છ� અન� સમય જત�� રતનશ� પણ � ���� પ�મ� છ� પણ ���દર ત�ન� મ�� પ�સ� ય��ય વત�ન 

કરત� નથ�. 

   ‘વલ�પ�ત’ વ�ત��મ�� શ��ત�બ�ઈ અન� ફલ� બ�વ�ન� આસપ�સ � ��થ�ય�લ� છ�. શ��ત� અન� ફલ� 

બ�વ� વ�ચ� ઘણ� લ�ગણ�ઓ છ�. બ�ન� સ�થ� મ��ડ� ઢ�ચ� છ�. ફલ� ત�ન� ખટ�ર�  લઇન� ર�ત� શ��ત� 

ડ�શ�ન� ઘર� જ પડ�� રહ�ત� પણ ક�રણ�સર ફલ� બ�વ� ત�ન� મ� પ�લ�મ�યન� �ય�� રહ�વ� લ��ય� 

અન� શ��ત� ડ�શ�ન� ઘ�ર જવ���� બ�ધ કર� દ���� એકવ�ર ફલ� સમ� સ��જે શ��ત� ડ�શ�ન� ઘર 

પ�સ�થ� ન�ક�ય� પણ ત� ઘર સ���� નજર ���ય� ન ન�ખ� અન� શ��ત���� મ��� � લ�વ�ઈ ગ��� ન� 

મન�મન �વચ�રવ� લ�ગ� ક� અલ��મય�એ પણ આ��� જ કર���� અન� ‘વલ�પ�ત’ કરવ� લ�ગ�. 

વ�ત���� � શ�ષ�ક ય��ય કર� છ�. ત� સ�મ�ડ�ય� વ�ત��મ�� ખ���ત�ન� સ�મ�ડ�ય� દ�વ ઉપરન� શ્રદ્ધ� 

અન� � �જા �વ�ધ��� આલ�ખન જ�વ� મળ� છ�. 

 આમ, સમગ્ર વ�ત��સ�ગ્રહમ�� આ�દવ�સ� સમ�જન� પ�ત્ર� અન� પ�રસ� સમ�જન� પ�ત્ર� 

વ�ચ�ન� સ�બ�ધ�ન� લ�ખક�એ ઉજાગર કય� છ�. સ્ત્ર� પ�ત્ર� પ�ત�ન� ગ�મન�� ����ષ જ�ડ� �વન� સ�ક�ચ� 

લ�ન�તર સ�બ�ધ� ર�ખ� ત� ક્ય�ર�ક મજ��ર� પણ ત�મન� વ�ઠ��� પડ� છ�. મ��ર પ�ત્ર� ઈમ�નદ�ર�થ� 

ભર��ર ક�મ કર� છ� અન� ભડ�સ ક�ઢવ� �બ�દ�સ ગ�ળ� પણ બ�લ� છ�. શ�ક�હ�ર� ભ�જનન� સ�થ� 

મરઘ��, બતક��, ર�ઝડ�, ત�તર, બકર��, મ�છલ� જેવ�� વ�નગ�ઓ ખ�વ�ન�� શ�ખ�ન પ�ત્ર� પણ છ�. 

આ�દવ�સ� ર�ત-ર�વ�જ�ન� સ�થ� પ�રસ� ર�વ�જ�ન� ભર��ર મ��હત� મળ� છ�. મ�ન�બ�ન� આ 

સ�ગ્રહ ન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� સ્ત્ર�પ�ત્ર�ન� વ�� ઉમદ� ર�ત� આલ��ય�� છ�.ત�મન� ન��યક�ઓ સમગ્ર 

��જર�ત� સ��હ�યમ�� અમ�ટ છ�પ છ�ડ� જાય ત�વ� છ�. બધ� વ�ત��ઓમ�� દ�ક્ષણ ��જર�તન� 

આ�દવ�સ� લયવ�ળ� બ�લ�મ�� ગ�ળ� બ�લ��� સહજ ર�ત� વત��ય છ�.આ બ�લ� અન� ગ�ળ� �વશ� 

લ��ખક� કહ� છ�, ‘બ�લ� અન� ગ�ળ�એ જીવત� જ�મ�ર�ન� અ�ભન્ન ભ�ગ હ�વ�થ� એ બ��� આવવ���� 

જ કળ�ન� પ�ત�ક� સત્ત� છ� ન� કળ����તન� પ�ત�ક�–�વ�યતત� હ�ય છ�’ (ઘ�રખ��દય�. ભ�ગ-૧ ન� 
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પ્ર�ત�વન�મ��થ�) ��જર�ત� સ��હ�યમ�� ગ્ર�મચ�તન���� એક મ��� � મ��� � ઉભર� આ���� છ� એન� 

અમ�છ�ટણ�� આ સ�ગ્રહમ�� જરૂર જ�વ� મળ� છ�. ભ�ષ� બ�બત� ત�મન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� આ�દવ�સ� 

�મ�શ્રત પ�રસ� બ�લ�, આ�દવ�સ� �મ�શ્રત ����લમ બ�લ� અન� આ�દવ�સ� બ�લ�ન� કળ�� �વ�ક 

�વ�નય�ગ લ��ખક�એ કર� બત��ય� છ�. 
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૧સ�લ�ક� ર��મબહ�ન મહ���ક�મ�ર અન� ૨ડ�. મ�હનભ�ઈ ચ�વડ� 

૧�રસચ� �ક�લર, ૨મ�ગ�દશ�ક, ભ�ષ� સ��હ�ય ભવન, ગ�જર�ત ય��નવ�સ�ટ�, નવર�ગપ�ર�, અમદ�વ�દ 
Email: rashsolanki1994@gmail.com 

પ�.ક� . વ�લ�ર� પ�ત�ન� આત્મકથ� ‘થ�રન�� ફ�લ’ મ�� પ�ત�ન� સમ�જ અન� ત�ન� લ�� ક�  મરણ જ�વ�� 

પ્રસ�ગ�એ કરવ�મ�� આવત� ર�ત-�રવ�જ� આલ�ખ� છ� જ �ન� ન��ધ અહ�� લ�વ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. ત�મન� વ�સમ�� સ�ર��-

મ�ઠ�� પ્રસ�ગ� સ�થ� જ ઉજવવ�મ�� આવત�. ગમ� ત� ક�ટ��બન� પ્રસ�ગ એ સ�મ��હક આન�દન� પ્રસ�ગ બન� જત�. 

લ��ન� પ્રસ�ગ� ત� ત�ન� ઉજવણ� એક અઠવ��ડય� પહ�લ�થ� શરૂ થઈ જત�. ર�ત્ર� વ�સન� બધ�� ��-પ�રુષ� 

મ�ડ� ર�ત સ�ધ� બ�સત�. જ�મ�� ��ઓ લ��ન� ગ�ત� ગ�ત�. �ય�રબ�દ ઘરદ�ઠ મ��� ભર�ન� ગ�ળ વહ�ચવ�મ�� 

આવત�. આમ, ત્રણ ચ�ર ર�ત સ�ધ� સળ�ગ લ��ન� ગ�ત� ગ�ઈન� મ�� ગ�ય� કર�વવ�મ�� આવત�. પ�રુષવગ�ન� ર�ત્ર� 

ચ� અન� બ�ડ� પ�વડ�વવ�મ�� આવત�. વ�સન� ��ઓન� લ��ગ�ત� ��ર� શ��ગ�ર અન� બ�ભ�સરસ મ�ણવ�ન� 

જાણ� મ�ક� મળ� જત�. દ�કર�ન� જાનન� �યવ�થ� પણ સ�મ��હક થત�. જ� મ�જબ જાન�ય�ઓ મ�ટ� સ�વ�ન� 

�યવ�થ� અન� ઘરદ�ઠ એક ખ�ટલ� અન� ગ�દડ��  આપવ�મ�� આવત�. ચ�ર�ન� પ્રસ�ગ� તમ�મ ��ઓ લ�� ગ�ત� 

ગ�ત�. ક�ય� �વદ�ય વખત� તમ�મ લ�ક� ગ�મન� ભ�ગ�ળ�  ભ�ગ� થત� અન� ક�ય�ન� મ�થ� હ�થ ફ�રવ� ન�ન�-મ�ટ� 

રકમ આશ�વ��દરૂપ� આપત�. ત� વખત� એક આન� ક� ચ�ર આન� આપવ�ન� �રવ�જ હત�. દ�કર�ન� લ�� હ�ય 

ત� ત�ન� બ�પન� મદદ કરવ� ન�ણ�ન� �યવ�થ� કર� આપવ�મ�� આવત�. ત� પ�સ� ભ�ગ� થઈ દ�પ�ન� રકમ 

બનત� જ� વરપક્ષ� ક�ય�પક્ષન� આપવ�ન� થત�. આમ, ‘દ�પ�’ એટલ� ‘વરપક્ષ તરફથ� ક�ય�પક્ષન� આપવ�મ�� 

આવત� દહ�જ’. લ�ખકન� મત�ન�સ�ર લ��ન� પ્રથ� પ્રમ�ણમ�� સરળ હત�. લ�� પછ�ન� પ્રથમ �દવસ�મ�� 

નવદ�પ�તન� જ�દ� જ�દ� ઘર� જમવ�ન�� થત�. ત�ન� ‘વ�યણ��’ કહ�વ�મ�� આવત�. સ�મ��ય ર�ત� નજીકન� ક�ટ��બ�જન� 

��ર� વ�યણ�મ�� શ�ર�, ક�સ�ર, ખ�ચડ�, સ�વ જ�વ�� મ�ઠ�� ભ�જન નવદ�પ�તઓન� જમ�ડવ�મ�� આવત�. �ય�રબ�દ 

કપડ�� ક�  ર�કડ રકમ ભ�ટમ�� આપવ�મ�� આવત�. લ�� પ્રસ�ગ જ નહ� મ��ય� પ્રસ�ગ પણ સમગ્ર વ�સન� ભ�ઈ-

બહ�ન� મ�ટ� શ�કન� પ્રસ�ગ બન� જત�. ય�વ�ન-વ�દ્ધ જ�ન�� પણ મરણ થય� હ�ય �ય�ર� જ �વ� મ�તન� સમ�ચ�ર 

આવ� ત�વ�� વ�સન� બધ�� ��-પ�રુષ� મ�તકન� ઘર� ભ�ગ� થઈ જત� અન� મ�ત �ય�ક્તન� ક�ટ��બ�જન�ન� શ��ત કરત�. 

��ઓ ઊ� ચ� સ�દ�  છ�ત�ઓ ક�ટત� અન� પ�ત�ન� મ�ત �વજનન� ય�દમ�� રડત�. મ�ત �ય�ક્તન� દફન�વ�ધન� 

જવ�બદ�ર� વ�સન� ભ�ઈઓ ઉપ�ડ� લ�ત�. જ�મ�� દહન મ�ટ� લ�કડ�� લ�વવ�, �મશ�ન લઈ જવ� મ�ટ� વ��સન� 

ઠ�ઠડ� લ�વવ�, ત�ન� ઉ�ચક�ન� �મશ�ન લઈ જવ�, મ��ય� પ�મ�લ �� મ�ટ� ચ��દડ� અન� ક�તર�� મ�ટ� લ�ડવ� લ�વવ� 

ત�મજ ઘ�-ત�લ જ�વ� સ�મગ્ર�ઓ ખર�દવ� વગ�ર �ન� સમ�વ�શ થત�. મરણ પ�મ�લ��ન� ભ�ઈ-પ�ત્રન� અન� વડ�લ�ન� 

�શર મ��ડન થત�. શરુઆતન� �દવસ�મ�� મ�તકન� ઘર� ક�  ભ�ઈઓન� �ય�� ચ�લ� સળગ�વવ�મ�� આવત� ન�હ. વ�સ 

અન� ક�ટ��બન� ભ�ઈઓ ત�મન� ઘર�થ� જમવ�ન� લ�વ�ન� ત�મન� જમ�ડત��. આમ, બ�ર �દવસ સ�ધ� શ�ક 

પ�ળવ�મ�� આવત�. કળ�શય� ભરવ�ન� �રવ�જ ત� સમય� પ્રચ�લત ગણ�ત� હત�. ‘કળ�શય� ભરવ�’ એટલ� 

પ�વ�જ�ન� ય�દમ�� ત�મન� પ�છળ જમણ કર� ત�ઓન� ગ�રવ���વત કરવ�. સમ�જન� અબ�લવ�દ્ધ�ન� પ�ત�ન� ઘર� 

જમવ� બ�લ�વવ�. પરગણ��ન� બ�ધ�રણન� જ�ગવ�ઈ પ્રમ�ણ� જ લ��, મ��ય�, સગ�ઈ, છ� ટ�છ�ડ�, કળ�શય� જ�વ� 

30 
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�વ�ધઓ કરવ�મ�� આવત�. �રવ�જ પ્રમ�ણ� જ� ગ�મ� કળ�શય�/પ�ચ�યત� જ�વ� પ્રસ�ગ� કરવ�ન� હ�ય ત� ગ�મન� 

અગ્રણ�ઓ તડન� ગ�મ�મ�� જાત� જ ન�તરુ�  આપવ� જત�. �ય�� ગય� બ�દ પ�ત�ન� ગ�મમ�� કળ�શય�મ�� 

પધ�રવ�ન�� ન�તરુ�  ત�ઓ ખ�બ હરખથ� આપત�. કળ�શય�મ�� ન�તન� �રવ�જ પ્રમ�ણ� જમણ આપવ�� પડત�. 

જ�ય� પછ� ��હ્મણ� મ�ટ� અવ�જ� કળ�શય� કરન�ર ક�ટ��બ�જન�ન� ગ�ત અન� પ્રશ��તઓ પ�ક�રત� અન� 

પ�વ�જ�ન� દ�ન અન� પર�ક્રમન� વખ�ણ કર� વધ�ર� દ�ન આપવ� પ્ર��સ��હત કરત�.  

સમ�જમ�� ત� વખત� ન�ન� વયમ�� લ�� કરવ� એક સ�હ�જક પર�પર� ગણ�ત� ત�વ�� લ�ખક આત્મકથ�મ�� 

ન��ધ� છ�. દ�કર� 14-15 વષ�ન� થ�ય એટલ� ત�ન� લ�� કર�વ� દ�વ�� પડત��. ત� ર�ત� છ�કર�ન� લ�� પણ 16-17 

વષ�ન� વય� કર�વ� દ�વ�મ�� આવત�. લ�ખક કહ�ત� ક�  ત� વખત� વ�શવ�લ� આગળ વધ�રવ�ન� અન� વહ�લ�� દ�દ�-

દ�દ� થવ�ન� મહ��છ�ન� ક�રણ� ઘરમ�� વહ�  વહ�લ� આવ� ત�વ� ઝ�ખન� રહ�ત�. જાનન� આગલ� ર�તથ� જ વ�સમ�� 

ધમ�લ શરુ થઈ જત�. લ�� ગ�ત� અન� ફટ�ણ�� ગવ�ત�. વ�સમ��થ� ક�ઈન� લ��ન� જાન જાય �ય�ર� ત�મન� સ�થ� 

ક�ટ��બ�જન�, સગ�ઓ અન� વ�ત�ન� ભ�ઈઓ પણ જત�. બધ� જ �યવ�થ� સમ�જન� બ�ધ�રણ પ્રમ�ણ� જ 

કરવ�મ�� આવત�. જાન બ� �દવસન� રહ�ત�. જાનમ�� વ�ત�ન� પ્ર�ત�ન�ધ તર�ક� દર �ક ક�ટ��બમ��થ� એક �ય�ક્તન� 

જવ�� પડત��. બ�ધ�રણન� �નયમ પ્રમ�ણ� �નયત સ��ય�મ�� જ જાન�ય� જઈ શકત�. જ� વધ�ર� થઈ જાય ત� 

ન�ણ�ક�ય સમ�ધ�ન કર� વધ�ર� સ��ય�વ�ળ� જાન�ય�ઓન� જમ�ડ� લ�વ�મ�� આવત� અન� જ� �યવ�થ� ન થ�ય 

ત� ત�મન� જમવ�ન� �યવ�થ� બહ�ર કરવ� પડત�. ત� સમય� ચ�ર� ર�ત્ર� થત� જ�મ�� વરર�જા અન� નવવધ�ન� સ�ત 

ફ�ર� ફર� લ�� થત�. સમ�જન� બ�ધ�રણમ�� �નયત કર�લ� જ કપડ�� વરર�જાએ પહ�રવ� પડત�. ત� વખત� 

વરર�જાએ ધ�ત�-ઝ�ભ� ક� પ��ટ-શ�ટ પહ�રવ�ન� �રવ�જ હત�. ત� �સવ�ય બ�જ��  ક�ઈ પણ પહ�રવ�ન�� �વચ�ર� પણ 

શક�ત� નહ�. દર�ક ભ�ઈ પ�સ�થ� વ�વ�ર પ�ટ�ન� રકમ ઉઘર�વવ�મ�� આવત�. વરન� બ�પ�એ અગ�ઉ વ�સન� જ� 

જ � ભ�ઈન� લ�� પ્રસ�ગ� વ�વ�રન� રકમ આપ� હ�ય ત� ‘વરત’ તર�ક� ત�મન� પરત મળત� અન� ત� ઉપર��ત ‘ચઢવ’ 

તર�ક� બ�જી વધ�ર�ન� રકમ પણ આપવ� પડત�. આવ� વ�વ�રન� રકમ વ�ત�ન� ભ�ઈઓ પ�સ�થ� મળ� 

આવત�. આમ, લ�� પ્રસ�ગ એ આદ�ન-પ્રદ�નન� અન�ખ� પ્રસ�ગ બન� રહ�ત�. જ�ન� ક�રણ� સમગ્ર વ�ત�મ�� 

ભ�ઈચ�ર� વધત� અન� �ન�હન� સ�બ�ધ બ�ધ�ત�. લ�� પછ�ન� એક�દ વષ� પછ� ક�ય�ન�� આણ�� કરવ�મ�� આવત� 

જ�થ� લ�� પછ�ન� �વરહન� �દવસ� પ�ર�� થત�. ક�લ�જ જીવનન� પ્રવ�શ પહ�લ�� જ લ�ખક સગ�ઈન� બ�ધનમ�� 

બ�ધ�ઈ ગય� હત�. ત� સમય� બ� સગ��ઓ વ�ચ� વચગ��ળય� જ સગ�ઈ કર�વત�. જ� બ�ન્ન� પક્ષ� રહ� સ�બ�ધ બ��ધત�, 

સ��ધત� અન� ક્ય�ર�ક ત�ડત�� પણ ખર��. બ�ધ�રણન� �રવ�જ પ્રમ�ણ� ક�ય�પક્ષ�થ� લ�� સ�બ�ધન� ગ��ઠ બ�ધ�ત�. 

સગ�ઈ વ�ચ� ચ��દ�ન� એક કલદ�ર રૂ�પય� વ�ત�વ�ડ�ન� સમક્ષ વરપક્ષન� આપ�ન� સગ�ઈ પ�ક� કરવ�મ�� 

આવત�. સગ�ઈ વખત� વ�ત�ન� ભ�ઈઓન� ભ�ગ�� કર�ન� બધ�ન� વ�ચ� સગ�ઈન� જાહ�ર�ત કરવ�મ�� આવત�. 

�ય�રબ�દ બધ��ન� ગ�ળ-ધ�ણ�� ખવડ�વવ�મ�� આવત�. ત�મજ ગ�ર મહ�ર�જ તરફથ� ‘ગ�ળ જ�વ�� ગ�ય� જીવન 

મળ� ’ ત�વ� આશ�વ��દ પણ મળત�. આમ, વ�ત�ન� �રવ�જ પ્રમ�ણ� સગ�ઈમ�� આવ�લ દર�કન� ગ�ળ વહ�ચ�ન� 

ત�મન�� મ�� મ�ઠ��  કર�વવ�મ�� આવત�. (1) 
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લ�ખકન� ન�ન� બહ�નન� લ�� ત�મન� પહ�લ� ન�� કય�� હત�. ત�મન� જાન આવ� �ય�ર� વ�સમ�� અન� 

લ�ખકન� ઘર� ઉ�સ�હન� પ�ર ન હત�. જાનન�� �વ�ગત કરવ� વ�સન� આગ�વ�ન� તથ� લ�ખકન� ક�ટ��બ�જન� 

ગ�મન� પ�દર� જત� ર�� હત�. �ય�� લ�� ગ�ત� અન� ફટ�ણ�� ગ�વ�મ�� આવત�. વ�સન� ગ��દર � જાન બ�સત�. 

જાનન� ��ર� વ�સમ�� લ�વવ�મ�� આવત� �ય�ર� ઢ�લ�ન� પ�સ�થ� મન�મણ�� ન થ�ય �ય�� સ�ધ� ત� ઢ�લ વગ�ડત� 

અન� વરર�જાન� ઊભ� કર� ર�ખત�. લ�ખકન� બહ�નન� લ�� ત�મન� �મત્ર સ�થ� થય� હત� જ� પ�રુષ�ત્તમમ��થ� 

ત�મન� બન�વ� બ�ય� હત�. ત� �દવસ�મ�� જાન બ� �દવસ ર�ક�ત�, ર�ત્ર� ચ�ર� થત�, સ�ત ફ�ર�� થત��, મ�ગળ ગ�ત 

ગવ�ત� અન� આખર� ��હ્મણન� સ�ક્ષ�એ બ�ન્ન� લ��ન� ગ્ર��થએ જ�ડ�ત�. બ�જા �દવસ� ક�ય�ન� �વદ�ય 

આપવ�મ�� આવત�. ભ�ઈ તર�ક� લ�ખક� ત�મન� બહ�ન સ�થ� ‘અણવર’ તર�ક� જવ�ન�� થય� હત�. ત� સમય� ત�મન� 

બહ�નન� સ�સર�મ�� ચ�ર-પ��ચ �દવસ ર�ક�વ�ન� હત� એટલ� લ�ખક� પણ ર�ક�વ�� પ�ય� હત�. ત� �દવસ�મ�� વરર�જાન�� 

ત�મન� ભ�ઈઓ, ક�ક� વગ�ર �ન� ઘર� ‘વ�યણ��’ થત�, એટલ� ત�ઓન� ઘર� જમવ�ન�� થત��. આમ, ત�મન� સ�થ� 

અણવરન�� પણ જમવ�ન�� થત�. ગર�બ ઘર�મ�� ઉછ�ન��-પ�છ�ન�� લ�વ�ન� પણ વ�યણ�મ�� શ�ર�, લ�પસ�, સ�વ વગ�ર � 

�મ��ન્ન બન�વવ�મ�� આવત�. લ�ખક કહ�ત� ક�  ત� સમયમ�� લ���ત�થઓ ઉજવવ�ન� પર�પર� ન હત�. ત�મન� 

લ�� સમય� ઘર ર�ગ�ય�. ત� વખત� ક�ક�ત્ર� છપ�વવ�ન� �રવ�જ ન હત�. ત�મન� ગ�ર મહ�ર�જ લ��ન�� મ�હ� ત� અન� 

હ�ત�લ�ખત ક�ક�ત્ર�ઓન� બ� નકલ લખત�. જ�મ��ન� એક ક�ય� પક્ષન� અન� બ�જી વરપક્ષ મ�ટ� ર�ખવ�મ�� 

આવત�. લ�ખક મ�ટ� મ��ઘ� પ�રધ�ન ત�ય�ર કર�વવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. લ��ન� આગલ� ર�ત ગ�ત-ગ�ણ�� ગ�વ�મ�� 

ચ�લ� જત�. ર�ત્ર� ઢ�લ� મ�ત� અન� ઉ�લ�સન� લહ�ક�થ� ઢ�લ વગ�ડત�. બધ�� ઢ�લન� અવ�જથ� ઝ� મ� ઉઠત�. 

ક્ય�ર�ક ‘ટ�ટ�ડ�’ પણ ગ�વ�મ�� આવત�. વરર�જાન� પ�ઠ� પણ ચ�ળવ�મ�� આવત�. લ�� પ્રસ�ગ� ગ�ળ, ઘ�, 

અન�જ, પ�ઠ� વગ�ર � ચ�જવ�ત�ઓ �ય�ક્તગત ર�ત� ખર�દ� શક�ત� નહ�. ત� મ�ટ� દ�ર�ણ�-જ�ઠ�ણ�, ક�ક�-ક�ક�, 

ભ�ભ� વગ�ર � સહક�ટ��બ જ જવ�� પડત�. આમ, લ�ખકન� કહ�વ�ન�સ�ર ત� બધ� સ�મ��જક પ્રણ��લક�ઓ જાળવવ� 

પડત� ક� જ�થ� લ�� પ્રસ�ગ� શ���ત અન� સ�પથ� ઉજવ� શક�ય. લ�� સમય� ગવ�ત� ��ઓન� ગ�ત�મ�� હસ�-

મજાક થત�. ત�મજ શ��ગ�ર ક� બ�ભ�સ રસન� છ�ળ� પણ ઉછળત�. ખ�સ કર�ન� વ�વ�ઈઓન� ઉ��શ�ન� ફટ�ણ�� 

પણ ગ�વ�મ�� આવત�. શ��ગ��રક ફટ�ણ�� ક્ય�ર�ક બ�ભ�સ રસન� સ�મ� પણ ઓળ�ગ� લ�ત� પર�ત� ત� સ�મ��જક 

પ્રણ��લક�ઓ ગણ�ત�. આથ� ક�ઈન� ત�મ�� પ�ત�ન�� અપમ�ન દ�ખ�ત� નહ�. જાનન� આગલ� ર�ત્ર� વહ�વ�ર 

ઉઘર�વવ�ન� અગ�યન� �વ�ધ થત�. અગ�ઉન� ભ�ગમ�� જણ��ય� મ�જબ દ�પ�ન� રકમ ભ�ઈઓ અન� મહ�મ�ન� 

વ�ચ� સ�ર�ક્ષત ર�ખવ�મ�� આવત�. સમ�જન� બ�ધ�રણન� મય��દ�મ�� સ��મત સ��ય�મ�� જ જાનમ�� જવ�ન�� થત�. 

જ� ત�ન�થ� �વશ�ષ સ��ય� વધ� ત� ત�મન� જમવ�ન� �યવ�થ� વરપક્ષ� કરવ�ન� થત�. ત�ઓ જાનન� મ��ડવ� જમ� 

શકત� ન�હ. જાનન�� આગમન થ�ય એટલ� ત�ન� �વ�ગત મ�ટ� પ્રથમ પ�ણ�ન�� ભર�લ�� બ�ડ��  આવત�. લ�ઈનમ�� 

ઊભ�લ� જાન�ય�ઓન� વ�ર�ફરત� ‘ર�મ ર�મ’ કહ�ન� હ�થ મ�લ�વ�ન� આવક�ર આપવ�મ�� આવત�. વરર�જાન� 

જાન�ય�વ�સમ�� અલગ મ�કલત� અન� જાન�ય�ઓન� લ��ન� મ�ડપ ન�ચ� �બછ�વ�લ� ખ�ટલ�ઓમ�� બ�સ�ડવ�મ�� 

આવત�. લ�� ફ�ર� પછ� પણ સમ�જન� બ�ધ�રણ અન�સ�ર ખ�પ� આપવ�ન� �વ�ધન� અમલ કરવ�મ�� આવ� 

નહ� �ય�� સ�ધ� ક�ય��વદ�ય શક્ય બનત� નહ�. ક�ય�પક્ષન� લ�ક� ગ�દડ� પ�થર� ન�ચ� બ�સત� અન� વરપક્ષન� 

લ�ક�ન� પલ�ગ પર બ�સ�ડવ�મ�� આવત�. ત�ન� પરથ� જ જાણ� ક�ય� પર પ�રુષન�� પ્રભ��વ �થ��પત થઈ જત��. 
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આશ્ચય�ન� વ�ત એ હત� ક� ત� સમય� વરર�જાન� પણ બધ�ન� સ�થ� ન�ચ� ગ�દડ�� પર મ�ન-સ�મ�નથ� 

બ�સ�ડવ�મ�� આવત�. ક�ય�પક્ષ તરફથ� વરપક્ષન� બ�ધ�રણન� �રવ�જ પ્રમ�ણ� ત��બ�ન�� બ�ડ�� , બ�ઝ�રુ અન� 

અમરદ�વ� આપવ�મ�� આવત�. છ��લ� ‘ર�મ ર�મ’ કર�ન� લ���વ�ધન� પ્રસ�ગ પ�ણ� કરવ�મ�� આવત�. ત� ઉપર��ત 

લ�ખક ન��ધ� છ� ક�  ઘર� જત�� પહ�લ� ગ�મન� ગ��દર � વર-ત�રણ ન�ચ� વરવધ�ન� વધ�મણ�� કરવ�મ�� આવત�. લ�ખક 

પ�ત�ન� લ��ન� વ�ત પણ આમ�� કર� છ�. જ � મ�જબ ત�મન� ક�ળદ�વત� આગળ ન�વ�ધથ� પ�જન કર�વ�મ�� આ�ય� 

હત�. �ય�� મ� �ઢળ છ�ડ�વ� ઘરમ�� પ્ર�થ�ન કર�વવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. ત� સમય� ક�ય� સ�સર�મ�� બ� ર��ત્ર રહ�ત� અન� 

ત્ર�જા �દવસ� ત�ન� �પયરન� આણ� ત�ડ� જત�. લ�ખકન� પ��ન� વ�સન� તમ�મ ઘર� લઈ જઈ પગ� લગ��ય� બ�દ 

�વદ�ય આપ� હત�. લ�ખકન� સમ�જમ�� બસ� �ય�શ� પરગણ�ન� બ�ધ�રણન� જ�ગવ�ઈ અન�સ�ર જ� પ�ત્રવધ�એ 

ગભ��ધ�ન ર��ય� હ�ય ત�ન� સ�તમ� મ�હન� સ�મ�ત�નયનન� �વ�ધ થત�. ત� મ��ગ�લક પ્રસ�ગન� જાણ સ�પ્રથમ 

પ�ત્રવધ�ન� મ�ત�-�પત�ન� કરવ�મ�� આવત�. ઘર� લ�� જ�વ� જ મહ��સવ થત�. ���તન� બ�ધ�રણ પ્રમ�ણ� સ�ન�-

ચ��દ�ન� દ�ગ�ન� તથ� કપડ�� પ�ત્ર�ન� �પત� લ�વત� સ�થ� સ�થ ક�ક�-બ�પ�, મ�મ�-ફ�આ તથ� અ�ય �વજન� 

આવત� અન� સ�ન�-ચ��દ�ન� દ�ગ�ન� ક� કપડ�� પ�ત્ર� મ�ટ� લ�વત�. ત�ન� ‘મ�મ�રુ� ’ કહ�વ�મ�� આવત�. લ�ખકન� 

સમ�જમ�� ‘દહ�જ’ન� પ્રથ� ન હત�. સ�મ�તન� �વ�ધ શરૂ કય�� પહ�લ� વ�ત�ન� ભ�ઈઓન� બ�લ�વવ�મ�� આવત�. 

આ પ્રસ�ગ� ક�ઈ �શથ�લ, બ�ભ�સ ક� શ��ગ�રરસન� ગ�ત� ગ�વ�ન� બદલ� પ�ત્રવધ�ન� ‘ખ�ળ�ન� ખ��દન�ર દ�જ � રન્ન� 

દ� ...’ જ�વ�� શ�ભ��ષત� �યક્ત થત�. સ�મ�ત�નયનન� �વ�ધ પછ� પ�ત્રવધ� �પયરમ�� ચ�લ� જત�. લ�ખક કહ�ત� ક�  ત� 

સમય� નજીકન� ગ�મડ��ઓમ�� દ�લત ક�ટ��બન� ઘર� અન� સમ�જમ�� રૂ�ઢચ��તત� પ�ળવ�મ�� આવત�. જ� મ�જબ 

વહ� એ ઘ�મટ� ક�ઢ�ન� રહ�વ� પડત�, ઊ� ચ� અવ�જ� બ�લ�ય નહ�, સ�સ�-સસર��, નણ�દન� ઘણ� અમ��યત� પ�ળવ� 

પડત�. લ�ખકન� કહ�વ�ન�સ�ર ત�મન� બહ�ન� ત�વ� �વટ�બણ� અન� વ�દન� ઘર� નહ�ત� ભ�ગવ� પર�ત� ગ�મડ� ત�ઓ 

સહન કરત�. લ�ખકન� ઘર� પ�ત્રન� જ�મન� ક�રણ� ઘરન� બધ� આન��દત થઈ ગય� હત�. વધ�મણ�� અન� પ�ત્ર 

મ�ટ� કપડ�ન� ભ�ટ ત�ઓ લ��ય� હત�. સ�મ��જક પ્રણ��લક� પ્રમ�ણ� લ�ખક� કપડ� લઈન� આવ�લ ત�મન� ફ�ઈ ક� 

બહ�ન�ન� સ�ડ�થ� નવ��� હત�. (2) 

પ�ત�ન� ક�ટ��બન� લઈન� લ�ખક હ�ર��ર, વ��દ�વન અન� મથ�ર� જ�વ� પ�વત્રભ��મન� પ્રવ�સ કર�ન� આ�ય� 

હત�. ત� જાણ� વ�સન� લ�ક� ત�મન� સ�મ�ય� મ�ટ� ઉમટ� પ�ય� હત�. લ�ખકન� કહ�વ� પ્રમ�ણ� સ�મ��જક 

પ્રણ��લક�મ�� પ��� પ્ર�પ્ત કર�ન� આવ�લ� ય�ત્ર�ઓન� ચરણ પ�ણ�થ� ધ�ઈ, પ�જન કર� ત�ન� પ્રસ�દ લ�વ�મ�� 

આવત�. લ�ખકન� ક�ટ��બન� વહ� આર�એ આવ�� પ�જન કય�� હત�. (3) લ�ખકન� �પત� ��ર� મ��ય� પ��ય� �ય�ર� 

ત�મન� અ��તમ અ��ય��� વ�સન� ભ�ઈઓ અન� ��હ્મણ� કર� હત�. ધ�મ� ધ�મ� બધ� સ�મ��જક �ક્રય�ઓ શરુ 

કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. જ � મ�જબ મરન�રન� પ�ત્ર�એ મ��ડન કર�વવ�� પડત��. ત� ઉપર��ત અ�ય �રવ�જ� પણ પ�ર� 

કરવ�મ�� આવત�. બ�ર �દવસ સ�ધ� ર�જ ર�ત્ર� મ�ડપ ન�ચ� વ�સન� બધ� ભ�ઈ-બહ�ન� તથ� �વજન� ભ�ગ� 

મળ�ન� બ�સત� અન� અલક-મલકન� વ�ત� કરત�. જ�થ� મ�તકન� ઘરન� સ�ય�ન� મન�વ����નક ર�ત� શ���ત 

આપ� શક�ય. ત�ઓ એક�ક�પણ�� અન�ભવ� નહ� એટલ� ત�મન� �ય�� બ�સ� ક્ય�ર�ક ધ��મ�ક, સ�મ��જક ક� ગ�ળ-

પરગણ��ન� વ�ત� કરવ�મ�� આવત�. સમ�જન� અમ�ક પ્ર��ન� પણ ચચ�� પણ કરવ�મ�� આવત�. આવ� બધ� 
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વ�ત�ન� ક�રણ� શ�કગ્ર�ત વ�ત�વરણ હળવ�� બન� જત�. આમ, ત� એક જાતન� મ�ન�સક શ���ત આપવ�ન� 

સ�મ��જક પ્રણ��લક� રુ�ઢ હત�. ત� બ�ર �દવસ લ�ખક સહક�ટ��બ ઘર� જ ર�� હત�. બ�ર �દવસ પ�ર� થય� બ�દ 

સ�મ��જક �રવ�જ પ્રમ�ણ� ‘બ�રમ��’ કરવ�� પડત�. જ�મ�� ��હ્મણ�ન� દ�ળ-ભ�ત અન� લ�ડ�ન�� જમણ આપવ�ન�� થત�. 

ત� �દવસ� મ�� ગ�ય� કર�વ� લ�ખકન� �પત�ન� શ�ક ઉત�રવ�ન� �વ�ધ થઈ હત�. ફક્ત �વ�ધથ� સ�મ��જક ર�ત� 

મ�ત �ય�ક્તન� શ�ક દ�ર થત� પર�ત� મનથ� ત� ક્ય�ર�ય દ�ર થત� નહ�. ત�મ છત�� સ�મ��જક �વ�ધ ત� કરવ� જ 

પડત�. આમ, લ�ખક ત�મન� �પત�ન� મ��ય� વખત� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ �રવ�જન�� વણ�ન આપણ� સમક્ષ કર� ત� 

સમયન� �રવ�જ�થ� આપણન� પ્ર�યક્ષ કર�વ� છ�. (4)    
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ABSTRACT 

Indian Railways is the country's primary mode of transportation for vehicles. Indian Railways 

is a commercial venture of the central government. Almost every area of the Indian economy 

has been affected by the covid-19 pandemic. Supply chains, the interchange and relocation of 

critical products and services, and the distribution of diverse goods have all been harmed as a 

result of the lockdown's limited connection. However, a significant public utility has arisen as 

a beacon of hope and public service amid this crisis: Indian Railways. Many businesses, 

particularly the tourism sector, have put a moratorium on operations because to the epidemic. 

The entire study is based on secondary data sources. The purpose of this study is to determine 

the role of Indian Railways during the COVID-19 epidemic. This study has focused on recent 

trends in Indian Railways, an analysis of Indian Railway budget, government launch new 

schemes and project during covid-19 and impact of corona virus on India railways.  

Keywords: Indian railways, FDI, Coronavirus, RailTel, Kishan Rail, Clone Train Scheme 

INTRODUCTION  
As India's lifeline, the Indian Railway performs a critical role. It was formed on April 16, 

1853, with its headquarters in New Delhi, 165 years ago. It's an 115,000-kilometer multi-

gauge, multi-traction system with 8613 stations spread across the country. From 

Kanyakumari in the south to Baramula in the north, and from Okha in the west to Dibrugarh 

in the east, it spreads its limits. With a staff of more than 13 lakhs, it is one of India's top 

employers in the organized sector. Indian Railways has been divided into 17 zones and 68 

divisions to make management easier. 

Indian Railways has one of the world's largest rail networks, with a route length of 67,956 

kilometers and 13,169 passenger trains and 8,479 freight trains transporting 23 million 

passengers and 3 million tons of freight every day from 7,349 stops. India's railway network 

is regarded as one of the world's largest railway networks managed by a single entity. 

31 
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Apart from being an energy efficient and cost-effective means of transportation and transport, 

the railway network is suitable for long-distance travel and the transit of bulk goods. Indian 

Railways is the country's primary mode of transportation for vehicles. The Indian government 

has prioritized railway infrastructure investment by enacting investor-friendly regulations. It 

has moved rapidly to allow Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in railroads in order to develop 

freight and high-speed train infrastructure. Several local and international businesses are now 

exploring to participate in Indian rail projects. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

· To know the recent trends in Indian Railways 

· To know the impact on covid-19 in Indian Railways 

· To determine the role of Indian Railways during the covid-19 epidemic. 

· To know the various project and schemes launch by Government of India 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This study is based on secondary source of data. Data has been collected from official 

government websites, ministry of railway reports, financial budget of India, research papers, 

cash study, and newspapers. 

Table 1: Railways Receipts and Expenditure for 2021-22 (in Rs crore) 

No. Particulars 2019-20 2020-21 
Budget 

2020-21 
Revised 

% 
Change 
(2020-21 
BE to 
2020-21 
RE) 

2021-22 
Budget 

CAGR 
(2019-20 
to 2021-
22 BE) 

RECEIPTS 

1 Passenger 50,669 61,000 15,000 -75% 61,000 10% 

2 Freight 113,488 147,000 124,184 -16% 137,810 10% 

3 Other traffic sources 10,200 17,613 7,125 -60% 18,300 34% 

4 Gross Traffic Receipts (1+2+3) 174,357 225,613 146,309 -35% 217,110 12% 

5 Miscellaneous 338 300 300 0% 350 2% 

6 Total Internal Revenue (4+5) 174,695 225,913 146,609 -35% 217,460 12% 

EXPENDITURE 

7 Ordinary Working Expenses 150,211 162,753 140,786 -13% 154,399 1% 

8 Appropriation to Pension Fund 20,708 53,160 523 -99% 53,300 60% 

9 Appropriation to Depreciation Reserve 
Fund 

400 800 200 -75% 800 41% 

10 Total Working Expenditure (7+8+9) 171,319 216,713 141,509 -35% 208,499 10% 

11 Miscellaneous 1,786 2,700 2,300 -15% 2,400 16% 

12 Total Revenue Expenditure (10+11) 173,105 219,413 143,809 -34% 210,899 10% 

13 Net Surplus (6-12) 1,590 6,500 2,800 -57% 6,561 103% 

14 Appropriation to Development Fund 1,389 1,500 800 -47% 1,561 6% 
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15 Appropriation to Capital Fund - - - - - - 

16 Appropriation to Debt Service Fund    
   

17 Appropriation to Railway Safety Fund - - - - - - 

18 Appropriation to Rashtriya Rail 
Sanraksha Kosh 

201 5,000 2,000 -60% 5,000 399% 

19 Operating Ratio 98.40% 96.30% 97.00% - 96.20% - 

(Source: Expenditure Profile; Union Budget 2021-22; PRS) 

In 2021-22, Indian Railways is estimated to spend a significant portion of its money on staff 

(45% of its working expenditure), followed by expenses on pension fund (26%), and fuel 

(13%).  In 2021-22, the total revenue expenditure by Railways is estimated at Rs 2,10,899 

crore which is an annual increase of 10% over 2019-20. The draft National Rail Plan 

estimates that on average, funds available with Indian Railways for capital expenditure over 

the next five years will be: (i) about Rs 60,000 crore per annum as gross budgetary support, 

(ii) about Rs 7,000 crore per annum from internal resources, and (iii) a maximum of Rs 

1,30,000 crore per annum from extra budgetary resources. It was observed that due to the 

consistently high operating ratio, funding the initiatives envisioned under the National Rail 

Plan from internal resources would be difficult. 

Table 2: Freight Traffic Details (NTKM in millions; earnings in Rs crore) 
 

2019-20 2020-21 Revised 2021-22 Budget CAGR (2019-20 to 
2021-22 BE) 

% Share in 2021-
22 BE 

Commodity NTKM Earning NTKM Earning NTKM Earning NTKM Earning NTKM Earning 

Coal 293,051 54,427 218,020 49,776 267,019 61,485 -5% 6% 37% 45% 

Iron Ore 50,321 10,966 57,991 12,990 59,508 14,072 9% 13% 8% 10% 

Cement 63,933 8,745 64,630 9,482 67,440 10,794 3% 11% 9% 8% 

Other Goods 53,631 7,389 60,407 7,946 59,064 8,942 5% 10% 8% 6% 

Food Grains 52,641 6,154 74,344 9,397 64,860 8,866 11% 20% 9% 6% 

Pig Iron & 
Finished Steel 

45,029 7,287 41,693 6,863 47,070 8,772 2% 10% 7% 6% 

Fertilizers 47,162 5,808 49,720 6,618 49,305 7,358 2% 13% 7% 5% 

Container 
Service 

56,686 2,554 50,837 5,447 56,032 6,518 -1% 60% 8% 5% 

Petroleum & 
Lubricants 

30,774 5,928 30,330 5,803 29,992 6,088 -1% 1% 4% 4% 

Miscellaneous 
Earnings 

- 2,016 - 7,979 - 2,518 - 12% 0% 2% 

Raw Material 
for Steel Plants 

14,437 2,216 12,520 1,882 14,661 2,397 1% 4% 2% 2% 

Total 707,665 113,488 660,492 124,184 714,951 137,810 1% 10% - - 

(Source: Expenditure Profile; Union Budget 2021-22; PRS) 

Notes: NTKM – Net Tone Kilometer (One NTKM is the net weight of goods carried for a kilometer); RE – 

Revised Estimates; BE – Budget Estimates. 
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Railways derived the most of their freight income in 2019-20 from the shipment of coal 

(48%) followed by iron ore (10%) and cement (8%). Railways primarily convey bulk freight, 

with the freight basket mostly consisting of raw materials for specific sectors such as power 

plants and iron and steel mills. In 2021-22, Railways expects to earn Rs 1,37,810 crore from 

goods traffic, an annual increase of 10% over 2019-20.  

Table 3: Finances in 2020-21 (Rs crore) 

Particular Budget 
Estimates 

Revised 
Estimates 

% Change From 
BE to RE 

1. Internal Revenue 2,25,913 1,46,609 -35% 

Gross Traffic Receipts 2,25,613 1,46,309 -35% 

Freight revenue 1,47,000 1,24,184 -16% 

Passenger revenue 61,000 15,000 -75% 

2. Budgetary Support 70,250 29,250 -58% 

3. Extra Budgetary Resources 83,292 1,28,567 54% 

4. Special Loan from the central government* 0 79,398 - 

Total Receipts (1+2+3+4) 3,79,455 3,83,824 1% 

5. Revenue Expenditure 2,19,413 1,43,809 -34% 

Ordinary Working Expenses 1,62,753 1,40,786 -13% 

Pension Fund 53,160 523 -99% 

6. Capital Expenditure 1,61,042 1,61,692 0% 

7. Appropriation of Special Loan* 0 79,398 - 

Total Expenditure (5+6+7) 3,80,455 3,84,899 1% 

Operating Ratio 96.30% 97.00% - 

(Source: Expenditure Profile; Union Budget 2021-22; PRS) 

The majority of the reduction in revenue spending is attributable to a lower-than-expected 

appropriation to the pension fund. At the revised stage, the appropriation to the pension fund 

is projected to be Rs 523 crore, compared to a budget projection of Rs 53,160 crore (99 

percent less). The operating ratio will worsen to 131.5 percent if appropriations are made 

according to the requirements. 

The appropriation to the pension fund in 2019-20 was likewise 60% less than the budget 

projection (Rs 20,708 crore as against the budget estimate of Rs 50,000 crore). In 2019-20, 

the operational ratio was 98.4 percent. The operating ratio in 2019-20 will be 114.2 percent if 

appropriations to the pension fund are made in accordance with the requirements. 

Railways often have a small income surplus. As a result, the majority of its capital spending 

is funded by (i) central government budgetary support and (ii) additional budgetary resources. 

While the capital spending objective has not changed much from the budget to the revised 

stage, the central government's financial support is expected to fall by 58 percent in 2020-21. 

As a result, the reliance on additional budgetary resources to fund capital expenditures will 
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grow even more. Extra budgetary resources are expected to be 54% greater than projected in 

the budget. 

The Standing Committee on Railways (2020) noted that the budgetary allocation for capital 

investment in 2020-21 (Rs 1,61,042 crore) was roughly 18% less than the need (Rs 1,97,295 

crore). It went on to say that these monies might not be enough to carry out Railways' 

ambitious investment plan as well as expedite the completion of outstanding projects. 

Railways would get a special loan of Rs 79,398 crore from the federal government in 2020-

21 to: (i) fill the resource shortfall owing to COVID-19 in 2020-21, and (ii) satisfy pension 

fund commitments for 2019-20, according to updated projections. 

Chart 1: Gross Revenue Trends Over the Years (US$ billions) 

 
(Source: www.ibef.org) 

Over the years, revenue has increased significantly. The gross income of Indian Railways in 

FY20 was Rs 174,660.52 crore (US$ 24.78 billion). In FY20, freight profits were Rs 

113,487.89 crore (US$ 16.24 billion). In FY20, Indian Railways earned 50,669.09 crore (US$ 

7.25 billion) from passengers. COVID-19 is anticipated to reduce passenger revenue by 72 

percent to Rs. 15,000 crore (US$ 2.0 billion) in FY21. 

Chart 2: Revenue Break-Up by Segment (FY20) 

 
(Source: www.ibef.org) 
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Chart 3: Trends in Passenger Volume 

(in billions) 

 
(Source: www.ibef.org) 

Chart 4: Trends in Freight Volume (in 
million tons) 

 
(Source: www.ibef.org) 

Railways' largest income generator is freight, which accounted for 65 percent of overall 

revenue in FY20, followed by the passenger segment. Indian Railways had the greatest 

loading in freight transportation in FY20-21. In FY21, Indian Railways transported 1,232.64 

million tons of freight. With this, Indian Railways' freight income climbed to Rs. 1,17,386 

crore (approximately) (US$ 16.04 billion) in fiscal 2020-21, up from Rs. 1,13,488 crore (US$ 

16.10 billion) in fiscal 2019-20. 

SIZE OF THE MARKET 

The Indian Railways has operated 450 Kisan Rail services since August 2020, transporting 

over 1.45 lakh tones of agricultural products and perishables. 

RailTel, a government-owned company that delivers fast and free Wi-Fi across the Indian 

railway network, achieved its highest-ever consolidated income of Rs. 11,660.05 million 

(US$ 158.48 million) for FY19-20. This amount represents a 12.3% increase over the 

consolidated income for the fiscal year FY18-19. 

Indian Railways had the greatest freight loading of 130.38 million tons in March 2021, up 

27.33 percent over the previous year's 103.05 million tones. India Railways stated in 

November 2020 that 40 percent of the dedicated freight corridor (DFC) will be available for 

traffic by the end of FY21, with the whole 2,800 km line finished by June 2022. 

As of 2017, India was one of the top 20 railway exporters in the world. During the period 

2010-2018, India's railway exports increased at a CAGR of 31.51 percent, reaching US$ 

507.90 million. Railway exports totaled US$ 635 million in 2019E. 

CHANGES IN THE INDIAN RAILWAYS 

From April 2000 to September 2020, the inflow of foreign direct investment (FDI) in 

railway-related components was US$ 1.12 billion. The following are some of nation's leading 

railway investments and developments: 
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· The Indian Railways loaded 73.45 million tons in May 2021, comprising 35.62 MT of 

coal, 9.77 MT of iron ore, 3.38 MT of food grains, 2.22 MT of fertilizers, and 3.15 MT of 

cement (cement, excluding clinker). 

· Indian Railways has installed Wi-Fi at 6,000 stations as of May 5, 2021. 

· The Government of India and the European Investment Bank (EIB) signed a finance deal 

for the Pune Metro Rail project's second tranche of US$ 182.30 million in May 2021. 

· Mr. Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India, launched the world's first double-stack, 

long-haul container train from New Ateli, Haryana, to New Kishanganj in Rajasthan 

January 2021. 

· Hyundai Motor India Ltd. (HMIL) stated in January 2021 that it has shipped 125 vehicles 

to Nepal via Indian Railways. The export is said to be environmentally friendly and the 

company's first. The firm hopes to minimize its carbon footprint by 20,260 tones as a 

result of this move. 

· In December 2020, a representative for the Northeast Frontier Railway (NFR) announced 

that at least six construction projects will be finished in 2021, including three new lines 

and three double-line projects. Two of the three new rail line projects will be 

international, linking Bangladesh and Nepal, two neighboring nations. 

· The National High-Speed Rail Corporation Limited (NHSRCL) and L&T agreed to 

design and execute 47 percent of the alignment works for the Mumbai-Ahmadabad bullet 

train project on November 26, 2020. 

· Taking advantage of the corona virus shutdown, the Indian Railways executed eight 

significant capacity improvement projects. Three super critical projects totaling 68 

kilometers, three critical projects totaling 45 kilometers, upgradation of the entire 389-

kilometer railway line from Jhajha in Bihar to Pandit Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Junction in 

Uttar Pradesh, and a new 82-kilometer port connectivity line to Paradip were among the 

projects. 

· The Indian Railways launched the ‘Clone Train Scheme' in September 2020, in which it 

planned to run a clone train with the same number to assist and relieve waitlisted 

customers on congested passenger routes. 

· As part of the Railways' network upgrading plans, the Ministry stated that all non-AC 

sleeper coaches will be replaced by AC sleeper coaches for trains travelling faster than 

130 kilometers per hour. This change has been viewed as a technological requirement for 

high-speed trains, with the added benefit of enhancing passenger comfort. 
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GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES 

· During the fiscal year 2020-21, Indian Railways completed the most electrification of 

sections in a single year, reaching 6,015 Route Kilometers (RKM). In comparison to 

2007-14, electrification increased by more than 5 times in the previous seven years (2014-

21). 

· The arch closing of the under-construction Chenab Bridge, the world's tallest railway 

bridge, was completed in April 2021 by Indian Railways. Chenab Bridge will be 1315 

meters long and 35 meters taller than Paris' Eiffel Tower. The bridge's overall cost is 

expected to be Rs. 1,486 crore (US$ 200.46 million), and its design life is expected to be 

120 years. 

· The Indian Railways indicated that numerous projects would be completed in FY21-22. 

In February-March 2021, the Railway Ministry has selected 56 projects across several 

railway zones that would be completed. 

· The government allotted Rs 110,054.64 crore (US$ 15.19 billion) to the Ministry of 

Railways in the Union Budget 2021-22. 

· Mr. Piyush Goyal, Minister of Railways, dedicated 88 railway projects worth Rs. 1000 

crore (US$ 138.14 million) to the country in the states of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Madhya 

Pradesh, West Bengal, and Karnataka in February 2021. 

· Indian Railways issued a ‘Request for Qualification (RFQ)' in February 2021 for a public-

private partnership to reconstruct New Delhi train station, with a project cost of Rs. 5,000 

crore (US$ 690.75 million). 

· Indian Railways has shortlisted 56 projects across the nation in various zones to be 

completed by February-March 2021 and FY22 to improve train infrastructure and make 

the Indian Railways network future fit. 

· The Ministry of Railways issued a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) in July 2020 for 

private sector participation in running passenger train services on 109 Origin Destination 

(OD) lines. According to the plan, 12 trains will be introduced in FY23, 45 in FY24, 50 in 

FY26, and 44 more in FY27, bringing the total number of trains to 151 by FY27. The 

project would entail private sector investments of about Rs. 30,000 crore (US$ 4.09 

billion).  

· Indian Railways created the anti-COVID-19 carriage in November 2020 to prevent the 

transmission of corona virus. Hands-free water tanks and flushes, as well as copper-

coated knobs and locks, are included in this anti-COVID-19 bus. 
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· On November 29, 2020, Railway Minister Piyush Goyal stated that tea would be offered 

in environmentally friendly 'Kulhads' (earthen cups) instead of plastic cups at all railway 

stations across the country. Currently, tea is served at ‘Kulhads' at over 400 train stations. 

The Indian Railways' contribution to a plastic-free India will be this plan. 

· The Railway Ministry established a strategy in October 2020 to build goods shed 

facilities at small/roadside railway stations, with the goal of increasing terminal capacity 

through private sector engagement. A commodities port, labourer amenities (resting 

space, drinking water, etc.), approach roads, loading and unloading docks, and other 

associated infrastructure can all be developed by private parties. 

· Indian Railways approved a feasibility study for seven bullet train projects on September 

22, 2020, all of which are accessible to PPP investors. 

· The Ministry of Railways agreed in July 2020 to form a Project Development Cell (PDC) 

inside the railway board to enhance investments and foreign direct investment inflows 

(FDI). 

· The government will establish a "National Rail Plan" that will allow the country to 

connect its rail network with other modes of transportation and develop a multi-modal 

transportation network. 

· The Research Designs & Standards Organization (RDSO), the research arm of Indian 

Railways, has created a 'New Online Vendor Registration System' in order to have 

digitized and transparent systems and procedures. 

· After commissioning, the Ministry of Railroads aims to monetize assets such as the 

Eastern and Western Dedicated Freight Corridors, station renovation through PPP, 

railway land parcels, multifunctional complexes (MFC), railway communities, hill 

railways, and stadiums. 

CONCLUSION  

The Indian railway system is expanding at a steady pace. The Indian railway market will be 

the third biggest in five years, accounting for 10% of the world market. According to Mr 

Piyush Goyal, Union Minister for Railways and Coal, India's railways, which are one of the 

country's largest employers, can create one million employments. 

The government has proposed two major projects aimed at attracting private investment: 

operating passenger trains across the railway network by private operators and redeveloping 
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railway stations around the country. These projects, according to Indian Railways, have the 

potential to bring in over US$ 7.5 billion in investment over the next five years. 

Since 2009-10, the ‘Adarsh' Station Scheme has been in place, and railway stations are now 

being upgraded/modernized to meet the recognized demand for improved passenger facilities 

at stations. A total of 1253 stations have been identified for development under the project, 

with 1201 of them having been completed so far. The remaining 52 stations will be built 

between 2021 and 2022. Other revenue-generating options being considered by Indian 

Railways include: a) Changing the makeup of coaches in order to promote more profitable 

AC coach travel; b) Monetizing traffic on its digital ticketing IRCTC; and c) Disinvesting in 

IRCTC. 

The Indian Railway launched the National Rail Plan, Vision 2024, to accelerate 

implementation of critical projects, such as multi track congested routes, achieve 100% 

electrification, upgrade the speed to 160 kmph on Delhi-Howrah and Delhi-Mumbai routes, 

upgrade the speed to 130 kmph on all other golden quadrilateral-golden diagonal routes and 

eliminate all level crossings on the golden quadrilateral-golden diagonal route, by 2024. 
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Socio-Political Contribution of Babu Mool Chand Jain in The 
History of Haryana 

Anand Chahal, 
Research Scholar, Department of History Panjab university, Chandigarh. 

As a freedom fighter in the freedom struggle of India, he is popularly remembered as 

“Gandhi of Haryana”. His political strategy was always guided by the spiritual and moral 

values. His visionary thoughts and statesmanship have benefitted the state of Haryana in 

socio-political sphere. His secularist approach and compassionate feelings towards all 

envisioned a free and equal society. There are mainly two aspects of Babuji life which define 

his charismatic personality. One aspect deals with the political journey of Babuji and second 

aspect deals with the various social steps taken for the benefit of oppressed and downtrodden 

section of the society whether dalits, landless laborers, tenants or small shopkeepers. These 

various aspects of Babuji life are defined in various sources such as personal letters, articles, 

newspaper editorials.  

Dr. Swatantra Jain in biographical work Rajniti ke Sant- Freedom Fighter Late Babu Mool 

Chand Jain (2017) attempts to give a perspective on the biographical account of Babuji. 

Author has explored a multi-faceted personality of Babu Mool Chand Jain from birth till his 

last breath. It is important to point out his contribution in the socio-political history of 

Haryana. Babu mool jain started to participate in the non-violent struggle movement of India 

from 1937 onwards. In 1939, he was even left unconscious while participating in the Asodha 

Satyagraha movement. Even after partition, he helped the refugees in rehabilitating them in 

the modern district of Karnal. As a man of Iron will, he always lived his life on the moral and 

ethical code of conduct. 

Today's youth cannot understand the difference between Bapuji's Satyagraha and today's 

violent strikes. If we talk about the relevance of truth and non-violence which was followed 

by the Babuji in the era of Gandhian movement in order to achieve their objectives, then it 

has been forgotten by young generation. It can be highlighted in the modern times that how 

Idea of movement followed by youth in the present times is drifting away from the principles 

of truth, non-violence followed by the leaders during individual civil disobedience 

movement. 

Robert George Schwab in his thesis Social Stratification and Political Power, A Study of 

Party Factionalism in Haryana has analyzed the political factions, grouping, defections and 
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it’s linkage with the political instability in the state of Haryana. This study is the result of two 

years of field research in Haryana. In his work, author has utilized the tool of informal 

discussions and interview with the chief ministers, faction leaders and rural people. Reasons 

for changing political party by babuji from time to time needs to located in the broader 

perspective w.r.t. his political and moral ideology. His political persona would be helpful in 

understanding the present political issues of horse trading, unholy political alliances etc.  

Impartial and unbiased views in undertaking such decisions have been ignored by the scholar 

as this could be seen from the fact that his difference of opinion with the then Chief Minister, 

Devi Lal on various issues and finally resigning from the post of Deputy Chairman of state 

planning board in July 1989. 

K. C. Yadav in his book Modern Haryana: History and Culture covers the modern period 

from 1803 to 1966 and highlighted the contribution of different freedom strugglers from the 

state of Haryana in different movements resisting and challenging the imperial power. In one 

of the section, author has also discussed the role of Babu Mool Chand Jain especially in the 

individual civil disobedience movement.  

However, his contribution in the Indian struggle movement needs to be contextualized in the 

historical perspective. His Social and political sphere in the history of Haryana need a more 

in-depth appraisement. His Gandhian ideology and moral principles has to be seen in the 

multiple and a broader perspective. Winning the Lok Sabha election seat from kaithal in 1957 

by spending even less than 4000 rupees is useful practice to be imitated in the modern 

politics. Many primary sources like selected letters, interview, speeches and editorials written 

by (or addressed to) Babuji has remained unexplored about Babuji’s political vision and 

philosophy. His vision of popularizing the concept of library movement in all villages at the 

national level has not been sufficiently highlighted in the different writings. Till now, most of 

the writings have not used the evidences empirically. Much of the primary source still 

remained to be incorporated in the historical discourse. Till now, no single work has 

discussed the all aspects of Babuji life and most of the available works are informative in 

nature. The present article attempt to make efforts to fill up the gaps found in the earlier 

works regarding the contribution of Babuji.   

It is very important to understand the essence and applicability of his visionary ideas and 

Gandhian moral principles in the modern times. He was a visionary and a charismatic leader 

in the Indian political struggle. To critically study the party factionalism in the political 

history of Haryana, Babu Mool Chand Jain provides us a fresh perspective of looking at the 
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political morality. When we look into his divine contribution as a freedom fighter and as an 

inspiring social reformer, we find the glimpses of selfless love and care towards all sections 

of society without any kind of discrimination. For instance, his village library movement and 

educational historical development in rural area has brought a great reformation in the 

education sector of Haryana. 

Public role: -  

1. Participated in the Individual Civil Disobedience Movement in 1941 and court 
arrested along with Gandhi ji during quit India movement. 

2. Babuji was engaged in Boodan movement of Vinoba bhave in entire Punjab and 
donated one sixth of his income as "Sampatti Daan" for several years. 

3. Newspaper editor “Balidaan” from 1948-52. 
4. Public works department minister in Pratap Singh kairon government and Finance 

minister in the cabinet of  Devi Lal  
5. Laid the foundation of village library in his village sikandarpur majra, gohana 

(sonepat). 
6. Active role in the jai prakash led anti-emergency campaign of 1975. 
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ABSTRACT: - 

The present paper is intended to comprehend over the financial operation and status 

by implementing financial performance of shree Ganesh Khand Udyog Sahakari Mandli Ltd. 

The span that this paper would cover to evaluate its financial performance, will be 2020-21. 

The researcher has assembled data from secondary resources. The study would also look 

upon its balance sheet as well as profit/loss equations of five year. The paper flaunts financial 

status of selected firm which will be crucial for taking concerned decisions in future. 

Key Words: Finance, performance, profit, loss. 

INTRODUCTION: - 

Sugar Industries is one of the leading enterprises in our country which has been the 

beneficiary medium to lend the jobs, scopes for overall development, and imparting social 

infrastructure especially in rustic areas. India is one of the most leading nations in sugar firms 

as it has secured 4th rank all over the globe.  

Shree Ganesh Khand Udyog Sahakari Mandli Limited is found in 1985 at Vatariya 

Bharuch, Gujarat. The firm associated with the manufacturing as well exporting of 

insecticides and some other commodities. The company is leading under the able 

management and leadership of Mr. Banesinh Dodiya.  

  As per the information published out by the firm on its official website,  

The plants of sugar cane planted at its unit have the capability of 4200 TCD owing to the 

same, around 3800 to 4000 MT of Sugarcanes are crushed per day with capacity utilization of 

around 120%. The sugar recovery rates were around 0.52% during season 2020-21. 

Micronutrient Soil Testing Laboratory 

The soil testing centre at this specific industry is run or rather sponsored by the central 

government under the project named Rastriya Krishi Vikas Yajna. The centre is compacted 

with well equipped and advanced technical machineries which is constantly observed by soil 
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scientists. This testing overall stretches its aid towards farmers to enhance their agricultural 

crops and especially sugar productivity and fertility after recommending and advising 

specific fertilizers and insecticides. The team that is comprised of scientists and experts 

assembles the soil and water to go through the technical testing.  

The soil lab has the competences to test: 

Macronutrients like: PH, EC, Organic carbon, Phosphorus and Potassium 

Micronutrients like: Ferrous, copper, Zinc and Manganese 

Benefits to the Farmer: 

Improves the regularity of nutrient accessibility across a farm, so that finest results to other 

management input can be procured. 

Enhances crop productivity and viability from imparting necessary nutrient for the plants. 

Diminution the soil pollution, soil attrition & growing the soil productiveness 

Products: -  

The firm encompasses the most spotless range of the expanded product portfolio 

which has no almost unmatchable in the market as far as the value and performance is 

concerned. The range contain products such as Absolute Alcohol, Denatured Spirit, Raw 

Sugar and White Crystal Sugar. Besides, the company is associated with other products 

as Molasses, Bagasse, Press mud, Compost and Phosphomonoester with the brand name 

‘Ganesh’. We also provide products that comply with both the national as well as 

international standards in terms of quality and specifications. Shree Ganesh Khand Udyog 

Sahakari Mandli Limited is renowned as one of the most trustworthy manufacturers and 

traders of the Alcohols, Denatured Spirits and sugar. The processing of the products is done 

using the latest techniques and optimum quality materials. Our products are in huge demand 

in industries like Chemical, Petroleum, Agriculture, Food and Beverages, etc. Additionally, 

customers are eased with the availability of the Products at the most affordable prices and 

within the stipulated time frame. 

White Crystal Sugar  

The firm is reckoned as one of the most prominent White Crystal 

Sugar Manufacturers from India. Various national as well as international clients are placing 

huge and repeated orders for the Pure White Crystal Sugar as no alternative is available in the 

market in terms of crystal-clear appearance and sweetness. Moreover, the procedures used in 

the processing of the Refined White Crystal Sugar are as per the latest techniques that ensure 

availability of zero moisture and free from external contaminants. Additionally, customers 
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are eased with the availability of the White Sugar Crystals in sizes and dimensions that meet 

the Indian as well as international standards. 

Product Details of White Crystal Sugar 

Polarisation %: 99.80 degree 

Moisture %: 0.04 (Max) 

ISS Grade: L-30, M-30, S-30 

Colour in ICUMSA Unit: 80 to 120 

Features 

Hygienically processed 

Finely grounded 

Free from unwanted materials 

Tamperproof packaging 

Competitive pricing 

Used as - Sweetening agent 

Raw Sugar: - 

The industry is listed at the apex in the list of the most reliable Natural Raw 

Sugar Exporters from India. The quality and efficacy of the Organic Raw Sugar in respective 

applications has attracted various national as well as international clients to place bulk orders. 

The procedures used in the manufacturing of the Raw Sugar assist in the production of 

quality products that meet the national as well as international market. Additionally, 

customers are eased with the availability of the Raw Sugar in handy packages to meet the 

specific requisites. 

Details of Raw Sugar 

Polarisation %: 99 degrees (min) 

Moisture %: 0.1(Max) 

Colour in ICUMSA Unit: 800 (Max) 

Dextran: 75 ppm (max) 

Salient Features 

Unadulterated 

Perfectly grounded 

Hygienically processed 

Air tight packaging 

Use 
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The Unrefined Raw Sugar is used as a sweetening agent used in various sweets and 

confectioneries. 

Bagasse: - 

The company is recognized as one of a prominent Bagasse Manufacturers in the 

global market. The Bagasse, manufactured by us, is the residue of sugarcane when it is 

crushed to extract its juice. It offers Bagasse at the most discounted price in the industry. 

Features 

Perfectly dried 

Free from unwanted materials 

Competitive pricing 

Usage 

Used in paper and pulp industry 

Preparing cattle feed 

Used a bio fuel in various industries 

Product Details of Bagasse 

Fiber %: 13 – 15, Moisture %: 47 – 50, Pol %: 1.9 to 2.2 

Phosphocompost: - 

The company is identified as one of a reputed Phosphocompost Manufacturers in the 

national and international markets. Having a proficient team has enabled the firm to develop 

high grade Phosphocompost with accurate composition of Nitrogen, Phosphate, and Calcium. 

Phosphate is the key ingredient that helps in high yield. Besides, it is also called building 

block as it is the major constituent of RNA and DNA found in cells. We make 

Phosphocompost that is the best alternative to chemical phosphate fertilizers. The researcher 

has mentioned below details of firm’s Phosphocompost that will help to know more about it. 

Why here Phosphocompost is important?  Phosphocompost provides energy to the 

plant due it is key ingredient i.e., Phosphate. Most of the fertilizers supply only Nitrogen (N) 

which weakens the Phosphate lifting capacity of the plant. Deficiency of Phosphate also 

effects on Potash and Manganese lifting power of the plant. Also, size of the fruits depends 

on the availability of the phosphate in Indian Soil that is negligible. This unavailable 

phosphate is known as “fixed phosphate”. Their soils have become “Phosphate Banks” 

because of this severe problem of Phosphate Fixation. Various reasons of Phosphate Fixation 

are as follows: 
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If soil contains clay, phosphate gets fixed immediately. Our soils contain salt of 

Calcium, Magnesium, Iron and Aluminium. Water soluble part of chemical phosphatic 

fertilizers gets disappeared as soon as it comes in contact with Calcium, Magnesium, Iron and 

Aluminium. The Water-soluble phosphate added in the soils which are calcareous, heavy or 

rich in lime becomes immediately unavailable. 

To overcome the problem of phosphate fixation, citrate soluble phosphate was 

introduced in the form of D.A.P. But the pH of citrate soluble phosphate being 9 and the pH 

of soils was ranging from 7 to 8. The problem of phosphate fixation persisted as before. 

Percentage of Phosphate Fixation in Chemical Fertilizers:  

It is observed that percentage of Phosphate fixation in single super Phosphate and D.A.P. is 

as follows: 

Single Super Phosphate: Phosphate Fixation 75 to 80% 

D.A.P.: Phosphate Fixation 70 to 75% 

Successful Research Work on Phosphocompost 

With the help of Department of Science and Technology, New Delhi of Government 

of India, research was conducted at Institute of Organic Farming and rural Technology, Pune. 

Various techniques were tested during this research to overcome the problem of Phosphate 

Fixation. During research work, it was found out that with use of Phosphocompost there was 

increase in the production yield by 20 to 30%. This was because of the high availability of 

phosphate contained in Phosphocompost. Phosphocompost contains 8 to 10% of total 

phosphate out of which 6 to 7 % phosphate is in citrate soluble from and 1 to 2 % phosphate 

is in water soluble from. In this process rock phosphate and organic matter undergo treatment 

of earthworms, P-solubilizers and herbal extracts for solubilization of phosphate. The process 

is completed in one month and Phosphocompost is formed. P-solubilises along with herbal 

extracts converts citrate soluble phosphate in to water soluble phosphate slowly and hums in 

Phosphocompost is useful to avoid phosphate fixation in the soil. Phosphocompost is added 

according to recommended dose of phosphate for the crop. 

Product Analysis: - 

Nutrients 

Available Nitrogen 1 to 1.5 % 

Available P as P2O5 8 to 10 % 
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Available Potassium (k) 0.25 % 

Calcium 10 % 

Silica 10 % 

Physical Characteristics 

Ph 6.8 to 7 

Organic Matter 30 to 40 % 

C: N Ratio 10 to 12 

Moisture 20  

Molasses: - 

The firm manufactures Molasses that is a viscous by-product derived while 

processing of sugarcane or sugar beets found in sugar. With strong manufacturing 

capabilities, the company is able to provide Molasses that is widely appreciated by the 

national and international clients. The company offers Molasses at the most discounted price 

in the industry. 

The company cites the below reasons over their superiority of Molasses? 

Processed from the finest grade Sugarcane 

Unadulterated 

High sugar content 

Excellent source of minerals and vitamins 

Used as 

Food additive 

Health supplement 

Raw material for fermentation of rum 

Flavouring agent in tobacco 

Product Details of Molasses 

Purity: 32 to 35 % 

Density: 85 to 90 % 

Ash: 14 to 17 % 

R.S: 45 to 50 % 
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Sp. Gravity: 1.45 

Fermentable Sugar :40 to 43 % 

Absolute Alcohol: - 

The firm is recognized as one of the most dependable Absolute Alcohol 

Manufacturers in India. Various Oil Corporations and Government Authorities with national 

as well as international clients are placing huge and repeated orders for the Absolute Ethyl 

Alcohol as it is used for various domestic as well as industrial applications. 

Denatured Spirit: -  

The firm is looked upon as one of the most famed Denatured Spirit Suppliers in India. 

The procedures used in the processing of the Special Denatured Spirit are pre the latest 

techniques prevailing in the market ensuring no alternative in terms of quality and 

performance. Customers form every nook and corner of India are placing huge and repeated 

orders for the Denatured Rectified Spirit as it is economical. as effective source to be used as 

fuel. However as per the government rules and requirement of our clients we provide them 

duly added with denatured spirit. 

Features 

Inflammable 

Highly efficient 

Handy  packages 

Competitive pricing 

Use 

Effective source to be used as fuel 

PERFORMANCE DATA: - 

PERTICULAR 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

CRUSHING 
CAPACITY(TON/DAY) 

4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 

CANE CRUSHED 
(LAKH M.T) 

6.14 5.18 6.41 6.40 5.029 5.41 

SUGAR PRODUCED 
(LAKH QTL) 

5.83 5.11 6.43 6.60 5.039 5.53 

SUGAR RECOVERY 
(%) 

9.51 9.86 10.03 10.29 10.02 10.06 

MOLASSES 
PRODUCED (M.T) 

29945 25356 33659 33174 23872 23963 

SUGARCANE 
RATE/TON(RS) 

2100 3501 2302 2218 2701 2730 
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TABLE 1 (as below) TOTAL SALES DURING PERIOD FROM 2015-16 TO 2020-21 

YEAR 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

SUGAR 

SALES(RS.) 

2742432739 2664399860 4194844562 3988421227 4205665001 3357934870 

 

 

 The mentioned above diagram denotes the total sugar sales of Shree Ganesh Khand 

Udyog Sahakari Mandli Limited over the period of six years, begins from 2015 to 2020-21. 

The diagram flaunts the rise and fall with often huge and minimal between these years. The 

total sales of the year 2015-16 was recorded around INR 2742432739 whereas it collapsed a 

bit in the next year of around 2.85% compared to 2015-16. In 2017-18 the total sales bounced 

back with some handsome sale of 4194844562/-. From 2017 to 2019, the performance was 

flawless and consistence where 2019 recorded the highest sales of chosen years. 

Nevertheless, the little spike or degradation makes the ratio somewhat huge in numbers as in 

2020-21 the sales got down with 20.16% compared to 2019-20.  

TABLE 2 (as below) GROSS PROFIT DURING PERIOD FROM 2015-16 TO 2020-21 

YEAR 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

GROSS 

PROFIT(RS.) 

160220081 111569452 164853289 143296255 147595878 202157966 

 

2742432739 2664399860

4194844562
3988421227

4205665001

3357934870

SUGAR SALES(RS.)

TOTAL SALES

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21
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The above-mentioned table-2 presents the gross profits during the previously selected years. 

There are disparities between the table-1 of total sales and table-2 of gross profits for various 

causes. Usually, the amount of the sales accompanies the profits as it was apparent in 2015-

16, 2016-17 where one may find that the year 2015-16 recorded some handsome gains 

compared to the following year with almost 30.36% deduction of profit.  The highest profit 

among these selected years was recorded in 2020-21 with almost spike of 36.97% compared 

to the previous years. But the highest profit gross in percentages compared to previous year’s 

performance was recorded in 2017-18 with almost 47.76% of rise. The pre-covid years 

(2018-2019) were seen flawing parallelly with minimal margins of profit. 
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��જર�ત� ભ��� અન� પ્ર�દ��શકત� 
1મ�ઢવ��ડય� ભરત એલ. & 2ડ�. જે.એમ. ચ�દ્રવ��ડય� 
1પ�એચ.ડ�. �રસચ� �ક�લર અન� 2મ�ગ�દશ�ક & પ્ર�ફ�સર 

��જર�ત� ભ���-સ��હ�ય ભવન, સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ�,ર�જક�ટ. 

ઈમ�ઇલ-bharatmodhavadiya9099@gmail.com 

�ય�ર� ��જર�ત અન� ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� વ�ત કરવ�ન� હ�ય ત� એટ��� જ કહ� શક�ય ક� આ 

પ્રદ�શ અન� ત�ન� ભ�ષ�, સદ�ઓથ� ભળ�લ� દ�શ-�વદ�શન� સ������તક ર�ગ� અન� ત�ન� અસરથ� ત�ય�ર 

થય�લ છ�. આ પ્રદ�શમ�� વસત� પ્રજાન� વ�પ�રમ�� ક�ઠ�� �ઝ, અન�ક સ�ક�ઓથ� �વકસ�લ� વ�પ�રન� � ��ત્ત, 

અ��ભવથ� ઘડ�ય�લ� આવડત અન� નફ�-��કસ�નન� અન�ખ� ગણતર�એ ��જર�ત�ઓન� �વશ્વન� ક�ઈ 

પણ � �ણ� વ�પ�ર-ધ�ધ�મ�� સફળત� અપ�વ� છ�. હવ� આવ� ઘડ�ય�લ� પ્રજાન� એન� જ પ્રદ�શ ��જર�તમ�� 

ક�ઈ વ�� � ક� સ�વ� આપવ� હ�ય ત� 21મ� સદ�મ�� ત�મન� ��� આપ��� પડ�? સદ�ઓથ� સમગ્ર �વશ્વ સ�થ� 

વ�પ�ર કરત� ��જર�ત� સમ�જન� જ� એક ગ્ર�હક તર�ક� સમજવ� હ�ય ત� ��� જાણ��� પડ�? એન� જવ�બ 

છ� ત�મ��� ��જર�ત�પ���, ત�મન� ભ�ષ�.�ય�ર� ક�ઈ પ્રદ�શ ક� પ્રજાન� �વભ�વ સમજવ� મ�ટ� ત�મન� 

સ�થ� સ�વ�દ સ�ધવ� પડ� છ�. આપણ� �વચ�ર� અન� સ�મ�વ�ળ� �ય��તન� �વચ�ર� એકબ�જાન� ક�ટલ� 

ઉપય�ગ� બનશ� ત� મ�ત્ર સ�વ�દથ� જ જાણ� શક�ય છ� અન� આ સ�વ�દ શક્ય બન� છ� ત� મ�ત્રન� મ�ત્ર 

ભ�ષ�થ� જ. 

ક�ઈપણ �ય��તન� �વભ�વન� જેમ જ ક�ઈ ચ�ક્કસ જનસ� �હન� �વભ�વ પણ ત�મન� 

જીવનશ�લ�, આહ�ર, ઉ�સવ�, મન�ર�જનન� મ��યમ� અન� સ��હ�ય જેવ� પ�રબળ�થ� ઘડ�ય છ�. 

ભ�રતન� મ�ટ�ભ�ગન� ર��ય�ન� જેમ ��જર�ત પ્રદ�શન� પણ પ�ત�ન� આગવ� ભ�ષ� છ�. આ ભ�ષ� 

એટલ� '��ર્જર' ક� '��જર�ત�'. આ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ� ભ�રત-��ર�પ�ય ભ�ષ� પર�પર�મ��થ� કઈ ર�ત� ઉતર� 

આવ� છ� ત�ન� એક લ��બ� �વક�સય�ત્ર� પણ જ�વ� મળ�  છ�; 

'સ����ત-પ��લ-પ્ર���ત-અપ��શ-��ન� ��જર�ત�-��જર�ત�' 

ભ�રતન� મ�ટ�ભ�ગન� ભ�ષ�ઓન� જેમ આ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ���� રૂપ અન�ક પ�ટ� બ�લ�ઓથ� 

બ�ધ���� છ�. અ�ય ર�જય�ન� જેમ ��જર�તમ�� પણ 'બ�ર ગ�વ� બ�લ� બદલ�ય' છ�. લગભગ ૭ કર�ડથ� 

પણ વધ�ર� જનસ� �હ ધર�વત� ��જર�ત� પ્રજામ�� પણ વ��વ�ય� �ણ� પ�ટ� સ�����ત ધબક� છ�. �ય�� ઉત્તર 

��જર�ત, મ�ય ��જર�ત, દ�ક્ષણ ��જર�ત, � �વ� પટ્ટ� સ�ર��� અન� ક�છ જેવ� પ્રદ�શ�મ�� ત�મન� 

34 
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જીવનશ�લ�થ� મ��ડ�ન� ર�ત-�રવ�જ, ભ�જન, પ�શ�ક-પ�રધ�ન અલબત્ત ભ�ષ�મ�� પણ ���દર �વ�વધત� 

દ�ખ�ય છ�. એમ��ય સ�ર���મ�� પણ ક��ઠય�વ�ડ, ઝ�લ�વ�ડ, ગ��હલવ�ડ, સ�રઠ અન� હ�લ�ર જેવ� 

પ્રદ�શ ભ�દ� ���તગત �વ�વધત� નજર� ચડ� છ�. 

આ પ્રદ�શ�ન� ભ�ષ�, બ�લ�ઓ અન� ત�મન� ��જર�ત� શ�દ�ન� અથ�સ�દભ� ��દ� ��દ� જ�વ� 

મળ�  છ�. જે ત� પ્રદ�શન� બ�લ� ઉપર ત�ન� નજીકન� પ�ડ�શ� ર��ય�ન� ઐ�તહ��સક ઘટન�ઓન�, મ�ટ� 

સ� �હન� અસર� પણ જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. બન�સક��ઠ�ન� ર�ધન��ર, ધ�ન�ર�, ડ�સ�, થર�દ અન� પ�લન��ર 

�વ�ત�રન� બ�લ�ઓમ�� ર�જ�થ�ન� અન� ઉ���ન� અસર વત��ય આવ� છ� ત� અમદ�વ�દમ�� ર�જ�થ�ન� 

અન� ��રતમ�� સ�ર���ન� ક��ઠય�વ�ડ� બ�લ�ન� શ�દ�ન� પ્રભ�વ જણ�ય છ�.  આમ છત�� ��રતમ�� 

��રત� બ�લ�એ પ�ત�ન� આગવ� લહ�ક� ��મ��ય� નથ�. વડ�દર�મ�� પણ ચર�તર�, ��જર�ત� અન� 

મર�ઠ� ભ�ષ�ન� અસર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. દ�ક્ષણ ��જર�તન� �વ�ત�રમ�� પણ પ�રસ� બ�લ�, ગ��મત 

બ�લ�, ચ�ધર� બ�લ�, વસ�વ� બ�લ�, ક�કણ� બ�લ�, ક�છમ�� પણ ક�છ� બ�લ� ઉપર��ત �સ�ધ� ભ�ષ�ન� 

શ�દ� અન� ����લમ વહ�ર� સ��દ�યન� વ�ર� ��જર�ત� બ�લ� પણ � �ળ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ� અન� ત�ન� 

સ�વ�દ�મ�� સ�દભ���� અન���� વ��વ�ય ઊ��� કર� છ�. 

બ�લ��વરૂપ જેમ વહ�વટ�-ર�જક�ય ક�રણ�સર આક�ર લ� છ�, એ��� જ મ��યભ�ષ���� પણ છ�. 

એક જ પ્રદ�શમ�� અન�ક બ�લ�ઓ બ�લ�ત� હ�ય છ� ત�મ��થ� અ��ક �વ�ત�ર વહ�વટ�, ર�જક�ય 

ક�રણ�સર અથવ� ત� �વ��ક�ય ઔ���ગક, ધ��મ�ક, સ�મ��જક ગમ� ત� ક�રણ�સર ક��દ્રવત� બન� જાય 

ત� ત� �વ�ત�રન� પ્રજાજન� પણ સ�મ��જક મ�ભ�ન� ક�રણ� અન� વહ�વટ� સરળત�ન� મ�ટ� પ�લ� 

ક��દ્રવત� �વચ�રમ�� બ�લ�ત� બ�લ� વ�પરવ� લલચ�ય, પછ� ધ�મ� ધ�મ� ત� બ�લ�ન� આખ� પ્રદ�શન� 

ભ�ષક�ન� �વ����ત-મ��યત� મળત�� ત� મ��ય ભ�ષ� તર�ક� આક�ર લ�, ત�મ�� સ��હ�ય રચ�વ� મ��ડ�, 

વત�મ�ન પત્ર� છપ�વ� લ�ગ�, ર��ડય�-ટ�.વ�.ન� ક�ય�ક્રમ જે ત� બ�લ�મ�� આવવ� મ��ડ�, ત���� �ય�કરણ 

રચ�ય  �ય�ર� ત� મ��ય ભ�ષ� તર�ક� પ્ર�થ��પત થ�ય છ�. આ મ��યભ�ષ� બનવ�મ�� ક્ય��ક ઐ�તહ��સક 

ઘટન�ઓ અન� પ્ર�દ��શકત�ન� અસર� સ�વશ�ષ ફ�ળ� આપત� હ�ય છ�. 

v પ્રદ�શન� પ�રમ�ણ ઉપર ભ���વ��વ�ય 

અરસપરસન� ભ�ષ�ન� અરસપરસન� ભ�ષ� ઉપર પડત� અસર�ન� ક�રણ�, આવ� �નયમનન� 

ક�રણ� ભ�ષ� સમ�જમ�� ન�ન� ન�ન� ભ�ષ� ��થ���� �નમ��ણ થ�ય છ�. એક ભ�ષ� બ�લત� ભ�ષક�ન� 
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સ��ય� ત� સ�મ��ય ર�ત� હજાર� ક� લ�ખ�ન� હ�વ�ન� પણ આ બધ� ભ�ષક� એક જ ભ�ષ� બ�લ� ત� વ�ત 

શક્ય નથ�, ક�મક� ત�ન�� � �ળમ�� પ્ર�દ��શકત� રહ�લ� છ�, જે પ્રદ�શન� ભ�ષ� મ��ય ભ�ષ�થ� ઘણ� �ભન્ન 

હ�વ�ન� આ �ભન્નત�ન� 'બ�લ�' તર�ક� ઓળખવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

��જર�તન� પ્ર�ય�ક પ્રદ�શન� પ્રજાન� આગવ� � �બ�, ��મ�ર� અન� ખ��સયત જ�વ� મળ�  છ� ત�મ 

ત�ન� બ�લ� પણ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�મ�� વ��વ�ય બક્ષ� છ�, જે��� એક મ�ત્ર ક�રણ એ પ્ર�દ��શકત� છ�.  દર�ક 

ભ�ષ�ન� ત�ન� પ્ર�દ��શકત� ઘડત� હ�ય છ�. ભ�ષ�પ્રદ�શન� �વ�ત�રમ�� વ�ક��પક વપર�શન� 

�વ�વધત�ઓન� 'ભ�ગ��લક બ�લ�' તર�ક� અથવ� મ�ત્ર 'બ�લ�'તર�ક� ઓળખવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આ 

�વ�ત�ર� ભ�ગ��લક ર�ત� ��દ� પડત� હ�વ� ઉપર��ત ��જર�ત� સ�મ��જક, ઐ�તહ��સક, ધ��મ�ક તથ� 

ર�જક�ય ક�રણ�સર ��દ� પડ� શક�, ક્ય�ર�ક ત� એ��� બન� ક� દર�ક ગ�મડ�ન� ��દ� પડત� હ�ય ત�વ� 

બ�લ�ઓ સ��ભળવ� મળ�  પર�� � વહ�વટ� ક� ર�જક�ય ક�રણ�સર ક�ટલ��ક ગ�મન� સ� �હ ત���ક�-

�જ�લ�રૂપ� અ��ત�વમ�� આ�ય� હ�ય એ પ્રમ�ણ� ત� ત���ક� �જ�લ�ન� બ�લ� ગણ�વ� મ��ડ�. દ�. ત. એક 

સમય� ન�દરબ�ર અન� પ��પ�ન�રમ�� બ�લ�ત� બ�લ�ન� ડ�. ટ�.એન.દવ� ��રત� ��જર�ત�ન�� જ એક 

�વરૂપ તર�ક� ઓળખ�વ� છ�.(જન�લ ઓ�� ધ ��જર�ત �રસચ� સ�સ�યટ�, વ�.1.� �.8) પણ ર�જક�ય 

વહ�વટ� ક�રણ�સર ખ�નદ�શ�(મર�ઠ�) બ�લ� તર�ક� હવ� ઓળખ�ય છ�. 

��જર�તમ�� બ�લ�ત� ચ�ર પ્ર�દ��શક બ�લ�ઓ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� �વરૂપમ�� વ��વ�ય બક્ષ� છ�. 

આ ���ય બ�લ� પ્રદ�શ� અન� એમન� પ�ટ� બ�લ� પ્રદ�શ� પણ જ�ઈ શક�ય છ�. આ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� 

પ્ર�દ��શક બ�લ�ઓન� �ભન્ન �ભન્ન લ�ક્ષ�ણકત�ઓ પણ રહ�લ� છ�. જેન� પ�રચય મ�ળવ�એ; 

§ સ�ર���� ક� ક��ઠય�વ�ડ� બ�લ�:   

��જર�તન� સ�ર��� પ્રદ�શ પણ ઘ��� વ��વ�ય ધર�વ� છ�. પ્ર���ત, સ�����ત અન� ઇ�તહ�સન� પ�ય� 

પર ઉભ�લ સ�ર���મ�� 'સ�ર����' ક� 'ક��ઠય�વ�ડ�' બ�લ���� �હ�તમ છ�. જેન� પ્રદ�શ ��જબ પ્રભ�દ� જ�વ� 

મળ�  છ�. હ�લ�ર, સ�રઠ, ઝ�લ�વ�ડ અન� ગ��હલવ�ડમ�� પ�ત�ન� કહ� શક�ય એવ� બ�લ�ઓ બ�લ�ય છ�  

જેમ��, હ�લ�રન� બ�લ�ન� 'હ�લ�ર� બ�લ�', સ�રઠન� બ�લ�ન� 'સ�રઠ� બ�લ�', ઝ�લ�વ�ડન� બ�લ�ન� 

'ઝ�લ�વ�ડ� બ�લ�', તથ� ગ��હલવ�ડન� બ�લ�ન� 'ગ��હલવ�ડ� બ�લ�' તર�ક� ઓળખવ�મ�� આવ� છ�, 

એમ�� પણ ���ત-જા�ત પ્રમ�ણ� બ�લ�મ�� ક�ટલ�ક ભ�દ અથવ� ત� કહ� ક� આગવ� �હ�ક�ઓ જ�વ� મળ�  

છ�. આ સ�ર���� બ�લ�ન� ક�ટલ�ક લ�ક્ષ�ણકત�ઓ જ�વ� મળ� છ�.જેમ��; 
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§ દશ�ક સવ�ન�મ અન� ત� પરથ� થય�લ� રૂપ�મ�� 'એ'ન� �થ�ન� 'ઇ’ અન� 'ત�મ'��� '�તમ’ 

વગ�ર�… 

                                 (ખ�સ કર�ન� હ�લ�ર-સ�રઠ �વ�ત�રન� લ�ક્ષ�ણકત�) 

§ 'હ’ ���તન� લ�પ: '�હ���� ’��� ‘મ���� ’ , '�હ�ન'��� 'બ�ન’, 'રહ����'��� 'ર����' વગ�ર�… 

આ સ�ર���� બ�લ���� પ�ત���� આગ��� શ�દભ�ડ�ળ રહ���� છ�; 

'મ�ર'(=આગળ), 'હ�લ���'(=ચ�લ���),'હ�ર�'(=સ�થ�), ‘અટ�ણ�’(=અ�ય�ર�), 

'ઝ�લ���'(=પકડ���),             'બરક���'(=બ�લ�વ���) વગ�ર�… 

આ સ�ર���ન� ચ�ર ક� પ��ચ બ�લ�પ્રદ�શ���� પણ ક�ટ���ક ���� � શ�દભ�ડ�ળ રહ�લ છ�.જેમ��; 

હ�લ�ર� બ�લ�મ��='પ�સ�', 'દ��ઢ���’, 

ગ��હલવ�ડ� બ�લ�મ��='ફ�દ���', 

ઝ�લ�વ�ડ� બ�લ�મ��='જ �ઇ', 

સ�રઠ� બ�લ�મ��= 'ક�વ�ડ���’. 

§ 'વ��'ન� �થ�ન� ક�ટલ�ક ઠ�ક�ણ� '�ય��’  અન� 'પણ�’ વપર�ય છ�. 

આ સ�ર���� બ�લ� જેન�� અન�ક ઉદ�હરણ� આપણ� ન�ધ� શક�એ. આ બ�લ�ઓન� લક્ષમ�� 

ર�ખ� અન�ક સ�શ�ધનક�ય� થય�� છ� જેમ��, શ���તભ�ઈ આચ�ય� 'હ�લ�ર� બ�લ�', ડ�લરર�ય મ��કડ 

'સ�રઠ� બ�લ�' અન� 'ક��ઠય�વ�ડ� બ�લ�', ગજે�દ્ર �ય�સ 'ઓખ�મ�ડળન� વ���ર�ન� બ�લ�’ જેવ�� 

���તક� આપ� છ�. આ બ�લ� એ જે ત� �વ�ત�રન� પ્ર�દ��શકત� એન�� લહ�ક� અન� લઢણ�ન� આગવ� 

�વશ�ષત� અપ�વ� છ�. જે ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�મ�� એક મહ�વ��� �થ�ન ધર�વ� છ�.આ  આખ� સ�ર��� 

પ્રદ�શમ�� ��દ� ��દ� સમય� ઘણ� ભ�ત�ગળ પ્રજાઓ આવ�ન� વસ� અન� ત�મ��ન� ક�ટલ�ક �ય��ન� 

પ્રજામ�� ભળ� ગઈ. આ પ્રજાઓન� બ�લ�ઓન� અસર પણ ભ�ષ� ઉપર થઈ હ�વ�ન� � �ર� 

શક્યત� છ�. આ પ્રદ�શમ�� સ�થ� પહ�લ�� ન���ટ� અન� ન���ઇટ, પછ� ઓ���ક, પછ� દ્ર�વડ� અન� 

છ��લ� આય� આવ�ન� વ�ય�. આય� ઘણ� લ��બ� સમયથ� �ય�� વ�ય� હ�વ�ન� ક�રણ� આ બ�લ� 

આય�બ�લ���� રૂપ ધ�રણ કર� છ�. છત�� એમ�� અગ�ઉ વસ�લ� પ્રજાન� બ�લ�ઓન�� લક્ષણ� ક્ય��ક 

ક્ય��ક સચવ�ય� હ�વ�ન� શક્યત�ન� નક�ર� ન શક�ય. આ ઉપર��ત ઝ�લ�વ�ડ �વ�ત�રમ�� બહ�રથ� 

આવ�લ� ઝ�લ�ઓન�(જેઓ ભ�રત�ય આય�ન� ક�ઇ એક બ�લ� બ�લત�) બ�લ�ન� �ય�પક અસર 

થઈ હ�ય અન� હ�લ�રમ�� ક�છમ��થ� આવ�લ� જાડ�જાઓન� અમલ દર�મય�ન અન� એ પછ� પણ 

ત�મન� બ�લ�ન� અસર થઈ હ�ય એ શક્યત� ન�ધવ� જરૂર� જણ�ય છ�. 
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§ ઉત્તર ��જર�તન� પટ્ટણ� બ�લ�:  

આ દ્ર��ટએ એક બ���  સ�ર��� ત� બ�જી બ���  તળ ��જર�ત મહ�ન� ઉત્તરન� પ્રદ�શ એટલ� ક� 

ઉત્તર ��જર�ત (જેમ�� મ�ય��જર�તન� પણ સમ�વ�શ થઈ જાય) અન� દ�ક્ષણન� પ્રદ�શ એટલ� ક� દ�ક્ષણ 

��જર�ત બ�લ�, લક્ષણ�ન� દ્ર��ટએ જ�ઈએ ત� ઉત્તર ��જર�ત અન� મ�ય ��જર�તન� બ�લ�ઓન� ઘણ� 

લક્ષણ� સરખ� છ� અન� અ��ક જ લક્ષણ� ��દ�� પડ� છ�. પ્ર�ચ�ન અણ�હલવ�ડ ર��ય��� પ�ટનગર એક 

સમયમ�� લગભગ સમગ્ર �વ�ત�ર��� (અન� ક્ય�ર�ક આ��બ���  �વ�તર�લ� �વ�ત�ર��� પણ) શ�સન ક��દ્ર 

ર��� હ� ��, એટલ� આ બ�લ� �વ�ત�ર��� પ્રસ�રણ ક��દ્ર ક� પ્રસ�ર �વ�ત�ર ર��� હ�ય ત� સમજાય એમ છ�. 

આજન� બન�સક��ઠ�, સ�બરક��ઠ�મ�� અન� ખ�સ કર�ન� પ�લન��રન� ઉત્તર� બ�લ�� �� રૂપ ર�જ�થ�ન� 

ક�ટલ�ક લ�ક્ષ�ણકત�ઓ��� �મશ્રણ ધર�વ� છ� અન� આ બ�લ���� સ�બરક��ઠ�મ�� અન� ત�મ��ય 

�હ�મતનગરન� ઉત્તરમ�� અન� � �વ�મ�� (શ�મળ�જી, ખ�ડબ્ર�� વગ�ર� �વ�ત�ર�મ�� બ�લ�� �� રૂપ) ઉત્તમ 

ભ�લ�ન� ક�ટલ�ક લ�ક્ષ�ણકત�ઓ��� �મશ્રણ ધર�વ� છ� એમ દ�ખ�ત� ભ�ષ�-��થ�ત ઉપરથ� અ��મ�ન� 

શક�ય ક� શ�મળ�જીન� આ��બ���ન� ઉત્તર ��જર�ત� અન� ઉત્તર ભ�લ�મ�� ઘ��� સ��ય છ� એન� ન�ધ 

ડ�.ય�ગ��દ્ર �ય�સ 'બ�લ��વ��ન અન� ��જર�તન� બ�લ�ઓ' ન�મન� ���તકમ�� કર� છ�. આ બ�લ� 

અંગ�ન� લ�ક્ષ�ણકત�ઓન� 'ભ��� પ�રચય અન� ��જર�ત� ભ������ �વરૂપ' ન�મન� ���તકમ�� જય�ત 

ક�ઠ�ર� ન�ધ� છ�; 

§ 'ય', 'એ','ઈ'ન� સ��ન�યમ�� 'વ'ન� લ�પ.  

દ�. ત.'લ�ય�','પકઇએ','વ�યતર' (વ�વ�તર),'આઇ' (આવ�) વગ�ર�... 

§ 'આ' અન� 'ઈ'ન� �વ� �ત 'ઑ' અન� 'એ' ઉ�ચ�ર�ય. જેમક�; 

                           ર�મ=ર�મ, પ�પળ�=પ�પર�, પ��ચ= પ�ચ, વ�ટ�=વ�ટ�, 

                           ચ��દ�= ચ�દ�, મ�ણ=મ�ણ વગ�ર�… 

સ�ર���� ક� ક��ઠય�વ�ડ� બ�લ�ન� જેમ આ ઉત્તર ��જર�તન� પટ્ટણ� બ�લ���� પણ 

મ��યભ�ષ� ��જર�ત�થ� ભ�ન્ન એ��� શ�દભ�ડ�ળ છ�. જેમક�; 

ત�ણ� (તય�ર�), સઈ ર�ખ��� (પકડ� ર�ખ���), છ�ડ� (છ�કર�),  

હ�ડ (ચ�લ), વ�યર� (પવન), ડ���� (ભ�સ) વગ�ર�… 

સમગ્ર ઉત્તર ��જર�તમ�� 'ચ�લ���' મ�ટ� 'હ�ડ���' શ�દપ્રય�ગ થ�ય છ�. આજે એ બ�લ�પ્રય�ગ 

ગણ�ય છ�.  ક��ઠય�વ�ડમ�� 'આપ���’ મ�ટ� 'દ����’ એ �વશ�ષત� છ�. 
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§ મ�ય ��જર�તન� ચર�તર� બ�લ�:  

ચર�તર� બ�લ� મહ� નદ�ન� ઉત્તર� એટલ� ક� મ�ત્ર ખ�ડ� �જ�લ�મ�� અથવ� ચર�તરમ�� આ 

બ�લ� બ�લ�ય છ�. આ ચર�તર� બ�લ�ન� ઉ�ચ�રણગત લ�ક્ષ�ણકત�ઓ ખ�સ ન�ધવ� ય��ય છ�. જે 

મ��ય ��જર�ત� સ�થ� ઘ��� સ��ય ધર�વ� છ�. 

§ મ��ય ��જર�ત�ન� �પશ�સ�ઘષ� 'ચ','છ’,'ઝ'ન� ઉ�ચ�રણ વખત� વ�� સ�ઘષ� કરવ� 

તરફ આ બ�લ�ન� ભ�ષક���� વલણ છ�. ઉપર��ત દ��તન� વ�� નજીક જીભ��� ટ�ર��� આણ�ન� આ 

ઉ�ચ�રણ કરવ���� વલણ �વશ�ષ છ�. આ ક�રણ� 'ચ'ન� '�સ' જેવ�� ઉ�ચ�રણ� સ�ભળ�ય 

છ�.જેમક�; 

 વ�ચ�=વ��સ�, વ��ચ�= વ���સ� વગ�ર�… 

§ ‘હ’ ���તન� સ�વ��ત્રક ઉપય�ગ થત� જ�વ� મળ� છ� જેમક�;  

મ�ર�=�હ�ર�, મગર=�હગર વગ�ર�… 

§ બ��વચનમ�� 'અ' ક�ર��ત ન�મ�ન� 'આં’ પ્ર�યય.જેમક�; 

 મ�ણસ�=મ�ણહ�, ઢ�ર=ઢ�ર��  વગ�ર�… 

મ�ય ��જર�તન� આ ચર�તર� બ�લ���� પણ આગ��� શ�દભ�ડ�ળ ક��ઠય�વ�ડ� બ�લ�ન� 

જેમ ���� � તર� આવ� છ�.દ�.ત.  

ગમ (બ���), જેમણ��(છ�ણ�), અગ�ડ�(આગળ),  

ધ�ગળ�(ગ�દડ�), સ�ન�(��ળ�), સફ�ર���(તપ�લ�) વગ�ર�… 

Ø દ��ણ ��જર�તન� ��રત� બ�લ�:  

��રત� બ�લ� જે ��જર�તન� દ�ક્ષણ ભ�ગમ�� બ�લ�ય છ�. આ ��રત� બ�લ�ન� 

લ�ક્ષ�ણકત�ઓ એક બ��� વડ�દર� �જ�લ�ન� દ�ક્ષણ-� �વ�ન� (ડભ�ઇ અન� આ��બ���ન�) 

�વ�ત�રમ�� ભરૂચ �જ�લ�ન� દ�ક્ષણ� અન� � �વ�મ��, ��રત અન� વલસ�ડ �જ�લ�મ�� જ�વ� મળ� છ�. 

આ બ�લ�ન� પ્રદ�શ ���ય�વ� ��રત પ્રદ�શ હ�વ�થ� ત�મ�� ડ� �ગ� અન� ખ�નદ�શ�,ભ�લ� અન� ચર�તર� 

જેવ� બ�લ�ઓ��� સ��મશ્રણ થ��� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. આ બ�લ�ન� પણ આગવ� ઓળખ છ�. જે ત�ન�� 

લક્ષણ�ન� આધ�ર� તપ�સ� શક�ય. 

§ બધ� જ 'શ' અન� 'સ'ન� �થ�ન� અઘ�ષ 'હ' ઉ�ચ�ર�ય. 

દ�.ત. ��રત સ�ન�ન� � �રત= ��રત હ�ન�ન� � �રત 

§ 'ળ' ન� 'લ' વપર�ય.  

 દ�. ત. સ�ળ=સ�લ, મળવ�= મલવ� 
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��રત� બ�લ���� પણ લ�ક્ષ�ણક શ�દભ�ડ�ળ છ� જેમક�; 

હવ�ક� (પ�સ�), પ�યર�(છ�કર�), ત�વ�ર�(�ય�ર�), 

આ ફ� (આ બ���), ત� ફ� (ત� બ���) વગ�ર�… 

આ ���ય ચ�ર બ�લ�ઓ �સવ�ય ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� સરહદ� ઉપરન� બ�લ�ઓ પણ અસર 

કર� છ�. જેમ�� ક�છમ�� બ�લ�ત� 'ક�છ�', ��જર�તન� ઉત્તર-� �વ�થ� શરૂ કર�ન� � �વ�ન� આખ� સરહદ 

ઉપર બ�લ�ત� 'ભ�લ�' તથ� ગ�મડ�ન� સ�વ ��દ� પડત� બ�લ�ઓન� સમ�વત� 'ખ�નદ�શ�' બ�લ�. 

આ ત્રણ�ય બ�લ�ઓ એક ર�ત� જ�ઈએ ત� એક એક બ�લ� નથ� પર�� � અન�ક બ�લ�ઓન� સ� �હથ� 

બન�લ� બ�લ�ઓ છ�. જે મ��ય ભ�ષ� ��જર�ત�ન� ન��� રૂપ આપ� છ�.  

પ્રદ�શન� પ�રમ�ણ સ�દભ� જ�વ� મળ��� મ��ય ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ���� રૂપ અન���� જ છ�. આ 

બ�લ�ઓમ�� જે ત� પ્રદ�શન� પ્રદ��શકત� આપ�આપ નજર� પડ� છ�. જે ��જર�ત� સ��હ�યમ�� પણ 

�વ�નય�ગ થવ� પ�મ� છ�. જેન� પ�રચય મ�ળવ�એ. 

v સ��હ�યમ�� પ્ર�દ��શક બ�લ�પ્રય�ગ 

સ��હ�ય �ય�ર� જ ઉ����ટ બન� છ� �ય�ર� ત� ભ�વકન� હૃદય ��ધ� પહ�ચ� છ�. સર્જકન� 

અ��� ��તન� પ�ત�ન� એટલ� ક� 'આ મ�ર� જ અ��� ��ત છ�.’ એમ ગણ� �ય�ર� સ��હ�ય સ�થ�ક થ��� 

ગણ�ય. સ��હ�ય��� મ��યમ ત� ભ�ષ� જ રહ�વ����. ઘણ� વખત એ��� બન� ક� �શ�ટ મ��યભ�ષ� 

સમ�જન� દર�ક વગ� ��ધ� પહ�ચ� ન શક� પર�� � ભ�ષ� બ�લ�પ્રય�ગવ�ળ� સ�દ�, સરળ, વ��ત�વક 

હ�ય ત� ત� સમ�જ અન� જગતન� ક�ઈપણ ભ�વકન� પ�ત�ન� તરફ આકષ�વ�ન� અન� રસ, 

લ�ગણ� અન� પ�ત�પણ�ન� ભ�વ જગ�ડવ�ન�. ભ�ષ�મ�� લય, પ્ર�સ, અલ�ક�ર, છ�દ હ�વ� જ�ઈએ 

પણ એ ��બ�ધત�ન� આશર� આપ� જ છ� ન�! 

સ��હ�ય��� મ��યમ ભલ� ભ�ષ� હ�ય પર�� � પ્ર�દ��શક સ��હ�ય��� ક��દ્ર ત� બ�લ� જ હ�ઈ શક�. 

જે �શ�ટ ભ�ષ�થ� વત્ત�ઓછ� અંશ� અલગ પડત� જણ�ય છ�. 

અવ��ચ�ન ��જર�ત� સ��હ�યમ�� 'નમ�દ�' પ�ત�ન� લખ�ણ�મ�� ક�ટલ�ક પ્ર�દ��શક શ�દ�ન� 

�વ�નય�ગ કય� છ�. દ�. ત. પ�ત�ન� �પત�એ ક્ય�ર�ય એન� ઠપક� આ�ય� નથ� એમ કહ�વ�ન� 

બદલ� “ઝ��સ� સરખ�ય દ�ધ� ન��.” એ બ�લ�મ�� ર�� કર� છ�. પ��ડત��ગમ�� ત� પ���ડ�ય� �ણ� 

ભ�ષ�ન� �થ�ન મ���� હ� �� ત�થ� એ ��ગન� ભ�ષ�ન� દ�યઝ� ઊંચ� હત�, એટલ�� મ�ટ� પન્ન�લ�લન� 

'મળ�લ� જીવ' અંગ� �હ�ન�લ�લ કહ� છ� ક�, “દ�યઝ�ન� ત� ક�ઈ ક�� હ�ય!” 
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ગ��ધ���ગમ�� આ ભ�ષ���� વલણ અન� ચલણ બદલ�ય છ�. ગ��ધ�જીન� ઉપદ�શ “ક��શય� 

પણ સમજી શક� એવ� ભ��� હ�વ� જ�ઈએ.” એ વ�તન� �ય�નમ�� ર�ખ� ઉમ�શ�કર જ�શ�, પ�ત��બર 

પટ�લ, ���દર��, મ�ઘ�ણ�, ���ણલ�લ શ્ર�ધર�ણ�, ��ન�લ�લ મ�ડય�, ���કર ચ�દરવ�કર જેવ� 

સર્જક�એ પ્ર�દ��શક બ�લ�ઓન� �વશ�ષ મહ�વ આ���� છ�. ઉમ�શ�કર જ�શ�એ ઉત્તર ��જર�ત�ન� 

બ�લ�, ઝવ�રચ�દ મ�ઘ�ણ�એ સ�ર���� ક� ક��ઠય�વ�ડ� બ�લ�, પન્ન�લ�લ પટ�લન� ઇશ��નય� 

પ્રદ�શન� બ�લ� ક��દ્ર �થ�ન� રહ� છ�. 

આ���નક ��ગમ�� ફર� પ��� પ��ડત��ગન� ભ�ષ� જે��� વલણ અ��ત�વમ�� આ���� પણ 

અ��આ���નક ક� આ���નક�ત્તર ��ગમ�� સર્જકન� પ�ત�ન� અ��ત�વ સ�થ�, ગ�મ�� �, ભ�ગ��લક 

�વ�ત�ર, ત�ન� સમ�જ, વ�શ� �ષ�ન� દશ�ન થત�� જ�વ� મળ� છ�. આ ��ગમ�� પ�રસ� બ�લ�, દ�વન� 

મ�છ�મ�ર�ન� બ�લ�, ઉત્તર ��જર�તન� દ�લત�ન� બ�લ� , મ�ર પ્રજાન� બ�લ� જેવ� જા�ત �વષયક 

બ�લ�ન� પણ સ��હ�યમ�� �થ�ન મ���� છ�. અ�જત ઠ�ક�ર દ�ક્ષણ ��જર�તન� ����લમ મ�છ�મ�ર�ન� 

બ�લ� પ્રય�જે  છ�, ત� �કર�ટ ��ધ�ત અમર�લ�ન� બ�લ�ન� �વ�નય�ગ કર� છ�. 

પન્ન�લ�લ પટ�લ 'મ�નવ�ન� ભવ�ઈ’, 'મળ�લ� જીવ' જેવ� કથ�ઓમ�� ઈડ�રય� મલકન� 

બ�લ� પ્રય�જે છ�. ત� ઝવ�રચ�દ મ�ઘ�ણ� એમન� 'સ�રઠ ત�ર�� વહ�ત�� પ�ણ�’, ‘ર�'ગ�ગ�જ�ળય�' 

જેવ� નવલકથ�મ�� સ�રઠ� બ�લ�ન� છ��ટ ન�ખ� છ�, ત� ��ર�ફન� 'ખ�મ�’ વ�ત��મ�� “ઓર� ર� ન� 

અ�ય� ક�શવ�.” ��ર� સ�ર���� બ�લ�ન� ઉ����ટ ન� �ન� � �ર� પ�ડ� છ�. મ�ડય�ન� 'ર�જભ�ગડ�’ 

વ�ત��મ�� દ�લત સમ�જન� બ�લ� તથ� રમ�શ પ�ર�ખ ��ત '� �રજન� પડછ�ય� હ�ય!’ ન�ટકમ�� મ�ર 

અન� આહ�ર ���તન� બ�લ�ન� પ્રય�ગ �ય�ન ખ�ચ� છ�. 

��જર�ત� ક�વત� ક્ષ�ત્ર� પણ આવ� અવનવ� બ�લ� પ્રય�ગ� થય�લ� જ�વ� મળ� છ�. જેમ�� 

રમ�શ પ�ર�ખ��� 'ખ�મ� આલ� બ���ન�’ જે સ�ર���� બ�લ�ન� લ�ક્ષ�ણકત�ઓ ધર�વ� છ�. ત� સ��ય 

જ�શ�ન� 'જેઠ� ભરવ�ડ’ ન�મન� રચન� ચર�તર� બ�લ�ન� છટ�મ�� રચ�ઈ છ�. આ ઉપર��ત 

વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� �વન�દ જ�શ�, ર�જે�દ્ર ���લ, અ�નલ જ�શ� ક� સ���વ�ળ�ન� ક��યમ�� સ�ર���� 

બ�લ�ન� તળપદ� પ્રય�ગ� અન� ક���ઓ સ�થ�ન� લહ�ક�ઓ સ�થ�ન� અથ�સભર પ્રય�ગ� જ�વ� મળ� 

છ�. 

આજન� સર્જક તળ સ�વ�દન� મ�ટ� તળન� બ�લ� પ્રય�જવ� મથ� છ�. એક �નજી સ�વ�દન� 

અ��ભવવ� ક� એન� અ��ભવ કર�વવ� ત�ન� અસલ બ�લ�મ�� જ અ�ભ�ય��ત કરવ� જરૂર� છ�. 
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આવ� બ�લ���� સ��હ�યમ�� પ્રય�જન ક્ય�ર�ય ��બ�ધ નહ� પણ સર્જન��મક બન� રહ� છ�. જેન� ઉત્તમ 

સ��હ�ય��� ��તક ગણ� શક�ય, જે ત� ભ�ષ���� ��તક ગણ� શક�ય. આવ� પ્ર�દ��શક બ�લ�ઓથ� 

ઘડ�ય�લ� આ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ� પ�ત�ન� એક આગવ� ��વ�બ ધર�વ� છ�. �ભન્ન �ભન્ન પ્રદ�શ�ન� 

સ�����તન� જેમ ભ�ન્ન ભ�ન્ન પ્રદ�શ�ન� બ�લ� પણ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�મ�� એક અન���� આકષ�ણ જમ�વ� 

છ�. જેમ�� ��જર�તન� પ્ર�દ��શકત�, અ��મત� અન� ��જર�ત�પ��� પ્રગટ� છ�.  

· સ�દભ� : 

- '��જર�ત� ભ���-ઉદ્દગમ, �વક�સ અન� �વરૂપ'  

લ�. �વ. ડ�.ક�.બ�.�ય�સ. (���નવ�સ�ટ� ગ્ર�થ�નમ��ણ બ�ડ�, અમદ�વ�દ.આ���ત-2021) 

- 'ભ��� પ�રચય અન� ��જર�ત� ભ������ �વરૂપ'  

લ�. જય�ત ક�ઠ�ર� (���નવ�સ�ટ� ગ્ર�થ�નમ��ણ બ�ડ�, અમદ�વ�દ. આ���ત્ત-2019) 

- 'ભ����વ��ન પ�રચય' 

લ�. ડ�.રમ�શ એમ. �ત્રવ�દ� (આદશ� પ્રક�શન અમદ�વ�દ. આ���ત્ત-2007) 

- 'બ�લ��વ��ન અન� ��જર�તન� બ�લ�ઓ'  

લ�. ડ�. ય�ગ��દ્ર �ય�સ (���નવ�સ�ટ� ગ્ર�થ�નમ��ણ બ�ડ�,અમદ�વ�દ. આ� ��ત્ત-2017) 
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�વ�છત�ન� વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� આવ�યકત� 

ચ�હ�ણ.ન�હ�.આર, 

પ�.એચ.ડ� �વ��થ�ન� 

મહ�ર�જા ���ણ��મ�ર�સ�હજી ���નવ�સ�ટ� ભ�વનગર 

ઇમ�ઇલ- neharchauhan10@gmail.com 

અ� �ત�:  

ભ�રતન� ઇ�તહ�સમ�� �વ�વધ પ્રક�રન� સમ�ય�ઓ જ�વ� મળ� છ� જેમ�� �વ�છત�ન� અભ�વ ગ�દ� 

પ�વ�ન� પ�ણ�ન� સમ�ય� પ્રશ્ન �વ�છ પ�ણ�ન� અભ�વ એક મ�ટ� સમ�ય� જ�વ� મળ� છ�. 

�વશ્વન� ઘણ�ખર� દ�શ� જેવ� ક�; ઇથ��પય�, ન�ઇજીર�ય�, ક��ય�, ભ�રત, ઇ�ડ�ન��શય�, શ્ર�લ�ક�, 

પ��ક�ત�ન, બ���લ�દ�શ, ગ�દક�ન� સમ�ય�થ� પ�ડ�ઈ રહ્ય� છ�. ભ�રતમ�� ૨જી ઓ�ટ�બર ૨૦૧૪ન� 

ર�જ પ્રધ�નમ�ત્ર� ��ર� જાહ�ર કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� �વ�છ ભ�રત �મશનન� અસર ધ�મ� ધ�મ� આખ� 

દ�શમ�� વત��ઈ રહ� છ�. �વ�છત�ન� અભ�વ� પ�ણ�જ�ય ર�ગ� બ�ળક� અન� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� � ����ન� મ�ગ� 

ધક�લ� છ�. ક�ઈપણ દ�શન� ટક�ઉ �વક�સ મ�ટ� �વ�છત� પ�ય�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત છ�. �વ�છત�ન� 

લગત� વત�ન અન� �યવહ�રમ�� લ�વવ�ન� જરૂર છ�. અફઘ��ન�ત�નમ�� �વ�છત� મ�ટ� ��� બજેટ 

બન�વવ�મ�� આ���� છ�. ઇથ��પય� મ�� wash પ્ર�ગ્ર�મ ��ર� �વ�છત� ન� �યવહ�રમ�� લ�વવ�ન� 

પ્રય�સ થઈ રહ્ય� છ�. �વ���છક સ��થ�ઓ પણ શ�ચ�લયન� ઉપય�ગ અન� ત�ન� બન�વટ મ�ટ� 

ક�ય�શ�લ છ�. ��લભ ઇ�ટરન�શનલ એમ�� બ�� મ��� � ન�મ છ�. 

ચ�વ�રૂપ શ�દ�:  

સમ�ય�ઓ, �વ�છત�ન� અભ�વ, �વ�છ ભ�રત �મશન, ટક�ઉ �વક�સ, પ�ય�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત. 
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પ�રચય:  

ઈ�તહ�સમ�� ભ�ગ� જેવ� ક�ઈ બ�બત હશ� જે આપણ� ગ્ર�ક પ�સ�થ� પ્ર�રણ� રૂપ થઈન� ન મ�ળવ� 

હ�ય. ત�મ�� �વ�છત� પણ એક ���ય �વષય છ�. �વ�છત�મ�� ફ�ત �ન�ન અન� �વ�છ વસ્ત્ર� ન� 

સમ�વ�શ થત� નથ�. પર�� � આંત�રક અન� બ�હ્ય બ�ન� પ્રક�રન� �વ�છત�ન� બ�બત ત� ત�મ�� 

સમ��વ�ટ છ�. 

�હ���  સ�����તમ�� મ���� ��ત અન� �વ��� ��ર�ણ જેવ� ગ્ર�થ�મ�� થ� �વ�છત� �વશ�ન� મ��હત� ન� 

ઉ�લ�ખ જ�વ� મળ� છ� �વશ્વ આખ�મ�� �વ�છત�ન� બ�બત�મ�� ખ�સ �ય�ન આપવ�મ�� આવ� ર��� 

છ�. �વશ્વન� ઘણ� બધ� અ�વ�છ દ�શ અન� શહ�ર� �ય�પક ગર�બ� સ�થ� જીવ� છ�. �વ�છત�ન� 

����ઓમ�� શ�ચ�લય�, ��દ્ધ પ�વ�ન� પ�ણ�, ��દ્ધ ખ�ર�ક, અન� વપર�શ��� �વ�છ પ�ણ�ન� 

સમ�ય�ઓ પ્રવત� છ�. �વ�છત�ન� સમ�જ મ�� દર�ક જ�ય�એ આવ�યકત� છ�. જેમ�� જાહ�ર �થળ� 

થ� મ��ડ�ન� �ય��તગત, જીવન �શક્ષણ, ઉ��ગ અન� �યવહ��� ત�લ�મમ�� પણ ત���� મહ�વ 

અ�નવ�ય� બન� ગ��� છ�. �વ�છત�ન� ક�ળજી આ�થ�ક બ�બત� સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ�. 

ર����ય અન� આંતરર����ય �તર� �વ�છત� ��� �તર:  

�વ�છ ભ�રત �મશન ૨ oct  ૨૦૧૪મ�� જાહ�ર કરવ�મ�� આ���� છ�. �ય�રથ� અ�ય�ર ��ધ� ર���ન� 

પ�ર��થ�તમ�� �વ�છત� બ�બત�, શ�ચ�લય� ન� વપર�શ બ�બત� ઘણ� ��ધ�ર આવ� રહ્ય� છ�. 

ગ્ર�મ�ણ સ��દ�ય મ�� ખ�સ કર�ન� સ� ���ત વ�ત�વરણ ઉ�� થવ� લ����� છ�. ભ�રતમ�� �વ�છત� 

બ�બતન� ન��ત અન� ય�જન�ઓ ક�ય�ક્રમ� બન�વ�ય� અન� ત�ન� અમલ�કરણન� પ્ર�ક્રય� પણ શરૂ 

થઈ ગઈ છ� અન� હ�� પણ ઘણ� બધ� ગ્ર�મ�ણ અન� શહ�ર� �વ�ત�ર�મ�� �વ�છત�ન� �તરમ�� 

��ધ�ર� આવ� રહ્ય� છ�. ભ�રતમ�� �વ�છત� ન� ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� ��ધ�ર લ�વવ� ફ�ડર�શન ઓફ ઈ��ડયન 
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ચ��બસ� ઓફ ક�મસ� એ�ડ ઇ�ડ���, bill and melinda gates foundation, અન� અ�ય ઘણ� 

ક�પ�ર��સ તથ� એનજીઓ અન� �વક�સ એજ�સ�ન� સહય�ગથ� �વ�છત� મ�ટ�ન� ગઠબ�ધન 

ક�ય�ક્રમ�ન� સફળત� મળ� છ� અન� હ�� પણ મળ� રહ� છ�. 

 

ભ�રતન� ઇ�તહ�સમ�� �વ�વધ �વરૂપન� સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�ઓ જ�વ� મળ� છ� જેમ�� ���તગત 

�શક્ષણ ક�ય�મ�� ક�ઇ �ન��ત ���ત સ��દ�ય અન� સદ�ઓ ��ધ� અ�વ�છત�ન� વ�ત�વરણ અન� 

કમ� સ�થ� જીવન જીવ��� પડ��� છ�. ખ�સ કર�ન� ત� સ��દ�યન� મ�હલ�ઓ મ�ટ� ગ�રવ �હન 

પ�ર��થ�ત જ�વ� મળત�. પર�� � હવ� નવ� ટ�કન�લ�જીન� �વક�સ અન� ત� ક�ય�ન� આ પદ્ધ�તમ�� 

બદલ�વ એ પણ એક નવ� જ મ�ગ� દશ��વ� છ�. 

મ�હલ�ઓ મ�ટ� �વ�છત� ન� ���� અ�ય�ત જરૂર� છ�. જેમ�� મ��સક ધમ� વખત� �વ�છત�ન� ક�ળજી 

ન લઈ શકવ�થ� વપર�શ���, પ�વ���� પ�ણ�ન� અભ�વ� મ�હલ�ઓ �વ�વધ બ�મ�ર�ઓન� ભ�ગ 

બન� છ�. ભ�રતમ�� સ� ચ�લ� ન� અભ�વ� છ�કર�ઓ શ�ળ�મ��થ� અ�ય�સ છ�ડ� દ� છ�. ક�રણ ક� 

�ય�ર� ત�ઓ મ��સક ધમ� મ�� પ્રવ�શ કર� છ� �ય�ર� ખ�સ અલગ શ�ચ�લય�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત ઊભ� 

થ�ય છ� અન� ત�ન� ગ�રહ�જર� ગ્ર�મ�ણ સ��દ�ય મ�� જ�વ� મળત� અન� હ�� પણ મળ� છ�. 

ભ�રતમ�� �વ�છત� મ�ટ�ન� વત�ન અન� �યવહ�રમ�� બદલ�વ કરવ�ન� ખ�સ જરૂર�ય�ત છ�. 
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સરક�ર��� �વ�છ ભ�રત �મશન હ�� પણ દ�શન� ગણ� ગ્ર�મ�ણ સ��દ�ય�મ�� અન� શહ�ર�મ�� 

અસરક�રક પ�રણ�મ લ�વ� શ��� નથ�. 

�વશ્વમ�� ભ�રત ચ�ન ઇ�ડ�ન��શય� ન�ઇઝ��રય� પ��ક�ત�ન બ���લ�દ�શ ઇથ��પય� બ્ર��ઝલ ન�પ�ળ 

જેવ� દ�શ�મ�� �વ�છત��� ભ�ર�ભ�ર અભ�વ જ�વ� મળ� છ� જે ત�ન� આ�થ�ક �વક�સ ઉપર પણ 

અસર કર� છ�. �વશ્વ �તર� ૩.૫ અબજ લ�ક� ��ર�ક્ષત ર�ત� �વ�છત�ન� સ�ચ��લત સ�વ�ઓન� 

અભ�વમ�� જીવ� છ�. �વશ્વ બ�ક આવ� દ�શ�મ�� �વ�છત� ન� સ�વ�ઓ � �ર� પ�ડવ�મ�� મદદ કર� છ�. 

�વ�છત�ન� અભ�વ આ�થ�ક �વક�સન� ર�કવ�મ�� જવ�બદ�ર છ�. નબળ� �વ�છત�ન� પ�રણ�મ� 

આર��ય જાળવવ� અન� ��રક્ષ� સ�બ�ધ� અ�ય બ�બત�ન� ક�ળજી લ�વ�મ�� ખચ� વ�� થ�ય છ�. 

અક�ળ � ���� થવ� આર��ય નબળ� પડવ� થ� મ��ડ� સ�રવ�રન� ખચ� સ�રવ�ર મ�ટ� આપવ� 

પડત� સમય અન� અ�ય સમ�ય�ઓ જેવ� ક� ગ�દ� પ�ણ�ન� ય��ય �નક�લ મ�ટ�ન� ���વધ�ઓન� 

અભ�વ શહ�ર� અન� ગ્ર�મ�ણ �વ�ત�ર�મ�� ખ�સ કર�ન� પ�ણ�ન� અછતવ�ળ� દ�શ� અન� શ�ચ�લય 

ન� ���વધ� ક�ન� ગ�રહ�જર� ક�ઈપણ દ�શમ�� �વ�છત� ��� �તર ન���� લઈ જઈ શક� છ�. 

�વ�છત� ન� આવ�યકત� ન� ઉદ્દ�શ: 

· �ય��તગત �વ���ય અન� ત��� ર�ત જીવન જીવવ� મ�ટ� �વ�છત� ન� આવ�યકત� છ�. 

· શ�ર��રક �વ�છત� અન� �ય��તન� �વચ�ર� વત�ન અન� �યવહ�ન� પ્રભ��વત કર� છ�. 

· �વ�છ વ�ત�વરણ સમ�જન� ��ખ સ� ��દ્ધ અન� આ�થ�ક �વક�સ તરફ દ�ર� જાય છ�. 

· �વ�છત�થ� પય��વરણ ��દ્ધ બન� છ�. 

· �વ�છત� �ય��ત અન� સમ�જ મ�� સક�ર��મકત� લ�વ� છ�. 

સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત: 

આ શ�ધ પત્ર સ�� �ણ� ડ�ટ�ન� ���તક�ન� સ�દભ� આધ��રત છ�. આપવ�મ�� આવ�લ� મ��હત� 

�ય��તગત �નર�ક્ષણ અન� ���તક�ન� વ��ચન પછ� મળ���� ��ન આધ��રત છ�. 

�વ�છત�ન� આવ�યકત� ન� જરૂ�રય�ત ન�ચ�ન� ����ઓ પરથ� જાણ� શક�ય. 

· �વ�છત�ન� આર��ય પર અસર 

· �વ�છત� ન� આ�થ�ક �વક�સ ઉપર અસર 

· �વ�છત�ન� �ય��તન� વત�ન અન� �યવહ�ર ઉપર અસર 

· �વ�છત�ન� સમ�જ પર અસર 

· �વ�છત� ન� પય��વરણ અન� પ્ર���ત પર અસર 
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· �વ�છત�ન� આર��ય ઉપર અસર: 

�વશ્વમ�� લગભગ ૪ અબજ લ�ક� શ�ચ�લય અથવ� શ�ચ�લય જેવ� � �ળ� �ત �વ�છત� 

���વધ�ઓન� અભ�વન� જીવ� છ�.લગભગ ૯૦૦ �મ�લયન લ�ક� ���લ�મ�� શ�ચ�ક્રય� કર� છ�. 

�વ�છત� �નર�શ�જનક પ�ર��થ�ત સ��દ�ય�મ�� સ્ત્ર�-����ષ�ન� બ�ળક� મ�ટ� ગ�ભ�ર આર��યન� 

જ�ખમ� ઊભ� કર� છ�. 

· ડબ��� એચ ઓ ન� જણ��ય� ��જબ �વશ્વભરમ�� ક�ટલ� ટક� � ���� થ�ય છ� ત�મ��થ� ચ�ર 

ટક� પ�ણ� જ�ય ર�ગ જેવ� ક� ઝ�ડ� ક�લ�ર� ��� પ�રણ�મ છ�. 

· નબળ� �વ�છત�ન� પ�રણ�મ� પ�ણ� થ� થત� ર�ગ�: 

· 480 હજાર બ�ળક� દર વષ� ગ�દ� પ�ણ� પ�વ�થ� અન� શર�રમ�� બ��ટ��રય� ભણવ�થ�, 

વ�ઇરસન� ચ�પથ� અન� ગ�દ� ખ�ર�ક ખ�વ�ન� પ�રણ�મ� � ���� પ�મ� છ�. 

· ક�લ�ર� એ �વશ્વન� 51 દ�શ�મ�� જ�વ� મળત� ર�ગ છ�. પ�ણ� થ� થત� ર�ગ ક� જેમ�� � ���� 

થઈ શક� છ�. ડબ��� એચ ઓ ન� આંકડ� દશ��વ� છ� ક� ૨૧ હજારથ� 143 હજાર લ�ક� 

ક�લ�ર� ��ર� � ���� પ�મ� છ�. 

· બ��ટ��રય�ન� લ�ધ� મરડ� પણ થઈ શક� છ� જે આંતરડ� ન� લગત� ચ�પ� ર�ગ છ�. મરડ� 

અ�વ�છ પ�ણ� અન� ખ�ર�કન� અંદર ફ�લ�ત� વ�ઇરસન� પ�રણ�મ� થ�ય છ�. 

· ભ�રતમ�� ઘણ� બધ� ગ્ર�મ�ણ સ��દ�ય અન� શહ�ર� સ��દ�ય મ�� હ�� પણ ગટર �યવ�થ� 

ન� અગ�ઉ જ�વ� મળ� છ� �ય�� પ�ણ�ન� ખ�બ�ચ�ય� ભર�ય એવ� જ�ય�ઓમ�� મ�છર� 

પ�દ� થ�ય છ� અન� બ�ળક� મ�લ��રય� જેવ� ગ�ભ�ર બ�મ�ર�ન� ભ�ગ બન� છ�. 

· ટ�ઈફ�ડ એક પ્રક�રન� આંતરડ�મ�� સ�જાન� પ�રણ�મ� આવત� ત�વ ન� બ�મ�ર� છ� જે 

જીવલ�ણ છ�. ટ�ઇફ�ઇડન� રસ� પણ હ�ય છત�� પ�ણ�ન� ગ�દક� અન� ખ�ર�કમ�� બ��ટ��રય� 

સ��મ�ન�લ� ટ�યફ� ��ર� ફ�લ�ઇ છ�. 

· Polio એક એવ� પ્રક�રન� વ�યરસ છ� જે બ�ળક�ન� શર�રમ��થ� એમન� અંગ�ન� �ન��ક્રય 

બન�વ� દ� છ�. અન� બ�ળક� ન�ન� ઉંમરમ�� �વકલ��ગ બન� છ�. મ�નવ�ન� મ�નવ મળ� �ત્ર 

મ�� poliovirus જીવત� હ�ય છ� અન� ત� ફ�લ�વ�થ� શર�રમ�� ઇ�� 

ચ�પ લ�ગ� છ�. પ��લય� ફ�ત ભ�રતમ�� જ ન�હ પર�� � આખ� �વશ્વમ�� અ�વ�છ દ�શ�મ�� જ�વ� 

મ�ય� છ�. પ�લ�ય� ન� રસ� મ�ટ� જા���ત અ�ભય�ન પણ ચલ�વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. અન� પ��લય� 

�દવસ ન� ઉજવણ� પણ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 
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· �વ�છત�ન� �ય��તન� વત�ન અન� �યવહ�ર ઉપર અસર: 

મ���� ��તમ�� ����ષ� અન� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� શ�ર��રક અન� �વ�થ જીવન ન� સ�થ� �વ�છત�ન� પણ 

ઊંડ�ણ� �વ�ક ચચ�� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. વત�ન �વશ�ન� સભ�નત� આપણ� ��ર�ણ�મ�� ધમ� સ�થ� 

જ�ડવ�મ�� આવ�લ� છ�. �વ�છત� એક કળ� છ� જે �ય��તન� પ�વત્ર મ�ગ� સ�થ� જ�ડ� છ�. શ�ર��રક 

અન� બ�હ્ય �વ�છત� �ય��તન� મન અન� મ��ત�ક અન� આન�દ આપ� છ� અન� સ�ર� �વચ�ર� અન� 

વત�ન કરવ� મ�ટ� પ્ર�રણ� આપ� છ�. ક�ઈપણ �વષય અન� સ�ર� ટ�વ� જ� ન�નપણથ� શ�ખવવ�મ�� 

આવ� ત� બ�ળક�મ�� એ સ�ર� આદત તર�ક� �વકસ� છ� જેમ�� શ�ળ� ક�લ�જ� તથ� ���� �બ ન� અંદર 

����જન� અન� મ�ત�-�પત� પ�સ�થ� �વ�છત�ન� ટ�વ� જેવ� ક� �ન�ન કર���, �દવસમ�� બ� વ�ર બ્રશ 

કર��� શ�ચ�લય ન� �ક્રય� બ�દ સ���થ� ઘસ� ન� હ�થ ધ�વ�, હ�થ ધ�ય� વગર જમ��� નહ� અન� 

ખ�ર�ક ત�મજ વ�સણ� ધ�ય� વગર ઉપય�ગ ન કરવ�. �હ���  ધમ�મ�� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� મ��સક ધમ� 

વખતન� �વ�છત� ઉપર �વશ�ષ ભ�ર � �કવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. જય�ર� મ�ત� બ�ળકન� જ�મ આપ� છ� 

�ય�ર� ત�ન� ગભ�ન� બહ�ર ક�ઢ� અન� સ�પ્રથમ �વ�છ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ� અન� પછ� જ ત�ન� 

મ�ત�ન� સ�પવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. ભ�રતમ�� �વ�છ ભ�રત �મશન પહ�લ� ગ��ધ�જી એ �વ�છત�ન� 

આગ્રહ� હત� અન� ત� સમયન� �વ�છત�ન� બ્ર��ડ એ�બ�સ�ડર તર�ક� ઓળખ�ત� હત�. આપણ� 

મ�ન�સકત� �વ�છત� બ�બત� � �બ જ નબળ� છ� જેન� પ�રણ�મ� સમ�જમ�� �વ�છત�ન� ���ત સ�થ� 

જ�ડવ�મ�� આવ�લ� છ�. ગ�દ� �વ�ત�ર�મ�� �વ�છત� ન� ભ�ર�ભ�ર અભ�વ જ�વ� મળ� છ� ત�થ� જ 

ગ�દ� �વ�ત�ર�ન� અંદર અપશ�દ� બ�લવ� મ�ર�મ�ર� અન� વ�ત�વરણન� ગ�દક�ન� સ�થ�-સ�થ� 

શ���દક અન� વત���કન� ગ�દક� પણગ�દક� જ�વ� મળ� છ�. 
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· �વ�છત�ન� આ���ક �વક�સ મ�ટ� આવ�યકત�: 

�વશ્વન� તમ�મ �વ�છ અન� ગ�દ� દ�શ� �ય�પક ગર�બ� સ�થ� જીવ� છ�. ગ�દ� વસવ�ટ� અન� 

આ�થ�ક ર�ત� ગર�બ �વ�ત�ર�મ�� સ�ચ�લય પ�વ�ન� પ�ણ�ન� સમ�ય�ઓ પ્રવત� છ�. જે દ�શન� 

અંદર આવ� સમ�ય�ઓ �ય�પક પ્રમ�ણમ�� જ�વ� મળ� છ� ત� દ�શન� �વક�સ ધ�મ� અન� નહ�વ�� 

હ�ય છ�. ક�મક� ત�ન� ગ�મડ� અન� શહ�ર� �વભ�ગ�મ�� ર�ગચ�ળ�, આર��યન� જાળવણ�, અન� અ�ય 

સફ�ઈન� બ�બત�મ�� ન�ણ��ન� ખચ� અન� સમયન� �યય વ�� થત� હ�ય છ�. જેન� દ�શન� �વક�સ 

પર ખચ� કરવ�મ�� આવ� જ�ઈએ એન� આર��યન� સ�ભ�ળ અન� આર��ય ક��દ્ર ઉપર કરવ�મ�� 

આવ� છ�. વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� ક�ર�ન� ન� પ�ર��થ�ત ��ર� આપણ� સ� ઉદ�હરણ લઇ શક�એ ક� 

ફ�ત જે પદ ��ર� ફ�લ�ત� એક ર�ગ આખ� �વશ્વન� અથ�ત�ત્ર ન� �વક�સ ન� ર�ક� શક� છ� . 

� �તક�ળમ�� આવ� ઘણ� બધ� ર�ગ આ�ય� જેમ�� મ�લ��રય�, ક�લ�ર�, �લ�ગ, પ��લય� જે ચ�પથ� 

ફ�લ�ઇ છ� અન� �ય�� ��ધ� ત���� �નદ�ન શ�ધવ�મ�� ન આવ� �ય�� ��ધ� સમ�જ અન� આ�થ�ક �વક�સ 

ઉપર ત�ન� મ�ટ� અસર થત� હ�ય છ�. 
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· �વ�છત�ન� સમ�જમ�� આવશક્યત�:  

આઝ�દ� પછ�ન� સમયગ�ળ�મ�� સરક�ર ��ર� �વ�છત�ન� ન��ત અન� �નયમ� ��� મહ�વ સમજા��� 

અન� ભ�રત સરક�ર� પ્રથમ પ�ચવષ�ય ય�જન�ન� ભ�ગરૂપ� ૧૯૫૪મ�� ક�ય�ક્રમ� ર�� કય��. 

�વ�છત� બ�બત� ગ��ધ�જીન� �વચ�ર� ઉત્તમ હત� ત�મન� જીવનમ�� સભ�ઓ પ�રષદ અન� પત્ર� 

અન� અંગત જીવન શ�લ�મ�� �વ�છત�ન� હ�મ�શ� ઉ�લ�ખ જ�વ� મ���� છ�. ગ��ધ�જી ન� મત� 

�વ�છત� એ �વત�ત્રત� કરત�� વ�� જરૂર� છ�. 

ગ��ધ�જીન� ���તક� મ�� 5 બ�બત�ન� � �બ જ મહ�વ આપવ�મ�� આ���� છ�. 

1. �વત�ત્રત� કરત�� �વ�છત� � �બ જ જરૂર� છ� 

2. સમ�જમ�� ધમ� ન� તમ�મ બ�બત� �વ�છત� સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ�. 

3. તમ�ર� શ�ચ�લય� તમ�ર� બ�ઠક ખ�ડ જેવ� �વ�છ હ�વ� જ�ઈએ. 

4. એક સ�� �ણ� �વ�છત� ગ�મન� આદશ� બન�વ� શક� છ�. 

5. પ્રધ�ન અન� ન�કર ચ�કર મ�ટ� �વ�છત� એક સમ�ન છ�. 

�વ�છત� સમ�જન� ��દ� ��દ� ભ�ગ� અન� સ��થ�ઓમ�� �પશ� છ� અન� ત�ન� સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ�. 

જેમક� ���� �બ, સરક�ર� અન� ખ�નગ� કચ�ર�ઓ, શ�ક્ષ�ણક સ��થ�ઓ, જાહ�ર �થળ�, આર��યન� 

તમ�મ શ�ખ�ઓ અન� ક��દ્ર�. કચર� ન� �યવ�થ�પન થ� લઈન� ત�ન� �નક�લ અન� કચર���� ય��ય 

�વભ�જન એ �વક�સન� બ�બત સ�થ� જ�ડ�ય���� છ�. �વ�છત� �ય��તન� અન� સમ�જન� ત��� ર�ત 

જીવનશ�લ� ન� પ્ર�રણ� આપ� છ� જે વ����નક ઢબ� સ��બત થઈ � ���� છ�. 

· �વછત�ન� પય��વરણ મ�ટ� આવ�યકત�: 
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ભ�રતમ�� પય��વરણ ન� પ્રશ્ન� �ય�પક પણ� જ�વ� મળ� છ�. જેમ�� વ��� પ્ર��ષણ, જળ પ્ર��ષણ, 

અવ�જ પ્ર��ષણ . ભ�રતન� આ�થ�ક �વક�સ મ�ટ� ���ત્રમ અન� ��દરત� બ�ન� પ�રબળ� અવર�ધરૂપ 

બન� છ� જે �વ�છત� અન� પય��વરણ સ�બ��ધત છ�. પય��વરણન� ��ણવત્ત� ��ધ�રવ� મ�ટ� 

પ્ર�થ�મક �વ�છત�ન� ��ણ�ન� �ય��તગત અન� સ�મ��જક ર�ત� ક�ળવવ� � �બ જ જરૂર� છ�. 

૧૯૮૫મ�� ભ�રત સરક�ર� પય��વરણ અન� વન મ�ત્ર�લય ન� રચન� કર� છ�. 1947 અન� 1990મ�� 

પય��વરણ ન� પ�ર��થ�ત વ�� કથળત� ગઈ ત���� એકમ�ત્ર ક�રણ ગ્ર�મ�ણ અન� શહ�ર� ગર�બ 

અન� �ન�ન �વ�ત�ર�મ�� �વ�છત� જાળવવ� મ�ટ� ક�ઈ �વક�પ નહ�ત�. �વ�છ પ�વ�ન� પ�ણ�ન� 

���વધ�ઓન� અભ�વ, જાહ�રમ�� મળ-� �ત્ર �વસર્જન, �વ�છત�ન� �શક્ષણન� અભ�વ, ઉ��ગ���� 

સતત �વક�સ જેન� પ�રણ�મ �વરૂપ પય��વરણ અન� પ્ર���તન� ઘ��� સહન કર��� પડ��� છ�. �વશ્વન� 

જે દ�શ� ન� પય��વરણ અન� શહ�ર�ન� �વ�છત� આક�ષ�ત રહ� છ� ત� દ�શ���� આ�થ�ક �વક�સ અન� 

પય�ટન હ�મ�શ� અ�ય દ�શ� મ�ટ� ક��� ��� ક��દ્ર બ�ય� છ�. 

 

�ન�ક��:  

આવન�ર પ�ઢ� મ�ટ� �વ�છત� ન� અ�ભગમ અન� �યવહ�ર બદલ�ય ત� મ�ટ� ભ�રત સરક�ર ��ર� 

જે પગલ�� અન� અ�ભય�ન શરૂ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ� ત� દર�ક વગ�ન� ��થન� �ય��તઓ ��ર� 

સહભ�ગ� પ��� અવ�ય થ��� જ�ઈએ. ગ્ર�મ�ણ અન� શહ�ર� �વ�છત�ન� બ�બતમ�� ત�ત્ર અન� 

�થ��નક રહ�વ�સ�ઓ ��ર� પ્રય�ન� સતત ચ��� રહ�વ� જ�ઇએ અન� ત�મ�� ટક�ઉપ��� રહ���� જ�ઈએ. 
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મ�નવ�ન� ખ�ર�કન� અન� પ�ણ�ન� જેટલ� જરૂ�રય�ત છ� એટલ� ઓ��સજનન� છ�. જે �વ�છ 

વ�ત�વરણમ�� થ� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�. અ�વ�છ આબ�હવ� અન� પય��વરણ જીવનશ�લ�ન� વખ�ડ� ક�ઢ� 

છ� અન� ર�ગચ�ળ�ન� પ�ર��થ�ત તરફ લઈ જાય છ�. વત�મ�ન સમયન� અંદર જે covid ન� 

પ�ર��થ�ત છ� ત� સ�ન� મ�ટ� દ�ખલ� સમ�ન છ� ક� �વ�છત� ન જાળવવ�થ� ક�વ� પ્રક�રન� ચ�પ 

અન� આ�થ�ક સમ�ય�ઓ ઊભ� થઈ શક� છ�. 

સ�દભ�: 

· ડ� અ�નલ વ�ઘ�લ� �વ�છત�ન� સમ�જશ�સ્ત્ર �� �વરૂપ ક�પ�ઝ પબલ�ક�શન �દ�હ�. 

· ડ� અ�નલ વ�ઘ�લ� �વ�છત� ��� સમ�જશ�સ્ત્ર ભ�ગ ૧/ ૨ ���નવ�સ�ટ� ગ્ર�થ �નમ��ણ બ�ડ�, 

��જર�ત ર��ય,અમદ�વ�દ. 

· પરમ�શ્વરન અ�યર �વ�છ ભ�રત ક્ર���ત ડ�યમ�ડ ��કસ. 

· Importance of Gandhian thoughts about cleanliness Hind Swaraj. 

· Economic aspects of sanitation in developing countries NCBI 

· Economics of sanitation World Bank blog. 
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अथ शब्दानुशासनम् 

योगशे्वरस्वामी ( नव्यव्याकरणाचाययः, वदेाांताचाययः, 

नव्यन्यायाचाययः,पीएच. डी) 

स्वाममनारायणसांस्कृतमवद्याप्रमतष्ठानम ्

सरधारः – गजुरातम ्

 दैमनकवाग्व्व्यवहारस्य माध्यमत्वेन अङ्गीकृतायाः भाषायाः कृते मनमितमनयमानाम् 

आवश्यकता भवमत । भाषायाः एते मनयमाः एव व्याकरणम ् इमतयभीधीयते । 

सांस्कृतभाषायाः कृतेऽमप व्याकरणां प्रारमभभककालादेव मनर्मयतम् । सवयप्रथमम ् इन्रेण ऐन्रां 

व्याकरणां मलमितम ् । व्याकरणेऽमस्मन् लक्षामधकाः सुदीरायः मवस्तृताि मनयमाः आसन् । 

तत्पिात् अनेकैः ऋमषमभः व्याकरणामन मनर्मयतामन, ककन्तु वैज्ञामनकरूपेण 

अत्यन्तलरुस्वरूपात्मकां  प्रथमां व्याकरणां पामणमनना अष्टाध्यायीरूपेण प्रस्तुतम् । ककन्तु 

व्याकरणमेतत् मिममुनव्याकरणम ् इमत नाम्नामप अमभधीयते, यतः 

पामणमनकात्यायनपतञ्जलीनाम् ऋषीणाां मनयमैः व्याकरणमेतत् सांपूणयताम् आवहमत । ति 

महर्षयणा पतञ्जमलना महाभाष्यनामकां  शास्त्रां मवरच्य व्याकरणस्यैतस्य पणूयता मवमहता । ति 

महाभाष्य े महाभाष्यकारस्य प्रथममेतत्  ‘ अथ शब्दानशुासनम ् ’ इमत वाक्यमाधारीकृत्य 

मया शब्दमसमिपुरस्सरम ्अथायनुसन्धानां कियते ।  

अथ - अथययते इमत मवग्रह े ‘ अथय उपयाञ्चायाम् ’ इमत चौराकदकाद ् धातोः ‘ 

अन्येभ्योऽमप दशृ्यते ’ इमत वार्तयकेण डप्रत्यये समत ‘ अर्थय + ड ’ इमत जाते डानुबन्धस्य “ चुटू 

” इमत सूिणे डकारस्य लोपे  जाते ‘ अर्थय + अ ’ इत्यिाकारस्याधयधातुक- सञ्ज्ज्ञायाम् सत्याम ्

“ णेरमनटट ” इमत सिूेण इकारस्य लोपे समत ‘ अथ्य + अ ’ इमत अवस्थायाम्   “ पषृोदरादीमन 

यथोपकदष्टम ् ” इमत सूिेण रकारस्य लोपे “ कृत्तमितसमासाि ” इमत सूिेण 

प्रामतपकदकसञ्ज्ज्ञायाम् सौ भावे “ स्वराकदमनपातमव्ययम् ” इमत सूिणेाव्ययसञ्ज्ज्ञायाम् “ 

अव्ययादाप्सुपः ” इमत सिूेण सुप्रत्ययस्य लुकक समत ‘ अथ ’ इमत शब्दो मनष्पद्यते ।    

अमरकोशः 

  मङ्गलानन्तरारभभप्रश्नकात््यषे्वथो अथ । इमत । 

मकेदनीकोशः 

  अथाथो सांशय ेस्याताममधकारे च मङ्गल े। 

36 
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  मवकल्पानन्तरप्रश्नकात््यायरभभसमचु्चय े।। इमत । 

आरभभाथ े  

‘ अथ शब्दानुशासनम् ’, ‘ अथ योगानुशासनम्1 ’ इत्यि ‘ अथ ’ आरभभाथयकः । 

अनन्तराथ े 

  अथ प्रजानाममधपः प्रभाते जायाप्रमतग्रामहतगन्धमाल्याम् । 

  वनाय पीतप्रमतबिवत्साां यशोधन धेनुमृषेमुयमोच ।।2  

  इत्यि ‘ अथ ’ मनशानयनानन्तरममत्यथयः ।  

  ‘अथातो ब्रह्ममजज्ञासा ’3 इत्यि ‘ अथ ’ साधनचतुष्टयानन्तरममत्यथयः। 

 मवकल्पाथ े  

  ‘ शब्दो मनत्योऽथामनत्यः ’4 इत्यि शब्दो मनत्योऽमस्त वाऽमनत्य इत्यथयः ।  

 प्रश्नाथ े

  ‘ अथ सा तिभवती ककमाख्यस्य राजषेः पत्नी ’ । 

  ‘ न चेन्मुमनकुमारोऽयम ्अथ कोऽस्य व्यपदेशः ? ’5 । 

  ‘ अथ केन प्रयुक्तोऽयां पापां चरमत पूरुषः ’6 इत्याकदष्वथ ‘ अथ ’ प्रश्नाथयकः । 

 कात््यायथ े 

  ‘ अथ धम ंव्याख्यास्यामः ’7 इत्यि ‘ अथ ’ कात््यायथयकः । 

 समचु्चयाथ े 

  ‘ गमणतमथ कलाां वैमशकीम् ’8 । 

  मातृष्वसा मातुलानी   श्वश्रूरथ मपतृस्वसा । 

  सांपूज्या गुरुपत्नीवत् समास्ता गुरुभाययया ।।9 इत्यि ‘ अथ ’ समुच्चयाथयकः । 

पक्षान्तराथ े

 
1
 योगदर्शनम ्– ( 1-1 ) 

2
 रघवुंर्. - ( 2-1  

3
 ब्रह्मसतू्रम ्– ( 1-1-1 ) 

4
 गणरत्नमहोदध िः 

5
 र्ाकुन्तलम ्7 

6
 श्रीमद्भगवद्गीता – ( 3-36 ) 

7
 गणरत्नमहोदध िः 

8
 मचृ्छकधिकम् – ( 2-3 ) 

9
 मनुस्मधृतिः – (2-131 ) 
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  ‘ अथ चेत् त्वमममां धभयं सांग्रामां न कटरष्यमस ’10 । 

  ‘ अथ मरणमवश्यमेव जन्तोः ककमममत मुधा ममलनां यशः कियेत ’11 इत्यि ‘ 

अथ ’ पक्षान्ताथयकः । 

 मङ्गलाथ े 

  उदस्य कुभभीरथ  शातकुभभजाितुष्कचारुमत्वमष वेकदकोदरे । 

  यथाकुलाचारमथावनीन्रजाां पुरमन्िवगः स्नपयाभबभूव ताम् ।।12 इत्यि ‘ अथ ’ 

मङ्गलां स्नपनां चकारेत्यथयः । 

  ‘ अथातो ब्रह्ममजज्ञासा ’ इत्यिानन्तयायथयवाचकोऽथशब्दो ध्वमनमािेणामप 

माङ्गमलकाथयबोधकः ।  

 ऊँकारिाथशब्दि      द्वावतेौ     ब्रह्मणः     परुा । 

कण्ठां  मभत्त्वा मवमनयायतौ    तने माङ्गमलकावभुौ ।।13 इमत । 

 तदकु्तां  शङ्कराचाययः ‘ अथायन्तरप्रयुक्त एव ह्यथशब्दः श्रुत्या मङ्गलप्रयोजनो भवमत ’ 

इमत ।  

नागेशोऽमप प्रोक्तवानुद्योते – ‘ प्रारभभकियामवषयत्वद्योतकस्याप्यथशब्दस्या- न्याथ ं

नीयमानदध्याकदवन्मङ्गलत्वमपीत्युभयाथयमथशब्दः प्रयुज्यत इमत फमलतम् ’14 ।   

शब्दः – ‘ शब्द्यते आमवमष्ियते स्वाथो येन सः ’ इमत मवग्रह े‘ शब्द उपसगायदामवष्कारे 

च । चाद्भाषण े ’ इमत चौराकदकाद ् धातोः भाष्ये तु ‘ कृतो बहुलमममत वक्तव्यम ् ’ इमत 

भाष्यकारस्य वचनेन बाहुलकाद ् करण े रञ्ज्प्रत्यये तस्याधयधातुकत्वेऽनुबन्धलोप इकारलोप े

मवभमक्तकाये च शब्दः इमत शब्दः मसिः ।  

यद्वा ‘ शब्दयमत प्रकाशयमत स्वाथ ंयः सः ’ इमत मवग्रह े‘ शब्द उपसगायदामवष्कारे च । 

चाद्भाषण े ’ इमत चौराकदकाद ् धातोः भाष्ये तु ‘ कृतो बहुलमममत वक्तव्यम् ’ इमत 

भाष्यकारस्य वचनेन बाहुलकात् “ एरच् ” इमत सिूेण कतयययच्प्रत्यय े

 
10

 श्रीमद्भगवद्गीता – ( 3-33 ) 
11

 धहतोपदरे्िः – ( 3-141 ) 
12

 नैष म ्– ( 15-9 ) 
13

 संस्कृतधहन्दी - आप्िे कोर्िः, र्ब्दरत्नमहोदध िः 
14

 महाभाष्यम ्– उदय्ोतिः – अथ र्ब्दानुर्ासनम ् 
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तस्याधयधातुकत्वेऽनुबन्धलोपे इकारलोपे मवभमक्तकाये च शब्दः इमत शब्दः मसिः । एवां द्वाभ्याां 

वु्यत्पमत्तभ्याां मनष्पन्नोऽयां शब्दशब्दः प्रकाशनां प्रकाशकां  वाथ ंसुतराां वमक्त ।  

यद्वा तिैव ‘ शब्द्यते ध्वमनना प्रकाश्यते ’ इमत कमयमण रमि तन्िेण स्वीकियते, तदा 

पूणयतः स्फोटपदतुल्याथयकता समागतैव । ति मनराङ्काक्षाथयप्रमतपमत्तरेव 

लोकव्यवहारसामधकेमत तादशृाथयप्रमतपमत्तजनकतया वाक्यमेव मुख्यः शब्दः स्फोटो 

वेत्यप्यवधेयम् । 

यद्वा शब्द्यतेऽनेनाथय इत्यमभधीयते ज्ञाप्यते इमत वात्स्यानः15 ।   

यद्वा ‘ शपते ’ इमत मवग्रह े‘ शप आिोश े’ इमत भौवाकदकाद ्धातोः ‘ शाशमपभ्याां ददनौ 

’ इत्युणाकदसूिेण दन्प्रत्यये तस्यानुबन्धलोपे च कृते ‘ शप ्+ द ’ इत्यि पकारस्य “ झलाां जश ्

झमश ” इमत सूिेण बकारे मवभमक्तकाये च शब्दः इमत शब्दः मसिः । “ 

शब्दवैरकलहाभ्रकण्वमेरभे्यः करणे ” इमत सिूमनदेशात् वा मसिः । 

अनशुासनम ्– अनुमशष्यतेऽसाधुशब्देभ्यः प्रमवभज्य बोध्यते येन इमत मवग्रहऽेनूपसगायत् 

‘ शास ु अनुमशष्टौ ’ इत्यादाकदकाद ् धातोः “ करणामधकरणयोि ” इमत सूिणे करणाथयके 

ल्युट्प्प्रत्यये तस्यानुबन्धलोपे च ‘ शास ् + यु ’ इमत मस्थते “ युवोरनाकौ ” इमत सिूणे 

युप्रत्ययस्य अनादेशे मवभमक्तकाये च कृते ‘ अनुशासनम् ’ इमत मसिम् । 

यद्वा ‘ अनुमशष्यन्ते ज्ञाप्यन्ते ’ इमत मवग्रहऽेनूपसगायत् ‘ शासु अनुमशष्टौ ’ इमत 

आदाकदकाद ्धातोः “ ल्यट्ु च ” इमत सिूेण भावाथयके ल्यटु्प्प्रत्यये तस्यानुबन्धलोपे च ‘ शास् + 

यु ’ इमत मस्थते “ युवोरनाकौ ” इमत सिूेण युप्रत्ययस्यानादेशे मवभमक्तकाये च कृते ‘ 

अनुशासनम ्’ इमत मसिम् ।  

अनुशासनाकदषु प्रयुक्तः ‘ अनु ’ मनपातोऽनुिमहीनाथययोः द्योतको वतयते । 

उत्तरवर्तयतन्िाणाां सांक्षेप्तत्वाद ्सांमक्षप्तत्वाद ्हीनत्वम् । यथा – ‘ अनु शाकटायनां वैयाकरणः ’ 

शाकटायनमपेक्ष्यान्ये वयैाकरणा हीना इत्यथयः । ‘ अनु ’ शब्दो हीनाथयद्योतकः । रष्टव्यम ् “ 

हीने ” इमत सिूस्य कामशका ।             

शब्दानशुासनम ् । इदां च व्याकरणशास्त्रस्यान्वथं नाम । अनुपूवयकः शामसर्वयमवच्य 

ज्ञापने दशृ्यते । तथा चानुमशष्यन्ते मवमवच्यासाधुभ्यो मवभज्य बोध्यन्ते येनेमत करण े

 
15

 न्यायदर्शनम ्– ( 1-1-3 ) 
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ल्युडन्ततया शास्त्रपदेन सामानामधकरण्यम् । ततः ‘ शब्दानाम् ’ इत्यि “ कतृयकमयणोः कृमत ” 

सूिेण कमयमण षष्ठी, ‘ शब्दानाम्  अनुशासनम ् ’ इमत मवग्रह े“ षष्ठी ” इमत सिूेण षष्ठीसमास े

मवभमक्तकाये च ‘ शब्दानुशासनम् ’ इमत शब्दः मसिः । ।  येन मवमवक्ताः साधवः शब्दाः 

प्रकृमतप्रत्ययाकदमवभागतो येनानुमशष्यन्ते ज्ञाप्यन्ते तच्छास्त्रमि ‘ शब्दानुशासनम् ’ इत्यथयः ।   

न च “ कमयमण च ” इमत सूिेण समासमनषेधः शङ्क्यः, ‘ कमयमण या षष्ठी सा न 

समस्यते ’ इत्यथ े‘ अपाां स्रष्टा ’  इत्यादावमप मनषेधमसिःे “ तृजकाभ्याां कतयटर ” इमत सिूां व्यथय 

स्यात् । ति  चकार इमतपयाययो मनपातानामनेकाथयत्वात् । कमयणीमत सप्तभयेकवचनमुच्चायय या 

षष्ठी मवमहता सा न समस्यते इत्यथयः16 । अथायच्चकारशब्दस्येमतशब्दाथयकतया 

कमयणीमतशब्दवता “ उभयप्राप्तौ कमयमण ” इमत सिूेण या षष्ठी, तदन्तां न समस्यते इत्यथायत् । 

इयां षष्ठी तु “ कतृयकमयणोः कृमत ” इमत मवमहता, न तु ‘ उभयप्राप्तौ ’ इत्याचाययस्य कत्तुयवयस्तुतः 

सत्वेऽपीहाऽनुपादानात् । ‘ प्रत्यासमत्त ’ न्यायेन यस्य कृत्प्रत्ययस्यापेक्षया षष्ठी यकद तदपेक्षयैव 

तृतीया स्यात्, अि तु प्रकाश्यत इत्यस्यापेक्षया तृतीया, अनुशासनेत्यपके्षया च षष्ठीमत न 

समासमनषेधः ।  

शेषलक्षणा षष्ठी वाऽस्तु । इयमाशङ्का भाष्यव्याख्यािा कैयटेनेत्थां पटरहृता17– अि 

चाचाययस्य कतुयः प्रयोजनाभावादभुयप्राप्त्यभावाद ् न “ उभयप्राप्तौ कमयमण ” इत्यनेन षष्ठी, 

ककन्तु “ कतृयकमयणोः कृमत ” इत्यनेनैवेमत न समासमनषेधावसरः ।  कामशकाव्याख्याकारो 

हरदत्तोऽमप पदमञ्जयायमाह18– अि च शब्दानाममदमनुशासनां नाथायनाममत्यथयव्यावृमत्तपरायाां 

चोदनायाां कतृयमवशेषस्याऽमववमक्षतत्वादभुयप्राप्त्य- भावाद ्न   “ उभयप्राप्तौ कमयमण ” इत्यनेन 

षष्ठी, ककां  तर्हय ? “ कतृयकमयणोः कृमत ” इत्यनेनेमत, “ कमयमण च ” इमत न मनमषिः समास । 

अतः आचाययकतृयकां  शब्दकमयकमनुशासनममत्यथयः ।   

ति महाभाष्यवचनम् ‘ अथेत्ययां शब्दोऽमधकाराथयः प्रयुज्यते । शब्दानुशासनां नाम 

शास्त्रममधकृतां वेकदतव्यम ्’ इमत ।  

 

 
16

 वैयाकरणधसद्धान्तकौमदुी – बालमनोरमा – ( कमशधण च इधत सूत्रे ) प.ृ 52 
17

 महाभाष्यप्रदीपे पस्पर्ाया आरम्भे ‘ अथ र्ब्दानुर्ासनम ्’ इधत वाक्यव्याख्याप्रसङ्गे । 
18

 काधर्कायािः पदमञ्जरीव्याख्या, ‘ अथ र्ब्दानुर्ासनम ्’ इधत भाष्यवाक्यव्याख्यावसरे । 
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